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ABSTRACT 

This dissertation examines the cross-linguistic patterns of "height-constrained" 

Round Harmony (RH), from the perspective of Grounding Condition Theory proposed 

by Archangeli and Pulleyblank (in press). The fundamental claim advanced here is that 

the attested patterns of RH are due to two conditions, (i) the grounded path condition 

R(oun)DIHI(gh), "if [+round] then [+high]" or "if [+round] then not [-high]", and (ii) 

the Phonological Identity Condition (PIC). The grounded condition RDIHI, motivated 

from the physiological correlation between lip rounding and tongue height (mediated by 

jaw opening), holds of the targets of rules, thereby restricting the application of RH to 

high vowel targets. The PIC, on the other hand, is proposed to characterize the 

contextual identity requirement for rules. Two important properties of the PIC are noted: 

(i) that it is a non-representational condition, and (ii) that identity referred to by the PIC 

is implemented as logical equivalence. The non-representational PIC is motivated from 

the cases of "nonadjacent" identity (i.e. the cases where contextual identity can be 

defined across a transparent element, e.g. Khalkha Mongolian RH), where a 

representational analysis based on OCP-induced fusion fails because it results in either 

illformed "gapped" representations or violation of the No-Crossing Line Convention. 

Further, the equivalence interpretation of identity is proposed to break away from 

otherwise mandatory rules of redundant feature insertion for cases like Yawelmani RH, 

where identity refers to both values of a feature. Drawing on these two conditions, this 

dissertation demonstrates that the observed patterns of height-constrained RH are 
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correctly predicted by recognizing two factors, the rule types characterized by these 

conditions, and the way that these rule types are invoked by languages. 



Chapter One 
Introduction 

1.1 Issues: Constraints on Round Harmony 

12 

It is generally known that phonological rules usually do not apply across the 

board, but are rather constrained by various types of conditions. Round Harmony (RH, 

henceforth) is no exception: we often find quite rigidly restricted patterns of RH across 

languages, due to the various sorts of conditions imposed on RH rules. Of such 

conditions on the RH rules, it is particularly interesting to note that a considerable 

number of cross-linguistic RH rules are subject to "height" constraints, as Steriade 

(1981:3) states, "RH rules operate on classes of vowels defined by height ... "1. 

There are a number of cases illustrating that height constraints play an important 

role in the application of RH rules. In Turkish, for example, the RH rule targets only 

high vowels but never targets nonhigh vowels (Lees 1961, Lewis 1967, Lightner 1972, 

Underhill 1976, Clements and Sezer 1982, Bourgeois 1991, Kirchner 1993). 

1 As Korn (1969) and Steriade (1981) note, the feature [back] is also important to 
describe the various patterns of cross-linguistic RH rules. In quite a few cases, the 
"backness" constraint is superimposed on the "height" constraint such that the height 
constraint is exhibited only by back vowels. In Kirghiz (the dialect described by Hebert 
and Poppe 1964), for example, back vowels undergo the RH rule under the following 
conditions defined by height: (i) if the trigger and the target are both high, (ii) if the 
trigger and the target are both nonhigh, and (iii) if the trigger is nonhigh and the target is 
high. In contrast, front vowels in Kirghiz are not subject to such constraints. Since the 
major concern of this thesis is the [round]-[high] relation, I do not discuss these cases any 
further in this chapter. Further discussion of this issue will appear in section 5.4.3 of 
chapter five. 



(1) Turkish RH (data from Clements and Sezer 1982:216). 
Nom.sg 
ip 
el 
yiiz 
kay 

Gen. sg. (-In) 
ip-in 
el-in 
yiiz-iin 
kay-iin 

r-:...:;.:.;'-------, 

'--"---'----"----' 

Gloss 
'rope' 
'hand' 
'face' 
'village' 
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As shown above, RH initiating from the stem vowel applies to the suffix with a high 

vowel, the genitive singular suffix, inducing the alternation in - un; but it does not affect 

the nominative plural suffix which contains a nonhigh vowel in it. 

Another type of height constraint is found in Yawelmani, where the RH rule 

applies from vowel to vowel of like height (Newman 1941; Kenstowicz and Kisseberth 

1977, 1979; Archangeli 1984, 1985). The height-constrained patterns of Yawelmani RH 

are illustrated by the following examples. 

(2) Yawelmani RH (data from Kenstowicz and Kisseberth 1977:35) 
Aorist (-hIn) A.Pass. (-It) Pree. (-xA) Dubit.( -AI) 
xiI-hin xiI-it xil-xa xil-al 

~~~---~~~-~ 

Gloss 
'tangle' 
'procure' 

r-=;:.:...,;:..:.='------::..::..::....=..:....--~=.....:.:;;;;~~-....::..::..:....c:.:.:...>...~---' 'lead by hand' 
'find' 

Here, rounding of the suffix vowels agrees with that of the stem vowels only if they are 

both [+high] (e.g. dub-hun, dub-ut) or both [-high] (e.g. bok'-xo, bok'-ol); if they differ 

in height, RH fails to apply (e.g. dub-xa, bok' -hin). 

Still another type of height constraint is exhibited by the more complicated case of 

Yakut RH, exemplified below. 
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(3) Yakut RH (data from Krueger 1962:74,81) 
Ace. (-I) Gloss Nom.pi. (-tAr) Gloss 
tiis-i 'tooth' tiis-ter 'tooth' 
et-i 'meat' seE-ter 'tool' 
tiinniik-ii 'window' I tiinniik-ter (*tor2 I 'window' 
6y-ii 'sense' ott6x-t6r 'farm' 

In this case, the RH rule applies between vowels that share the height (e.g. tiinniik-ii, 

ottox-tor) and from nonhigh to high vowels (e.g. 6y-ii); but it does not apply from high 

to nonhigh vowels (e.g. tiinniik-ter). Note that the height constraint on Yakut RH differs 

from those of the previous cases in the following respects. First, Turkish RH does not 

affect the nonhigh-nonhigh sequences, whereas Yakut RH does apply to these sequences 

(compare Turkish kay-ler with Yakut ottox-tor). Second, Yawelmani RH does not apply 

to the sequences of different height, but Yakut RH does apply to the nonhigh-high 

sequences (compare Yawelmani bok'-hin with Yakut oy-ii). 

The issue that emerges now is that the patterns of height-dependent RH are not 

random but rather are limited to a particular subset. According to the survey of RH 

across languages (Korn 1969, Ultan 1973, Jakobson and Waugh 1979, Steriade 1981, 

Hulst 1988a, Kaun 1994), only seven types are attested among the sixteen logically 

possible patterns listed below2• (Remarks on notation: (i) "I" and "A" below represent 

2 The languages listed in (4) are from the following sources: Khakass (Pritsak 1959, 
Menges 1968, Korn 1969), Hixkaryana (Derbyshire 1985), Khalkha Mongolian (Street 
1962, Hangin 1968, Poppe 1970, Hamp 1981, Svantesson 1985, Djamouri and Rialland 
1985, Steriade 1987a), Dasenech (Sasse 1974, 1976), Manchu (Vago 1973; Odden 1978; 
Hayata 1980; Ard 1981, 1984; Hong 1991), Tiv (Pulleyblank 1988a; Archangeli and 
Pulleyblank, in press), Uyghur (Hahn 1991), Tuvan (Krueger 1977), Azerbaijani 
(Householder 1965), Yakut (Krueger 1962), Altai (Korn 1969, Steriade 1981). 
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respectively a high vowel and a nonhigh vowel; and (ii) the left-hand members of "II, 

AA, AI, IA" represents the triggers of RH, and the right-hand members the targets of 

RH. Thus, the type (4a), for example, refers to the case where RH applies only from 

high to high vowels but not in other contexts.) 

(4) Contexts Languages 
I I AA A I I A 

a'l YES no no no Khakass, Hixkaryana 
b. no YES no no K. Mongolian, Dasenech, Manchu 
c. no no YES no 
d. no no no YES 

e'l YES YES no no Yawelmani, Tiv 
f. YES no YES no Turkish, Uyghur, Tuvan, Azerbaijani 
g. YES no no YES 
h. no YES YES no 
i. no YES no YES 
j. no no YES YES 

k. I YES YES YES no Yakut, Altai 
1. YES YES no YES 
m YES no YES YES 
n. no YES YES YES 

o. I~~s no no no languages with no RH 
p. YES YES YES Kirghiz' (the dialect described by 

Comrie 1981) 

Excluding the non-crucial cases (40) (4p), where RH either applies in all contexts or does 

not apply at all, the attested types of RH are further reduced to the following five cases. 



(5) Attested types of "height-constrained" RH 
(4a) RH applies only from high to high vowels 
(4b) RH applies only from nonhigh to nonhigh vowels 
(4e) RH applies only from [exhigh] to [exhigh] vowels 
(4f) RH applies only from [exhigh] to high vowels 
(4k) RH applies from [exhigh] to [exhigh] vowels and from [-high] to 

[+high] vowels 

16 

Now it becomes clear what the attested patterns of RH would look like. To 

generalize, the cross-linguistic patterns of RH rules, if governed by the contextual 

condition defined by the height features, must be one of the following three types. (The 

"equal height" in (6a) means "equal in [+high], [-high], or both [±high]".) 

(6) Types of the cross-linguistic RH rules: 
a. RH applies between vowels of equal height (4a) (4b) (4e) 
b. RH applies to high targets, but not to [-high] targets (4f) 
c. RH of the "mixed" type: RH applies to [+high] targets and between 

vowels of equal height (4k) 

The central goal of this dissertation is to provide an analysis of why the cross-

linguistic RH rules are restricted to the types listed in (6). The fundamental idea I will 

explore to deal with this issue is that of Grounding Condition Theory proposed by 

Archangeli and Pulleyblank (A&P, henceforth) (in press), namely that feature 

combinations, both for underlying and derived representations, are constrained by a set of 

phonetically-defined or "grounded" conditions. In particular, I examine the physiological 

correlation between lip rounding and tongue height, and observe that these two 

articulatory gestures are correlated with each other, mediated by jaw opening, in such a 

way that lip rounding is sympathetically related to (or facilitated by) higher tongue 
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body3. Based on this observation, I formulate, among others, two conditions, "if 

[+round] then [+high]" and "if [+round] then not [-high]", collectively referred to as 

R(oun)DIHI(gh). I claim that this condition, implemented on the RH rules following the 

theoretical format of Grounded Phonology, figures as important for the issue at hand, 

since it directly characterizes the RH pattern (6b) as a condition imposed on the targets 

of the RH rules. 

Another significant proposal to be made in this thesis is that the contextual 

condition of "identity", which has not been given an independent status in the literature 

(but see A&P, in press), also functions importantly in constraining the RH rules. The 

additional need for this condition is evident from the RH type (6a), (4b) and (4e) in 

particular, in which the RH rule operates on vowels of like height, rather than on the 

class of vowels circumscribed by the condition RDIHI (i.e. the high vowels). With 

respect to the RH rules of the "mixed" type (6c), I argue that the patterns exhibited by 

these rules are naturally attributed to the combined effect of the two conditions proposed, 

RDIHI and the contextual identity condition, once these conditions are properly 

formulated. 

3 Note that the phonetic relation between lip rounding and tongue height is "indirect", in 
the sense that the two articulatory gestures involved are correlated with each other by a 
third articulatory mechanism of jaw movement (see chapter two, section 2.2.1 in 
particular, for references). As Mike Hammond (p.c.) points out to me, previous studies 
on Grounding Condition Theory, including A&P (in press), all draw on direct phonetic 
relations, and in this regard, my proposal based on an indirect phonetic relation may be 
viewed as an extended use of Grounding Condition Theory. For more discussion of this 
issue, see section 2.2.2 of chapter two. 
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The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In section 1.2, I provide an 

overview of Grounding Condition Theory, on which a significant portion of analyses in 

this dissertation builds. In section 1.3, I discuss other general theoretical assumptions. 

Finally in section 1.4, I layout the organization of this dissertation. 

1.2 Grounding Condition Theory 

One of the fundamental arguments to be made in this dissertation is that a 

considerable part of the "height"-constraints on cross-linguistic RH rules is due to an 

inherent phonetic relation between [round] and [high]. In this regard, Grounding 

Condition Theory, which argues that "F-element" combinations (or feature cooccurrence) 

are constrained by phonetically motivated or "grounded" conditions, appears to be a 

highly relevant theory to draw on in pursuing the issue at hand4. 

Grounding Condition Theory is composed of two parts, a part that addresses the 

formal properties of constraints on F-element combinations and a part that relates the 

substantive properties of constraints on F-element combinations. Formally, it is noted 

that constraints on F-element combinations are observed only between "linked" or 

associated F-elements. To illustrate, let us consider a hypothetical situati.on where two 

F-elements, [+high] and [+low], are involved. Given the well-established auto segmental 

4 Following A&P's (in press) terminology, I make use of the term "F-elements" instead 
of "features", whenever relevant. F-elements here incorporate (i) positive or negative 
feature specification and (ii) the class nodes that group them into larger units. See 
section 1.3.1 of this chapter for more discussion. 
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notion that association status may be either "free" (or unassociated) or "linked" (or 

associated), the following four representations are distinguished. 

(7) a. +high b. +high c. +high d. +high 

I I 
~ ~ ~ ~ 

I 
+low +low 

I 
+low +low 

The point of notice here is that the leftmost representation (7a), in which both [+high] 

and [+low] are linked to a single "anchor" (i.e. Root nodes or moras to which F-elements 

are associated (A&P, in press:9», is not attested in the phonology of any natural 

languages, and hence is ruled out from the possible F-element combinations (note that it 

is physiologically impossible to invoke the active articulatory gestures of [high] and 

[low] simultaneously). In the cases where un associated [+high] and [+low] are involved, 

however, those two F-elements are in principle free to occur together and therefore the 
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representations (7bcd) are not affected by the constraint prohibiting the [+high]-[+low] 

combinations. 

To address the formal issue that free and linked F-elements play distinct roles with 

respect to constraints on F-element combinations, A&P (in press:33) introduce the notion 

of "path" and propose that the constraints on F-element combinations are defined within 

a single path. Their definition of path is given below. 

(8) There is a path between a and ~ iff 
(i) a and ~ belong to a linked set L ofnodes/features, and 
(ii) in the set L, there is no more than one instance of each node/feature. 

S A&P (in press) provide some empirical cases to prove the point that incompatible 
F-elements, if they are un associated, are allowed to occur together. One of the cases that 
they discuss is Nupe, a Kwa language spoken in Nigeria. In this language, consonants 
are optionally labialized when followed by a rounded vowel [u] or [0] (legul --> [egWu] 
'mud', Ipol --> [pWo] 'to roast'), and are optionally palatalized when followed by a front 
vowel [i] or [e] (legil --> [gYi] 'child', /be! --> [bYe] 'to come') (cf. Hyman 1970, 1973; 
Harms 1973). Of interest to us are the cases where the low vowel [a] also triggers 
labialization or palatalization (e.g. [tWa] 'to tell', [ea] 'to be mild'). Previously, a 
prevailing account of these phenomena seems to be the account based on "absolute 
neutralization", which posits abstract low vowels "8" (for the palatalization case) and 
"0" (for the labialization case) (cf. Hyman 1970, 1973). A&P, however, provide an 
alternative analysis, invoking morpheme-level free instances of [+round] and [-back] 
(A&P cite Purcell 1989 for a similar analysis). In this analysis, free [+round] and [-back] 
associate to a consonant, triggering labialization and palatalization respectively, but do 
not affect the low vowel due to inherent incompatibility between [+round] and [+low], 
and between [-back] and [+low] (see chapter two for the relation between [+round] and 
[+low], and see section 4.6.3 of chapter four for the [-back]-[+low] relation). Treated in 
this way, Nupe is the case where underlying representations crucially involve two sets of 
incompatible F-elements, [+round] & [+low] and [-back] & [+low], and an F-element of 
each set, viz. [+round] and [-back], is free or unassociated. 
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According to the first clause (Si) of the definition, linked F-elements are on paths with 

each other but free F-elements are not. The different behaviors of linked and free F

elements with respect to F-element compatibility/incompatibility are then naturally 

attributed to the notion of path. The second clause of the definition (Sii) restricts the 

scope of path on which constraints on F-element combinations are defined. As illustrated 

below, not all instances of linked F-elements constitute a path: in (9b), in which [+high] 

and [+low] are linked to two different anchors, they are perfectly free to occur together 

(an example of this configuration would be ua). In contrast, the linked tokens of [+high] 

and [+low] in the configuration (9a), in which they are linked to a single anchor, do not 

combine together due to the physiologically based condition noted above. If constraints 

on the combinations of F-elements are to be defined as "path conditions", the notion of 

path must somehow exclude the possibility of linked [+high] and [+low] in (9b) being in 

a single path. The second clause of the definition (Sii) ensures this result, by positing 

that linked [+high] and [+low] in (9b), which are linked to two tokens of the Dorsal 

node, are not in the same path. Since they are not in a single path, [+high] and [+low] 

are free to occur together although they are both linked (via [+backD. 
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(9) a. * I.! b. -VI.! I.! 

I I I • Root • • 
I I I 
• Place • • 
I 
I 

• Dorsal • • 

~ 
@ 

Invoking the notion of path, A&P (in press) propose that constraints on F-element 

combinations are formally expressed as "path conditions". The definition of path 

conditions is given below. 

(10) Path Condition (A&P, in press: 144) 
A path condition is an implicationai statement which determines whether 
paths between F-elements are well formed or illformed. 

Path conditions being implicationai statements implies that they can be either positively 

or negatively formulated. 

(11) a. positive: if a then ~ 
b. negative: if a then not ~ 

The positive path condition (1Ia) states that in order for an F-element a to be present in a 

path, the F-element ~ must also be present (see (12a)); otherwise, the path is iIIformed 

(see (12b)). The negative path condition (lIb), on the other hand, states that in order for 

an F-element a to be present in a path, the F-element ~ must not be present in the path 
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(see (12b)); else, the path is illformed (see (12a)). The detailed interpretation of the 

positive and negative path conditions is illustrated below based on the truth-table method 

("--," below means "not"). 

(12) Re~resentations (a) 
X 

/ \ 
a. ~ 

a. true 

~ true 
--,~ false 

if a. then ~ I~SE if a. then not ~ 

(b) 
X 
I 

a. 

true 
false 
true 

FALSE 
true 

(c) 
X 
I 
~ 

false 
true 
false 

true 
true 

(d) 
X 

false 
false 

true 

true 
true 

The condition that we introduced to exclude the occurrence of [+high] and [+low] within 

a single path is then formally expressed as a negative path condition "if [+high] then not 

[+low]" or equally as "if [+low] then not [+high]". 

Given this much of formal definition, let us now tum to the substantive part of 

path conditions. The central claim made by A&P (in press) is that path conditions 

invoked in natural languages are not random, but must be physically based or 

"grounded". The essence of their proposal is formulated as the Grounding Conditions. 

(13) The Grounding Conditions (A&P, in press: 150) 
I. Path conditions invoked by languages must be phonetically motivated. 
II. The stronger the phonetic motivations for a path condition cp, 

a. the greater the likelihood of invoking cp 
b. the greater the likelihood of assigning a wide scope to cp within a 

grammar. 
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Grounding Condition I characterizes the absolute part of the path conditions: path 

conditions that a language invokes are wellfonned only if the F-elements in a path are 

physically (i.e. articulatorily and/or acoustically) related, either in a sympathetic or 

antagonistic manner. A&P refer to the path conditions that confonn to Grounding 

Condition I as "grounded path conditions". Grounding Condition II, on the other hand, 

expresses the relative part of the path conditions: the path conditions with stronger 

phonetic motivation are more likely to be invoked in languages and more likely to 

govern a wide range of representations than those with weaker motivation. 

The fact that Grounding Condition I substantially reduces the number of possible 

path conditions is illustrated below, based on the two F-elements, [Advanced Tongue 

Root (ATR, henceforth)] and [high]. Logical pairings of these two F-elements yield 

sixteen path conditions as listed in (14). 

(14) Logically Possible Path Conditions on [ATR] and [high]: 
ositive ne ative 

a. if [+ATR] then [+high] if [+ATR] then not [-high] 
b. if [-ATR] then [-high] if [-ATR] then not [+high] 
c. if +hi h then +ATR if +hi h then not -ATR 
d. if [-high] then [-ATR] if [-high] then not [+ATR] 
e. if [+ATRI then [-high] if [+ATR] then not [+high] 
f. if [-ATR] then [+high] if[-ATR] then not [-high] 
g. if [+high] then [-ATR] if [+high] then not [+ATR] 
h. if[-high] then [+ATR] if[-high] then not [-ATR] 

Of these, A&P propose that only the first three conditions (14abc) are phonetically 

motivated, and hence "grounded". The motivation comes primarily from the 
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physiological correlation between the two gestures of tongue body raisingllowering and 

tongue root advancement/retraction. As is often noted, advancing or retracting the 

tongue root tends to raise or lower the tongue body, respectively; and conversely, raising 

or lowering the tongue body tends to advance or retract the tongue root, respectively (see 

Jacobson 1980 and Hall & Hall 1980, among others). The following statement made by 

Hall and Hall (1980:207) serves well to generalize such a physiological correlation 

between tongue body movement and tongue root advancement/retraction. 

" ... as the tongue root is moved forward, the tongue body is compressed and 
therefore raised. Conversely, as the tongue is retracted, the tongue body is 
pulled down and therefore lowered." 

The path conditions (14abc) reflect the physiological correlation just described. In 

contrast, the other conditions in (14), (14efgh) in particular, do not conform to this 

physiological generalization; and hence, are not invoked in any natural languages, as 

stipulated by Grounding Condition I. The condition (14d) is phonetically unmotivated as 

well, since A&P assume that [-high] here is taken to mean the lack of any active gesture 

of tongue body movement. Since it implies no active gesture, it is impossible to 

determine whether [-high] advances or retracts the tongue root. For this reason, A&P 
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consider the conditions (14d), "if[-high] then [-ATR]" and "if[-high] then not [+ATR]", 

to be ungrounded6 • 

Grounded path conditions, motivated as such, may be invoked by languages in two 

different ways (cf. Grounding Condition IIb). First, grounded path conditions can be 

invoked to hold of representations in general. In this case, we expect the effect of a 

condition to be on the entire range of a grammar; for instance, if the grounded path 

condition (14a), "if[+ATR] then [+high]" or "if [+ATR] then not [-high]", holds of the 

entire set of representations in a given language, no instances of [+ATR, -high] vowels 

are to be found in any levels of representation in the language at hand, whether 

underlying or derived. Second, grounded path conditions may hold of specific ntles 

only, rather than representations. The grounded path conditions (14a), if they are 

imposed on the spreading rule of [+ATR] as a target condition, for example, will have 

the effect that the rule applies only to [+high] targets, to the exclusion of [-high] targets. 

In the case where the positive condition is invoked (lSa), the application of the rule is 

6 The statement that [-high] involves no active articulatory and hence does not imply any 
if-then relation, however, may b~ too strong in some cases. Since grounded path 
conditions are formulated in such a way that the F-elements in the if-clause correspond to 
the Arguments of a rule, one of the predictions of this statement is that the rules with the 
Argument, [-round], [-high], or [-low], if there are any, are not subject to any of the 
grounded conditions that involve these F-elements as antecedents. This prediction may 
be problematic in the presence of cases like Shona Height Harmony, by which the 
harmonic feature or Argument [-high] spreads only to the suffix rounded vowels (see 
section 5.2.1.2 of chapter five for the discussion of the Shona harmony rule). For cases 
like this, I posit that the statement of [-high] being articulatorily inactive must be revised 
so that the condition "if [-high] then not [+round]" is allowed. This issue will be dealt 
with in detatil in section 2.2.2 of chapter two (see also section 6.3.1 of chapter six). 
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restricted to high targets; in the case where the negative condition is invoked (15b), the 

rule is prevented from applying to nonhigh targets. 

(15) a. if [+ATR] then [+high] b. if[+ATR] then not [-high] 

[+high] 

I 
[-high] 

I 
11 11 
I .. ······ 

11 11 
I.····~ 

[+ATR] [+ATR] 

The point of notice here is that these conditions, if they govern rules only, do not exclude 

all the instances of [+ ATR, -high] vowels. We expect to find, for instance, the 

underlying presence of [+ATR, -high] vowels, since the conditions (14a) here are 

supposed to disallow only the instances of [+ATR, -high] that are created via a specific 

Such a relativized function of grounded path conditions is well illustrated by ATR 

harmony in Pulaar, discussed in Paradis (1986) and A&P (in press). Pulaar has a 

canonical five vowel system Ii e a 0 uI, of which only mid vowels are affected by ATR 

harmony. The specifics of Pulaar harmony are further shown by the three sets of data in 

7 In this respect, Grounding Condition Theory differs from the previous theories of 
feature cooccurrence constraints such as Structure Preservation cum Marking Conditions 
(Kiparsky 1982, 1985). In contrast to Grounding Condition Theory that allows 
conditions to be relativized (in the sense that they can hold of representations or of 
specific rules), Structure Preservation posits that conditions, once invoked, must take 
effect on the entire lexical derivations. In Structure Preservation, then, the possibility 
that conditions hold only of specific rules is not allowed. For more discussion of this 
issue, see A&P (in press) and Hong (1993a) (also section 2.5 of chapter two). 
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(16): mid vowels appear as [+ATR] if followed by a high vowel (16a), and otherwise, 

they appear as [-ATR] (16b); a high vowel does not cause any effects of ATR harmony 

on the low vowel that precedes (the low vowel is rather "opaque" to the harmony rule 

(see (16c))). 

(16) a. [+ATR] 
peec-i 
sQf-ru 
dQg-oo-ru 
"'beel-u 

b. [-ATR] 
p~c-on 

cQf-on 
DdQg-Q-w-on 
"'bed-on 

c. /a! is not affected 
boot-aa-ri 
poof-aa-li 
°gor-aa-gu 

'fissure' 
'chick' 
'runner' 
'shadow' 

sing.; dim. pI. 
sing.; dim. pI. 
sing.; dim. pI. 
sing.; dim. pI. 

'dine' 
'respiration' 
'courage' 

A&P (in press) account for these harmony patterns invoking two rules: (i) 

insertion of [+ATR] onto high vowels and (ii) the subsequent rule of [+ATR] spreading 

that applies leftwards to mid vowel. If there is no high vowel, neither rule applies and 

[-ATR] vowels appear. Of interest now is the condition to which each rule would be 

subject. Apparently, the two rules are governed respectively by "if [+ATR] then 

[+high]" (ATRlHI) and by "if [+ATR] then not [+low]" (ATRlLO)8: ATRlHI, if it 

governs an insertion rule, ensures that [+ATR] inserts onto [+high] vowels (see (17a)), 

8 Actually, the conditions invoked are partially dependent upon the active F-elements. 
The condition "if [+ATR] then [+high]", for example, is invoked here based on the 
assumption that [+high] is active in Pulaar. If [-high] is active, the negative condition "if 
[+ATR] then not [-high]" is invoked instead. 
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while ATRlLO, if it holds of spreading rule, prevents [+ATR] from spreading to [+low] 

vowels (see (17b)). 

boo 

(17) a. [+low] [+high] 

1\ I. 

-taa-rl 

[+ATR] 

b. 

boo 

[+low] [+high] 

1\ I 
-taa-rl 

/f .... j 
[+ATR] 

Note, however, that these two conditions play radically different roles in the 

phonology of Pulaar. As A&P point out, the first condition "if [+ATR] and [+high]" 

does not hold of the language in general but governs the insertion rule only. If this 

condition governs the entire set of representations instead, we expect only high vowels to 

be [+ATR] in Pulaar (note that this condition is interpreted as "in order for [+ATR] to be 

present in a path, [+high] must also be present; otherwise, the path is illforrned" (see 

(12»). This is not true, however, as we do find instances of [+ATR, -high] vowels, viz. 

Ie 0/, in Pulaar. Such a property of ATRIHI is contrasted with that of the second 

condition ATRILO. As A&P also note, there are no instances of [+ATR, +low] vowels 

in Pulaar; hence, the condition "if [+ATR] then not [+low]" here holds of the entire set of 

representations in Pulaar and is not a property of a specific rule (such as spreading). 

As a final remark, I would like to point out that cases like Pulaar not only 

exemplify Grounding Condition Theory but also provide an argument for it in the 

following respects. Two rules in Pulaar, insertion and spreading of [+ATR], apply only 

to a particular subset of vowels, respectively to high vowels and to nonlow vowels, but 
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not vice versa. In Grounding Condition Theory, these restrictions do not remain as 

artifacts of rules, but directly follow from the inherent phonetic relation between [+ATR] 

and the tongue height features: the sympathetic relation between [+ATR] and 

[+high]/[-low], and the antagonistic relation between [+ATR] and [-high]/[+low]. Note 

also that the condition for insertion rule, in particular, cannot be expressed as a condition 

motivated from lexical contrasts (cf. Marking Conditions proposed by Kiparsky 1984, 

1985). Since the insertion rule of [+ATR] does not target nonhigh vowels, the condition 

that we would need for this case may be expressed as * [+ATR, -high], following the 

format of Marking Conditions. This condition, however, is crucially not motivated from 

underlying distinctions, since there are underlying [+ATR, -high] vowels in Pulaar, lei 

and 10/. (See related discussion in footnote 7 of this chapter and section 2.5 of chapter 

two.) 

To summarize, we have examined how Grounding Condition Theory theorizes 

constraints on F-element combinations. Both the formal and substantive parts of 

conditions have been considered: the formal part of conditions is formulated as "path 

conditions", which are stated as implicational statements; and the substantive part is 

characterized by Grounding Conditions I and II. Grounding Condition I addresses the 

absolute part of the condition and stipulates that path conditions are well formed only if 

they are phonetically motivated or "grounded". Grounding Condition II characterizes the 

relative part of conditions by hypothesizing that (i) weakly motivated conditions may not 
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be invoked, and (ii) strongly motivated conditions tend to hold of all representations in a 

given language, whereas weakly motivated conditions tend to hold of rules only. 

1.3 Other General Assumptions 

1.3.1 Combinatorial Specification 

The major issue of underspecification theory has been how much 

underspecification is allowed in underlying representations. On one extreme, there is 

theory that argues for maximal or "Radical" Underspecification, arguing that all 

predictable features are excluded from underlying representations (Kiparsky 1982, 

Archangeli 1984,1988, A&P 1986, Pulleyblank 1988c, Abaglo and Archangeli 1989). 

On the opposite end, we find a theory that maintains restricted or "Contrastive" 

Underspecification, positing that all and only contrastive instances of features are 

specified9 (Steriade 1987a, Clements 1987, Christdas 1988, Mester and Ito 1989). In 

between, there is Combinatorial Specification (A&P, in press), which argues that features 

are specified only if they are phonologically motivated, i.e. if they are referred to by 

phonological rules or by wellformedness principles such as the Obligatory Contour 

9 In fact, a more extreme view of restricted underspecification has been recently proposed 
by Mohanan (1991), Steriade (1993), and Clements (1993), based on the argument that 
underspecification is 'minimal' (or trivial) or eliminated altogether from feature theory. 
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Principle (OCP; Goldsmith 1976, McCarthy 1986, Yip 1988). Of these theories, I adopt 

Combinatorial Specification for analyses in this dissertation10• 

The central part of Combinatorial Specification is composed of the following two 

components (A&P, in press:30). 

(18) a. F-elements 
b. association status 

The first component, F-elements, refers to (i) positive or negative feature specification 

(e.g. [+F] or [-F], but not unspecified [FD, and (ii) the class nodes that group them into 

larger units. Based on the work on feature geometry such as Sagey (1986), A&P suggest 

that the class nodes here include two sorts: the purely organizational nodes such as the 

Place node and the Laryngeal node, and the nodes that carry intrinsic content contents 

such as the articulator nodes, Labial, Coronal and Dorsal. The second component, 

association status, refers to whether a particular F-element isfree (unassociated) or linked 

(associated) . 

The fundamental claim of Combinatorial Specification is that representations are 

constructed from the interplay of these two components (18ab): representations result 

from the combinations of phonologically motivated F-elements, and the association 

10 In most cases, the choice of Combinatorial Specification is not crucial and the analyses 
to be presented would be equally effective under other theories of underspecification or 
under the recent proposal of 'minimal' underspecification (see footnote 9 for references). 
One case where Combinatorial Specification is significantly referred to is Khalkha 
Mongolian, discussed in chapter four. In this case, [-back], which is both predictable and 
non contrastive, is nevertheless specified underlyingly because it is referred to by a 
phonological process. See chapter four, section 4.4.1 in particular, for more discussion. 
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status between the invoked F-elements is either free or linked. To see how 

representations are constructed, let us consider a hypothetical case where two F-elements, 

[+F] and [+0], are invoked. Logically, two F-elements give rise to four combinatorial 

possibilities as shown in (19). 

(19) Combinatorial possibilities given [+F] and [+0] 
1 2 3 4 

+F 
+0 

+F 
none 

none 
+0 

none 
none 

Since the association of the F-elements may either be free or linked, we expect to find 

four types of F-elements coming into play: (i) both [+F] and [+0] are linked, (ii) [+F] is 

linked but [+0] is free, (iii) [+F] is free but [+0] is linked, and (iv) both [+F] and [+G] 

are free. These four types of association status, superimposed on the combinatorial 

possibilities (19), yield the representations illustrated below. 

(20) a. linked [+F] and [+G] 

[][IJCJ 
b.· linked [+F] and free [+0] 

Iyl 
~ 



c. free [+F] and linked [+G] 

I\l 
~ 
~Ifl~ 
~~LJ 

d. free [+F] and [+G] 
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In principle, these are all and only logically possible representations allowed by 

Combinatorial Specification, given the two F-elements, [+F] and [+G]ll. 

Simple combinations of F-elements, however, usually generate more 

representations than languages actually distinguish. As we discussed earlier, languages 

never allow the combination of the linked instances [+high] and [+low], but simple 

combination of [+high] and [+low] does not exclude this possibility. The problem of 

11 As A&P (in press) point out, an interesting prediction follows from this proposal. If 
we invoke the n number of F-elements, the maximum number of logically possible 
combinations is 2" (with two F-elements, for example, 22 or four combinations are 
maximally possible (see (19»; hence, it is predicted that languages may maximally 
distinguish 2" combinatorial possibilities. On the other extreme, it is predicted that there 
are cases in which all F-elements are linked (i.e. within a single path) and the 
combinations of F-elements are maximally excluded by feature cooccurrence restrictions 
to the extent that any combinations of F-elements are not allowed. In such cases, only 
the minimal number of representations, n+ 1 representations, are distinguished (n number 
of representations with one F-element and the representation with null combination) (see 
Barrow Inupiaq to be discussed shortly). A&P argue that this prediction is in fact borne 
out by the empirical fact, and present Tiv as a "2" language" (see also Turkish and the 
related languages such as Khakass and Yakut to be discussed in this dissertation) and 
Barrow Inupiaq as a "n+ 1 language". 
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overgeneration becomes even more serious when a large number of F-elements are 

invoked. Allowing 10 F-elements, for instance, would yield 2/0 or 1024 combinatorial 

possibilities. It is highly questionable that any natural languages would actually 

distinguish such a large number of representations. To constrain F-element 

combinations, Combinatorial Specification draws on Grounding Condition Theory and 

makes use of "grounded path conditions". That is, unwarranted combinations of 

F-elements are excluded when (i) the F-elements are "linked" (i.e. within a single path) 

and (ii) the phonetic relation between the F-elements is "ungrounded". 

One case that A&P (in press) discuss to argue for Combinatorial Specification is 

Vowel Assimilation in Barrow Inupiaq. In this language, there are three types of 

interactions between vowels and consonants: Coronal Palatalization, Dorsal Assimilation, 

and Labial Assimilation (cf. Kaplan 1981, Bourgeois 1988). A&P note, based on Kaplan 

(1981), that although there are three distinct vowels [i, u, a] on the surface, two classes of 

[i] behave differently with respect to the rules above and thus four vocalic classes, 

referred to as lip i2, u, ai, must be distinguished underlyingly. Specifically, the vowel 

class referred to as li/ triggers Coronal Palatalization but does not undergo either Dorsal 

Assimilation or Labial Assimilation. In contrast, the vowel class represented as IV does 

not trigger Coronal Palatalization, but is subject to both Dorsal Assimilation and Labial 
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Assimilation. The distinct behavior of two classes of [i] is illustrated by the following 

examples l2• 

(21) Coronal Palatalization: 
coronal II, nI becomes palatal [A., fi], respectively, when preceded by "Ii/" 

-niaq 'future' 
a. Ia! irut-niaq [-niaq] 
b. lui 
c. Ii,! 
d. liJ 

(22) Dorsal Assimilation: 
"Ii/, becomes [a] when followed by a dorsal consonant Ik, ql or a low vowella! 

a. Ia! 'carve' 'spear' 
b. lui 'be thin' 'knife' 
c. li/ 'eat' 'daughter' 
d. Ii,! 'cleave' 'place' 

(23) Labial Assimilation 
"Ii/, becomes [u] when followed by a labial consonant 1m! 

a. Ia! qay.aq-m 'kayak' 
b. lui uly-m 'knife' 
c. li/ amiq-m 'skin' 
d. Ii,! kamik-m 'boot' 

12 There are other rules involved in the examples presented: (i) gemination (lsana-ql --> 
[sannaq]), (ii) consonant deletion (lsaluk-ql --> [salluq]), and (iii) consonant metathesis 
and assimilation (lamiq-m!--> amqim --> [ammim]). See Kaplan (1981), among others, 
for more discussion of these processes. 
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As we see above, palatalization occurs only when preceded by li/ (see (2Id»; and in 

contrast, only Iii is subject to Dorsal and Labial Assimilation, triggered respectively by 

Ik, q, a/ and 1m! (see (22d) and (23d». 

Assuming that dorsal and labial consonants are redundantly [+Iow] and [+round], 

respectively, A&P argue that such distinct behavior of two classes of [i] directly follows 

from the basic tenets posited by Combinatorial Specification: feature combinations and 

constraints l3 . Specifically, invoking three F-elements, [-back], [+Iow], and [+round] 

(note that these are the F-e1ements referred to by the assimilatory processes in question), 

A&P present the underlying representation of Barrow Inupiaq vowels as follows. 

(24) Barrow Inupiaq Vowel Representations 
a. combinatorial possibilities: 
123 

b. 

* * 
+Iow +Iow 
+round +round 
-back 

* 
+low 

-back 

"grounded" constraints: 

4 5 

EJ * 
+low 

+round 
-back 

6 
u 

+round 

if [+Iow] then not [+round]/if [+round] then not [+low] 
if [+Iow] then not [-back ]/if [-back] then not [+low] 
if [+round] then not [-back]/if [-back] then not [+round] 

7 8 
i, i, 

-back 

(excludes 1,2) 
(excludes 1,3) 
(excludes 1, 5) 

Note that three F-elements give rise to eight combinatorial possibilities, of which only 

four (i.e. the combinatorial possibilities 4, 6, 7, 8) are allowed and the other possibilities 

are excluded by "grounded" or phonetically motivated constraints (see chapter two, 

13 A&P credit Bourgeois (1988) for providing a central thesis of their analysis. 
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section 2.2.2 in particular, for discussion of the phonetic relations between [+round] and 

[+low], and between [+round] and [-back]; and see section 4.6.3 of chapter four, footnote 

19 in particular, for the relation between [+low] and [-back]). 

Of notice to us now is the four representations invoked. As discussed above, 

despite the fact that three vowels are attested on the surface, Barrow Inupiaq 

distinguishes four classes of underlying vowels. Given the vowel representations in (24), 

where all and only four representations are significantly distinguished, this property of 

the Barrow Inupiaq phonology does not remain a mystery, but rather is a property 

naturally expected. As A&P point out, we thus no longer have to posit an abstract 

"fourth" segment, nor a subsequent rule of absolute neutralization (cf. Kaplan 1981). 

Based on the representations given above, the patterns of the three processes at 

hand are explained in the following way. First, it is clear why only li/ triggers Coronal 

Palatalization: palatalization is assumed to be a spreading rule of [-back] and only li/ is 

specified for [-back] (see (21)). Second, Dorsal Assimilation targets only li/, which is 

not specified for any F-elements; its application to other vowels, li/ and lui, is prohibited 

respectively due to the constraints, "if [+low] then not [-back]" and "if [+low] then not 

[+round]" (see (22) and (24b)). Third, Labial Assimilation applies only to IV, since its 

application to other vowels, li/ and la!, would involve violation of the posited 

constraints, "if [+round] then not [-back]" and "if [+round] then not [+low]", 

respectively (see (23) and (24b)) 
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In summary, the important point concerning Combinatorial Specification is that 

representations build upon the combinations of F-elements, whose association status may 

be free or linked. Combinatorial Specification alone, however, is not sufficient, since not 

all F-element combinations correspond to linguistic representations. Thus, constraints 

are also required to exclude the illformed combinations of F-elements. To constrain 

F-element combinations, Combinatorial Specification makes use of an independent 

theory of Grounding Condition Theory. Finally, as a case that argues for Combinatorial 

Specification, we discussed Barrow Inupiaq, in which four underlying vowel classes are 

recognized despite the fact that only three vowels are attested on the surface. This case is 

significant in that the four distinct underlying representations are directly selected by the 

basic tenets of Combinatorial Specification, F-element combinations and constraints, 

without resorting to any further stipulative devices (such as abstract segment and absolute 

neutralization). 

1.3.2 Adjacency and Locality 

In any phonological theory, "adjacency" has figured as one of the important 

notions. Phonological rules, for example, are generally known to apply from triggers to 

targets that are adjacent to each other; and more importantly, the notion of adjacency is 

central to the Obligatory Contour Principle (OCP, henceforth; Leben 1973, Goldsmith 

1976, McCarthy 1986, Odden 1986, Myers 1987, Yip 1988, Pierrehumbert 1992). 
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(25) Obligatory Contour Principle 
Adjacent identical elements on a single auto segmental tier are prohibited. 

In spite of its presumed role in phonology, the definition of adjacency may not be 

always straightforward. Consider the following configurations. 

(26) a. x X 

I I 
b. X X X 

I I 
a a 

At first sight, the two a's in both configurations appear to be adjacent to each other, not 

only in (26a) but in (26b) as well. Hence, one might expect that the OCP would equally 

rule out both representations as illformed. 

Researchers such as Archangeli (1986), A&P (1987), Myers (1987), Pulleyblank 

(1988b) and A&P (in press), however, demonstrate that languages systematically 

distinguish the two representations. Consider, for example, the H(igh)-tone deletion rule 

in Shona discussed by Myers (1987). In Shona, there is an OCP-related tone deletion 

rule, known as Meeussen's rule, that removes the second H-tone of the two adjacent H-

tones. This rule is exemplified below. 

(27) ndi-she ----> ndi-she '(he) is the chief 
- ne-vhu ----> ne-vhu 'with earth' 

mw-ami-i ----> mw-ami-i 'which child?' 
chi-k6ro ----> chi-koro '(it) is a school' 
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Myers (1987) proposes that this phenomenon is due to the OCP: the adjacent 

H-tones, as they are, violate the OCP; and the iIIformed representation here is repaired by 

the deletion of the second H-tone. 

(28) a. ITfl ----> 

~ 
b. ~ ~ 

I 
H 

It is important to note now that the representation (29a), in contrast to the iIIformed 

representation (28a), is perfectly well formed for the purpose the OCP. As we see below 

in (29b), the representation (29a) is not subject to the OCP, and hence OCP-triggered 

Meeussen's rule does not take place. 

(29) a. 

b. ne-mu-ti 
ne-rnhuka 
sikami 
shamwari 

r 
H 

--/-> 
--/-> 
--/-> 
--/-> 

*ne-mu-ti 'with medicine' 
*ne-rnhuka 'with an animal' 
*sikana 'girl' 
*shamwari 'friend' 

Since the OCP takes effect only on adjacent elements, Myers (1987) concludes that OCP-

motivated deletion is not operative in (29a) because the two identical H-tones here are 

not adjacent. 

For the Shona case, then, the proper definition of adjacency should treat the 

H-tones in a representation like (29a) as nonadjacent. The definition of adjacency to this 

effect is given below, based on Myers (1987:154) and A&P (in press:20). 



(30) Adjacency 
a is structurally adjacent to ~ iff: 
(a) at least one of the two is unassociated, both are on the same tier, and no 

element intervenes between the two on that tier; or, 
(b) both a and ~ are associated to the same anchor tier and no anchor 

intervenes on that tier between the anchors to which a and ~ are 
associated. 
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The first clause (30a) addresses the cases where free elements are involved, and the 

second clause (30b) relates the adjacency of linked elements. According to this 

definition of adjacency, two elements are adjacent only if they are unassociated and next 

to each other on the same tier (see (30a)), or associated to anchors that are next to each 

other (see (30b)). 

The definition of adjacency (30b), along with the OCP, has the following 

consequences. In a representation like (31a), the two identical a's are adjacent to each 

other according to the definition (30b); hence, this representation must be ruled out by 

the OCP as illformed. The well formed representation should rather be like (31 b), in 

which a is multiply linked. In contrast, the two identical a's in a representation like 

(31 c) are not considered to be adjacent, because the anchors that they are associated to, 

XI and ~, are intervened by~. Since identical elements are not adjacent, the 

representation (31 c) is well formed in light of the OCP. 
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(31) a. *X X b. -Ix x 
I I V 
ex ex ex 

c. -I XI ~~ d. Iyl I I 
ex ex 

Now the question is whether or not the representation (31d), referred to as 

"gapped" representation by A&P (in press), is also wellformedl4• Since the OCP holds 

only of the representations that contain adjacent and identical elements, it appears that 

the OCP is irrelevant in determining the wellformedness/illformedness of representations 

14 Two issues directly bear on the wellformedness or illformedness of "gapped" 
representation: (i) the treatment of the so-called "antagonistic transparency" and (ii) the 
analysis of harmony rules that refer to "nonadjacent" contextual identity ("nonadjacent" 
in the sense given in (30)). First, as illustrated below, antagonistic transparency refers to 
the case where a transparency effect is due to an antagonistic relation between the 
harmonic F-element (i.e. [+ATRD and the F-element specified for the transparent 
segment (i.e. [+lowD (see section 1.2 for the "antagonistic" relation between [+ATR] and 
[+lowD· 

[+low] 

I t .... ~ ~2 
[+ATR] 

---> 

[+low] 

I 
t-5---~3 

[+ATR] 
Note that the application of the usual spreading rule to ~3 here results in a gapped 
representation (see section 4.5 of chapter four for related discussion). Second, gapped 
representation is also crucially referred to by the standard analysis of the harmony rules 
that refers to contextual identity ("Parasitic" Harmony (cf. Cole 1987, Cole and Trigo 
1988; and see also chapters three and four)). In this analysis, contextual identity is 
characterized by OCP-induced fusion. Since contextual identity that parasitic harmony 
rules are subject to may be "nonadjacent" in some cases (such as the Khalkha Mongolian 
case to be discussed in chapter four), the reference to gapped representation here is 
indispensable (see chapter four for details). 
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like (31 d), which do not involve any adjacent identical elementsl5 • Considering the OCP 

alone, then, one might conclude that the representation (31 d) is not ruled out by the OCP 

and hence is also treated as well formed. 

A&P (in press), however, argue that such gapped representations are ill formed and 

the proper representation for nonadjacent identical elements should rather be as in (31 c), 

referred to as "twin-peak" representation. The Shona case that we discussed above bears 

on this issue. As we saw earlier, "nonadjacent" H-tones in Shona are immune to the 

OCP-triggered Meeussen's rule (cf. (29b)) that deletes the righthand H-tone of the 

identical H-tones. The point of notice here is that the nonapplication of such a deletion 

rule cannot be attributed to a fused structure induced by the OCP, viz. a "gapped" 

representation such as (31d). That is, in order to allow such a gapped representation, the 

two instances of H-tone must be treated as "adjacent", counter to the definition given in 

(30). If this were to be true, the genuine cases of adjacent H-tones as in (27) should also 

be represented as a fused or multiply-linked structure, predicting that these examples are 

also immune to Meeussen's rule. 

The illformedness of gapped representations is further illustrated by the 

distribution of the H-tones in object clitics in Yoruba. According to Pulleyblank (1988b) 

15 This interpretation is in accord with the OCP viewed as if-then statement, "if there are 
.adjacent identical elements, then prohibited". In this view, the OCP excludes as false 
only the representations in which the if-clause is true but the then-clause are false. Note 
that only (31a) conforms to this requirement and is ruled out as ill formed. The other 
representations (31 bcd) do not meet this requirement, and hence are treated as 
wellformed according to this interpretation of the OCP. 
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and A&P (in press), the tonal distribution in object clitics is as follows: object clitics are 

H-toned following a M- or L-toned verb (32ab), and M-toned following an H-toned verb 

(32c). 

(32) a. L-H 
ra ~ 
lit mi 

'buy it' 
'beat me' 

b. M-H 
. " J E ~ 
pa mi 

'eat it' 
'kill me' 

c. H-M 
ri i 
ri mi 

'see it' 
'see me' 

A&P propose that the distribution of tones is accounted for by the H-tone insertion rule, 

subject to the blocking effect of the OCP. Object clitics following a L- or M-toned verb 

undergoes the insertion ofH-tone (32ab) (see (33a». Object clitics following an H-toned 

verb, in contrast, do not undergo the H-tone insertion rule, because the output 

representation would violate the OCP (32c) (see (33b»; object clitics in this case surface 

rather as default M-tone. 

(33) a. r a a -----> r a a 

I I 
L L if 

b. r t mi -----> r t mt 

I I ~ 
H H H 

Of interest now is the tonal pattern of the second person plural clitic, -Vyin, in 

which an additional vowel intervenes. As A&P note, H-tone insertion does apply here 

even if an H-toned verb precedes. 
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(34) H-MH 
bli uyin 'abuse you (pl.)' 

This case is significant in the following respects. First, H-tone insertion, as predicted, 

does not target the first vowel of the object clitic (yyin) to avoid an OCP violation (see 

(35a)). Instead, H-tone insertion applies to the second vowels (uyin), suggesting that the 

representation (31c) is wellfonned (see (35b)). Second, the appearance of H-tone on the 

rightmost vowel cannot be ascribed to a fused structure induced by the OCP, in this case 

a "gapped" representation (see (35c)); if it is true, the examples like (32c) would also 

allow a fusion, and accordingly, the insertion of the H-tone, too (see (35)). 

(35) a. *bu ~ yin b. "bu u y 1. n 

I I 
H H H H 

c. bu u yin d. r 1 m 1 

\,./ \,/ 
H H 

Based on these considerations, A&P conclude that gapped representations (35c) are 

iIIfonned and "twin-peak" representations (35b) are rather correct representations for the 

nonadjacent identity cases. 

A&P (in press:22) rule out gapped representations from the universal grammar, 

invoking the Precedence Principle defined as belowl6 . 

16 A&P (in press) claims that the Precedence Principle (36), together with Adjacency 
defined in (30), comprises the central part of "locality". According to A&P, the locality 
effect is ensured by the Locality Condition, defined as "[p ]honological relations respect 
Adjacency and Precedence" (A&P, in press: 11). 
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(36) Precedence Principle 
Precedence relations cannot be contradictory. 

Precedence relations here are established based on cross-tier ordering relations. In the 

configuration (37a) that corresponds to a twin-peak representation, for example, the 

precedence relation is "X/ai < ~ < X/a..." ("A<B" means that A precedes B), in which 

we find no contradiction. In contrast, the precedence relation established in a gapped 

representation (37b) is "X/ai < ~ < X/ai', in which ~ both precedes and follows a i --

a contradiction!7. Gapped representations, therefore, are excluded by the Precedence 

Principle. 

(37) a. twin peak 

"-I XI ~ X3 

I I 
a i a... 

b. gapped 

To summarize, the notion of adjacency we adopt here is anchor-dependent 

adjacency, which is defined on the prosodic tier with which an F-element is associated. 

The identical F-elements in twin-peak representations like (37a) are not subject to the 

OCP, since they are associated with nonadjacent anchors. Hence, twin-peak 

!7 The problem posed by "gapped" representations is noted also by Sagey (1986, 1988) 
and Hammond (1988). In contrast to A&P (in press), however, their basic argument is to 
allow gapped representations (i) by discarding the "simultaneity" definition of 
association lines and (ii) by interpreting association lines to mean either "overlap" 
(hence, F associated to x imply that "at least one instant of time be shared between the 
feature and the x-slot" (Sagey 1986: 290)) or "issuing articulatory instruction" 
(Hammond 1988). See the references cited for details. 
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representations are well formed. Gapped representations like (37b), on the other hand, 

violate the Precedence Principle, and thus are excluded from the universal grammar. 

1.4 Layout 

The empirical concern of this thesis is, as discussed earlier, how to characterize 

the restricted patterns of height-constrained RH rules across languages. For ease of 

discussion, the attested types of height-constrained RH are recapitulated below. 

(38) Types of height-constrained RH rules 
a. RH applies to high targets, but not to nonhigh targets (e.g. Turkish) 
b. RH applies between vowels of equal height (e.g. Khakass, Khalkha 

Mongolian, Yawelmani) 
c. RH of the "mixed" type: RH applies to high targets and between 

vowels of equal height (e.g. Y akut) 

The central argument to be made in this dissertation is that the constrained patterns of 

RH (38) are due to three factors: (i) the grounded path condition RDIHI, defined on the 

phonetic relation between [round] and [high], (ii) the contextual conditions of identity, 

referred to here as Phonological Identity Conditions, and (iii) the interaction of these two 

conditions. In this section, I layout my arguments and provide the overall organization 

of this dissertation. 

In chapter two, I examine the first RH type (38a) and argue that the pattern of 

these rules is directly attributed to RDIHI, a set of physiologically motivated grounded 

path conditions established on the [round]-[high] correlation. In the first half of this 

chapter, I examine the phonetic motivations of RDIHI. I note that the two distinct 
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articulatory gestures, lip rounding and tongue height, are correlated with each other, 

mediated by jaw opening: the smaller the jaw opening, the higher the vowels, and the 

narrower the lip opening (Abercrombie 1967, Lindblom and Sundberg 1971). Based on 

this correlation, I propose a grounded path condition RDIHI, formulated as follows. 

(39) Grounded Path Condition RDIHI 
a. if [+round] then [+high] 
b. if [+round] then not [-high] 

In the latter half of this chapter, I present linguistic evidence for RDIHI. I argue in 

particular that the condition RDIHI, although not usually holding of the entire set of 

representations, does function as an important condition on various types of rules. In this 

chapter, we also discuss another property of the condition, namely that RDIHI holds 

predominantly of the Target, rather than the Argument, of rules. 

In chapter three, I examine the second class of RH rules (38b). Noting that these 

are the rules referred to in the literature as "Parasitic Harmony" (a harmony rule that 

applies in a contextually identical environment), I present an analysis of these rules 

focusing on the issue of how we treat contextual identity. As a first step, we observe that 

there are three types of contextual identity for parasitic RH. 

(40) Types of contextual identity 
a. RH applies from [+high] to [+high] vowels (cf. (4a)) (e.g. Khakass, 

Hixkaryana) 
b. RH applies from [-high] to [-high] vowels (cf. (4b)) (e.g. Khalkha 

Mongolian, Dasenech, Bashkir) 
c. RH applies from [ahigh] to [ahigh] vowels (cf. (4e)) (e.g. 

Yawelmani, Tiv) 
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The major arguments to be made in this chapter are that (i) genuine contextual identity is 

only (40c), which is characterized by a Phonological Identity Condition (PIC), and (ii) 

the other types of identity (40ab) are derived as a result of the combined effect of the PIC 

and other sets of conditions motivated independently on a language-particular basis (such 

as morpheme structure conditions and other grounded path conditions). The PIC here is 

based on the hypothesis that identity in phonology is implemented as a logical 

equivalence (formulated as the Identity Implementation Hypothesis), so that a rule, if 

governed by this condition, applies from triggers to targets that share both values of a 

binary feature. 

In chapter four, I present an in-depth study of Khalkha Mongolian RH, a case of 

"ungrounded" identity, i.e. contextual identity of [-high] ("ungrounded" in the sense that 

the relation between the harmonic feature [+round] and the contextual feature [-high] 

here is not phonetically motivated). The Khalkha Mongolian case is interesting not only 

because it exhibits a pattern of ungrounded identity, but also because contextual identity 

for the RH rule may not be always strictly "adjacent" (a transparent vowel Iii may 

intervene between the contextually identical triggers and targets). Contextual identity 

between "nonadjacent" elements has a significant implication on the standard treatment 

of Parasitic Harmony, which crucially draws on the OCP-induced multiply-linked 

structure (cf. Cole 1987, Cole and Trigo 1988). For a case like Khalkha Mongolian, this 

analysis must hinge on a "gapped" structure, as configured below; but gapped structures 

are ruled out from universal grammar for the reasons discussed earlier. 
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(41) [-high] 

~ 
III ® 113 (1l2 is the transparent segment) 

In regard to the issue that Khalkha Mongolian RH is subject to ungrounded identity, I 

argue that this is due to two conditions, the PIC and an independently motivated 

condition RDIBK (formulated as "if [+round] then not [-back]"). The PIC may allow the 

RH rule to apply to [ahigh] to [ahigh] sequences (i.e. u-i and o-a), but the application of 

the rule to high sequences (i.e. u-i) is excluded by the grounded path condition RDIBK, 

because the target in this case (Ii!) is specified with [-back]. 

In chapter five, I examine the third type of RH ndes (38c), and argue that these 

RH rules are constrained by the combined effect of a grounded path condition RDIHI and 

a PIC. The grounded condition RDIHI, if it governs the targets of RH, ensures that only 

high vowels are targeted by RH; and the PIC guarantees that RH takes place between 

elements that are contextually identical, here, with respect to [high]. In this chapter, I 

also discuss two cases of non-RH systems that exhibit similar patterns, Height Harmony 

in Shona and ATR Harmony in Vata, and show that they can be treated in a similar 

fashion. Further, I discuss "backness-constrained" RH rules such as Kirghiz RH, on 

which a backness constraint is superimposed on a height constraint in such a way that 

only back vowels are subject to height constraint (Korn 1969, Jakobson and Waugh 

1979, Steriade 1981) (see also footnote 1). I propose an analysis of these RH rules based 

on the refined geometry of vocalic features proposed by Odden (1991), Clements 
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(1991b), Wiswall (1991ab), and Clements & Hume (1993), in which the constituency of 

[round]/[back] as opposed to [high]/[low] is recognized. 

In chapter six, I provide an overall review of this thesis by considering how the 

proposed analysis, which is based on the grounded condition RDIHI and a PIC, 

characterizes all and only attested patterns of RH rules. I also examine the theoretical 

and empirical consequences/implications of my proposals, and discuss the remaining 

issues. 
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Chapter Two 
Round Harmony and Grounding Condition Theory 

2.1 Introduction 

In the preceding chapter, we noted that the cross-linguistic patterns of the height-

constrained RH rules fall into three types (cf. Korn 1969, Steriade 1981, Hulst 1988a, 

Kaun 1994): (i) the RH rules that apply only to the high target vowels (e.g. Turkish), (ii) 

the RH rules that apply between vowels of equal height (e.g. Yawelmani, Khakass, 

Khalkha Mongolian), and (iii) RH of "mixed" type, namely, the RH rules that apply to 

high targets and between vowels of equal height (e.g. Yakut). Of these, this chapter 

concerns the first type of RH rules. 

The representative RH rule of this type is illustrated below by the Turkish case, in 

which a suffix high vowel appears as rounded when preceded by a stem with a rounded 

vowel (e.g. yiiz-un, kay-un), but a suffix nonhigh vowel appears as unrounded even if it 

is preceded by a rounded stem vowel (e.g. yiiz-Ier, kay-Ier) (data from Clements and 

Sezer 1982:216). 

(1) Stems 
ip 
el 
yiiz 
kay 

[+high} sUfflX 
ip-in 
el-in 
yiiz-un 
kay-un 

""':':"":"':":""-"---, 

'--'-'-'-"--.;..:",;;....:.........:;~--1 

Gloss 
'rope' 
'hand' 
'face' 
'village' 

To properly account for the patterns of RH rules such as Turkish RH, the 

following issues must be addressed. The first issue is that these RH rules crucially refer 
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to height features, in such a way that the RH rules affect only high vowels to the 

exclusion of nonhigh vowels. In this chapter, I propose a solution to this issue based on 

Grounding Condition Theory (A&P, in press). Specifically, I claim that such a pattern of 

RH rules is due to a grounded path condition, "if [+round] then [+high]" or "if [+round] 

then not [-high]" (henceforth, referred to collectively as RDIHI). These conditions, 

motivated from the physiological correlation between lip rounding and tongue height, 

will exclude nonhigh vowels from the possible undergoers of the RH rules. 

However, the proposed condition RDIHI, as it is, still does not properly 

characterize the RH rules in question in the following respects. First, as discussed in 

chapter one, grounded path conditions may be invoked by languages in two different 

ways: they may govern the entire set of representations, or they may hold of specific 

roles. The cases presented in this chapter suggest, however, that the effect of RDIHI 

does not reach the entire range of representations but is confined to on specific rules. 

Specifically, the cases to be examined all involve the underlying presence of [-high, 

+round] vowels, /0/ in particular, but the creation of this vowel via roles is strictly 

prohibited. Second, grounded path conditions may hold of not only Targets but also 

Arguments of a rule; thus, RH rules triggering from high vowels (with no condition 

imposed on Targets of the rules) are also predicted to exist (note that if a condition holds 

of Argument, it imposes a constraint on the triggers of a rule). My survey of the cross

linguistic RH rules, as well as the previous studies on the same subject (see the references 

cited above), however, does not indicate the existence of such RH rules. 
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In this chapter, I examine these two issues raised by RDIHI in light of the 

Grounding Conditions proposed by A&P (in press), Grounding IIb in particular, which 

states "[t]he stronger the phonetic motivations for a path condition $, ... the greater the 

likelihood of assigning a wide scope to $ within a grammar" (A&P, in press: 151). I 

argue that the condition RDIHI is in fact weakly motivated and that the issues noted 

above arises from the "weak" nature of RDIHI. Since it is weakly motivated, RDIHI is 

supposed to govern a narrow range of representations, i.e. specific rules, rather than the 

entire range of representations. The weak status of RDIHI is also related to the issue of 

./ 

why it holds exclusively of the Targets of rules. As A&P (in press: 351) point out, 

conditions on Arguments hold of both input and output representation of a rule, whereas 

conditions on Targets govern the output representation only. In other words, conditions 

on Targets govern a narrower scope of representations than conditions on Arguments. 

Given Grounding Condition IIb, which states that weak conditions are supposed to 

govern a narrower range of representations, the condition RDIHI, being a weak 

condition, is predicted to hold of Targets, rather than Arguments, of a rule. 

The organization of this chapter is as follows. In section 2.2, I examine the 

phonetic relation between lip rounding and tongue height, based on which a set of 

grounded path conditions, RDIHI among others, are posited. In section 2.3, I present 

linguistic evidence for RDIHI, focusing on the cases in which the spreading rule of 

[+round] applies exclusively to high targets. In section 2.4, I discuss the two issues 

raised by RDIHI: (i) why the condition RDIHI holds exclusively of rules, not of the 
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entire set of representations, and (ii) why the condition RDIHI prevails as a condition on 

Targets, rather than Arguments of a rule. In section 2.5, I discuss the theoretical 

implications and conclude this chapter. 

2.2 Conditions on [Round]-[High]/[Low] 

2.2.1 Physiological Correlation between Lip Rounding and Tongue Height 

Before we discuss the correlation between lip rounding and tongue height, it 

would be helpful for our purpose to examine the phonetic properties of "rounding". It is 

generally accepted that two articulatory parameters are necessary to describe distinctive 

rounding: protrusion of the lips and vertical lip compression (Henry Sweet cited in 

Henderson 1971, Catford 1977, Lindau 1978, Ladefoged and Maddieson 1990). 

Protrusion of the lips is produced by "pulling the corners of the lips forward"; vertical lip 

compression here refers to "a lip position in which the upper and lower lips approach 

each other to fonn a narrow slit" (Lindau 1978:548). 

In most cases, these two parameters are implemented together to achieve 

distinctive rounding; but in a small number of cases, the two parameters are controlled 

independently (cf. Fromkin 1964, Lindau 1978, Linker 1982, Ladefoged and Maddieson 

1990). The paradigmatic case that illustrates the need for these two parameters is 

Swedish, in which three high front vowels Ii y ttl are distinguished in tenns of these two 

parameters (Fant 1973, Lindau 1978, Linker 1982, Ladefoged and Maddieson 1990). 

The specifics are given below based on Lindau (1978:549). 
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(2) High Vowels in Swedish 
1 y U u 

frontlback front front front back 
protrusion I no yes no I yes 
compression no i:es i:es yes 

As seen above, we need both protrusion and compression of the lips to distinguish three 

high front vowels I i y u/. In particular, the vowel Itt! is produced by vertical lip 

compression only, without lip protrusion. 

The point of notice here is that these two gestures of rounding, protrusion and 

compression, result in the decrease of lip opening (Fromkin 1964, Lindau 1978). Thus, 

the more protruded and/or compressed the lips, the smaller the lip opening, and vice 

versa. Of further notice for our purpose is that the degree of lip opening, in turn, is to a 

large extent dependent on vowel height. The observation that lip opening is correlated 

with tongue height was noted as early as by Henry Sweet, who states the following. 

"Rounding can ... be added to all the tongue-positions. The degrees of 
rounding are infinite. As fixed points we distinguish three, corresponding 
to the three heights of the tongue, the general rule being that the higher the 
tongue-position of the round vowel, the narrower the lip-passage " 
(Henderson 1971: 85-86) (emphasis added) 

Similar observations are also made by Catford (1977) and Lindau (1978) (see also 

Abercrombie 1967, Kingston 1991). As we see below, they all observe that lip rounding 
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and tongue height are correlated in such a way that higher vowels are more closely 

rounded than lower vowels l . 

"[T]here is, generally, a close correlation between tongue height and the 
degree of rounding. The higher the vowel the smaller the labial aperture 
and vice versa. Thus, the rounding of [u] is closer than that of [0], and the 
rounding of [y] is closer than that of [re] ... " (Catford 1977: 172) (emphasis 
added) 

"The degree of rounding is to a large extent related to vowel height; a high 
[y] usually has a smaller lip opening than a lower-mid [re]." (Lindau 
1978:548) 

The question that arises now is why and how tongue height and lip aperture, 

controlled by two independent articulatory gestures (i.e. the tongue body and the lips), 

are correlated with each other. A possible solution to this issue is suggested by 

Abercrombie (1967:58), noting the role that the jaw plays in mediating the two gestures 

(see also Lindblom and Sundberg 1971, Kingston 1991). 

I Linker (1982), however, points out that such correlation of lip rounding and tongue 
height is not absolute, but varies from language to language. Based on the study of 
rounded vowels in four languages, French, Cantonese, Finnish and Swedish, she 
concludes that French and Cantonese conform to this generalization (i.e. higher vowels 
are more rounded than lower vowels), but Finnish and Swedish do not. According to 
Linker, [0] in Finnish is almost virtually identical in rounding to [y] (high front rounded 
vowel) and [u]; and in Swedish, both [u] and [0] are more rounded than [y] and [re] (mid 
front rounded vowel) (Linker 1982:77). 
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"It is usually the case that, when a vowel is rounded, the degree of rounding 
... is linked to the height of the highest point of the tongue: the higher the 
tongue, the greater the rounding ... I1...iLP-robably the amount of jaw 
opening. correlated with the height of the tongue. that influences the degree 
of rounding... (emphasis added) 
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According to this proposal, jaw opening correlates with both tongue height and lip 

aperture: the smaller the jaw opening, the higher the tongue body and the narrow the lip 

aperture. The correlation between lip rounding and tongue height and the role of jaw 

opening discussed so far are schematized by the following chart. 

(3) Correlation between Lip Rounding and Tongue Height (to be completed) 

1 Rounding 1-.1 Protrusion of the Lips 1-'1 Narrow Lip Opening 

""* I Compression of the Lips I/'" r <aJ 

I Narrow Jaw Opening 

j(b) 

High Tongue Body 

The jaw as a mediating factor in the correlation between lip rounding and tongue 

height is investigated extensively by Lindblom ~nd Sundberg (1971). Focusing on 

Swedish vowels, they observe that the amount of lip opening is directly correlated with 

the degree of jaw opening (the relation represented by the arrow (a) in the chart (3». 

Consider first the following figure, excerpted from Lindblom and Sundberg (1971: 1170). 
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This figure demonstrates how the area of lip opening is dependent on the degree of jaw 

opening under the three conditions: (i) "rounded" conditions, referred to as Wm=-lOmm 

(W is the distance between the mouth comers relative to the neutral position), (ii) 

"neutral" conditions, referred to as Wm= Omm (the solid line), and (iii) "spread" 

conditions, referred to as Wm= lOmm (see Lindblom and Sundberg for details such as 

how to measure the area of lip opening and the degree of jaw opening, etc.). The vowel 

positions represent the actual values of lip and jaw openings for Swedish vowels. In all, 

this figure illustrates that the degree of lip opening is directly related to the amount of 

jaw opening in a proportionate manner. 

Lindblom and Sundberg also consider why tongue height is correlated with jaw 

opening (the relation represented by the arrow (b) in the chart (3)). To explain this part 
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of the correlation, they hypothesize a principle of "minimal articulatory antagonism", 

which posits the following (Lindblom and Sundberg 1971: 1179). 

" ... the degree of openness of vowel reflects a position of the jaw that is 
optimized in the sense that it cooperates with the tongue in producing the 
desired area function. Such a cooperation prevents excessive tongue shape 
deformation." 

According to this principle, the optimized position of the tongue body is high for the 

narrowly opened jaw and low for the largely opened jaw; otherwise, the tongue would 

have a deformed shape. 

Lindblom and Sundberg further observe another interesting aspect: jaw opening is 

also correlated with the point at which the vocal tract terminates. The termination of the 

vocal tract here is defined in relation to the mouth corners; thus, a higher value for the 

termination point correspC'nds to the advanced mouth corners, and vice versa. The 

dependence of vocal tract termination on jaw opening is demonstrated by the figure (5), 

excerpted hom Lindblom and Sundberg (1971:1171). The three lines on the figure 

represent respectively the location of the vocal-tract termination under the "rounded" 

conditions (shown by the dashed line, Lm=5mm (L is the location of the mouth corner 

relative to the neutral position)), "neutral" conditions (Lm=Omm), and "spread" 

conditions (Lm=-5mm). 
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Although not so straightforward, it is possible to generalize from this figure that 

jaw opening is inversely related to the termination point of the vocal tract (i.e. the length 

of the vocal tract). That is, the greater the jaw opening, the lower the value of the vocal-

tract termination (i.e. the shorter the vocal tract), and vice versa. This observation is 

significant in that it suggests another part of the correlation between lip rounding and 

tongue height: tongue height correlates with jaw opening, and jaw opening correlates 

with the length of the vocal tract, which is controlled primarily by the protrusion of the 

lips. Based on this observation, then, it is also possible to say that narrow jaw opening 

(which corresponds to high vowels) facilitates the protrusion of the lips at the least. 

Incorporating this observation, I present below the complete picture of the 

physiologically defined correlation between lip rounding and tongue height. 



(6) Correlation between Lip Rounding and Tongue Height 

1 Rounding 1 Protrusion of the Lips 1----1 Narrow Lip Opening 

I Compression oflhe Lips 1/ r 
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"minimal articulatory antagonism" ---I 

Close Vowels 
(High Tongue Body) 
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In contrast to the articulatory correlation discussed above, the acoustic correlation 

between lip rounding and tongue height does not seem so obvious. While tongue height 

is primarily related to the first formant (specifically, higher vowels correspond to lower 

F1), the acoustic effect of lip rounding is to lower the second formant (Stevens et al. 

1986:429), or both the second and third formants (Jakobson et al. 1963:48 and 

Ladefoged 1982: 179), or the sum of F1 +F2+F3 (Fant 1973: 148), 01 the sum of F1+F2 

(Nearey 1980:238). In any event, we can hardly find any direct evidence that lip 

rounding and tongue height are significantly correlated in acoustic terms2. The following 

2 Mester (1986:76, footnote 1) notes, crediting John McCarthy, that lip rounding and 
tongue height are correlated acoustically, in such a way that "there is probably a tendency 
to avoid merging the formants F1 and F2, which are already close in low vowels and 
would get still closer through rounding, which depresses F2." This proposal, however, 
does not seem to be entirely correct: in the case of back vowels, for which the difference 
between F1 and F2 is fairly small, we still observe ample instances of rounding. 
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remark made by Ziegler and Cramon (1983:319) (based on Lindblom and Sundberg 1971 

and Lindau 1978) is suggestive in this regard. 

" ... F1 is related predominantly to tongue height and the influences of lip 
rounding on F1 are negligible ... " 

To summarize, the correlation between lip rounding and tongue height is justified 

articulatorily: lip rounding induces narrow lip opening and lip protrusion, both of which 

correlates with narrow opening of the jaw; and narrow jaw opening, in turn, is typically 

associated with high tongue body. Acoustically, however, it is doubtful that these two 

gestures are correlated with each other in any significant fashion. 

2.2.2 Grounded Path Conditions on the [Round]-[High]/[Low] Relation 

Now we are in a position to formulate grounded path conditions on the [round]-

[high]/[low] relation. Before we enter into the main discussion, however, I would like 

readers to note an important property of the [round]-[high]/[low] relation. One of the 

conclusions we drew in the preceding section is that the two articulatory gestures, lip 

rounding and tongue body height, are not directly related but rather indirectly related to 

each other, mediated by jaw movement. As Michael Hammond (p.c.) points out to me, 

formulating grounded conditions on such indirect phonetic relations may be viewed as an 

extension of Grounding Condition Theory. In fact, previous studies on Grounding 

Condition Theory, including A&P (in press), are all based on direct phonetic relations 

(see Peng 1992a, Gerfen 1993). 
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Apparently, extending the "grounding" relation to the indirect phonetic relations 

has an implication that the range of F-elements on which grounded path conditions are 

defined may be significantly enlarged. That is, given the two sets of F-elements, [+F] & 

[+G] , and [+G] & [+H], each of which is phonetically related, indirect "grounding" 

relation may imply that grounded conditions are also formulated on [+F] and [+H] 

(mediated by [+GD. Note, however, that there is in fact a difference between the 

implication pointed out above and that suggested by the [round]-[high]/[low] relation. 

As Diana Archangeli (p.c.) points out to me, the mediating factor in the [round]-

[high ]/[low] relation is jaw movement, which is not related to a significant phonological 

property and hence is not given an independent status under the standard feature theories 

(see Chomsky and Halle 1968, Sagey 1988, Halle 1993, among others)3. In this respect, 

the "indirect" relation mediated by jaw movement may have a different consequence 

from the relation mediated by an articulator, which is phonologically significant and thus 

is assigned its own phonological feature. 

Given this much of preliminary information, let us examine what kind of 

grounded path conditions are established on the [round]-[high]/[low] relation. First, 

3 The feature theory proposed by Clements (1991ab) and Clements & Hume (1993), 
which makes use of a gradient feature [open], may be viewed as a theory that recognizes 
the phonological significance of jaw opening. In this theory, however, the proposed 
feature [open] replaces [high] and [low]; and accordingly, the phonetic relation between 
lip rounding and tongue body height would be no longer "indirect", but rather directly 
characterized as the relation between lip rounding and [open]. The phonetic 
"indirectness", therefore, is not at issue in this theory. 
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logical pairings of [±round] with either value of the tongue height features, [high] and 

[low], give rise to 32 path conditions, as listed below 

(7) 
a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 

1. 

J. 
k. 
1. 

m 
n. 
o. 
p. 

if [+round] then [-high] if [+round] then not [+high] 
if [+round] then [+low] if [+round] then not [-low] 
if [+high] then [-round] if [+high] then not [+round] 
if [+low] then [+round] if [+low] then not [-round] 

if [-round] then [+high] if [-round] then not [-high] 
if [-round] then [-low] if [-round] then not [+low] 
if [-high] then [+round] if [-high] then not [-round] 
if [-low] then [-round] if [-low] then not [+round] 

Of these, the conditions (7i) through (7p) are excluded since they involve unmotivated 

phonetic relations. As we discussed in the previous section, lip opening induced by lip 

rounding correlates with tongue height, specifically, in such a way that narrow lip 

opening is sympathetically related with a higher tongue body (given the principle of 

"minimal articulatory antagonism" (Lindblom and Sundberg 1971». Based on this 

relationship, it is possible to posit that [+round] is positively related to [+high] and 

[-low], but negatively related to [-high] and [+low]. The conditions (7i) through (7p), 
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however, are all counter to these phonetic relations, and hence are excluded from the 

"grounded" set of conditions. 

Further, I assume with A&P (in press) that the conditions (7efu) are 

"ungrounded", since the F-elements in the if-clauses here, [-round] and [-low], do not 

indicate active articulatory gestures and hence do not implicate any definite if-then 

relations (see section 1.2.2 in chapter one for related discussion). However, I depart 

from A&P and posit that [-high] involves active lowering of the tongue body, and thus, 

the condition (7g), which includes [-high] in the if-clause, is in fact "grounded". Note 

that this decision comes from empirical consideration4• As we will see in cases like 

Shona Height Harmony to be discussed in chapter five, there are cases where this 

condition (7g) is significantly referred to: the harmonic F-element [-high] in these cases 

spreads only to the suffix unrounded vowels, not to the rounded vowels5• In the presence 

of such cases, I suggest that [-high] involves active articulatory gesture and hence 

4 A&P's (in press:151) remarks in this regard are worth considering. First, they point out 
that the precise definition of the F-elements is important in deciding whether or not a 
condition is grounded. That is, F-elements like [-high] may be interpreted to mean either 
(i) the presence of active tongue body lowering or (ii) the absence of active tongue body 
raising (but conditions like (7g) is consjjered grounded only under the former 
interpretation of [-high]). Second, they point out that the resolution of these questions is 
an empirical issue. 

5 Actually, the harmony pattern in this case is more complicated than that described here. 
The exact patterns of harmony are: (i) the harmonic F-element [-high] spreads from 
trigger to target, if they share rounding specification (i.e. if they are both [-round] or 
[+round]), but (ii) [-high] spreads only to unrounded vowels, if trigger and target are 
differ in rounding specification. For detailed discussion of these harmony patterns, see 
section 5.2.1.2 of chapter five. 
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functions as antecedent of the if-then statement. Based on the discussion given above, 

the "grounded" set of path conditions reduce down to the following. 

(8) Grounded Path Conditions on [round] - [high]/[low] 
a. RDIHI if [+round] then [+high] if [+round] then not [-high] 
b. HIIRD if [+high] then [+round] if [+high] then not [-round] 
c. RDILO if [+round] then [-low] if [+round] then not [+low] 
d. LOIRD if [+low] then [-round] if [+low] then not [+round] 
e. NONHIIRD if [-high] then [-round] if [-high] then not [+round] 

In the remainder of this section, I briefly show the "linguistic" or empirical 

arguments for the grounded path conditions (8bcd). (The arguments for the condition 

RDIHI (8a), which I crucially make use of in this dissertation, will be presented 

separately in section 2.3; and the arguments for the condition (8e) will appear in section 

5.2.1.2 of chapter five.) Consider first the empirical arguments for the conditions 

RDILO and LOIRD (8cd). These conditions predict that the combination of [+round] 

and [+low], once the conditions hold, is generally prohibited. Thus, one of the direct 

consequences of these conditions is that low rounded vowels, underlying or derived, are 

rarely invoked by languages. It appears that this prediction is in fact borne out: 

according to Maddieson's (1984:124) cross-linguistic studies of vowel inventory, only 37 

cases of the 523 number of low vowels examined are rounded (that is, about 7% of the 

total number of low vowels) (see also Chomsky and Halle 1968). Further, we also 

observe that the combination of [+round] and [+low] via rules is often blocked. As we 

see in the cases of Barrow Inupiaq and Nupe discussed in chapter one (section 1.3.1 and 
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footnote 5, respectively), the spreading of [+round] does not apply to [+low] vowels (see 

also Bashkir RH to be discussed in section 3.4.2.1 of chapter three). 

Second, the condition HI/RD (8b) prohibits the combination of [+high] and 

[-round], and hence it would predict, among other things, that rules such as the spreading 

or insertion of [+high], if their Targets is governed by this condition, applies only to 

rounded vowels, to the exclusion of unrounded vowels. Optional raising rule in Korean, 

which applies to nominal and verbal suffixes, is a case that bears on this prediction. To 

illustrate the rule, let us consider the following examples first6 . 

(9) a. Rounded suffix vowel 
cak-kQ [cakk'o] - [cakk'u] 
saram-tQ [saramdo] - [saramdu] 
cak-sQ [caks'o] - [caks'u] 

a. Unrounded suffix vowel 
cak-k~ [cakk'e] * [cakk'i] 
cak-s~ [caks'e] * [caks'i] 
cak-£ [caga] * [cagi] 

'to write down - and' 
'human being - also' 
'write down!' 

'write down!' 
'let's write down' 
'to write down -and' 

As the above examples show, the important property of this rule is that it takes place 

when the target vowels are rounded, optionally raising the nonhigh rounded vowel [0] to 

high rounded [u] (see (9a)); but crucially, the same rule fails to apply if the target vowels 

are unrounded [e] or [a] (see (9b)). Note that such a restriction can be naturally 

6 There are other rules involved in the examples presented: Obstruent Tensification, 
which "tensifies" an obstruent preceded by another obstruent (the "tense" obstruents are 
represented with the diacritic C') (e.g. cak-ko --> [cakk'o]); and Obstruent Voicing, by 
which a voiceless consonant becomes voiced between two voiced segments (e.g. cak-a 
--> [caga]). 
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explained if we invoke the grounded path condition HI/RD, which prohibits the 

combination of [+high] and [-round], to govern the Targets of the rule. 

To summarize, the linguistic evidence considered so far suggests that the three 

conditions, RDILO (8c), LOIRD (8d), and HIIRD (8b), may playa significant role in 

characterizing phonological rules and representations. Our next task is then to examine 

the empirical evidence for the condition RDIHI (8a). As it will tum out shortly, this 

condition is highly relevant for the issue at hand, the cross-linguistic patterns of RH 

rules, and a significant portion of the proposals that I advance in this dissertation 

crucially draws on this condition in approaching this issue. 

2.2.3 Summary 

Lip rounding and tongue height are correlated in the sense that (i) rounding 

induces a narrow lip opening, and (ii) higher vowels are correlated with a smaller labial 

aperture. As suggested by Lindberg and Sundberg (1971), the correlation between 

tongue height and labial aperture is mediated by jaw opening: the smaller the jaw 

opening, the higher the tongue body (cf. the principle of "minimal articulatory 

antagonism"), and the smaller the lip opening (cf.(4)). Further, it is shown by Lindberg 

and Sundberg that a smaller jaw opening, which is correlated with higher vowels, 

induces the lengthening of the vocal tract in general. These correlations suggest that 

[+round] is sympathetically related to [+high]/[-low], but antagonistically to 

[-highJ/[ +low]. Based on these phonetic relations, I propose that the following 
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conditions are "grounded": RDIHI, HI/RD, RDILO, LOIRD, and NONHIIRD (see (8)). 

Finally, I presented linguistic evidence for the conditions, RDILO, LOIRD, and HIIRD: 

(i) RDILO and LOIRD, which prohibits the combination of [+round] and [+low], are 

supported by the general consideration of segmental inventories and also by the rules that 

exclusively apply to nonlow vowel!; (cf. Barrow Inupiaq and Nupe); (ii) HIIRD, which 

prevents the combination of [+high] and [-high], is supported by the raising rule that 

applies only to rounded vowels, to the exclusion ofunrounded vowels (cf. Korean). 

2.3 RDIHI and the "Grounded" Rules 

In this section, I examine linguistic evidence for the condition RDIHI, focusing on 

the cases where RDIHI governs specific roles. This condition, formulated as "if 

[+round] then [+high]" or "if [+round] then not [-high]", is particularly significant in that 

it is directly related to the type of RH rules we aim to characterize in this chapter: RH 

rules that apply exclusively to high targets. There are a number of cases that illustrate 

the need of this condition: RH in Turkish and the related languages; "Labial Attraction" 

in Korean; and rounding assimilation in Nawuri, Sierra Miwok, and Tulu (see below for 

references). In this section, I examine each phenomenon and show that these rules all 

refer to RDIHI as a crucial constraint on the rules, thereby providing arguments for the 

condition RDIHI. 
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2.3.1 Turkish Round Harmony 

Perhaps the most straightforward cases that demonstrate the need of the condition 

RDIHI are the RH rules in Turkish and its related languages, such as Azerbaijani 

(Householder 1965), Chagatay (Eckmann 1966), Orkhon (Tekin 1968), Tuvan (Krueger 

1977), Uyghur (Hahn 1991), and Kazakh (Korn 1969). Since the patterns exhibited by 

these languages are almost identical, I consider here only the case of Turkish7• 

As briefly shown earlier, the "regular" patterns of Turkish vowel harmony are that 

(i) high vowels in Turkish agree both in rounding and in backness with the leftmost 

7 The RH patterns of Kazakh are different from the others in that the height restriction is 
observed only by back vowels (see Korn 1969). That is, the RH rule in this language 
freely applies from [-back] to [-back] vowels; but in the case where it applies from 
[+back] to [+back] vowels, it is subject to the restriction as manifested by Turkish RH 
(i.e. it applies only to high targets). The discussion of such "backness-dependent" RH 
rules will appear collectively in chapter 5 (see also footnote 1 of chapter 1). 
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vowel of the word, but (ii) nonhigh vowels agree only in baclrness8 (Lees 1961, Lewis 

1967, Lightner 1972, Underhill 1976, Clements and Sezer 1982, Bourgeois 1991, 

Kirchner 1993). Turkish vowels and the harmony patterns are illustrated in the 

following figures (data from Clements and Sezer 1982:216). 

(10)- Turkish Vowels 
front back 

unround round unround round 
high ii t U 

nonhigh e 0 a 0 

8 Besides these regular patterns of harmony, there are "disharmony" patterns mostly 
found within a single root (cf. Clements and Sezer 1982, Bourgeois 1991, Kirchner 
1993). Of the disharmony patterns, the pattern la ... uI is of special notice in relation to the 
RH rule at hand. According to Lees (1961), Zimmer (1969), Lightner (1972) and 
Kenstowicz & Kisseberth (1979), this pattern appears only when a labial consonant Ip b 
m f vi precedes lui. Noting that Iii does not occur in place of lui (thus, sequences like 
... apu ... are well formed but not sequences like ... api ... ), they posit a morpheme structure 
rule of Labial Attraction, by which a high back vowel assimilates to the preceding labial 
consonant in labiality (i.e. rounding) (see the next section for a similar rule in Korean). 
Since Labial Attraction targets only high vowels to the exclusion of nonhigh vowels 
(compare samam 'straw' vs. *samom), this phenomenon, if it indeed exists, could be 
further evidence that shows the need for RDIHI on rules (based on the assumption that 
labial consonants are related to the vocalic feature [+round] in some way (cf. section 
2.3.2». As demonstrated by Clements and Sezer (1982:224-226), however, empirical 
motivation for this rule is dubious, and hence I will not discuss this phenomenon any 
further here. 
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(11) Harmony Patterns 
l··IVd mtla a ue G en. sg. om.pL Ni I Gl oss 

a. unround high ip-in ip-ler 'rope' 
kiz- in kiz-lar 'girl' 

nonhigh el-in el-Ier 'hand' 
s~in s~-lar 'stalk' 

b. round high yiiz-iin yiiz-l~r (*lar) 'face' 
pul-un pul-lar (*lor) 'stam~' 

nonhigh kay-iin kay-l~r (*lor) 'village' 
son-un son-lar (*lor) 'end' 

The data (11) exhibit two types of vowel harmony operating in Turkish, one involving 

the feature [back] and the other involving the feature [round]. The backness harmony 

opposes the front vowels Ii e ii a/ to the back vowels Ii a u 0/, and the rounding harmony 

opposes the rounded vowels Iii a u 01 to the unrounded vowels Ii e i a/. A restriction 

comes from the fact that high vowels agree both in backness and in rounding with the 

preceding vowel (e.g. the genitive singular suffix I-In/); but nonhigh vowels agree only 

in backness, not in rounding (e.g. the nominative plural suffix 1-IAr/). That is to say, 

backness harmony applies to all vowels across-the-board, but the application of RH is 

restricted to high vowels. The patterns of Turkish RH are summarized in the following 

chart. 

(12) Patterns of Turkish RH 

a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 

examples 
yiiz-iin 

,..-::.:.==:..:...----:;=.:....-_--, kay-iin 
yiiz-ls::r (*lar) 

'---_----'"''---__ '"'---' kay-l~r (*lar) 
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I propose that the restriction on Turkish RH is characterized in Grounding 

Condition Theory by the condition RDIHI, "if [+round] then [+high]" and/or "if 

[+round] then not [··high]", holding of the targets of the RH rule. As discussed in chapter 

one, the effect of such conditions on rules is that the spreading/insertion of [+round] 

targets the high vowels to the exclusion of nonhigh vowels (see (13)). Note that this is 

the pattern that we observe in Turkish RH. 

(13) a. if [+round] then [+high] 

[+high] 

I 
I-l I-l I .. ······ 

[+round] 

b. if [+round] then not [-high] 

[-high] 

I 
I.. .. ·il-l 

[+round] 

The detailed analysis of Turkish RH is as follows. First, I posit [-back], [+round] 

and [-high] as the underlyingly active F-elements9• These three F-elements give rise to 

eight combinatorial possibilities, each of which corresponds to an underlying vowel in 

Turkish. The feature representation for the Turkish vowels is given below (see 

Archangeli 1985 for a similar representation). 

9 The motivations for each F-elements (!.re briefly as follows (but my analysis does not 
hinge on this choice of F-elements). First, [-back] is motivated from "dorsal 
palatalization" by which palatalized velars appear to the exclusion of plain velars, 
immediately preceding any of the front vowels (Clements and Sezer 1982, Bourgeois 
1991). Second, [-high] is introduced in the underlying representation, based on the 
consideration that a high vowel is epenthetic (see Clements and Sezer 1982:243-248 for 
details). Finally, [+round] is selected over [-round], noting Steriade's (1987a) 
observation that [-round] is hardly active in rules across languages. 
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(14) Underlying Vowel representation 
e ii 6 t a u 0 

back 
round + + + + 
high 

Given the feature representation (14), the restriction on Turkish RH is directly 

characterized by the grounded path condition "if [+round] then not [-high]" that holds of 

the targets of the rule (i.e. T(arget)-condition). The RH rule in Turkish, formalized in 

the spirit of the parametric mle representation proposed by A&P (in press), is given in 

(15)10. In (16), I illustrate how the proposed condition governs the application ofRH. 

10 According to A&P (in press), the following four parameters are crucially recognized in 
representations of rules. 

Function: insert or delete 
Type: path or F-element 
Direction: left-to-right or right-to-Ieft 
Iteration: iterative or noniterative 

Note that the parameters of Function and Type here jointly define the type of 
phonological operation: (i) InsertlPath introduces a path between the Argument (defined 
as an F-element that inserts, deletes or spreads, etc.) and the Target of the rule, deriving 
the effects of association and spreading; (ii) InsertlF-element introduces an Argument in 
paths with the Target of the rule, giving rise to the insertion effect; (iii) DeletelPath 
removes a path between Arguments and Targets, deriving the delinking effect, and (iv) 
DeletelF-element removes an Argument from a path, yielding the deletion effect. Thus, 
the rule represented in (15) indicates that [+round] associates or spreads from left to right 
in an iterative manner, subject to the T -condition RDIHI "if [+round] then not [-high]". 
For more discussion of parametric rule representations, refer to A&P (in press). 



(15) Turkish RH 
Argument [+round] 
Function insert 
Type path 
Direction from left to right 
Iteration yes 
Conditions 

T -Condition if r +roundl then not r -hi~h 1 

(16) a. high - HIGH (12a) 

11 11 
I.······· 

[+round] 

yiiz-iin 'face-Gen.sg.' 

c. high - NONHIGH (12c) 
[-high] 

I 
11 11 
1. .... \\ 

[+round] 

yiiz-l~r (*lor) 'face-Nom.PI.' 

b. nonhigh - HIGH (12b) 
[-high] 

I 
11 11 
.1.······· 

[+round] 

koy-iin 'village-Gen.Sg' 

d. nonhigh - NONHIGH (l2d) 
[-high] 

~ 
1.. ... \\11 

[+round] 

koy-l~r (*lor) 'village-Nom.PI.' 
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Note that the condition RDIHI is observed in (16ab), and thus RH takes place; but the 

application ofRH is blocked in (16cd), for it would violate the T-condition RDIHI. 

In summary, the RH rule in Turkish that we examined in this section applies to, or 

targets, high vowels only. I propose that such a height-constrained RH pattern is directly 

characterized by the grounded path condition RDIHI (precisely, "if [+round] then not 

[-high]"), formulated as a condition on the Targets of RH. In this way, the seemingly 
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odd pattern of the harmony rule obtains a natural explanation: it is due to phonetically 

related constraint RDIHI, which prohibits the combination of [+round] and [-high]. 

2.3.2 Labial Attraction in Korean 

We now turn to the next case of RDIHI governing the application of rules. The 

case to be examined in this section is "Labial Attraction" in Korean, which is motivated 

from the distribution of vowels after a labial consonants. As illustrated below, there is a 

suiface gap in the distribution of vowels in Korean: the high back unrounded vowel Iii 

does not appear after a labial consonant, but no such restriction is imposed on the 

distribution of the other vowels Ii e ce a a u 0/. Underlying vowels in Korean are shown 

in (17), followed by the examples for the distribution of vowels after a labial consonant 

(18) (lpbl and Ip'l in (18) indicate aspirated a.nd unaspirated (or tense) labial stop 

consonants, respectively)l1. 

11 In fact, there is controversy over the underlying vowel system in Korean. B.-G. Lee 
(1973), among others, proposes ten vowel system, including the front rounded IU/ and 
10/, while Kim-Renaud (1974), K.-O. Kim (1978) and Sohn (1987) argue for eight vowel 
system. In this thesis, I follow the latter proposal, assuming that the front rounded IU/ 
and 10/, if they indeed exist, are derived from the diphthongs lwil and lwei along the line 
proposed by Sohn (1987:156-160). Sohn's argument is briefly as follows: (i) in Korean 
there is free variation between front rounded vowels, [ti] and [0], and diphthongs, [wi] 
and [we], respectively (e.g. [wiham] - [tiham] 'danger', [kwemul] - [komul] 
'monster'), (ii) positing ten underlying vowels would require the process of "fission" (i.e. 
IU/ --> [wi]; 101 --> [we]), while positing eight vowels would need "fusion" or merger 
(i.e. lwil --> [til; lwei --> [0]), and (iii) only the latter, the process of merger, is 
independently motivated from other phenomena in Korean. 
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(17) Underlying Vowels in Korean 
front back 

high t U 

mid e a 0 

low ce a 

(18) Surface distribution of vowels when followed by a labial consonant 
a. labial + i api 'father' misul 'art' 
b. labial + e pe- 'to cut' meki 'catfish' 
c. labial + ce pbce- 'to beat' mcep- 'hot' 
d. *labial + i 
e. labial + a pal 'bee' mari 'head' 
f. labial + a pan 'half ima 'brow' 
g. labial + u p'ul 'horn' muk- 'to stay' 
h. labial + 0 po- 'to see' moca 'cap' 

I propose that such a sUrface gap of labials followed by Iii is due to the rule of 

labial assimilation, referred to here as Labial Attraction, that applies from a labial 

consonant to the following Iii, neutralizing Iii to lui. The changes induced by this rule 

are illustrated by the following chart (the detailed formulation of this rule and its 

motivations will appear shortly). 

(19) labial + i ~ labial + i 
labial + i ~ 
labial + u ~ labial + u 
labial + e ~ labial + e 
labial + a ~ labial + a 
labial + ce ~ labial + ce 
labial + a ~ labial + a 

Labial Attraction is motivated as follows. First, in Korean, there is a morpheme structure 

condition that generally prohibits the appearance of Iii after a labial consonant. Thus, 

morpheme internally, we do not find sequences like ... pi ... and ... mi ... , etc. (see Huh 
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1965, among others). Second, there are a small number of exceptions to this morpheme 

structure condition such as adjective stems that end in .. .p'i and ... phi (see (20) for 

examples). Even in such cases, the vowel Iii does not surface as it is; labial assimilation 

applies to assimilate Iii to lui (cf. Choi 1937, Nam 1984)12. 

(20) a. pap'i - ta ---> [pap'uda] 'busy-declarative' 
b. kip'i - ta ---> [kip'uda] , glad-declarative' 
c. h· ap t - ta ---> [aphuda] , sick-declarative' 
d. SHphi - ta ---> [sHphuda] 'sad-declarative' 

Third, some morphemes containing labial + lui are historically derived from those with 

labial + Iii. Examples for this historical change are given below (data from Nam 1984). 

(21) pis - ta > pus - ta 'pour-declarative' 
p'Hi - ta > p'uli - ta ' scatter-declarative' 
phil > phul 'grass' 
micikye > mucikye 'rainbow' 
tepile > tepule 'together with' 
kephil > kephul 'outer layer' 

12 One may raise a question why the underlying forms should be I .. p'il and I ... phil, rather 
than directly 1 ... p'uI and I ... phul, respectively. One piece of evidence for the underlying 
I .. p'il and I ... phil comes from the pervasive rule of "i-deletion" in Korean that delete Iii 
when followed by a vowel-initial suffix (see Kim-Renaud 1974, 1982, Y.S-Kim 1984, 
Ahn 1986, and Shon 1987 for detailed discussion of this rule). As a result of this rule, 
the final Iii of the verbal stem Itamki-I 'to soak', for example, gets deleted when followed 
by a vowel-initial suffix (e.g. tamki-e --> [tamk-e]), but remains unchanged when 
followed by a consonant-initial suffix (e.g. tamki-ta --> [tamki-ta] (*[tamk-ta]). This is 
also true in the cases at hand: the stem-final vowel deletes if a vowel-initial suffix 
follows; thus, kip 'i-e becomes [kip'e] and ali-e becomes raphe], etc .. Note, however, 
that the stem-final lui is not affected by the deletion process: it rather remains intact or 
undergoes a glidization in casual speech (e.g. p"s"-e 'to smash' becomes [pusue] or 
[puswe]). If the underlying forms for the examples at hand include rather 1 ... p'uI and 
I ... phul, we would expect incorrect surface forms such as *[kip'ue/kip'we] or 
*[ aphue/aphwe] to appear. 
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Now two aspects of Labial Attraction deserve further remarks. First, Labial 

Attraction assimilates an unrounded vowel Iii to a labial consonant, giving rise to a 

rounded vowel lui. In auto segmental terms, this rule may be expressed as spreading of 

[+round] triggered by a labial consonant. The question that arises then is how a labial 

consonant, represented as a labial node in the feature organization we adopt (cf. Sagey 

1986 and the references cited in chapter one), could trigger the spreading of the vocalic 

feature [+round]. Note that this involves one of the recalcitrant problems in phonology, 

interaction between consonants and vowels. Among the various proposals advanced to 

address this problem, I follow, without further discussion, the analysis in which labial 

consonants are treated as redundantly [+round] (cf. A&P, in press; Ni Chiosliin and 

Padgett 1993; Ito, Mester and Padgett 1993ab, among others) 13. According to this 

analysis, Labial Attraction is preceded by the redundancy rule supplying [+round] to 

labial consonants. The relevant derivation is shown schematically as below. 

(22) labial t ---> labial t ---> labial u I. ..... . 
[+round] [+round] 

13 Another way to deal with the interaction between labial consonants and rounded 
vowels is to posit that consonantal and vocalic features are unified in the sense that one 
set of features characterizes both consonants and vowels (cf. Clements 1989, 1991b; 
Selkirk 1991bc; Hume 1992; Clements and Hume 1993). In this proposal, labial 
consonants and rounded vowels are both represented by a unified feature such as [labial]. 
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The second aspect of Labial Attraction that draws our attention is that the 

application of this rule is limited to the high back unrounded vowel Iii. This nature of 

the rule is particularly interesting in relation to the present discussion of the grounded 

condition RDIHI. As pointed out in various places in this chapter, rules governed by this 

condition affect only high vowels. Given this, the fact that Labial Attraction targets a 

high vowel is naturally characterized by RDIHI that holds of targets of Labial Attraction. 

Another high vowel, the high front unrounded vowel Iii, does not undergo Labial 

Attraction due to the grounded path condition RDIBK, a condition that is independently 

motivated from the underlying inventory in Korean (note the underlying vowel 

representation given in (23), in which no front rounded vowels are posited). 

To see the details of the proposed analysis, let us first examine the underlying 

vowel representation in Korean. As the active F-elements, I posit [-back], [+round], 

[-high], and [+low] (see Sohn 1987 for a similar proposal). These four F-elements give 

rise to sixteen combinatorial possibilities, of which six combinations are ruled out by the 

grounded path conditions RDIBK and RDILO. 

(23) Underlying Vowel representation 
a. Combinatorial Possibilities 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 

* * * * CE, e CE, * 0 * u a, e a, t 

back 
round + + + + + + + + 
high -
low + + + + + + + + 



b. Conditions: 
RDIBK "if [+round] then not [-back]" (excludes 1,2,3,4) 
RDILO "if [+round] then not [+low]" (excludes 9,11) 
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The remaining combinatorial possibilities are further reduced to eight, based on the 

principle of Representational Simplicity proposed by A&P (in press:83). 

(24) Representational Simplicity 
The value of a representation is the inverse of the number of: 
i. terminal F-elements 
ii. associations to terminal F-elements 

By this principle, the combination 7 is chosen for the representation of lrel over the 

combination 5, because it has fewer F-elements and association lines; and for the same 

reason, the combination 15 is selected for Ia! over the combination 13. 

Given the vowel representation (23a), then, Labial Attraction is formalized in the 

following way. First, Labial Attraction applies rightwards only (i.e. from left to right); 

as we see below, labial consonants do not affect IiI to their left. 

(25) kim 
• b 

ntp 
stpki 

* [kum] 
* [nupb] 
* [supki] 

'line' 
'swamp' 
'moisture' 

Second, as pointed out above, two conditions are required to characterize the fact that 

Labial Attraction applies only to the high back unrounded vowel IiI: (i) RDIBK, "if 

[+round] then not [-back]", by which front vowels are excluded from the possible targets 

of the rule; and (ii) RDIHI, "if [+round] then not [-high]", by which nonhigh vowels are 
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excluded from the possible targets of the rule. Note, however, that the first condition 

RDIBK does not have to be posited as a condition on this specific rule of Labial 

Attraction, since it holds of underlying inventory and governs the entire set of 

representations (see (23b )). The formalized version of Labial Attraction is given in (26) 

and some representative derivations are shown in (27). 

(26) Labial Attraction in Korean 
Argument [+round] 
Function insert 
Type path 
Direction from left to right 
Iteration no 
Conditions 

T -Condition if r+roundl then not r-highl 

(27) a. api 'father' (18a) b. meri 'head' (18e) c. pap'i - 'busy' (20a) 
[-back] [-high] [+1 ow] 

I I I 
a p i m a r p a p t 

l···~ I.., .~ I. ... ~ I.···· 
[+rd] [+rd] [+rd] [+rd] 

In (27ab), Labial Attraction does not take place because of the conditions RDIBK and 

RDIHI, respectively; and in (27c), the same rule also does not apply to the first vowel Ia! 

due to another condition on representations, RDILO (see (23b)). In contrast, Labial 

Attraction does apply to the second vowel Iii in (27c), since all the conditions posited are 

observed in this case. 

In summary, the surface gap of Iii after labial consonants in Korean is due to 

Labial Attraction that neutralizes Iii to lui after a labial consonants. This rule is 
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motivated from two phenomena, synchronic and historical (e.g. ali - ta [aphuda] (20) 

and umil > umul (21». The important question is why the target of Labial Attraction is 

restricted to the high back vowel Iii. Assuming that labial consonants are redundantly 

rounded, I have proposed that the restriction is due to RDIHI. This condition, formulated 

as "if [+round] then not [-high]", excludes nonhigh vowels from the targets of the rule 

(front vowels are excluded due to an independently needed condition on representations, 

RDIBK). Treated in this way, Labial Attraction in Korean provides another case that 

argues for the condition RDIHI. 

2.3.3 Other Cases 

In addition to the rules in Turkish (and the related languages) and Korean 

discussed above, several other cases come to our attention in relation to the condition 

RDIHI: rounding assimilation in Nawuri (Snider 1988, Casali 1993)14, Sierra Miwok 

(Freeland 1951, Broadbent 1964), and Tulu (Bhat 1967, Bright 1972, Campbell 1974, 

Sagey 1986, Hume 1992). The common property of these rules is that the application is 

restricted to the high vowel targets. In Nawuri (a Kwa language spoken in Ghana), for 

example, there is a noniterative rule of rounding assimilation that applies from right to 

left, initiating from any rounded vowels (including the glide Iwl) but targeting only high 

14 In addition to the references cited, personal communication with Rod Casali helped a 
lot clarify the nature of RH in Nawuri. I would like to thank him for kindly replying to 
my query and providing the relevant data. 
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vowels15• This rule, along with the effect of the root-controlled rule of ATR harmony, is 

illustrated by the following sets of examples that involve two different noun class 

prefixes, IgI-1 and IgE-I (see (28) and (29), respectively). 

(28) a. gI-ba: 'hand' 
gi-fitiri 'grass' 
gi-ke:li: 'kapok tree' 

b. g!l-su 'ear' 
g!l-lo 'illness' 
gy-ku: 'digging' 
gy-3o 'yam' 

c. g!l-W8: 'sympathy' 
gy-wiya 'bone' 

(29) a. ~-k8 'day' 

b. ~-IUWI (*go) 'last child' 
~-do:? (*go) 'farm' 
i@-tul] (*go) 'year' 
i@-CO:-kuIJ (*go) 'drumstick' 

c. ~-SWI:? (*go) 'fireplace' 

15 Further remarks are in order. First, an intervening labial consonant is opaque to RH, 
as discussed by Casali (1993). Due to this restriction, [ipu], [imu], and [ibo] are found in 
place of the expected *[upu], * [umu] , and *[ubo], respectively (e.g. ga-bu-IlpU 
'sheep', nlmu 'this'). I will not discuss this phenomenon any further here, nor its 
implications for feature geometry. See Casali (1993) for detailed discussion of this issue. 
Second, the front vowels Ii, I, e, 81 are "centralized" respectively to Ii, ;!;, e, AI in 
interconsonantal positions (Casali 1993:2-3). Thus, the actual surface forms gi-fitiri 
'grass' (28a) and ge-IuwI 'last child' (29b), for example, are [gi-fitiri] and [gA-IuWI], 
respectively. This process is irrelevant for the RH rule at hand, and is not discussed here. 
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As seen by (28), (28b) in particular, the rounding assimilation rule triggers from any 

rounded vowels, [u, u] or [0,0]. But critically, the targets of the rule are limited to high 

vowels, and as we see in (29bc), the rounding assimilation rule fails to occur when the 

targets are nonhigh. 

Similar but slightly different patterns are also found in Sierra Miwok and Tulu. In 

Sierra Miwok, rounding assimilation triggering from any rounded vowels applies only to 

the high back vowel IiI to the right (see Freeland 1951:4 in particular). This rule is 

exemplified by the following examples, in which the suffixes, l-rnI'll, l-tI:1 and I-nIl, 

show alternation between IiI and lui depending on the rounding quality of the preceding 

vowels. 

(30) a. wakal-mi'l 'at the creek' 
pol:uk-my'l 'at the lake' 
'lol:ol-my'l 'at the spring' 

b. 'liw:i:-ti: 'eat me!' 
'lucu:-ty: 'stay with me!' 

c. mili'l-ni- 'to sing for someone' 
koyow-ny- 'to tell someone' 

In Tulu, a Dravidian language spoken in southern India, the pattern is exhibited in a 

manner parallel to Sierra Miwok and Korean. As in Korean, there is complementary 

distribution between IiI and lui: lui appears after a labial consonant and IiI occurs 

elsewhere (compare (31a) and (31 b)). But unlike Korean, the distribution is also 

determined by the quality of a preceding vowel: lui also occurs if a rounded vowel, 101 or 
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lui, precedes; and Iii appears elsewhere (compare (3Ia) and (3lc». In the latter aspect, 

the pattern is analogous to that of Sierra Miwok. 

(31) a. k~~! 'bond' 
katltl! 'eye' 
pun dan 'name' 

b. bolpy 'whiteness' 
avy 'that' 
kappy 'blackness' 

c. uccy 'kind of snake' 
moro~y 'empty' 
katltl~ly 'eyes' cf. katltl! 'eye' 
ee~uly 'goats' cf. ee~! 'goat' 

The three cases that we discussed so far all involve a rounding assimilation rule 

that targets only high vowels. Such a restriction is in fact entirely predictable if we posit, 

as we did in the previous sections, that (i) the grounded path condition RDIHI is 

operating, and (ii) it governs the Targets of rounding assimilation. The fact that 

rounding assimilation applies only to Iii, not to another high (front) vowel Iii in the latter 

two cases (i.e. Sierra Miwok and Tulu), is also attributed to another condition RDIBK, 

which prevents the combination of [+round] and [-back] (see the Korean case discussed 

in the previous section). The three cases that we examined above then suggest that the 

condition RDIHI, which is motivated from physiological properties, is also motivated on 

empirical grounds. 
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2.3.4 Summary 

In this section, I have presented linguistic evidence for the grounded path 

condition RDIHI, focusing on the cases where RDIHI holds of rules. The cases we 

examined here all involve spreading of [+round] that applies to high vowels to the 

exclusion of nonhigh vowels. I propose that such patterns of the rules are directly 

attributed to the grounded path condition RDIHI, which prohibits the combination of 

[+round] and [-high], thereby arguing for the condition RDIHI. 

In the preceding discussion of RDIHI, however, two issues were left unanswered. 

First, grounded path conditions may in principle hold of Arguments and/or Targets of a 

rule (see section 1.2 of chapter one); but in the cases that we examined in the section, we 

have only observed that RDIHI governs the Targets of [+round] spreading (that is, they 

all involve the rules by which [+round] spreads only "to", not "from", high vowels). 

Second, although this condition does govern the application of rules, we do not observe 

its effect on underlying inventories in the cases discussed above. If RDIHI holds of 

underlying inventories instead, we would not expect to find the nonhigh rounded vowels, 

/0/ in particular (since it excludes the combination of [+round] and [-high]). This is 

definitely not true with the cases that we examined in this section, however: they all 

include /0/ in the underlying vowel systems. In the next section, I will address these 

issues arguing that they both arise from the "weak" status ofRDIHI. 
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2.4 "Weak" RDIHI and its Effects on Rules 

In chapter one, we noted that the substantive part of Grounding Condition Theory 

is fonnulated as the Grounding Conditions I and II, repeated below. 

(32) The Grounding Conditions (A&P, in press: 150) 
I. Path conditions invoked by languages must be phonetically motivated. 
II. The stronger the phonetic motivations for a path condition <1>, 

a. the greater the likelihood of invoking <I> 

b. the greater the likelihood of assigning a wide scope to <I> within a 
grammar. 

Of notice to us is Grounding Condition lIb, in particular. According to this condition, 

grounded path conditions with "stronger" phonetic motivations tend to govern a wider 

range of representations, and those with "weaker" motivations are likely to govern a 

narrower range of representations. The typical effect of the fonner is grounding path 

conditions holding of the entire set of representations. We have seen, for example, that 

the grounded path condition ATRILO ("if [+ATR] then [-low]" or "if [+ATR] then not 

[+low]"), a strongly motivated condition phonetically, holds of underlying representation 

and consequently blocks the creation of [+ ATR, +low] vowels during the entire course of 

a derivation (see the Pulaar case in section 1.2 of chapter one). The effects of weakly 

motivated conditions, on the other hand, are typically confined to on specific niles only. 

Thus, in the case of Pulaar, the grounded path condition ATRlHI, which is posited by 

A&P (in press) to be a "weaker" conditions than ATRlLO, governs the specific rule of 

insertion only. 
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I argue that the two issues noted above, (i) RDIHI holding of rules only (not the 

entire set of representations) and (ii) RDIHI governs the Arguments, not the Targets, of a 

rule, arise because RDIHI is a condition that is weakly motivated phonetically. That is, 

as we discussed in section 2.2.1, the condition RDIHI is "indirectly" motivated in the 

sense that tongue body movement and lip rounding are correlated with each other, 

mediated by jaw opening. Since the articulatory gestures involved are "indirectly 

correlated", the phonetic motivation for the grounded path conditions defined on tongue 

body movement and lip rounding are supposed to be "weak". Such a property of RDIHI 

is directly responsible for the first issue pointed out above: the phonetic motivation of 

RDIHI is weak and therefore the effect of this condition is expected to be on rules, not on 

the entire set of representations, as Grounding Condition lIb posits. 

Now let us consider the remaining issue of why RDIHI primarily holds of Targets 

of rules. I speculate that this is also related to (i) the weak status of RDIHI and (ii) the 

proposition that weak conditions are supposed to govern a narrow range of 

representations. That is, as A&P (in press:351) point out, a condition holding of the 

Argument governs both input and output representations whereas a condition holding of 

the Target governs only the output representations, not the input. To see why this is so, 

consider the following configurations, which illustrate the effect of ATRlHI, "if [+ATR] 

then [+high]", as A(rgument)-condition (33a) and T(arget)-condition (33b) on the 

spreading rule of [+ATR]. 
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(33) a. "if [+ATR] then [+high]" as A-condition 

[+high] [+high] 

I r -----> 
I I. ......... ~ 

[+ATR] [+ATR] 

b. "if [+ATR] then [+high],' as T-condition 

[+high] 

r ~ -----> 

[+ATR] 

In (33a), where the condition "if [+ATR] then [+high]" holds of the Argument of the 

rule, the rule spreads [+ATR] from high triggers to any targets. Of notice to us is that the 

condition in this case is observed not only in the input representation but also in the 

output representation (note the boxed parts of the configurations). In contrast, in the case 

where "if [+ATR] then [+high]" holds of the Target of the rule (33b), only the output 

representation observe this condition; in the input representation, [+ATR] is not in apath 

with [+high], and hence the condition is not satisfied (for the definition of path, see 

chapter one). 

Viewed In this way, conditions on Target govern a narrower range of 

representations than conditions on Argument. Note now that weak conditions tend to 

hold of a narrow range of representations, as posited by Grounding Condition II. In light 

of the discussion above, then, it is possible to speculate that weak conditions function 

preferably as conditions on the Target, rather than as conditions on the Argument, since 
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the former governs a narrower scope of grammar than the latter. From this 

consideration, we may be able to formulate the following hypothesis. 

(34) Hypothesis on Weak Conditions 
Weak conditions hold preferably of the Target of a rule. 

Given the hypothesis (34), the issue at hand, namely RDIHI predominantly holds of the 

Target of a rule, may obtain an explanation: RDIHI, being a weak condition, is supposed 

to govern a narrow range of representations, and RDIHI holding of the Target of a rule 

suits this purpose better than RDIHI holding of the Argument of a rule. 

In summary, I have examined two issues posed by the condition RDIHI: (i) why 

the effects of this condition do not reach the entire range of representation, but are 

confined to on specific rules; and (ii) why it operates as conditions on Targets, not on 

Arguments of rules. In this section, I proposed an account, noting that RDIHI is 

motivated on the basis of "indirect" phonetic relation between tongue body height and lip 

rounding, and hence is a weakly motivated condition. Since its phonetic motivation is 

weak, RDIHI is supposed to govern specific rules only (i.e. the narrower scope of 

representations), not the entire set of representations. The second issue is also related to 

the weak status of RDIHI: conditions on Arguments hold of both input and output 

representation of a rule, whereas conditions on Targets govern the output representation 

only; thus, conditions on Targets govern a narrower scope of representations than 

conditions on Arguments. Given Grounding Condition lIb (32), then, the weak condition 
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RDIHI is supposed to govern a narrower range of representations, and is hence predicted 

to hold of Targets, rather than Arguments, of rules. 

2.5 Conclusion 

In this chapter, we have examined "grounded" RH rules. The significant pattern 

of these rules is that RH applies to high targets to the exclusion of nonhigh targets. 

Noting that lip rounding correlates with tongue height (mediated by jaw opening), I 

formulated, in particular, the grounded path condition RDIHI, "if [+round] then [+high]" 

and "if [+high] then not [-high]". Although we do not see the effects of RDIHI on the 

entire set of representations, I argued that it does govern, nevertheless, individual rules. 

This nature of the condition is in accord with the nature of weak conditions posited by 

Grounding Condition lib: according to Grounding Condition lib, weak conditions tend to 

govern a narrow range of representations, i.e. individual rules (A&P, in press: 150). The 

weak status of RDIHI is also responsible for the fact that RDIHI predominantly holds of 

the Target, rather than the Argument, of a rule. T -conditions hold of the output 

representations only, while A-conditions hold of both the input and out representations; 

in other words, T -conditions govern a narrower range of representations that A

conditions. Thus, we may be able to say that RDIHI, being a weak condition, preferably 

holds of Targets rather than Arguments, since RDIHI formulated as T -conditions would 

govern a narrower range of representations that RDIHI as A·condition. 
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RDIHI being a condition on rules, not on representations, has a significant 

consequence on another theory of feature cooccurrence, Structure Preservation cum 

"marking conditions" advanced by Kiparsky (1984, 1985). In this theory, feature 

cooccurrence restrictions are captured by marking conditions, motivated from underlying 

distinctions. Such marking conditions, in principle, hold throughout the lexical 

derivations, as dictated by Structure Preservation. Both these two aspects are 

incompatible with RDIHI, however. First, RDIHI is motivated from phonetic properties, 

not from underlying distinctions. It is evident that underlying distinctions cannot 

motivate RD/HI, since all the cases we discussed in this chapter have the nonhigh 

rounded vowel 101 and/or 161 in their underlying inventories. Second, RDIHI holds of 

specific rules, not of the entire lexical derivation. The presence of conditions like 

RDIHI, then, provides evidence in favor of Grounding Condition Theory over Structure 

Preservation cum marking conditions (see A&P, in press, and Hong 1993a for related 

discussion) . 
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As discussed In chapter two, a general property of Round Harmony (RH, 

henceforth) is that it typically targets high vowels to the exclusion of nonhigh ·vowels. I 

have proposed that this restriction is captured by a set of grounded path conditions, 

RDIHI, defined on the targets of RH. These conditions alone, however, are not sufficient 

to characterize all the attested RH types. As will be demonstrated in this chapter, a 

considerable part of the cross-linguistic RH rules is rather constrained by triggers and 

targets being identical in the contextual feature [high]. Below I list the schematic 

patterns of such rules, drawing upon the typology of RH introduced in chapter one (see 

also Korn 1969, Steriade 1981, Hulst 1988a)1. 

(1) a. RH applies from [ahigh] triggers to [ahigh] targets (e.g. Yawelmani) 
b. RH applies from [+high] triggers to [+high] targets (e.g. Khakass) 
c. RH applies from [-high] triggers to [-high] targets (e.g. Bashkir, etc.) 

1 Other cases of RH that manifest similar properties include: (i) morpheme-bounded RH 
in Tiv (Pulleyblank 1988a; A&P, in press), Ngbaka (Mester 1986,1988; A&P, in press) 
and Ijo (Selkirk 1991a) (contextual identity of [ahigh)); (ii) RH in Khalkha Mongolian 
(Steriade 1979, 1987a; Djamouri and Rialland 1985; Svantesson 1985; see also chapter 
four), RH in Manchu (Steriade 1981, Ard 1984, Hong 1991), and RH in Dasenech (Sasse 
1974, 1976; Steriade 1981; see also section 3.4.2.2) (contextual identity of[-high]). 
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It is apparent that the grounded condition RDIHI is not directly relevant for these cases: 

this condition is predicted to rule out the cases where nonhigh vowels are selected as 

triggers or targets of RH, but nonhigh vowels in (lbc) nevertheless function crucially as 

triggers and targets of RH. 

Rules of this type have attracted the attention of many researchers, who have 

identified such rules as dependent or "Parasitic" Harmony (PH, henceforth) (cf. Steriade 

1981; Cole 1987; Cole and Trigo 1988; Mester 1986,1988; Selkirk 1988b, 1991ab; Hulst 

1988a, 1991; Hong 1993ab; A&P, in press). Although the precise definition of PH may 

vary among the researchers, PH in its typical form refers to the following phenomenon. 

(2) Parasitic Harmony 
A type of assimilation rule which applies only if the trigger and the target 
are identically specified for a given contextual feature2• 

The striking property of PH is, as evident from above, that it crucially resorts to a 

contextual identity requirement of triggers and targets. The types of the RH rules listed 

in (1) all manifest this property, with the variation in the contextual F-elements that they 

refer to: [+high] in (la), [-high] in (1b) and both [+high] and [-high] in (1c). 

2 Contextual identity can be either a lexical property or a result of another harmonic 
spreading process. In Steriade (1981)'s original use of the term, the harmony processes 
that refer to only the latter type of contextual identity are termed as Parasitic Harmony. 
In this thesis, I will rather use this term in its wide sense to cover both types of contextual 
identity. Note that this view is also assumed by Cole (1987), Cole and Trigo (1988), 
Mester (1986, 1988), and Hulst (1988a, 1989). 
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The central goal of this chapter is, focusing on the parasitic RH rules listed in (1), 

to investigate how we should characterize the identity requirement of contextual 

F-elements in the most principled and coherent way. The organization of this chapter is 

as follows. In section 3.2, I consider previous analyses, in particular, the analyses based 

on two principles, the Principle of Similarity (Hutcheson 1973 and the references cited 

below) and the Obligatory Contour Principle (McCarthy 1986 and the references cited 

below), and show why they are still unsatisfactory in accounting for identity related 

phenomena like PH. In section 3.3, I present my own proposal centering on 

Phonological Identity Conditions (PIC's), and argue that cases like Yawelmani RH (Ic) 

are direct manifestations of a PIC. In section 3.4, I discuss the cases that appear 

problematic to my treatment of identity, RH of the Khakass type (la) and RH of the 

Bashkir type (lb). I claim that the problem presented by those two cases is only 

apparent; these two types of "surface" identity are directly ascribed to the combined 

effects of a PIC and an independently required condition (such as a grounded path 

condition and a morpheme structure condition) motivated on a language-particular basis. 

In section 3.5, I conclude and summarize this chapter. 

3.2 Previous Analyses 

The notion of identity plays a significant role in many aspects of phonology. 

Identity may figure as a condition on deletion rules, so that one of the identical elements 

undergoes deletion (e.g. dissimilationldegemination); it may be a condition on insertion 
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rules, whereby an element is inserted in between two identical features (e.g. English 

Plural and Present-Tense Formation as analyzed by Yip 1988); or, as noted above, it can 

be a condition on spreading rules like PH, so that a harmonic feature [F] spreads only if 

the trigger and target are identically specified with a contextual feature [G]. In addition, 

identity may function as a blocker for rules like insertion (see the cases of anti gemination 

in McCarthy 1986). 

In this section, I focus on PH and examine how the requirement of contextual 

identity for PH has been treated in the literature. Specifically, I discuss below the 

analyses drawing on two principles, the Principle of Similarity (section 3.2.1) and the 

Obligatory Contour Principle (section 3.2.2). 

3.2.1 Parasitic Harmony and the Principle of Similarity 

It has been often noticed that there are two main tendencies working in phonology, 

to which a considerable part of rules are subject. One is the tendency to make segments 

similar to ease articulation (i.e. assimilation), and the other is the tendency to make 

segments distinct to ease perception (i.e. dissimilation). As regards to the former, it is 

worthwhile to mention the so-called Principle of Similarity, which has often been 

assumed to operate in both synchronic and diachronic rules of assimilation (Hutcheson 

1973; Lee 1975, 1976; Kiparsky 1988; Selkirk 1988a (for a critical view see Cho 

1989,1990)). Although it has not been formulated precisely in the literature, the various 
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usage of this principle all refer to the following (see, m particular, Lee 1975 and 

Kiparsky 1988). 

(3) Principle of Similarity 
Assimilation takes place between segments which are already most similar 
in their feature composition3• 

At first sight, Hutcheson's principle as defined above looks quite appealing. 

Intuitively, it makes sense that assimilation tends to apply to the sequence of segments 

which are minimally different, since it would require less effort to assimilate segments of 

minimal difference than segments of maximal difference. This principle, as a rule of 

thumb, seems to hold empirically, too. Cross-linguistically, we would find more often 

the cases of assimilation that take place between segments of minimal difference than 

between segments of maximal difference. Thus, assimilation of a stop consonant to 

another stop consonant (a case of minimal difference), for example, seems to be much 

more common than, let's say, assimilation of a stop to a liquid or a glide (a case of 

maximal difference). 

More importantly for the present discussion, Hutcheson's principle may give us an 

account of why a phenomenon like PH exists in many languages. To demonstrate this 

point, let us consider the configurations below, in which X and Yare respectively 

3 Similarity counting is also proposed by Pierrehumbert (1992) in relation to the OCP 
effects. Focusing on the dissimilarity requirements in the Arabic verbal roots, she argues 
that the OCP effects are gradient and the strength of the OCP effect increases with the 
overall similarity (computed based on the feature composition) of the participating 
segments. 
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composed of two features [F] [G]. In this situation, there are four logically possible 

feature representations as given below4. 

(4) a. X Y b. X Y 
raF lraF 1 raF lraF 1 
L~ G J L~ G J L~ G J L-~ G J 

c. X Y d. X Y 
r a F 1 r-a F 1 r a F 1 r-a F 1 
L~ G J L ~ G J L~ G J L-~ G J 

Suppose now that there is assimilation of [F] between X and Y (i.e. [aF] is the harmonic 

feature). The configurations that are affected by such an assimilation rule are then only 

(4cd), in which the values of the harmonic feature are different. Of these, the Principle 

of Similarity claims that (4c) is more likely to undergo the assimilation rule of [aF] than 

(4d), since (4c) is counted as more similar in feature composition than (4d). 

Of notice to us now is that PH is a rule which applies in a configuration such as 

(4c). Consider the autosegmental representation of (4c) given below, in which the 

harmonic feature [aF] is separated from the other feature [~G]. 

(5) [~ G] 

I 
X 

I 
[-a F] 

4 For ease of exposition, I do not consider here the effect of the OCP on the adjacent 
identical features. The discussion of the OCP in relation to PH will appear separately in 
the next section. 
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As noted above, PH is the rule by which the harmonic feature undergoes spreading only 

if the trigger and the target share a certain contextual feature. The assimilation of [F], if 

applied in this case, would exhibit precisely such a property of PH by being subject to the 

contextual identity of [f3G]. Viewed as this, then, it would be possible to say that PH is 

one instantiation of the Principle of Similarity. 

A question that arises now is whether or not Hutcheson's principle is accurate 

enough to circumscribe all and only the attested types of PH. Consider, for example, the 

well-known case of Yawelmani (Newman 1944; Kenstowicz and Kisseberth 1977,1979; 

Archangeli 1984,1985). Yawelmani has four underlying vowels, of which the feature 

representation is as provided below. 

(6) Yawelmani vowels (fully specified) 
1 a 0 u 

high + + 
low + 
back + + + 
round - + + 

As is well-documented in the literature, Yawelmani has the rule of RH governed by the 

condition of contextual identity, so that the RH rule applies only if the trigger and the 

target agree in the feature [high]. Examples follow. 

(7) Yawelmani RH (data from Kenstowicz and Kisseberth 1977:35) 
Aorist (-hIn) A.Pass.(-It) Prec.(-xA) Dub it. (-AI) Gloss 
xil-hin xil-it xil-xa xil-al 'tangle' 
max-hin max-it max-xa max-al 'procure' 
dub-hun dub-ut dub-x a dub-a I 'lead by hand' 
bok'-hin bok'-it bok'-xo bok'-ol 'find' 
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As seen by the examples above, RH initiating from a high root vowel in a stem applies 

only to another high vowel in a suffix (e.g. dub-hun vs. dub-xa (*dub-xo» , and RH 

initiating from a nonhigh root vowel applies only to another nonhigh vowel in a suffix 

(e.g. bok'-xo vs. bok'-hin (*bok'-hun». 

The Principle of Similarity predicts that assimilation takes place most preferably 

between segments "most similar" to each other in their feature composition. If this 

principle is accurate, the sequences of segments that undergo RH in Yawelmani, namely, 

u-i and o-a (i.e. the sequence of segments that agree in height), should be the "most 

similar" in their feature makeup. As illustrated by the similarity scale below, the 

Principle of Similarity appears to make a correct prediction for the Yawelmani case. 

(Note that the similarity scale here is built for the vowel sequences, u-i, u-a, o-i, and 

o-a, that would potentially undergo the RH rule. That is, the vowel sequences to be 

considered are those which have a rounded vowel as their first (i.e. left-hand) member 

and an unrounded vowel as their righthand member (note that the application of RH is 

left-to-right); all the other sequences with both rounded vowels (u-o, o-u), with both 

unrounded vowels (i-a, a-i), or with the order of unrounded-rounded vowels (i-u, i-o, a

u, a-o) are irrelevant for the present discussion of RH, and hence are excluded from 

consideration. ) 



(8) a. sequences identicalfeatures # of iden. features 
u-i +high 
o-a -high 
u-a 
0-1 

b. Similarity Scale 
u-i 
o-a 

-low 

-low 

+back 
+back 

o-i 
u-a 

<------------------------------------------------------> 
most similar least similar 

2 
2 
1 
1 
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As seen from the feature representation (6) and (8a), the vowels u and i share as many 

features as the vowels 0 and a (two features each: [+high] [-low] and [-high] [+back], 

respectively). On the other hand, u-a and o-i share only one feature, [+back] and [-low] 

respectively. The sequences u-i and o-a are then equaIIy counted as the "most similar" in 

feature composition, and hence predicted by the Principle of Similarity to be most likely 

to undergo the RH rule. As we saw earlier, Yawelmani RH does in fact apply to these 

cases (but not to the cases of less similar sequences, i.e. u-i and o-a), verifying the 

prediction of the Principle of Similarity. 

Although computing similarity on the feature composition appears to work in the 

Yawelmani case, it is dubious that such an analysis holds true for other cases as well. 

Consider, for instance, a language like Eastern Javanese, in which ATR Harmony affects 

vowels of like height only (Schlindwein 1988; A&P, in press). Eastern Javanese has five 

underlying vowels Ii e a 0 uf. At surface, a mid or high vowel becomes [-ATR] under 

the foIIowing conditions: (i) if it is placed in a closed syIIable, or (ii) if it is followed by a 

[-ATR] vowel that agrees in height. The harmony patterns are illustrated by the 
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following examples, of which (9ab) show respectively ATR patterns of high and mid 

vowels (data from Schlindwein 1988:67-68). 

(9) final open syllables final closed syllables 
a. buri 'back' mUrIt 'student' 

turn 'sleep' plrprr 'edge' 
b. bodo 'stupid' leren 'stop' 

kere 'beggar' gole2 'get' 

The second property of the harmony is further illustrated by the following data, in which 

the vowels of different height (high-mid in (lOa) and mid-high in (lOb)) do not undergo 

ATR Harmony. 

(10) a. ijen 
b. eDtu2 

'alone' 
'obtain' 

The standard analysis of this phenomenon provided by Schlindwein (1988) and 

A&P (in press) is insertion of [-ATR] onto the vowels in the final closed syllables, 
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followed by leftward spreading of [-ATR] onto the vowels oflike height5• Of interest to 

us is the latter rule. If the Principle of Similarity is correct, the sequences that undergo 

the harmony rule, namely, those in which the vowels agree in height, are predicted to be 

"most similar" in feature composition. As we see below, however, this prediction is not 

borne out. 

To demonstrate, consider first the feature representation of the Eastern Javanese 

vowels, presented below. 

(11) Eastern Javanese Vowels 
1 e a 0 u 

high + + 
low + 
round - + + 
back + + + 

The similarity scale built on two-vowel sequences is then as follows (the sequences that 

undergo the harmony rule are shaded). 

5 Schlindwein (1988:66-76) further points out that high and mid vowels behave 
differently with respect to the first rule, i.e. the insertion of [-ATR] in closed syllables. 
As we see in the cases of derived open syllables, mid vowels in such positions appear as 
[-ATR] (bobQt-e 'this weight' (cf. bobot 'weight')), whereas high vowels in the same 
position appear as [+ATR] (tumis-e 'this side dish' (cf. tumls 'side dish')). Following 
Schlindwein (1988) and A&P (in press), I posit that such different behavior arises 
because (i) the insertion of [-ATR] onto mid vowels applies before suffixation and (ii) 
the insertion of [-ATR] onto high vowels applies after suffixation. According to this 
analysis, then, the overall ordering of rules is as follows (in the order presented): 

- insertion of [-ATR] onto mid vowels in closed syllables 
- suffixation 
- insertion of [-ATR] onto high vowels in closed syllables 
- spreading of [-ATR] (subject to contextual identity of [high]) 
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(12) a. sequences identical features # of iden. features 
i-i +high -low -round -back 4 
e-e -high -low -round -back 4 
a-a -high +Iow -round +back 4 
0-0 -high -low +round +back 4 
u-u +high -low +round +back 4 
i-e / e-i -low -round -back 3 
o-u / u-o -low +round +back 3 
i-u / u-i +high -low 2 
e-o /o-e -high -low 2 
e-a / a-e -high -round 2 
a-o / o-a -high +back 2 
i-a / a-i -round 1 
i-o / o-i -low 1 
e-u / u-e -low 1 
a-u / u-a +back 1 

b. 

i-u / u-i i-a / a-i 
a-a e-o /o-e i-o / o-i 

1
0

-
0 I i-e / e-i e-a / a-e e-u / u-e 

a-o / o-a a-u / u-a u-u o-u / u-o 

~----------------------------------------------------------------:> 
most similar least similar 

Now the problem is evident: the feature counting based on (11) and (12a), does 

not ensure that the sequences subject to the harmony rule are the "most similar" in 

feature makeup. As we see in (12a), some harmonic sequences are less similar than the 

sequences that do not undergo the harmony (see i-u and e-o vs. i-e and o-u, of which the 

first set of vowels undergo the harmony but are less similar in the feature composition); 

or the harmonic sequences may be equally similar to the sequences that do not undergo 

the harmony rule (see i-u and e-o vs. e-a and a-o). 
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One may argue that the problem may disappear if the feature counting is based 

rather on underspecified, not fully specified, feature representation. Even under this 

option, the analysis would not be entirely successful. To demonstrate the point, consider 

first the following underspecified feature representation proposed by A&P (in press). 

(l3) 1 

high + 
low 
back 

e a 

+ 

o 

+ 

u 
+ 

+ 

Given this feature representation, we can build the similarity scale for the Eastern 

Javanese vowel sequences as in (l4b). Note that in computing similarity on the 

underspecified representation, the absence of feature(s) should also be counted (the 

absence of features is represented below as "--,[F]"). If only the specified (or present) 

features are counted, we would be forced to say that the sequences of completely 

identical vowels differ in the number of shared features. The sequence e-e, for example, 

does not include any shared specified features, but u-u includes two specified features, 

[+high] and [+back]; hence, the two sequences, although both are composed of 

completely identical vowels, would be treated as having a different degree of similarity, 

if only specified features count. 



(14) a. 

b. 

sequences identity degree of identity 
i-i [+high] -,[+low] -,[+back] 3 
e-e -,[+high] -,[+low] -,[+back] 3 
a-a -,[+high] [+low] -,[+back] 3 
0-0 ...,[+high] -,[+low] [+back] 3 
u-u [+high] -,[+low] [+back] 3 
i-e / e-i -, [+1 ow] -,[+back] 2 
o-u / u-o -,[+low] [+back] 2 
i-u / u-i [+high] -,[+low] 2 
e-o /o-e -,[+high] -, [+1 ow] 2 
e-a / a-e -,[+high] -,[+back] 2 
a-o / o-a -,[+high] 1 
i-a / a-i -,[+back] 1 
i-o / o-i -, [+1 ow] 1 
e-u / u-e -,[+low] 1 
a-u / u-a 0 

r-===~S:;;,cale built on underspecified feature representation (13) 
i-e / e-i 

a-a 
0-0 

U-II 

o-u / u-o 
i-u / u-i 
e-o /o-e 
e-a / a-e 

a-o / o-a 
i-a / a-i 
i-o / o-i 
e-u / u-e a-u / u-a 

<:----------------------------------------------------------------:> 
most similar least similar 
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As seen by the similarity scale (14b), there still remains a problem: the sequences 

involving "most similar" vowels do not necessarily or sufficiently coincide with the 

vowel sequences that undergo the harmony rule. The sequence a-a counts as "most 

similar" along with other sequences of completely identical vowels, but it is not affected 

by the harmony rule. On the other hand, the sequences i-e, O-U, and e-a, count equally 

similar as i-u and e-o, but only the latter is subject to the harmony rule. 

Note that the problem noted above does not hinge on the underspecified feature 

representation selected. If we choose "contrastively" underspecified representation 
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(Steriade 1987a, Clements 1987, Mester and Ito 1989), for instance, we are still faced 

with a similar problem. In Contrastive Underspecification, all and only 'contrastive' 

instances of features are specified. In the case of Eastern Javanese, [high] is contrastive 

for the pairs {i-e} {o-u}, [low] for the pair {a-o}, and [back] for the pairs {i-u} {e-o}. 

This gives rise to the following feature representation (contrastive instances of features 

are marked within a circle). 

(15) 1 e a 0 u 
high CD 0 0 CD 
low CD (;) 
back 0 0 + G) G) 

Similarity counting based on this feature representation would then result in the 

following scale (16). Here again, the simple computation of similarity does not ensure us 

the desired result: the sequences that do not undergo the harmony rule are in some cases 

computed as the most similar (a-a), or as more similar than the sequences that actually 

undergo the harmony rule (i-e and e-i vs. e-o and o-e). 
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(16) sequences identity de~ree of identity 
i-i [+high] ...,[-low] [-back] 3 
e-e [-high] ..,[-low] [-back] 3 
a-a ...,[-high] [+low] ...,[+back] 3 
0-0 [-high] [-low] [+back] 3 
u-u [+high] ...,[-low] [+back] 3 
i-e / e-i ...,[-low] [-back] 2 
i-u / u-i [+high] ...,[-low] 2 
o-u / u-o [+back] 1 
e-o / o-e [-high] 1 
e-a / a-e 0 
a-o / o-a 0 
i-a / a-i 0 
i-a / o-i 0 
e-u / u-e 0 
a-u / u-a 0 

So far, we have seen that the prediction of the Principle of Similarity is not 

empirically borne out, no matter what kind of feature counting is invoked. It appears that 

the problem stems from the way to compute the similarity. Hutcheson's principle 

computes similarity based on composition of features (cf.(3)), but empirically identity of 

one specific feature seems to prevail over identity of other features. As seen by the cases 

of Yawelmani and Eastern Javanese, for instance, identity that matters is only identity of 

height and identity of other features is simply disregarded. This is also true with other 

cases of parasitic RH that we will discuss in this thesis: they are all subject to identity of 

a single feature, [high], but not to the other features (cf. (1) and footnote 1). Further, 

other cases of PH in general (not involving [round] as a harmonic feature) also appear to 

exhibit this property: Menomini ATR harmony, for example, is subject to identity of 

[-low] (A&P, in press (cf. Cole 1987; Cole and Trigo 1988)); and diphthong-induced 
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ATR harmony in Maasai, discussed by Cole (1987) and Cole and Trigo (1988), is subject 

to identity of [+high]. This aspect of identity is not reflected in the Principle of 

Similarity, and for this reason, it does not give an appropriate account of the cases where 

identity of a single feature is significantly referred to. 

3.2.2 Parasitic Harmony and the Obligatory Contour Principle 

Perhaps a more widely accepted analysis of PH has been presented based on the 

Obligatory Contour Principle (henceforth, OCP; Leben 1973, Goldsmith 1976, McCarthy 

1986, Odden 1986, Borowsky 1986, Yip 1988, Selkirk 1988b, Mester 1986,1988, Hume 

1992, A&P, in press). The definition of the OCP that is most commonly assumed in the 

literature appears to be as follows. 

(17) The Obligatory Contour Principle 
Adjacent identical elements on an auto segmental tier are prohibited. 

The consequence of the OCP on phonological representations is evident: any identical 

elements, if they are "adjacent", must be represented as a fused or multiply-linked 

structure as in (18a); if not, the representations are illformed (I8b). 

(18) a. -..J X X b. * X X 

V I I 
F F F 

The OCP-based analysis of PH resorts to such multiply-linked structures induced 

by the OCP on adjacent identical elements. In fact, there are two versions of OCP-based 
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analysis presented in the literature, differing primarily in the feature organization 

assumed. The first analysis, proposed by Cole (1987) and Cole & Trigo (1988), is based 

on a "standard" organization of features (such as Sagey 1986, McCarthy 1988, among 

others) in which the constituency of features, [F] and [G], is represented by a dominant 

class node (l (see (19a)). The other version of the OCP-based analysis, on the other 

hand, is proposed by Mester (1986,1988), Hulst (1988a) and Selkirk (1988b, 1991ab), 

based on the assumption that features are organized in a dependent fashion. In this 

theory of feature organization, feature constituency is characterized by dependent or 

dominant/subordinate relations between features; thus, constituency of [F] and [G], for 

example, is expressed by [F] dominating [0] or [G] dominating [F] (see (19b)). 

(19) a. /l 

[tJ 
The details of each analysis are as follows. First, the analysis based on the 

"standard" feature organization (19a) notes that (i) PH applies only when the trigger and 

the targets are contextually identical and (ii) identical features induce a multiply-linked 

structure due to the OCP. Based on these, this analysis argues that PH is a rule which 

applies within a domain defined by a multiply-linked contextual feature (in this sense, 

this analysis is henceforth referred to as "Linked-Structure Analysis"). Thus, in the case 

of Yawelmani RH, for example, this analysis claims that (i) the contextual identity of 
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[high], to which Yawelmani RH is subject, induces a multiply-linked structure as in (20) 

due to the OCP (recall that Yawelmani RH applies from [cxhigh] to [cxhigh] vowels), and 

(ii) Yawelmani RH is a rule that applies to such multiply-linked configurations (the 

representations marked within the boxes in (20)). 

(~O) a. .----___ --, 

+high -high 

+round +round 

On the other hand, the analysis based on dependent feature organization (19b) , in 

particular, the version proposed by Mester (1986, 1988) (henceforth referred to as 

"Dependency Analysis"), argues the following. First, it is assumed that phonological 

features are structured in a dependent manner, such that the contextual features are the 

"heads" and the harmonic features are the "dependents". Second, their version of the 

OCP ignores any differences in dependent information. Hence, the sequences of [high] 

in (21) are considered to be identical, regardless of their differences in dependent 

information (i.e. the presence vs. the absence of [+roundD. 

(21) a. 11 11 b. 11 11 

+round 

1-+ -high 1 
+round 

heads 

dependents 
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Third, the OCP holds on the head tier of [high] to create a fused or multiply-linked 

structure. Crucially, the dependent feature [+round] automatically receives a spreading 

effect with the fusion of the head feature (in this sense Mester (1986) refers to PH as 

"fusional" harmony). 

(22) a. 

I 
+round 

b. Ily--Il 

-high 
I 

At first sight, the two versions of OCP-based analysis seem quite successful in 

treating PH: both analyses attribute contextual identity to the already well-established 

notion of the OCP; and further, in Dependency Analysis, PH is treated as a type of 

harmony whose presence is totally expected as fusional harmony (given the feature 

structure and the version of the OCP that it assumes). I argue, however, that such merits 

of these analyses are possible only with additional stipulations to be discussed below<'. 

First, although Linked-Structure Analysis hinges on the OCP for a treatment of 

contextual identity, the OCP by itself is not sufficient to characterize the necessary 

6 In addition to the problems noted "below, there is another potential problem related to 
the Morphemic Tier Hypothesis (MTH, henceforth; McCarthy 1981,1986), as noted by 
A&P (in press). According to the MTH, identical elements across a morpheme boundary 
are subject to automatic fusion when tier contlation occurs. Given the MTH, then, the 
OCP-based analyses predict that PH would necessarily follow tier contlation for 
polymorphemic cases (since the OCP-based analyses are possible only after fused 
structures are created). A&P point out, however, that Haya Post-Root Harmony, a case 
of PH, may take place prior to tier contlation in polymorphemic cases (see A&P, in 
press, for details) . 
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identity requirement. As pointed out earlier, only a particular subset of fused or 

multiply-linked structures are relevant as conditions for PH, and other potential instances 

of multiply-linked structures are simply disregarded for the purpose of PH. In the case of 

Eastern Javanese, for example, we may be able to find various instances of multiply

linked structures induced on vocalic features in general (such as multiply-linked [back] 

or [low], etc.), but PH nonetheless respects only those created on identical [high]'s. The 

point is then, for Linked-Structure Analysis to properly characterize the identity 

requirement, they somehow must be able to differentiate the two types of multiply-linked 

structures, those observed by PH and those not. The desired result may be obtained by 

specifying in rule formulation the kind of multiply-linked structures to which PH is 

subject. This treatment, however, is cumbersome at best, because it amounts to saying 

that the OCP alone is not enough to characterize contextual identity, contrary to the 

original intention of Linked-Structure Analysis. 

Second, Linked-Structure Analysis of PH involve a potential problem intrinsically 

related to the assumption that it makes with regard to feature specification. Since it is 

impossible to create multiply-linked structures on unspecified features, one crucial 

assumption that Linked-Structure Analysis hinges on is that the contextual features must 

be specified at the time PH applies (in the cas.e of Yawelmani RH, for example, both 

[+high] and [-high] need to be specified to provide multiply-linked structures). Thus, for 

the cases where the contextual feature is not specified underlyingly, Linked-Structure 

Analysis must rely on the assumption that PH is necessarily preceded by a redundancy 
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rule supplying the contextual feature. Note, however, that such extrinsic ordering of 

rules, although not entirely rejected, is clearly an extra burden to the theory of grammar 

(unless ensured by an independent principle)7. 

Further, the contextual identity for PH may not always be "strictly adjacent" and 

in some cases, a transparent vowel may intervene between the triggers and the targets 

(see, for example, Khalkha Mongolian RH that we will discuss in the next chapter: this 

harmony rule applies from [-high] to [-high] vowels, skipping any intervening high 

vowel front vowels8• For such cases of "non-adjacent" identity, Linked-Structure 

Analysis relies on multiple linking as configured in (23a) (Xl, X2, and X3 are 

respectively the trigger, the transparent segment, and the target of rules; [aF] is the 

contextual feature). 

7 One may argue that such ordering of rules is possible based on the Redundant Rule 
Ordering Constraint (RROC) , defined as "[a] redundancy rule assigning a to F, where a 
is "+" or "-", is automatically ordered prior to the first rule referring to [aF] in structural 
description" (Archangeli 1984:85). As A&P (in press) point out, however, the RROC is 
empirically unwarranted. One case that A&P cite to illustrate this point is the height 
harmony rule (spreading of [-high]) in Haya. Although only mid vowels, not low 
vowels, trigger the harmony rule of [-high], the RROC nonetheless forces [-high], a 
redundant feature for a low vowel, to be supplied to low vowels before the harmony rule 
applies. If this happens, low vowels incorrectly trigger the harmony rule. (See A&P, in 
press, for details.) 

8 Another case of non-adjacent identity is Menomini Height Harmony that applies from 
[+tense] to [+tense] vowels with a transparent [-tense] low vowel fa! being intervened 
(Cole 1987, Cole and Trigo 1988) (reanalyzed by A&P (in press) as a case of ATR 
Harmony that applies from [-low] to [-low] vowels, skipping intervening low vowels). 
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b. 

Such multiple linking is problematic, however, in light of the definition of adjacency 

adopted in this thesis (see section 1.2.4 of chapter one). According to this definition, two 

instances of [aF] in (23b) are not treated as adjacent because their anchors, ~ and X3, are 

not adjacent. As a result, the identical [aF]'s are not subject to the OCP, and hence no 

multiply-linked structures are created in the first place. Further, the multiply-linked 

structures on which Linked-Structure Analysis hinges for this case are crucially 

"gapped" (23a). As discussed in chapter one, gapped representations are seriously 

challenged by the tonal phenomena in Shona and Yoruba, and ultimately ruled out as 

ill formed by the Precedence Principle (A&P, in press)9. 

Even if we revise the definition of adjacency to allow gapped representations, a 

third problem may arise. For cases of non-adjacent identity, Linked-Structure Analysis 

hinges on the assumption that at the time PH applies, the intervening X2 must be 

unspecified with the contextual feature [aF] ; if not, any multiple linking of [aF] would 

violate the No-Crossing Convention (hereafter, NCC) (cf. Goldsmith 1976, Sagey 1988, 

Hanimond 1988). 

9 Optimality theoretic accounts of vowel harmony, as proposed by Kirchner (1993), also 
draw on the illformedness of gapped representations (see also Pulleyblank 1993, A&P (in 
preparation)). 
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(24) 

Such specification of features, however, may not always be possible with the cases of 

non-adjacent identity. As it will turn out in the next chapter, Khalkha Mongolian RH is 

hardly amenable to this view of feature underspecification: in this case, the intervening 

[-uF] is necessarily present at the time RH applies, prohibiting the creation of fused 

structure on the contextual feature (see chapter four for details). 

So far, we have considered the potential problems that Linked-Structure Analysis 

faces in handling the contextual identity requirement for PH. Let us now turn to the 

problems that Dependency Analysis must deal with. Two problems are noted in this 

regard, both theoretical and empirical. First, Dependency Analysis is theoretically 

possible only at the cost of universal feature organization. That is, the dependent 

organization of features must be determined primarily by "parasitic" relations, viz. the 

relation between contextual features (i.e. heads) and harmonic features (i.e. dependents), 

but critically, such parasitic relations vary from language to language. In the cases of 

parasitic RH that we discuss in this chapter, the harmonic feature [round] is parasitic on 

the identity of the contextual feature [high] (hence, [high] is the head and [round] the 

dependent); but in the cases of Height Harmony in Bantu languages such as Haya, Shona 

and Chichewa (see section 5.2.1.2 of chapter five for discussion and references), the 

harmonic feature [high] is parasitic on the identity of the contextual feature [round] 

(hence, [round] is the head and [high] the dependent). The flipping of parasitic relation 
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is also found in the systems of A TR and Height Harmony: in a case like Eastern 

Javanese, [ATR], the harmonic feature, is parasitic on [high], the contextual feature; but 

in Kimatuumbi, as discussed by Odden (1991, 1992), the harmonic feature [high] is 

parasitic on the identity of the contextual feature [ATR]. To explain the cases above, the 

dependency analysis, by nature, must hinge on variable feature organization 10. 

More crucially, Dependency Analysis is problematic on empirical grounds as well. 

As Diana Archangeli (p.c.) points out, this analysis predicts that fusion occurs on the 

contextual feature [G] not only in a structure like (25a) but also in (25b). 

10 It is interesting to note Selkirk's (1991bc) proposal in this regard, since the variation of 
feature dependency here appears to be "constrained". Assuming a unified set of privative 
features for consonants and vowels, she proposes two feature dimensions, Color and 
Height. The Color dimension consists of Coronal (=back) and Labial (=round), and the 
Height dimension consists of Dorsal (=high) and Pharyngeal (=low). One important 
claim made by her is that the two dimensions are in a dependent relation determined on a 
language-particular basis. Thus, two types of langua~es are predicted: Color-dependent 
(which reads "Color is dependent) and Height-dependent languages. Languages like 
Yawelmani, in which RH is subject to the contextual identity of [high], are Color
dependent languages; and languages like Shona and Haya, in which the spreading of 
[-high] depends on the contextual identity of [round], are Height-dependent languages. 
In this view, it appears that the variation of feature organization is restricted: it is 
predicted to exist only between two dimensions, but not within a same dimension. This 
may not be entirely true, however. As we see in the contrast of Eastern Javanese and 
Kimatuumbi, [high] is in a variable parasitic relation with respect to [ATR] , another 
feature in the Height dimension. In fact, Selkirk (199Ic) notices a problem like this, and 
proposes what would seem to be another parameter of "same-dimension-symmetry" vs. 
"same-dimension-asymmetry". In a same-dimension-symmetric language, the features of 
a same dimension are sisters; whereas in a same-dimension-asymmetric language, one 
feature of a same vowel dimension is a dependent of the other. Conceived this way, 
however, the merits of Selkirk's theory disappear and feature organization in her model 
still remains considerably variable. 
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(25) a. Il Il 

P 
b. Il Il 

Q contextual feature (head) 

+F +F harmonic feature (dependent) 

Such prediction bears directly on the Eastern Javanese case that we discussed earlier: the 

dependency analysis forces the harmony rule to apply in (26b) as wel1 as in (26a) (recal1 

that [-ATR] in Eastern Javanese is assigned to closed syl1ables only). 

(26) a. V.CVC. V.CVC. 
V 

-----> ahigh 

I 
-ATR -ATR 

b. VC.CV. VC.CV. 

""/ 
-----> ahigh 

I 
-ATR -ATR 

This prediction is incorrect, however. As we see below, the harmony rule applies only in 

a configuration like (26a), not in (26b). Note here that the final open syl1ables do not 

agree in [-ATR] with the preceding closed syl1ables (thus, mbo.bot.ne, not *mbo.bot.ne). 

(27) unafflXed stem causative subiunctive gloss 
a. bobot Do.bot.ne 'weight' 
b. kere IJe:.re:~.ne 'beggar' 
c. buri Du.re: ~ .ne 'back' 

~~====~------~ 
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To summarize this section, the two versions of the OCP-based analysis of PH that 

we examine here are similar in that they both crucially resort to OCP-induced fusion on 

contextual identity. The two analyses, however, are radically different in their 

assumption about feature organization. We noted, in particular, three potential problems 

in regard to the fusion aspect of these analyses: the OCP-based analyses for the cases of 

non-adjacent identity (such as Khalkha Mongolian RH) hinge on (i) fusion of non

adjacent contextual features, (ii) illformed "gapped" representations, and (iii) 

unspecification of the contextual feature for the intervening segment, which may not be 

possible in all cases. Further, we pointed out that the dependency analysis is additionally 

problematic, since this analysis posits "variable" feature, and more critically, makes a 

false empirical prediction for some cases. 

3.2.3 Summary 

In this section we have examined the previous analyses of PH, the analyses based 

on the Principle of Similarity and the OCP. The central issue related to PH is how to 

deal with the requirement of contextual identity. The analysis that depends on the 

Principle of Similarity attempts to capture contextual identity by positing a principle that 

contextually "similar" segments undergo assimilation (the Principle of Similarity). In 

contrast, the second analysis characterizes contextual identity as a representational 

property, namely, multiple linking induced by the OCP. We have seen that both 

accounts are unsatisfactory. The analysis based on the Principle of Similarity is simply 
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not true empirically: it maintains that assimilation applies between segments that are 

most similar in the feature composition, but as we have seen, there are cases in which 

more similar segments do not undergo the harmony rule whereas less similar segments 

do. The two versions of the OCP-based analysis are either empirically not borne out, or 

based on unwarranted assumptions. For cases of non-adjacent identity, they both hinge 

on gapped representation and some kind of feature underspecification. But gapped 

representation is problematic on empirical grounds as demonstrated in chapter one, and 

the underspecification of features that they assume may not be ensured in all cases (see 

chapter four for detailed discussion of the latter issue). In addition, we have seen that the 

Mester-type of OCP-based analysis makes a false prediction in some cases (like Eastern 

Javanese). Further details are summarized in the following chart. 
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(28) PS-based OCP-based Anal ses 
Analysis Cole's Analysis Mester's Analysis 

Contextual by Principle of by OCP-induced fused by OCP-induced fusion 
Identity Similarity structure & feature dependency 
PH no independent rule of PH as a rule that PH as an automatic 

PH applies to a fused result of fusion (PH as 
structure fusional harmony) 

Assumptions - identity as a result - wellformedness of - wellformedness of 
of similarity gapped structure gapped structure 
counting - some kind of - some kind of 
(performed on underspeci fi cati on underspeci fi cati on 
feature - certain ordering of - certain ordering of 
composition) rules (in some cases rules (in some cases 

redundant feature redundant feature 
needs to be supplied needs to be supplied 
before PH applies) before PH applies) 

- dependent and 
variable feature 
organization 

Problems - identity typically - not all fused - empirically makes 
defined on a single structure are subject false prediction in 
feature, not on to PH some cases 
composition of - gapped structures - gapped structures 
features are illformed are illformed 

- empirically not - underspecification - underspeci fi cati on 
borne out assumed is not assumed is not 

always ensured always ensured 
- variable feature 

organization 
motivated solely by 
PH itself 

3.3 Phonological Identity Conditions 

In the previous section, we saw that it is unsatisfactory to treat contextual identity 

either as an instance of a "principle" (the Principle of Similarity) or as a representational 

property (OCP-induced fusion). In this section, I pursue an analysis that views 
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contextual identity as a direct result of conditions on rules, which I term here 

"Phonological Identity Conditions". 

3.3.1 Formulating Phonological Identity Conditionsll 

It appears that one of the fundamental assumptions made of identity in phonology 

is identity being defined on a single autosegmental tier. This is true of the cases of PH 

that we have discussed so far: they all refer to identity in terms of a single contextual 

feature. Moreover, this has been the case with the definition of the OCP that is assumed 

by most researchers such as McCarthy (1979), Schein and Steriade (1986), Mester 

(1986), Borowsky (1986), Selkirk (1988a), Hume (1992), and A&P (in press). Such 

definition of the OCP is given below, repeated from (17). 

(29) The Obligatory Contour Principle 
Adjacent identical elements on a single auto segmental tier are prohibited. 

This view, however, is not completely true. In the standard auto segmental theory, 

not only content-bearing F-elements but also strictly organizational nodes (such as the 

Root node, the Place node, and the Laryngeal node) constitute their own tiers. 

Thus, if we literally interpret the statement that identity is defined on a single tier, we 

may be forced to say that two segments are considered to be identical regardless of their 

contents, simply because they share a certain organizational node. This view is surely 

11 The basic concept to be presented in this section owes much to A&P (in press). 
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problematic, however. Given that virtually every segment is equipped with the Root 

node, one extreme interpretation of this view is that every sequence of segments is 

identical on the Root tier and hence excluded by the OCP -- a truly unwanted result. 

Identity defined exclusively on the Place tier involves a similar problem: this view forces 

every segment specified with the Place node to be identical on the Place tier and to be 

ruled out by the OCP -- another unwanted consequence. 

(30) *X x 

We can think of two ways to resolve this paradox. The first way is to restrict the 

tiers on which identity is defined to those of content-bearing F-elements (thanks to Diana 

Archangeli for pointing out this). Content-bearing F-elements here include the 

articulator nodes such as Labial, Coronal, and Dorsal, as well as terminal F-elements. 

This view, however, involves a similar problem to the one noted above. In the 

"standard" version of feature structure that we adopt, the vocalic features such as [high] 

[low] [back] reside under the Dorsal node (in this sense, it appears to function as an 

organizational node) (cf. Sagey 1986; McCarthy 1988, 1989; Halle 1993; A&P, in press, 

among others). This treatment, therefore, predicts that any sequences of vowels specified 
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with such features are identical on the Dorsal tier and hence ruled out by the OCpt2. 

This is clearly a false prediction, since it excludes virtually every sequence of vowels for 

which height features or backness features are relevant. 

Another way to deal with this problem is to posit that (i) identity holds between 

two elements on a feature tier, content-bearing or structural, and (ii) the two elements are 

identical only if they are identical in their dependent information as well. According to 

this treatment, two segments are not considered to be identical simply because they share 

a certain class node; they must also share their dependent information. Thus, the two X's 

in (31a), for example, are not viewed as identical on the Place tier, since they differ in 

their dependent information (hence there is no OCP violation); in contrast, the two X's in 

(31 b) share the terminal feature and are considered identical on the Place tier (hence 

t2 This view, of course, is compatible with the alternative proposal on feature 
organization, in which the F-element Dorsal remains as a purely content-bearing feature. 
In the versions of feature geometry, proposed by A&P (1986), Steriade (1987b), 
Clements (1989, 1991b), Odden (1991), Hume (1992), Clements and Hume (1993), and 
Ni Chiosain and Padgett (1993), Dorsal is treated as a purely content-bearing feature, 
from which the vocalic features are removed and placed under a separate organizational 
node. 
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ruled out by the OCP). In this strong view of identity, then, the problems noted above do 

not occur13. 

(31) a. ...; XI 

Labial Dorsal 

+)ound 

In this thesis, I follow the latter version of identity. The definition of identity to 

this effect is presented in (32), incorporating the view that the identical elements are 

13 There seem to be some potential exceptions to this view, however. First, in some 
languages, dissimilation may occur between rounded vowels and labial consonants as 
found in Cantonese (Yip 1988) (or possibly between front vowels and coronal & palatal 
consonants as discussed by Hume 1992). In the Sagey-type (1986) of feature 
organization, which we adopt here, rounded vowels are different from labial consonants 
in that they are specified with the terminal F-element [+round]. Rounded vowels and 
labial consonants, therefore, are not counted as identical according to the notion of 
identity presented here; but nevertheless, they undergo dissimilation in the cases at hand. 
The second type of potential exception is cooccurrence restrictions found in Semitic 
roots, in particular, those imposed on coronal obstruents. In Semitic, according to 
McCarthy (1986, 1988), multiple instances of coronal obstruents within a root are 
prohibited without regard to the specification of their dependent features, [distributed] 
and [strident]. Thus, Is, zI, which is [-distributed, +strident], do not cooccur with 18, m, 
[-distributed, -strident], or lsI, [+distributed, +strident]. These three sets of consonants 
are not considered identical in my proposal, and hence are not amenable to the OCP 
counter to the widely accepted view that these cooccurrence restrictions are attributed to 
the OCP (see also Yip 1988). I will not go into these issues in detail here, except to point 
out that (i) to characterize the relation between consonantal and vocalic features such as 
Labial and [round] is an open issue, for which a large amount of competing analyses are 
proposed (see Clements 1989, 1991b; Hume 1992; Clements and Hume 1993; Ni 
Chiosain and Padgett 1993; Halle 1993), and (ii) the OCP effects in Semitic roots are in 
fact not absolute but gradient phenomena, the strength of which varies with "similarity" 
of the consonants involved (see Pierrehumbert 1992). 
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related to each other by the identity predicate "is identical to" (cf. McCawley 1981, 

A&P, in press). 

(32) The definition of Phonological Identity 
X and Yare identical to each other if and only if, 
(i) they are related to each other in tenns of the identity predicate "is 

identical to", and 
(ii) they are located on a single auto segmental tier, and 
(iii) their immediate dependent features, x andy, if there are any, have 

the properties of (i) and (ii). 

The first and second clauses of the definition (32i) (32ii) are self-evident: only the 

arguments that are related to each other in tenns of the identity predicate on a given 

auto segmental tier are considered to be identical. The third clause (32iii) expresses the 

observation that identity respects dependent infonnation14• To see the definition of 

identity more thoroughly, let us consider the following configurations15 • 

(33) a. XI ~ b. XI ~ c. XI ~ d. XI ~ e. XI ~ 

Lti ~ 
I I I I I I 

ex ex ex ex ex ex 

I I I I I 
~ ~ ~ y ~ ~ 1 

0 

14 Note that in this regard, the Mester-type (1986,1988) interpretation of the OCP, which 
disregards the dependent infonnation (cf. section 3.2.2), is incompatible with the 
definition of identity presented here. 

15 Again, here and in the ensuing examples presented in this section, I do not consider the 
effect of the OCP on the adjacent identical elements for ease of exposition. 
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According to the definition of identity (32), only the a's in (33ab) are thought to be 

identical. That is, although the first two clauses of the definition are met by the a's in 

the entire configuration above, the third clause is met only by the a's in (33ab) (note the 

dependent features, the (3's, are identical on their own tier in (33b); and the clause is 

vacuously satisfied in (33a)). In (33cd), the a's are not identical in their dependent 

information, and hence not viewed as identical. In (33e), the /3's, the immediate 

dependent features of the a's, are not identical because they differ in their dependent 

information (i.e. the presence vs. absence of b); accordingly, the a's also do not count as 

identical. 

Given this much discussion of identity, let us now turn to how we should 

characterize the "contextual" requirement of identity for a rule like PH. The proposal 

that I make in regard to this issue is first that the formal representation of contextual 

identity referred to by rules is distinct from that of identity discussed above. That is, as 

Mike Hammond (p.c.) points out to me, identity may be expressed in two ways, 

depending on how we state the identity relation. First, we can state identity directly on 

the identical elements (i.e. the elements on which identity is defined). In this case, the 

identity statement would be "(a) is identical to (a)", involving a two-place predicatel6 . I 

henceforth refer to identity stated in this way as "total" identity. Alternatively, the 

16 For the view that identity is a two-place predicate, refer to the following statement 
made by McCawley (1981:124) (emphasis added). 

"While identity is such a special notion that doubts might be raised about 
whether it is appropriate to treat it as a predicate, on a par with such other 
two-place predicates as 'is an uncle of' or 'is a divisor of', it is at least clear 
that it behaves syntactically just like any two-place predicate ... " 
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identity relation may be stated between the elements, X and Y, each of which includes an 

identical a (that is, a E X and a E Y). In this case, the formal representation of identity 

would be "(X) is identical to (Y) in (a)", viz. a three-place predicate. I term identity 

stated in this way hereafter as "partial" identity. The alternative statements of identity 

are illustrated further by the following chart. 

(34) a. "total" identity --- "a is identical to a" 

the elements on which 
identity is stated -----+ L-I _a __ a--JI <If- the elements on which 

identity is defined 

b. "partial" identity --- "X is identical to Y in a" 

the elements on which -----+ ~Y 
identity is stated 

a a <If- the elements on which 
identity is defined 

Note that no matter how the identity relation is stated, the definition of identity given in 

(32) remains intact. Thus, of the following configurations, the identity statement "X is 

identical to Y in a" holds true of (35a) only, since identity here is defined on the a-tier 

but the terminal elements P and yin (35b) violates the clause (32iii). 

(35) a.~ 

4----fJ 
P P 

bH t: 
P y 
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Of the alternate representations of identity discussed above, I propose that 

contextual identity referred to by rules is characterized as "partial" identity, rather than 

the tautological statement of "total" identity. I suggest, therefore, that the formal 

representation of contextual identity take the shape of "(X) is identical to (Y) in (Z)", a 

three-place predicate. Further, I propose that the notion of contextual identity is captured 

by a set of conditions, termed here as "Phonological Identity Conditions (PIC's)", whose 

general format is presented below. 

(36) Phonolocal Identity Conditions 
"identical (X, Y, Z)", where X and Y are "participants" of a rule, i.e. an 
Argument and a Target, respectively, and Z is the feature tier on which the 
identity relation is defined. 

According to the discussion given above, then, the condition "identical ([F], Target, 

[G])", for example, is interpreted as "[F], the Argument of a rule, is identical to the 

Target in [G], the feature tier on which identity is defined". The configuration that 

confirms to this condition would be as follows (Xl below is the Target of a rule). 

(37) contextual features (on which identity is defined) 

Target 

Argument 

Once the contextual requirement of identity is attributed to a PIC, the rules that 

refer to such a requirement are readily translated into the rule subject to PIC's. Thus, 

PH, for example, is defined as below. 
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(38) Parasitic Harmony 
A type of harmony rule that applies when a PIC is satisfied. 

A PH rule like Yawelmani RH, for which contextual identity of [c:x.high] is relevant (cf. 

section 3.2.1), is then described as a rule subject to the PIC, "identical ([+round], Target, 

[high])". This condition is satisfied only if the Argument, [+round], and the Targets of 

RH are identical in the contextual feature [high], and thereby guarantees that the rule 

applies from triggers to targets of like height. 

Let us now turn to an issue that remains unexplained: identity referred to by the 

PIC's above (36) is defined on afeature tier, not on specific F-elements (thus, "identical 

on the [high] tier", not "identical in [+high] or [-high]", etc.). The decision on this 

matter comes from the following considerations. First, if PIC's are formulated such that 

identity is defined on specific F-elements, we would need to posit that cases like 

Yawelmani RH, where both values of a contextual feature are referred to, are governed 

by two distinct sets of PIC, "identical ([ +round], Target, [+high])" and "identical 

([+round], Target, [-high]) 17. Further, PIC's formulated following this view of identity 

(i.e. the view that identity is defined on F-elements) requires otherwise unnecessary 

17 Diana Archangeli (p.c.) points out to me that given the grounded path condition 
RDIHI, we do not need to invoke two sets of PIC here. That is, Yawelmani RH can 
alternatively be described as a rule governed by three conditions, the PIC "identical 
([+round], Target, [-high])", A-condition "if[+round] then [+high]", and T-condition "if 
[+round] then [+high]". Note that the PIC here characterizes why the RH rule applies 
from [-high] to [-high] vowels, and the A- and T-conditions capture why the RH rule 
applies from [+high] to [+high] vowels. See the next section (section 3.3.2) for detailed 
discussion of this alternative analysis. 
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extrinsic ordering of rules in some cases. That is, given underspecification of features, 

there may be cases where the contextual F-elements on which identity is defined are not 

specified underlyingly (see the Khalkha Mongolian case in chapter four). For such cases, 

this view of identity mandates that a redundancy rule must precede PH to supply the 

contextual F-element. Finally, as we will see in the ensuing sections of this chapter, the 

significant type of contextual identity is only the Yawelmani type (39a), which refers to 

both values of a binary feature, and the other types of contextual identity, identity 

referring to specific F-element [+high] (39b) or [-high] (39c), are derivable from this 

type. 

(39) a. 
b. 
c. 

RH applies from [a.high] triggers to [a.high] targets (e.g. Yawelmani) 
RH applies from [+high] triggers to [+high] targets (e.g. Khakass) 
RH applies from [-high] triggers to [-high] targets (e.g. Bashkir, etc.) 

Note that the above discussion of contextual identity suggests the following: (i) 

contextual identity would rather be formulated to hold of both values of a feature (so that 

we dispense with the first and the third problems noted above); and (ii) contextual 

identity is not necessarily dependent on feature specification (so that the second problem 

of extrinsic ordering is no longer involved). I propose that these two issues are resolved 

by (i) defining identity on afeature tier, not on specific F-elements, and (ii) positing that 

identity holds of not only specified instances of F-elements, but also unspecified 

instances ofF-elements. In particular, I claim that the latter proposal is formally possible 

under the interpretation that phonological identity is logical equivalence. That is, given 
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the assumption that ternary distinction of a feature is generally disallowed in phonology 

(Chomsky and Halle 1968, Archangeli 1984, Steriade 1987a, among others), the 

distinction we expect to find for a feature [F] at a given level of representation is only 

binary and hence only one of the following l8 : (i) [+F] vs. [-F], (ii) [+F] vs. 0, or (iii) 

[-F] vs. 0 ("0" here represents the absence of [Fl). Supposing that the "+" value of [F] 

or the presence of an F-element is valued as "true", the instances of [-F] or absent 

F-elements are valued necessarily as "false" (since the distinction is binary). The truth 

value of logical equivalence is then as in the following chart, in which both specified and 

unspecified instances of an F-element are valued as "true". 

(40) 
a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 

{+Fl is active 
[+F] [+F] true 
[+F] 0 true 
0 [+F] false 
0 0 false 

[-Fl is active 
true 0 0 false 
false 0 [-F] false 
true [-F] 0 true 
false [-F] [-F] true 

false 
true 
false 
true 

iff 
TRUE 
false 
false 
TRUE 

18 A remark is in order with respect to ternary specification of a feature. In Radical 
Underspecification advanced by Archangeli (1984), ternary power of a feature is 
formally disallowed by the Redundancy Rule Ordering Constraint (RROC), which claims 
that redundancy rules supply any feature value referred to by a rule R by the point in the 
derivation at which rule R applies (see footnote 7 for the precise definition). Now that 
the RROC is discarded in Combinatorial Specification because of the problems we noted 
in footnote 7, it appears that forbidding ternary power entirely is problematic (see A&P, 
in press, for further discussion). In fact, there are a small number of cases where ternary 
distinction may indeed be necessary (see Kalenjin discussed by Halle and Vergnaud 1981 
and A&P, in press). A&P, however, further note that ternary distinction of a feature is 
not commonly utilized by languages, due to an independent principle of Representational 
Simplicity (see section 2.3.2 for the definition). That is, even if ternary power is allowed 
at all, it is not frequently used because Representational Simplicity opts for simpler 
representations (see A&P, in press, for details). 
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In this view, identity does not hinge on whether a contextual feature is specified or not; 

and accordingly, extrinsic rule ordering for cases like Yawelmani is no longer necessary. 

In other words, in a case where a PH rule is governed by a PIC like "identical 

(Argument, Target, [FD", the PIC is met by both specified and unspecified instances of 

[F] and the PH rule applies simultaneously to these sequences, without resorting to any 

redundancy rules. The discussion above leads us to formulate a hypothesis, termed as the 

Identity Implementation Hypothesis (IIH) given below. 

(41) Identity Implementation Hypothesis 
Phonological identity is implemented as logical equivalencel9 • 

19 Since the absence of a specified feature (represented here as "0") does not always 
correspond to the opposite value of a specified feature, this proposal implies that (i) the 
identity we observe at the surface ("surface identity") may differ from "phonological" 
identity that I propose to be implemented as logical equivalence, and (ii) in the cases 
where there is conflict between two versions of identity, only the latter (i.e. phonological 
identity) is respected. I have not found a genuine case against which to test these 
implications, however. An apparent case is found in Khalkha Mongolian, where the 
contextual feature [+high] is active and the high front vowel IiI is unspecified for this 
feature (see chapter four for details). In this case, surface identity in sequences like (a) 
and (c) conflicts with phonological identity interpreted as logical equivalence. 

surface identity identity as iff 
a. u - 1 [+high] - 0 yes no 
b. u-a [+high]-0 no no 
c. 0 - i 0 - 0 no yes 
d. 0 - a 0 - 0 yes yes 

In the Khalkha Mongolian case, however, the parasitic RH rule applies only between the 
sequences of nonhigh vowels (i.e. sequences like (d)), in which there is no conflict 
between surface identity and phonological identity. For this reason, this case is not so 
telling in regard to the issue at hand (see chapter four, section 4.5.2 in particular, for 
details; and see section 6.3 of chapter six for related discussion). 
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So far, we have presented a non-representational view of contextual identity, 

based on the idea that (i) identity is defined on a single autosegmental tier, (ii) identity is 

formally expressed as a logical two-place predicate. The major proposals made in this 

section are that (i) contextual identity is captured by a set of Phonological Identity 

Conditions, expressed as "identical (Argument, Target, [F])", where [F] is the feature tier 

on which contextual identity is defined, and that (ii) phonological identity is interpreted 

as logical equivalence. The first proposal intends to reflect the non-representational 

nature of contextual identity, and the second proposal is to break away from otherwise 

necessary extrinsic ordering of rules. 

3.3.2 Phonological Identity Condition and Yawelmani RH 

I now tum to an actual case where a PIC is directly relevant -- Yawelmani RH. As 

noted earlier, Yawelmani RH is subject to the contextual identity of [±high], the type of 

identity which I henceforth refer to as "ex-identity" (in the sense that ex in the traditional 

analysis is used as a variable freely referring to both values of a feature). For ease of 

discussion, I repeat below the examples that exhibit the typical patterns of RH. 

(42) Aorist (-hIn) A.Pass. (-It) Prec.(-xA) Dubit. (-A /) Gloss 
xil-hin xiI-it xil-xa xil-al 'tangle' 
max-hin max-it max-x a max-al 'procure' 
dub-hun dub-ut dub-xa dub-al 'lead by hand' 
bok'-hin bok'-it bok'-xo bok'-ol 'find' 
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The Yawelmani vowel representation that I assume is gIven in (43) after 

Archangeli (1984, 1985), where [+round] and [-high] are posited as the underlyingly 

active F-e1ements. 

(43) Underlying Vowel Representation 
o a u 

high 
round + + 

I show briefly below why these specific F-elements are motivated underlyingly. (Note, 

however, that my notion of identity does not hinge on any particular specification of 

contextual features.) First, as wel1-documented in a large amount of work on 

Yawelmani, the epenthetic vowel in Yawelmani is IiI (cf. Kenstowicz and Kisseberth 

1977, 1979; Archangeli 1984, 1985, 1991). It is general1y assumed that the epenthetic 

vowel in a given language is the default vowel which lacks any feature specification in 

the underlying representation (cf. Archangeli 1984; A&P, in press). In the Yawelmani 

case, therefore, the opposite values of the features for IiI, [+round] [-high] [+back] 

[+low], may be in the set of active F-elements. Of these, [+round] is indisputably 

invoked to describe RH20. The other F-element [-high] is introduced since it is the only 

F-element that pairs up with [+round] to distinguish all the underlying vowels. As 

20 Steriade (1987a:357) observes that "there are no instances of [-round] assimilation or 
dissimilation and no other kind of evidence that unrounded segments have any 
specification for this feature". 
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demonstrated below, invoking another F-element, [+back] or [+low], does not 

differentiate 101 and lui, and hence, is not appropriate for this purpose. 

(44) a. 
back 
round 

a [}]u 
+ + + 

+ + 

b. 
low 
round 

!~ 
~ 

Given the feature specification (43), let us now examine how the requirement of 

contextual identity for Yawelmani RH is handled by the notion of identity discussed in 

the previous section. First, Yawelmani RH refers to the identity of [high], and the PIC 

for Yawelmani RH then is fonnulated as follows. 

(45) The PIC for Yawelmani RH 
identical ([+round], Target, [high]) 

Second, Yawelmani RH is fonnalized as In (46), in the spirit of the parametric 

representation of phonological rules proposed by A&P (in press) (see also footnote 10 in 

chapter two for the usage and definition of each tenn). 

(46) Yawelmani RH 
Argument r+roundl 
Function insert 
Type path 
Direction from left to right 
Iteration yes 
Conditions 

PIC identical ([+round], Target, [high]) 
A-Condition none 
T -Condition none 
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The rule presented above basically expresses the fact that Yawelmani RH spreads 

[+round] iteratively from left to right subject to the contextual identity of [high]. 

With the rule formalized this way, the contextual identity of [high] to which 

Yawelmani RH is subject is directly characterized. Of the sequences of vowels listed in 

(47), only (47ac) are considered to be identical according to my notion of identity, in 

particular, the Identity Implementation Hypothesis (II H) (41). 

(47) sequences examples feature specification 
a. high-high dub-hun 0-0 identical 
b. nonhigh-high bok' -hin (*hun) [-high] - 0 
c. nonhigh-nonhigh bok'-ol [-high] - [-high] identical 
d. high-nonhigh dub-al (*01) 0- [-high] 

Note that Yawelmani RH applies exactly to these sequences (47ac). In this way, 

Yawelmani RH is directly attributed to our notion of identity, without recourse to any 

additional assumptions upon which the OCP-based analyses must draw: the specification 

of both [±high] before Yawelmani RH applies to create a multiply-linked structure. 

Diana Archangeli (p.c.), however, points out to me that given the grounded path 

condition RDIHI, Yawelmani RH can be equally well described as a rule governed by 

three conditions, (i) the PIC holding of the F-element [-high], "identical ([+round], 

Target, [-high])", (ii) A-condition RDIHI, "if [+round] then [+high]", and (iii) 

T-condition RDIHI, "if [+round] then [+high]" (see also footnote 17). In this alternative 

analysis, the application of the RH rule to the nonhigh-nonhigh sequences (47c) is 

characterized by the PIC, whereas the application to the high-high sequences is captured 
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by both A-condition ROIHI and T-condition ROIHL I argue, however, that this analysis 

is problematic in that it invokes ROIHI as a condition on Arguments. That is, as we saw 

in chapter two, one of the fundamental properties of ROIHI is that it holds exclusively of 

Targets, not Arguments, of rules (see section 2.4 of chapter two for a possible 

explanation). In fact, we have observed the cases where rounding assimilation or RH 

applies to high vowel targets, to the exclusion of nonhigh targets; but we have not seen 

any cases where rounding assimilation or RH triggers only from high vowels. If we 

allow ROIHI as a condition on Arguments, as posited by this alternative analysis, the 

latter type of rules is also expected to be found. In the absence of such rules, I argue for 

the analysis presented above, which does not hinge on A-condition ROIHI, over this 

alternative analysis that invokes ROIHI as A-condition. 

3.3.3 Summary 

In this section, I have discussed how we should characterize contextual identity 

that phonological rules like PH refer to. The gist of the proposal is that (i) the contextual 

requirement of identity is captured by a set of conditions, Phonological Identity 

Conditions (PIC), which are expressed via th~ format given in (48) (repeated from (36», 

and (ii) phonological identity is implemented as logical equivalence (the Identity 

Implementation Hypothesis (41 ». 

(48) identical (X, Y, Z), where X and Yare "participants" of a rule, i.e. an 
Argument and a Target, respectively, and Z is the feature tier on which the 
identity relation is defined 
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One direct consequence of this proposal is that in the case of "a-identity" (i.e. identity in 

terms of both values of a feature), the stipulation about extrinsic rule ordering is no 

longer necessary. I demonstrated this point in the analysis of Yaw elm ani RH, for which 

the PIC "identical ([+round], Target, [high])" is proposed. Although only [-high] is 

specified underlyingly, both the specified and unspecified instances of [-high] are treated 

as identical. Accordingly, the RH rule, governed by this condition, applies to both these 

sequences simultaneously, and any stipulation of a redundancy rule and its ordering is 

unnecessary. 

3.4 Appare!lt Counterexamples 

The notion of identity, as formulated in the previous section, predicts that the type 

of identity is, most preferably, "a-identity". As we noted earlier in this chapter, 

however, there are other types of contextual identity (see (1) in particular), which I will 

henceforth refer to "grounded" and "ungrounded" identity, respectively. These are 

termed as such, because the harmonic feature of RH, [+round], is in a grounded relation 

with respect to the contextual feature [+high], but not (i.e. ungrounded) with respect to 

[-high], as argued in chapter two. 

(49) Identity Types 
a. a-Identity 
b. Grounded Identity 
c. Ungrounded Identity 

Contextual Identity 
[+high] and [-high] 
[+high] 
[-high] 

Examples 
Yawelmani , Tiv, etc. 
Khakass, etc. 
Bashkir, K. Mongolian, etc. 
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As noted earlier, cases like (49bc) pose a problem to the notion of identity proposed in 

the previous section. Both these cases refer to the identity of a single-valued feature, but 

the notion of identity that I resort to depends upon the IIH for its implementation and 

hence is intrinsically the identity in terms of both values of a binary feature (thus, 

although [-high] is specified in Yawelmani, the unspecified sequences (i.e. the sequences 

of [+highJ-[+highJ) are· considered to be identical). In this section, I examine this 

problem in detail and argue that such a problem is only apparent. 

3.4.1 "Grounded" Identity 

I first deal with a type of parasitic RH that applies only when the trigger and the 

target share a contextual feature [+high]. One such system of RH is found in the Kachin 

dialect of Khakass, a Turkic language spoken in the Khakass autonomous region in 

Russia21 (cf. Pritsak 1959, Menges 1968, Korn 1969, Steriade 1981). The patterns ofRH 

in Khakass are described as follows. First, this language has a symmetrical eight vowel 

system (50), as is typical in many Turkic languages. 

(50) Khakass Vowels (Pritsak 1959, Korn 1969) 
front back 

unrounded rounded uf/rounded rounded 
high 1 

nonhigh a 
ii 
o 

t 

a 
u 
o 

21 Another RH rule of this property is found in Hixkaryana, a Carib language spoken in 
northern Brazil (Derbyshire 1985, Kaun 1994). 
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The underlying vowels undergo two types of harmony rule, one involving the feature 

[back] and the other involving the feature [round]. The backness harmony opposes the 

front vowels Ii a ii 01 to the back vowels Ii a u 01; and the rounding harmony opposes the 

rounded vowels to the unrounded vowels, with an important restriction that only high 

vowels are involved in RH, as Korn (1969) and Steriade (1981) noted. 

(51) Patterns of Khakass RH data from Korn 1969: 102-103 22 

a. high-high kiin-niiIJ 'of day' 
kus-tu 'of the bird' 

b. high-nonhigh kiin-ga (*gii) 'to the day' 
kuzuk-ta (*tu) 'in the nut' 

c. nonhigh-high od-ir (*or) 'to kill' 
ok-tiIJ (*toIJ) 'of the arrow' 

d. nonhigh-nonhigh cor-gan (*gon) 'who went' 
pol-za (*zo) 'if (he) is' 

As we see above, high vowel suffixes agree in rounding only when the stem vowel is also 

high (Sla); if the stem vowel is nonhigh (Slcd) or if it is high but the suffix vowel is 

nonhigh (SIb), we observe only the effect of the backness harmony. Note that in the first 

respect, Khakass RH is different from Turkish RH discussed in chapter two, in which RH 

can apply to the high target even if the trigger is nonhigh (i.e. the cases like (SIc) are 

allowed in Turkish). Khakass RH is rather expressed as a harmony rule that applies from 

22 Two remarks are in order: (i) none of the sources that is presently available to me lists 
a full paradigm of harmony applying to a certain suffix; (ii) the consonantal variation 
between l-niiIjl and l-tuIjl is due to an independently operating rule of consonant 
assimilation. 
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high to high vowels, a type of parasitic RH, the application of which hinges on the 

contextual identity of the trigger and the target being [+high]. 

At first sight, this type of one-value identity may pose a problem to the notion of 

identity we formulated earlier, based on the interpretation of identity as logical 

equivalence. I argue, however, that the problem is only apparent and this "surface" 

identity is readily derivable from a PIC and a grounded path condition RDIHI, already 

established in chapter two as below. 

(52) RDIHI 
a. if [+round] then [+high] 
b. if [+round] then not [-high] 

Recall that one of the fundamental properties of RDIHI discussed in chapter two is that it 

is a fairly weak condition that rarely holds of Arguments of rules (see section 2.4 in 

particular). Thus, the RH rules we discussed in the previous chapter are in fact all 

governed by RDIHI holding of Targets of rules. Recognizing this property ofRDIHI, my 

argument on this issue is, more specifically, that the contextual identity of [+high] for 

Khakass RH is merely a surface effect derived from a combined result of RDIHI on 

targets of the rule and the PIC, "identical ([+round], Target, [high])". Consider the 

following chart to see exactly how these conditions derive the identity of[+high]. 

(53) tr~ger-target identity RDIHlon target 
a. I hi h-high YES YES 
b. nonhigh-high no yes 
c. nonhigh-nonhigh yes no 
d. high-nonhigh no no 
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As we see in this chart, the only case that satisfies both the PIC and RDIHI holding of 

targets is (53a), in which the triggers and the targets are both high. Thus, if there is an 

RH rule governed by both the PIC and T(arget)-condition of RDIHI, the rule applies 

from high triggers to high targets, thereby deriving the surface identity of [+high]. 

Note that there are alternative ways to derive the identity of [+high], which all rely 

on RDIHI holding of Arguments of a rule: (i) RDIHI as A(rgument)-condition and RDIHI 

as T(arget)-condition, (ii) the PIC "identical ([+round], Target, [high])" and RDIHI as 

A-condition, and (iii) the PIC, RDIHI as A-condition, and RDIHI as T-condition. These 

alternatives are excluded based on the generalization that RDIHI is preferably a condition 

on Targets, not on Arguments. 

Below I present an analysis of Khakass RH based on the discussion above. In 

(54), I provide one possible representation of the Khakass vowels, without further 

discussion of why those particular F-elements are motivated (but note again that my 

analysis here does not hinge on any particular specification of features). In (55), I 

present the parametric representation of Khakass RH. 

(54) Underlying Vowel Representation 

high 
back 
round 

ii 

+ + 

t a u 

+ 

o 

+ 
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(55) Khakass RH 
Argument [+roundl 
Function insert 
Type path 
Direction from left to right 
Iteration yes 
Conditions 

T -Condition if [+round] then not [-high] 
A-Condition none 
PIC identical ([+round], Target, [high]) 

Based on this analysis, I provide below some representative derivations. The RH rule 

applies to the sequences of high vowels (56a), since both the trigger and the target in this 

case satisfy the PIC and the T-condition, RDIHI. The application to the other cases 

would involve a violation of the PIC (56bd) or a violation of the T-condition ofRDIHI 

(56cd). 

(56) a. high-high 

" " 
kiin-DUIJ 

l ....... . ... 
+round 

c. *nonhigh-nonhigh 

.A 
cor-gAn l. ....... \\ 
+round 

b. *nonhigh-high 
-high " 

I 
o k' - D U IJ 
1. ........ \\ 

+round 

d. *high-nonhigh 
" -high 

kiin- g l 
I .. ······ \\ 

+round 
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3.4.2 "Ungrounded" Identity 

The second type of one-value identity to be considered is the identity of [-high], 

which I referred to as "ungrounded" identity. As in the case of grounded identity, our 

formulation of identity may be faced with a problem in dealing with this type of identity, 

since it also refers to only one value of a feature. In addition, the problem posed by 

ungrounded identity can be more serious, since it cannot be treated by the grounded 

conditions RDIHI, as we did in the case of grounded identity. In this section, I discuss 

two RH rules that exhibit the type of ungrounded identity, Bashkir RH and Dasenech 

RH23. After examining in detail the RH patterns of each language, I argue that ascribing 

these cases to one-value identity is inconclusive and that the notion of identity as 

formulated earlier should therefore remain intact. 

3.4.2.1 Bashkir RH 

In this section I examine the RH patterns in Bashkir, a Turkic language spoken in 

the autonomous Bashkir region in Russia. As described by Poppe (1962), Bashkir has 

quite complicated RH patterns, a part of which are apparently subject to ungrounded 

identity. I argue below, however, that Bashkir RH obtains a straightforward account 

without introducing a notion like ungrounded identity, if we properly understand 

23 Perhaps the clearest case of ungrounded identity is RH in Khalkha Mongolian, as 
analyzed by Steriade (1979, 1987a), Djamouri and Rialland (1985), and Svantesson 
(1985), among others. See the next chapter for the detailed discussion of this harmony 
rule. 
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constraints on morpheme structure (i.e. morpheme structure conditions) and constraints 

on feature combination (i.e. grounded conditions). 

3.4.2.1.1 Harmony Patterns 

The ensuing discussion of the Bashkir harmony system is based on Poppe (1962) 

(see also Hulst 1988b). Bashkir has nine underlying vowels Ii e re ii 0 e au 01, whose 

qualities are as given below. 

(57) Bashkir Vowels 

high 
mid 
low 

front 
unrounded rounded 

ii 
e o 
re 

back 
unrounded rounded 

u 
e o 
a 

As in many Turkic languages, two rules of harmony are operating in Bashkir: one 

is Backness Harmony that opposes front vowels to back vowels, and the other is Round 

Harmony that opposes rounded vowels to unrounded vowels with many complications to 

be explicated below. The harmony rules are further compounded by a peculiar condition 

that prohibits high vowels from occurring in noninitial syllables of a word (Poppe 1962: 

12,21; Hulst 1988b:118). Due to this condition, high vowels cannot appear in suffix 
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positions. The patterns of harm.ony as applied to low and mid vowel suffixes, genitive 

I-NEIJ/ and plural I-LAr/, are illustrated below24• 

(58) Harmony of Mid Vowels 
Initial Value Genitive (-NEn) Gloss 

a. -back -round min-NeIJ 'my' 
kese-NeIJ 'of person' 
sres-NeD 'of the hair' 

+round kiik-NeIJ (*N6IJ) 'of the sky' 
aka-NoD 'of the owl' 

b. +back -round besak-NeIJ 'of the knife' 
taw-NeD 'of the horse' 

+round SuI-NeIJ (*NoIJ) 'of that' 
oso-Non 'of this' 

(59) Harmony of Low Vowels 
Initial Value Plural (-LAr) Gloss 

a. -back -round isek-Lrer 'doors' 
keyem-Lrer 'garments' 
kremre-Lrer 'boats' 

+round kiil-Lrer 'lakes' 
k6n-Lrer 'days' 

b. +back -round qe5-Lar 'girls' 
at-Lar 'horses' 

+round klub-Lar 'clubs' 
kolxoz-Lar 'farms' 

The data listed above reveal quite complicated patterns of RH: unlike Backness 

Harmony that applies across-the-board, RH is governed by a couple of contextual 

24 The suffixes I-NEIJI and I-LArI undergo a very interesting rule of consonantal 
assimilation, which I will not deal with here. They realize as [-nEIJ] - [-tEIJ] - [dEIJ] -
[-5EIJ] and [-IAr] - [-tAr] - [-dAr] - [-5Ar], respectively, depending on the quality of 
the preceding consonant. The suffix-initial consonants appear as [t] after /p e t s s k q/, 
as [d] after /z m n IJ 11, as [5] after /5 r w y/, and as [n] or [I] elsewhere (Poppe 1962:23). 
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conditions related to the height of the triggers and/or the targets. RH, in the case of mid 

vowel suffixes, applies only when the triggering vowel is also mid (cf. okO-NoIJ and oso-

NOIJ vs. kilk-NeIJ and sul-NsIJ (*kilk-NoIJ, *sul-NoIJ)); and RH fails to apply if the suffix 

vowel is low, regardless of the height of the triggering vowel (cf. kill-Leer, kOn-Leer, 

klub-Lar, kolxoz-Lar). In other words, Bashkir RH applies only if the trigger and the 

target are both mid vowels. The patterns of RH are summarized in the following chart, 

in which the vowels are arranged according to their values of height. 

(60) a. high-high 
b. mid-high 
c.low-high 

d. *high-mid 
I e. mid-mid 

f. low-mid 

g. *high-low 
I h. *mid-low 

i. low-low 

The vowel sequences in the shaded area are not relevant to RH, because (i) high vowels 

do not appear in noninitial positions as pointed out earlier (so the sequences like (60abc) 

are not possible in Bashkir) and (ii) there are no low rounded vowels in this language to 

trigger RH. 

Two more properties of RH need to be noticed. First, the patterns of RH 

discussed above hold not only in post-root positions but root-internally as well. Thus, as 

we see in the polysyllabic noun stems listed below, rounded vowels appear in noninitial 

positions only if the preceding vowel ~s also a mid vowel ( 61 b). 

(61) a. high-mid kiimer 'coal' ursn 'place' 
b. mid-mid korlok 'fatness' qolom 'foal' 
c. high-low kiildrek 'shirt' uram 'street' 
d. mid-low korrek 'shovel' qolaq 'ear' 
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Second, an intervening low vowel, lrel or la!, after a syllable with a rounded vowel 161 or 

101, respectively, requires an unrounded vowel lei or lal to follow. In this respect, low 

vowels are opaque to RH25. 

(62) a. o-re-e 
b. o-a-a 

k6rrek-e 'his shovel' 
qolaq-a 'his ear' 

Now let us consider how the contextual conditions on Bashkir RH bear upon our 

notion of identity. Faced with a restricted pattern as in Bashkir, one may argue that 

Bashkir RH is subject to the contextual identity of the triggers and the targets being 

[-high,-low]. If this is the case, Bashkir RH might pose a problem to our notion of 

identity in two respects: (i) identity is defined not on a feature but on a group of features, 

counter to the definition of identity given in (32), and (ii) contextual identity apparently 

refers to only one value of binary features (i.e. RH applies only from [-high] to [-high] 

vowels), counter to the Identity Implementation Hypothesis (cf. (41)). In what follows, I 

claim that such problems are only apparent and readily resolved in our theory by 

properly isolating the effects of independently required morpheme structure conditions 

and grounded path conditions on the RH rule. 

25 Interestingly, Poppe (1962:20) notes that the glide Iwl is also opaque to the rule ofRH 
(e.g. qolowla 'loaded (rifle)'). 
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3.4.2.1.2 Conditions on Round Harmony 

Let us now turn to how I treat Bashkir RH. First, the properties of Bashkir RH we 

discussed above are recapitulated below. 

(63) a. 
b. 

RH applies from mid to mid vowels. 
An intervening low vowel is opaque to RH. 

Such properties are further compounded by an independent condition on morpheme 

structure that disallows high vowels in noninitial positions. 

As the basis of my analysis, I assume the following underlying feature 

representation of the Bashkir vowels, based on the active F-elements, [-back], [+round], 

[+high], and [+low], of which [+high] is posited to be free/floating (motivation will be 

given shortly) 26. 

(64) Underlying Vowel Representation 
1 2 3 5 5 6 7 8 

* D re I * U a e 
back 
round + + + + 
low + + + + 

26 I will not discuss further why the feature specification has to be as it is, except to point 
out the following observation made by Poppe (1962:22): 

"Suffixes consisting only of a consonant requires a union-vowel [i.e. an epenthetic 
vowel -- SHH], when added to stems ending in consonants. The union-vowel is 
lEI, i.e. Ie, e, 0, 01 according to the rules of ... harmony." 

This suggests that the epenthetic vowel is nonhigh, and hence, the opposite value of this 
feature may be active underlyingly. 
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Three F-elements generate eight combinatorial possibilities, of which the illegal 

combinations (1 and 5) are excluded by the grounded condition RDILO, "if [+round] 

then not [+low]". 

Based on the feature representation (64), let us now examine how we should 

characterize the morpheme structure condition that prohibits the occurrence of high 

vowels in noninitial positions. I posit that this restriction is due to the following: a 

floating [+high] and its noniterative association applying from left to right (66). That is, 

the morphemes that begin with a high vowel are provided with a free [+high] in their 

underlying representations (65a), and the noniterative rightward association of [+high] 

gives us the restriction that high vowels appear only in initial positions. The morphemes 

that begin with a nonhigh vowel lack such specification of [+high] (65bc), and by 

default, the initial and the ensuing vowels are realized as [-high]. 

(65) a. High Initial 

~ ~ ~ 

[+high] 

(66) [+high] Association 
Argument 
Function 
Type 
Direction 
Iteration 

b. Mid Initial 

~ ~ ~ 

[+high] 
insert 
path 
from left to right 
no 

c. Low Initial 
~l ~ ~ 

I 
[+low] 

Given the morpheme structure condition, expressed by rule (66), let us now 

examine the second generalization that Bashkir RH applies only from mid to mid vowels 
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(63b). As noted earlier, a literal interpretation of this generalization would lead us to an 

argument that this is due to the contextual identity of the triggers and the targets of RH 

being mid vowels, posing a challenge to the proposed notion of identity. Such an 

argument, however, is controversial, considering the following. First, since high vowels 

do not appear in noninitial positions, it is a moot point that RH applies only to mid vowel 

sequences to the exclusion of high vowel sequences. That is, it is equally possible to say 

that Bashkir RH applies to both the mid vowel and the high vowel sequences and the 

application to the latter is vacuous due to the morpheme structure condition that prohibits 

non-initial high vowels. Under this interpretation, the Bashkir case is not a genuine 

threat to our notion of identity. Second, the fact that RH does not apply to low vowels 

may receive a different treatment. As we discussed in chapter two, there is an 

antagonistic correlation between the F-elements [+round] and [+low], based on which the 

grounded condition 'if [+round] then not [+low], is proposed. Given this condition, we 

could say alternatively that RH does not apply to low vowels in the Bashkir case because 

such a grounded condition prevents RH from applying to low vowels, not because RH is 

constrained to apply from mid to mid vowels. 

Based on the discussion above, I propose that Bashkir RH is constrained by two 

conditions, the PIC holding on the high tier ("identical ([+round], Target, [high])") and 

the grounded condition on targets, "if [+round] then not [+low]". Of these conditions, 

the latter governs representations as a whole (since there is no low vowel in this 

language); hence, it is not incorporated in the rule representation given below. 
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(67) Bashkir RH 
Argument [+round] 
Function insert 
Type path 
Direction from left to right 
Iteration yes 
Conditions 

PIC identical ([+round], Target, [high]) 

The RH rule, applying to the various configurations listed in (60), gives us the 

following results (the sequences that begin with low vowels are excluded from 

consideration since Bashkir has no rounded low vowels to trigger RH). Note that RH 

applies in the configuration in which both the PIC and the grounded condition (GC), 

along with the morpheme structure condition (MSC), are satisfied. 

(68) PIC GC MSC 
*high-high yes yes NO (60a) 
*mid-high NO yes NO (60b) 
*high-mid NO 

~~: ~~: 
(60d) 

I mid-mid yes I (60e) 
*high-Iow NO NO yes (60g) 
*mid-Iow yes NO yes (60£) 

Below I present some representative derivations for the configurations in question. The 

examples to b~ considered are sul-NeI] 'of that', oso-NoI] 'of this', klub-Lar 'clubs', and 

kolxoz-Lar 'farms'. 



(69) a. *high-mid 
+high /ZJ 

SL-NEIJ 
t.····\' 

+round 

c. * high-low 
+high /ZJ 

kllb-LAr 

1·····\\\ 
+round 

violation of 
the PIC 

violation of 
the PIC & 
RDILO 

+low 

b. mid-mid 
/ZJ /ZJ /ZJ 

osE-NEIJ 

J 
... : ...... . 

<:, •• 

+round 

d. *mid-Iow 
/ZJ /ZJ /ZJ 

kolxEz-LAr 

k--'\ \ 
+round 

+low 

violation of 
RDILO 
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With respect to the opacity of an intervening low vowel (63b), I propose that this 

is due to the two properties of the rule: (i) it is governed by a negative version of a 

grounded condition (i.e. if [+round] then not [+low]) (recall that RDILO holds of the 

entire representation in this language), and (ii) it is expressed as insertion of a "path". To 

demonstrate the point, consider the following. In a configuration like (70a), RH cannot 

target ~3 because of the grounded condition prohibiting the combination of [+round] and 

[+low]. If the rule inserts a path, it cannot target ~4 either, because its application would 

involve a nonadjacent trigger (~2) and target (~4) violating Locality (see chapter one for 

the definition of Locality). 

(70) a. [+low] 

I 
b. [+low] 

I 
kL1 ~2 ~3 ~4 

l ... : ... \1-
t... \\ 

[+round] 

--~) III ~2 ~3 ~4 

V······\\ 
[+round] 
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If the RH rule is blocked from applying to Jl4, the consequence is opacity of [+low] 

vowels. 

3.4.2.1.3 Summary 

In this section we have examined another possible case that challenges our notion 

of identity. The surface generalization of Bashkir RH is that it applies only from mid to 

mid vowels, which may suggest that the RH rule in this case is subject to ungrounded 

identity. Consideration of grounding relations and the morpheme structure, however, 

reveals that such a position is controversial. The fact that RH does not apply to high 

vowel sequences may be attributed to a condition on Bashkir morpheme structure that 

prohibits high vowels in non-initial positions; and the fact that RH does not apply to low 

vowels may be attributed to the grounded condition that blocks the combination of 

[+round] and [+low]. Maintaining this position, I have argued that Bashkir RH is not a 

genuine counterexample to our notion of identity. 

3.4.2.2 Dasenech RH27 

Steriade (1981) argues, based on Sasse (1974), that RH in Dasenech (also called 

"Galab" or "Geleb"), a Cushitic language spoken in Ethiopia, is another case in which 

the contextual identity of [-high] is significantly referred to. In this section, I maintain 

27 I would like to thank Professor Hans-Jiirgen Sasse who graciously replied to all my 
queries on the Dasenech data. 
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that such a pattern of RH is only apparent and this case of ungrounded identity is also 

derivable from a PIC and a set of independently motivated grounded path conditions. 

Dasenech has a canonical five vowel system, Ii e a 0 u/ (Sasse 1974, 1975). The 

phenomena of interest to us are the harmony rules that operate between a stem and 

affixes, which Sasse (1974:411) describes as below. 

"Every a ... preceded or followed immediately by a syllable containing e or 
o is fully assimilated to e or 0, respectively. This process goes across clitic 
boundaries and stops at word boundaries."28 

The examples illustrating the harmony rules are given below. Note in particular the 

alternation, a - e - 0, exhibited by the plural suffix I-A! and the negative prefix ImA-I. 

(71) 
a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 

PI I ura 
gi-a 
200-1: 
2aan-a 
nOf-Q 
tum-a 

Gl oss 
'giraffe' 
'tortoise' 
'crocodile' 
'baboon' 
'lizard' 

eKatlve Gl oss 
ma-gigiii 'to wash' 
!ru:-2egen 'to take' 
ma-Iaamiii 'to throw' 
illQ-kokoii 'to eat' 
ma-muuriii 'to cut' 

Importantly, as demonstrated by the examples above, the stem-controlled 

assimilation rules are triggered only by a mid vowel lei or 101 (71); if the stem vowels are 

high or low, the assimilation rule simply does not take place (71). Another property of 

28 Sasse (1974, p.c.) points out that there are a small number of unpredictable exceptions 
to the harmony rules. The plural suffix I-aam!, for example, is invariable even after a 
stem vowel lei or 101; thus, we findi'eres-aam 'evil spirit', instead of * i'eres-eem, and 
woo(i)n-aam 'heart', instead of *woo(i)n-eem (the vowels in the parentheses are 
epenthetic (see (76))). 
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the harmony rules, namely that the target of the rules is only the low vowel /a!, is 

illustrated by the following examples. Note here that the suffix vowels /i u e/ do not 

undergo any change29 ([ef] below is an implosive /dJ). 

(72) a. Definitive Gloss 
lee15-i 'to go down' 
cfal-i 'to beget' 
cfo15-i 'to run' 
mur-i 'to cut' 

b. Plural Gloss 
gill-u 'hand' 
met-u 'head, name' 
kac-u 'tooth' 
konf-u 'hoof 

c. Plural Gloss 
kirif-e 'male donkey' 
wos-e 'sugar-cane' 
kuu15-e 'worm' 

I propose that the alternation involved here is attributed to the two rules of 

harmony, one is harmony of [+round] applying from stem vowel /0/ to affix vowel/a! 

(Round Harmony) (73a), and the other is harmony of [-back] applying from stem vowel 

29 Sasse (p.c.) points out to me that there is no affix containing /0/ in this language, 
which makes it impossible to test whether the assimilation rules target the vowel /0/. 
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lei to affix vowel Ia! (Backness Harmony (BH, henceforth» (73bpo. The schematic 

representations of the rules proposed are given below. 

b. e a I .... 
[-ba~ki 

(73) a. 0 a 
[ ........ . 

[+round] 

nor-a --> [nora] (71d) 2eC5-a --> [2eC5e] (71b) 

The issue then is how to restrict the harmony rules to apply only from mid vowel 

triggers Ie, 01 to low vowel targets Ia!. As it stands now, these rules may pose a problem 

to Grounding Conditions (A&P, in press; see also chapter one for discussion). 

Grounding Conditions posit that combinations of features must be phonetically 

motivated, but the harmony rules at hand do not appear to observe this condition. In 

particular, the RH rule here applies from nonhigh triggers to low targets, counter to the 

grounded path conditions we established involving [round] and [high]/[low] (see chapter 

two). That is, the RH rule, as it is, would require conditions like "if [+round] then 

[-high]" for triggers (since only 101 triggers the rule) and "if [+round] then [+low]" for 

targets (since only Ia! can be targets of the rule). These conditions are clearly 

ungrounded, however. 

30 This phenomenon is particularly interesting in light of the proposal that [round] and 
[back] function as a single unit in many phonological rules and thus comprise 
constituency in feature organization (Odden 1991, Wiswall 1991ab, Clements 1991b, 
Clements and Hume 1993; see also chapter five, section 5.4.2 in particular, for 
discussion). Given this view, the Dasenech harmony rules may be expressed as a single 
spreading rule of the mother node dominating [round] and [back]. 
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There is another way that does not resort to such ungrounded conditions. Since 

high vowels are not affected by the harmony rules, we can alternatively say that the rules 

here apply only from nonhigh vowels to nonhigh vowels (i.e. the contextual identity of 

[-high]). An apparent problem, viz. that the contextual identity condition falsely predicts 

that the harmony rules would apply to lei and 101, disappears, given the fact that this 

language is governed also by grounded path conditions RDIBK (if [+round] then not 

[-back]) and BKIRD ("if [-back] then not [+round],,). These two conditions, motivated 

independently from the representations as a whole (note that there are no [+round, -back] 

vowels in this language), prevent the combination of [+round] and [-back] (and 

consequently the RH rule does not apply to a front vowel lei and the BH rule does not 

apply to a rounded vowel lo/). Thus, the contextual identity condition of [-high], along 

with the independent motivated conditions of RDIBK and BKIRD, provides an account 

of why the harmony rules initiate only from a mid vowel lei or 101, respectively, and 

apply to a low vowel Ia!. The discussion above is illustrated by the following chart. 

(74) RH BH 
trig - targ trig - targ 

a. u - 1 

b. u - e 
c. u - a 
d. 0 -
e. 0 - e 
f. 10 - a 

'7 excluded by contextual identity of [-high] ~ ~ ~ ~ 

excluded by RDIBK and BKIRD ---e - 0 

I e - a 

Treated in this way, the contextual identity to which the RH rule is subject is 

another instance of "ungrounded identity" (i.e. contextual identity in terms of [-high]), 
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which we attempt to derive from the notion of identity proposed earlier. My argument 

on this case is that once we recognize the role of the grounded path conditions RDIBK 

and BKIRD, the contextual identity for the harmony rules no longer has to be limited to 

[-high], since the grounded conditions invoked also prohibit the harmony rules from 

applying from high to high vowels. To see the argument more clearly, let us first 

consider the Dasenech vowel representation that I assume. 

(75) a. 

b. 

Underlying Vowel Representation in Dasenech 

high 
round 
back 

1 2 3 4 5 678 

~ mJ-~ ~ * [Ji ?? 
+ + + + 
- - - -

Grounded Conditions 
RDIBK (if [+round] then not [-back]) and/or BKIRD (if [-back] then not 
[+round]) (excludes 1 and 5) 

The three active F-elements, [-high] [+round] [-back], give rise to eight combinatorial 

possibilities, of which the first and the fifth combinations are excluded by the grounded 

path condition RDIBK and/or BKIRD. 

The eighth combination is reserved for the epenthetic vowel in this language. 

According to Sasse (1974:413), "[c]onsonant clusters are admitted neither word-initially 

nor word-finally. Within the word, only the following combinations are allowed: r, 1, n, 

d, 0 + C. To avoid illicit consonant clusters, epenthetic vowels, which copy the vowel of 

the preceding syllable, are inserted between the two consonants." This phenomenon is 

illustrated by the following examples, of which the righthand examples are the result of 
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epenthesis and the subsequent rule of copying (thus, /sarb/ --> sarVb --> [sarab]; /konf/ 

--> konVf --> [konof], etc. (V is for featureless epenthetic vowel». 

(76) a. hils-iai 'heavy (fern.)' hilis 'heavy (masc.)' 
b. ?erb-u 'tongue (pI.) ?er~b 'tongue (sg.)' 
c. sarb-u 'lower leg (pl.)' sar,!!b 'lower leg (sg.)' 
d. konf-u 'hoof, claw (pl.)' konQf 'hoof, claw (sg.)' 
e. hurm-u 'big bird (pl.)' hurum 'big bird (sg.)' 

Note that the alternation here cannot be explained by the deletion approach (such as "V 

--> 0 / VC _ CV"), because of examples like kirif-e (*kirf-e) 'male donkey (pl.)' and 

woOin-aam (*woCln-aam) 'heart (pl.)', to which the deletion rule does not apply even 

though the environment is met. 

Given the vowel representation (75), then, the constraint on the harmony rules is 

naturally attributed to the two sets of conditions, the grounded conditions RDIBK & 

BKIRD and the PIC "identical ([+round], Target, [high])", without resorting to one-value 

identity (such as identity of [-high]). Note the following chart, the sequences of high 

vowels (the shaded parts) in particular. Although they satisfy the PIC, the application of 

the harmony rules to these case would critically violate RDIBK and BKIRD, 

independently motivated conditions on representations (see (75b)); thus, the harmony 

rules do not take place. 
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(77) trig.-targ. context. features PIC GC examples 
a. u - i yes NO mur-i (72a) 

u-e no no kuuB-e (72c) 
u-a no yes tum-a (71e) 
0-1 no d'oB-i (72a) 
o-e 72c 
o-a es 

b. i -u a-a yes NO gill-u (72b) 
i - 0 a - [-high] no no 
i-a a - [-high] no yes gi-a (71a) 
e-u [-high] - a no no met-u (72b) 
e-o 

~~~!:~~ ~ ~~~!:~~ ;:: no 
le-a yes Zeo-e (71b)~ 

Based on the discussion above, I formalize the two rules of Dasenech harmony in 

(78). Note that the grounded conditions RDIBK and BKIRD, although they do govern 

these rules, are not listed below, because they are conditions on entire representations, 

not just on the harmony rules. 

(78) Harmony Rules in Dasenech31 

a. R dH oun armony 
Argument [+round] 
Function insert 
Type path 
Conditions 

PIC identical ([+round], Target, [high]) 

31 The parameters of Direction and Iterativity are not included in the rule representation 
due to lack of appropriate examples bearing on this issue. With respect to the 
directionality in particular, the harmony rules at hand appear to be bidirectional (since 
they affect both prefixes and suffixes (see (71». This needs to be more thoroughly 
examined, however, considering A&P's (in press) argument that bidirectional rules are in 
fact a single unidirectional rule that applies either left-to-right or right-to-Ieft, or two 
unidirectional rules that apply in two opposite directions. 
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b. B 1m H ac ess armony 
Argument [-back] 
Function insert 
Type path 
Conditions 

PIC identical ([+round], Target, [high]l 

To conclude, the apparent case of ungrounded identity exhibited by Dasenech does 

not convincingly argue for a reference to one-value identity of [-high]. The harmony 

rules do not apply to the high vowel sequence due to the independently motivated 

conditions, RD/BK and BKIRD. Thus, positing the contextual identity of [-high] for the 

Dasenech case is unnecessarily restrictive, because it redundantly excludes the high 

vowel sequences from the possible undergoers of the harmony rules. 

3.4.3 Summary 

In this section, we discussed two types of apparent cases of "one-value" identity. 

One is the Khakass case where the RH rule applies only if the triggers and the targets 

share [+high] ("grounded" identity); the other is a case like Bashkir RH or Dasenech RH, 

where the harmony rule occurs from [-high] triggers to [-high] targets ("ungrounded" 

identity). Such cases of identity, as they stand, may pose a problem to the proposal made 

earlier, since my proposal is based on the hypothesis that identity is implemented as 

logical equivalence, by which "both-value" identity is predicted to be the primary type of 

contextual identity for rules. 

I argue, however, that such cases of one-value identity are merely a sutface effect, 

derivable from a PIC and a set of independently motivated conditions such as morpheme 
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structure conditions (Bashkir) or grounded path conditions (Khakass and Dasenech). 

Specifically, (i) the Bashkir case is derived from a PIC and a morpheme structure 

condition that prohibits high vowels in non initial positions; (ii) the Khakass case is 

attributed to a PIC and the grounded condition RDIHI "if [+round] then not [-high]" 

governing the targets of RH; and (iii) the Dasenech case is ascribed to a PIC and the 

ground condition RD/BK which prohibits the combination of [+round] and [-back]. My 

conclusion on this issue, then, is that such cases of one-value identity do not pose a 

problem to my treatment ofidentity32. 

3.5 Conclusion 

In this chapter we have addressed one of the issues raised by the crosslinguistic 

RH rules: the RH rules across languages frequently involve the contextual condition of 

the triggers and targets being identically specified for the feature [high]. In particular, 

three types of sUiface identity are observed. 

32 Central to my analysis of "ungrounded" identity (identity in terms of [-high]) are two 
proposals, (i) identity is interpreted as logical equivalence, and hence, PH governed by a 
PIC applies in principle to both high-high sequences and nonhigh-nonhigh sequences; but 
(ii) PH does not take effect in high-high sequences due to independently present 
conditions (such as grounded path conditions or morpheme structure conditions). My 
analysis, therefore, is falsified in the presence of a case where (i) PH applies from [-high] 
to [-high] vowels (i.e. subject to "ungrounded" identity), and (ii) its nonapplication to 
high vowels sequences are not ascribable to any other theoretical devices. I have not 
located any such cases by this moment, however (for related discussion, see chapter four 
and section 5.4 of chapter five). 



(79) a. 
b. 
c. 

a-identity (contextual identity of [±high]) 
grounded identity (contextual identity of [+high]) 
ungrounded identity (contextual identity of [-high]) 

Yawelmani RH 
Khakass RH 
Bashkir RH and 
Dasenech RH 
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The central proposal made to characterize such identity requirements is as follows. 

First, based on the observation that contextual identity typically refers to instances of a 

single feature, I propose the definition of identity such that "two elements are identical if 

and only if (i) they are placed on a single auto segmental tier and (ii) they must share 

dependent information, if any" (see (32) for details). Second, I advance a non-

representational view of identity, drawing on a set of Phonological Identity Conditions 

(PIC). PIC is formulated as "identical (Argument, Target, [F])', in which [F] is the 

contextual feature on which identity is defined. Third, based on the assumption that 

ternary distinction of a binary feature is generally prohibited, I formulated a hypothesis, 

the Identity Implementation Hypothesis (IIH), which posits that "phonological identity is 

implemented as logical equivalence" (41). Further, I argued that only (79a) is the 

genuine type of identity and the other types of identity are derived from a combined 

effect of a PIC and a set of independently motivated conditions. Grounded identity 

(79b), for example, is derived by a PIC and T(arget)-condition of RDIHI; and the cases 

of ungrounded identity (79c) are derived either by a PIC and a morpheme structure 

condition (Bashkir RH) or a PIC and a grounded path condition RDIRD (Dasenech RH). 

Closing this chapter, I would like readers to note that the treatment of contextual 

identity proposed here is not subject to the problems associated with the previous 
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analyses. The analysis based on the Principle of Similarity is problematic, because it 

attempts to treat contextual identity as a consequence of similarity counting performed on 

feature composition (see section 3.2.1). As we note, however, the facts show that 

contextual identity is computed on a single feature, not on the composition of features. 

The analysis proposed in this chapter is not subject to such a problem, since identity here 

is defined directly on a single autosegmental tier. 

The analysis proposed in this chapter also dispenses with the stipulations on 

feature specification and extrinsic rule ordering on which the OCP-based analyses hinge. 

We note that the OCP-based analyses depends on the assumptions that (i) the contextual 

feature must be specified at the time PH applies (otherwise, no fused structures are 

created), and that (ii) if the contextual feature is not present underlyingly, such 

specification is possible by positing a redundancy rule before PH applies (see section 

3.2.2). Stipulations like these, however, are no longer necessary for the analysis 

proposed in this chapter, since identity here is regarded as logical equivalence and hence 

holds of both specified and unspecified instances of a contextual feature. Further, the 

OCP-based analyses rely on "gapped" representation for the cases of "non-adjacent 

identity" found in Khalkha Mongolian and Menomini (see section 3.2.2 and chapter four 

for details). This is no longer required for the analysis proposed here, since it is not 

dependent on representational properties (such as OCP-induced fusion). 
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Chapter Four 
Khalkha Mongolian Round Harmon~: 
In Relation to Phonological Identity 

4.1 Introduction 

Khalkha Mongolian vowel harmony is significant for our purposes in at least two 

respects. First, the Round Harmony (RH) rule in this language applies only from 

nonhigh to nonhigh vowels, constituting possibly the most clear case of "ungrounded" 

identity (see section 3.3.4.2 of chapter three for the discussion of ungrounded identity). 

The Khalkha Mongolian case may thus be another challenge to our analysis of Parasitic 

Harmony (PH) that depends on Phonological Identity Conditions (PIC), since PIC's 

predict that the attested types of contextual identity should only be the type of 

"a.-identity", identity in terms of both values of a binary feature. 

Second, as briefly noted in chapter three (section 3.2.2, In particular), the 

contextual identity that Khalkha Mongolian RH is subject to may not always be strictly 

adjacent and a transparent vowel may intervene. This aspect of the rule is particularly 

interesting in relation to the OCP-based analysis of PH discussed in the preceding chapter 

(Cole 1987; Cole and Trigo 1988; Mester 1986, 1988; Hulst 1988a, 1991). As noted, the 

OCP-based analysis hinges on the multiply-linked structures created on identical 

• An earlier version of this chapter was presented at the Workshop on Theoretical East 
Asian Linguistics held at the University of California at Irvine on January 29, 1994. I 
would like to express my gratitude to Moira Yip for helpful comments. A portion of this 
chapter is also to appear in CLS 30 under the title of "Identity as an Independent 
Condition on Phonological Rules". 
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contextual features, which presumes, among other things, that the contextual features 

must be present at the time PH applies. With respect to the nonlocal identity found in 

Khalkha Mongolian, the OCP-based analysis must rely on further stipulations: in order to 

create any multiply-linked structure in this case, not only the contextual features must be 

specified, but crucially the intervening segment must be unspecified for the contextual 

feature (see (Ia»). Otherwise, a multiply-linked contextual feature would violate the 

widely-held No-Crossing Line Convention (Goldsmith 1976, Sagey 1988, Hammond 

1988), as illustrated in (1 b) ("[ cx.G]" below is a contextual feature and "~" is the 

transparent segment). 

(1) 

In this chapter I examine the harmony rules in Khalkha Mongolian, focusing on 

the issues noted above. In regard to the first issue, I argue that imposing the contextual 

condition of ungrounded identity (i.e. contextual identity of [-high]) on the RH rule is 

unnecessarily restrictive. The application of the RH rule in the other context of identity 

(i.e. high triggers and high targets) is automatically blocked due to the grounded 

condition RDIBK (specifically, "if [+round] then not [-back],,), a condition that is 

independently required in the phonology of Khalkha Mongolian. In this analysis, the 

Khalkha Mongolian RH patterns are a direct consequence of the two conditions, the PIC 

and RDIBK; and in this way, we are able to maintain the notion of PIC intact. With 
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respect to second issue, I consider three of the current major theories of 

underspecification, Contrastive Underspecification (CU; Steriade 1987a, Clements 1987, 

Mester and Ito 1989), Radical Underspecification (RU; Kiparsky 1982, Archangeli 1984, 

A&P 1986, Pulleyblank 1988c), and Combinatorial Specification (CSpec; A&P, in 

press). Based on these theories, I demonstrate that the feature specification necessary to 

guarantee the configuration in (1a) is not possible with CU and RU: (i) the feature [high] 

is "contrastive" and distinguishes the pairs like i-e, a-a, and u-o, and thus, following CU, 

not only contextual [-high] but also [+high] are specified, due to which any fused 

structures are not possible; (ii) RU specifies [+high] since the epenthetic vowel in this 

language is [-high], and as a result, any fused structure is not possible even after the 

introduction of [-high]. With respect to CSpec, I argue that even if it allows the feature 

specification that the OCP-based analysis assumes, this analysis crucially depends on the 

otherwise unmotivated rule of[-high] insertion. 

The organization of this chapter is as follows. In section 4.2, I examine the vowel 

system in Khalkha Mongolian. In the first half of this section, I re-evaluate the vowel 

qualities based on Svantesson's (1985) work, and demonstrate that the feature [ATR] is 

crucially invoked to distinguish the harmonic groups, Ie ii 61 and la u 0/; and in the latter 

half, I consider the epenthetic vowel in an attempt to lay the basis for later discussion of 

underlyingly active F-elements. In section 4.3, I discuss the harmony patterns in this 

language, with special focus on the RH rule that appears to apply from [-high] to [-high] 

vowels, allowing the transparent Iii to intervene. In section 4.4, I motivate underlyingly 
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active F-elements and provide the combinatorially specified representation of vowels. In 

section 4.5, I formalize the two harmony rules, ATR and Round Harmony. In relation to 

the identity issue, in particular, I demonstrate that Khalkha Mongolian RH may as well 

be treated as a rule governed by a PIC and the grounded condition RDIBK on targets, 

obviating the need for ungrounded identity. In section 4.6, I consider in detail how the 

OCP-based analysis would fare in handling the nonlocal identity rule of Khalkha 

Mongolian RH. In section 4.7, I conclude and summarize this chapter. 

4.2 Preliminaries 

4.2.1 Vowel Quality 

Khalkha Mongolian has seven underlying vowels, traditionally transcribed as /i e ii 

6 au 0/1 (Street 1962, Hangin 1968, Poppe 1970, Hamp 1981). In the classical literature 

on Khalkha Mongolian, the vowels /e ii 6/ are distinguished from /a u 0/ in the feature 

[back], such that /e ii 6/ are [-back] and /a u 0/ are [+back]. However, I depart from this 

1 Street (1962) and Poppe (1970) posit another vowel, the reduced lei, which appears 
only in non-initial syllables. As Hamp (1981) notes, however, there is no need for schwa 
as a separate entity in the underlying inventory. That is, /e/ has various surface 
realizations in Poppe's system that can be entirely predicted by the two rules of harmony 
to be discussed below. It becomes [e] after /e i iii, [a] after /a uf, [0] after /0/, and [6] 
after /6/. As we will see later, this is exactly the pattern that nonhigh vowels in Khalkha 
Mongolian exhibit. Second, the reduced nature of /e/ is presumably attributed to the 
stress pattern in this language: stress falls on initial syllables (unless there are no long 
vowels; if there are, stress falls on the leftmost long vowel) (cf. Poppe 1970). According 
to the stress rule, short nonhigh vowels in noninitial positions are always unstressed. The 
schwa /e/ then can be treated as a reduced vowel for the underlying nonhigh vowels 
which appear in unstressed positions (see also section 4.2.2). 
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characterization in the following respects. First, I assume, following Svantesson (1985) 

and Djamouri & Rialland (1985), that the vowels transcribed as front Ie ii 61 are in fact 

[+ATRJ rather than uniformly [-back], whereas the vowels described as back la u 01 are 

[-ATR] (see also Steriade 1987a, Hulst and Smith 1987, and A&P, in press). Further, I 

follow Svantesson (1985) and Hulst & Smith (1987), in treating the vowels Iii 61 as 

phonetically [+back] vowels, rather than [-back]. 

To see the validity of these two assumptions, let us examine the formant chart of 

Khalkha Mongolian vowels (2), excerpted from Svantesson (1985:290-291). The three 

formant values for each vowel (represented in a circle) are obtained from the recordings 

performed three times on a single informant. (Fl and F2 below are respectively the first 

and the second formants.) 

(2) a. The Formant Chart for Khalkha Mongolian Vowels 
r-------------------------,O 

F 1 1st 

200 2nd 

0 &t2 
X 

3rd 

e 400 + 
~ Xu 

00 600 

G)a 800 

F2 
2,000 1,500 1,00 500 0 1,00 
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b. F 1 and F2 values 
Iii lei lUI 161 Ia! lui 101 

1st time Fl 380 470 360 495 815 465 600 
F2 2000 1510 765 1070 1335 875 1035 

2nd time Fl 320 480 380 480 755 500 630 
F2 1910 1510 865 1080 1405 885 1040 

3rd time Fl 400 465 330 450 835 475 615 
F2 2075 1415 840 1145 1380 980 1025 

Now consider the quality of vowels in light of the well-established acoustic-

articulatory relations that the value of F1 is inversely related to the advancement of 

tongue root (cf. Lindau 1978) and the value of F2 is proportionately related to the 

fronting of tongue body (cf. Ladefoged 1982). The first thing to note in this regard is 

that the salient factor that differentiates Ie ii 61 from la u 01 appears to be their respective 

values of Fl, rather than F2. As we see in the chart (2a), the Fl values of Ie ii 61 are 

consistently lower than those of la u 0/, but their difference in the F2 values does not 

seem to be consistent (note that Iii! is lower in F2 than lui). This observation leads us to 

posit that the primary phonetic property distinguishing the two vowel groups Ie ii 61 and 

la u 01 would be more properly [ATR], ratner than [back], and specifically, the first is 

characterized as [+ATR] and the second as [-ATR]. Secondly, we can hardly say that the 

vowels Iii 61 are [-back] on the above chart, because their value of F2 is lower than that 

of the back vowel Ia! (also note that the F2 value of lUI is lower than that of lui). 

The underlying vowels in Khalkha Mongolian and their feature representations I 

assume for this thesis are presented below. For ease of reference, the phonetic symbols 

of the back vowels Iii 6 u 01 are also given in the following charts. 
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(3) Khalkha Mongolian Vowels 
front back 

high ii [u] 
u [u] 

mid e 6 [0] 
o [0] 

low a 

(4) 1 e ii [u] 6 [0] a u [u] 0[0] 
ATR + + + + 
round + + + + 
back + + + + + 
high + + + 
low + 

4.2.2 Default Vowel and Syllable Structure 

In addition to the seven underlying vowels discussed above, there is a default or 

epenthetic vowel in Khalkha Mongolian, the occurrence of which is closely related to the 

syllable structure and the syllabification processes in this language. Since the default 

segment is generally assumed to lack any feature specification underlyingly (cf. 

Archangeli 1984, A&P, in press, among others), the examination of the epenthetic vowel 

will be made relevant in the later discussion of underlying vowel representation in 

Khalkha Mongolian (see section 4.4). 

The syllable template in Khalkha Mongolian is [(C)V(V)(C)], in which the 

occurrence of onset and coda consonants is optional. When coda consonants occur in a 

syllable, they are subject to strict conditions. According to Street (1962:70-71) and 

Poppe (1970:51,57), the consonants It c j C J S xl do not occur syllable-finally, and when 
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they appear in a potential coda position, they presume a following vowel, [e] or [i], of 

which the first appears after It c j xl and the second after the palatal consonants Ie .J S/. 

The inventory of underlying consonants in Khalkha Mongolian is presented below, 

where the consonants that are not allowed as syllable-codas are marked in circles. (The 

consonants in parentheses appear only in foreign borrowings (Poppe 1970:30).) 

(5) Khalkha Mongolian Consonants 

stops 
affricates 
fricatives 
nasals 

labial alveolar palatal 
(p) b ~ 

0CD CPCD 
(n s ~ 

m n 
approximants I r 

velar 
(k) g 

o 
IJ 

The fact that the circled consonants, It c j e .J s xl, do not occur as syllable codas 

is illustrated by the following examples in (6), in which they are obligatorily followed by 

the vowel [e] or [i] in final positions (6a) and medial positions (6b) ("." below is for a 

syllable boundary)2. 

2 Note that not all [e]'s are epenthetic. After a consonant other than It c j e .J s xl, we 
have a contrast: it is followed by leI in some words, and it is not in other words. The 
presencelabsence of leI in these cases is not predictable, and hence, should be specified 
underlyingly. 

yabe 
bag£ 
lame 

'go!' 
'small' 
'Buddhist priest' 
'this' 
'come!' 

a.b. 
ug 
em 
cagaan 
bar 

'take!' 
'primary' 
'medicine' 
'white' 
'tiger' 
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(6) Final It c j c J s xl must be followed by either lei or Iii 
a. xO.te <-- Ixo!./ 'city' 

bol.xui.ce <-- lbol.xuiQ'! 'as far as possible' 
piiii.i.E <-- Ipiiiij.! 'shop' 
ju.raa.ci <-- Iju.raaQ.! 'painter' 
ba.ye.jj <-- lba.yeJ.! 'to become rich' 
bi.M <-- lbiV 'not' 
um.be.xe <-- lum.be~.! 'to wade' 

b. u.te.xaa <-- IUl.xaa.! 'by means ofth~ead' 
ya.be.ce.gaa <-- lya.beQ.gaal 'to walk, go' 
ga.i.E.ru.se <-- Igaj.ru.sel 'territory' 
e.ci.xe <-- leg.x.! 'to go away' 
aIJ·giji.re <-- laIJ. gij.rel 'to get rid of (something), 
ma.M.de <-- Ima~.del 'very much' 
a.xe.de <-- la~.del 'to the elder brother' 

These examples are contrasted with the following data, in which the consonants other 

than It c j c J s xl freely occur as syllable codas. 

(7) Other consonants may freely occur as syllable codas: 
a. finally b. medially 

ah 'take!' yab.geIJ 'pedestrian' 
eg 'goods, material' ug.bel 'water lily' 
ug 'primary' ug.saa 'origin, lineage' 
b6~ 'cotton cloth' 

• v. 
'coppersmith' Je~.Cl 

em 'medicine' sam.suu 'digestive organs' 
ca.gaan 'white' xan.cui 'sleeve' 
sam.pin 'abacus' an·tae 'having game animals' 
mal 'cattle' gol.Sig 'pleasant, amiable' 
bar 'tiger' ger.gii 'wife' 

Given a prosodic theory of syllabification (Ito 1986,1989; Archangeli 1991), the 

extra vowel [e] or [i] is epenthesized to syllabify the consonants, It c j c J s xl, which 

would otherwise occur in syllable coda positions and result in illformed syllables. The 
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detailed syllabification algorithm that I posit for Khalkha Mongolian is as follows. First, 

I assume that there is a coda condition that prohibits the occurrence of / t c j is j s xl as 

syllable codas3. Second, I follow Archangeli (1991) in assuming that (i) syllables are 

mapped to templates via the steps of syllable projection, satisfaction, and maximization; 

and that (ii) syllables are projected from moras and in some languages, from consonants 

too (Khalkha Mongolian is an epenthetic language and allows the latter option). Third, 

with respect to the direction of syllabification, I simply posit the default direction of left-

to-right in the absence of evidence to the contrary. Syllabification, including epenthesis, 

is exemplified below, based on the sample words, xot [xote] 'city', axde [axede] 'to the 

elder brother', and udbel [udbel] 'water lily'. (The consonants that are not allowed as 

syllable codas are marked within a circle; the site of the epenthesis is marked with a 

box.) 

3 At this moment, I am not sure how to characterize this consonant group in terms of 
features, and for this reason, I do not attempt to formalize the coda condition. 



(8) xot [xota] 

x oc!) 
I 
fl 

x oCD 
I 
fl 

cr 

x oc!) 

~ 
cr 

cr cr 

x 0 CD 

~l~ 

UR 

Syllable 
Projection 

Satisfaction 
& Maximization 

Syllable 
Projection 

Satisfaction 
& Maximization 

Syllable 
------------ Projection 

& Satisfaction 
& Maximization 

axda [axada] 

a ® d a 
I I 
fl fl 

a ® d a 

I I 
fl fl 

a@ d a 
I: I 
fl' fl 

I 
cr cr 

a ® d a 
I I 
fl @] fl 
I ' 
cr 0' 

a x d a 

I~"'I fl fl ');L 

I " 
'; 

cr 0' cr 

udbal [udbalJ 

u d b a 
I I 
fl fl 

u d b a 
I I 
fl fl 

u d 

I 
fl," 
V 
cr 

u d 

V 
cr 

u d 

V 
cr 

b a 

I 
fl 

b a 
I 
fl 

0' 

b a I 
, I ' 
" fl,' 
"I,' 

'+' 
cr 
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Let us now tum to the quality of the epenthetic vowel. Two remarks are in order 

on this issue, First, as we noted earlier, there are two epenthetic vowels in Khalkha 

Mongolian, [a] and [i], the first appearing after It c j xl and the latter after the palatal 
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consonants Ie J s/. Anticipating the detailed discussion in section 4.4.1, I posit that the 

epenthetic [i] is derived from [a] via assimilation from palatal consonants, which are 

assumed to be underlyingly specified with [-back] (cf. Sagey 1986). More specifically, 

my basic approach to this issue is that the spreading rule of [-back] onto the epenthetic 

[a] would result in [i]. The schematic change involved is given below. 

(9) a ---> [i] I after palatal consonants 

Secondly and more importantly, the surface realization of the epenthetic [a] 

further varies in depending upon the quality of the preceding vowel. According to Hamp 

(1981:105), this epenthetic vowel surfaces as four different sounds, [e] [a] [6] [0], in the 

environments described below (see also Poppe 1970:45). 

(10) a 
a 
a 
a 

---> 
---> 
---> 
---> 

[e] I after Ie i iii 
[a] I after la u/ 
[6] I after 161 
[0] I after 101 

Of importance is that the surface realizations as above are exactly those exhibited by 

underlying vowels as a result of the application of the harmony rules. As will be 

discussed later, nonhigh vowels in Khalkha Mongolian surface as [e] [a] [6] [0] 

depending on the quality of the preceding vowel, and the determining vowels of each 

variant is precisely the same as in (10) (see section 4.3 for details). As for the quality of 

the epenthetic la/, then, it would suffice to say that the underlying form of this vowel is 

simply nonhiglz, obviating the need to posit the vowel lal as a separate underlying entity. 
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In this way, we can directly capture the diverse surface realization of the epenthetic lei 

without introducing any additional stipulations. 

In summary, I demonstrate in this section (i) that epenthesis of [e] or [i] is a direct 

consequence of syllabification, (ii) the epenthetic [i] is derived from [e] by assimilation 

of palatal consonants, and (iii) the underlying form of [e] is the same as that of regular 

nonhigh vowels. With this much background information about the Khalkha Mongolian 

vowel system, I now turn to the discussion of the harmony patterns. 

4.3 Harmony Patterns 

As is well-known, Khalkha Mongolian has two harmony rules, ATR Harmony and 

Round Harmony. ATR harmony, which has been traditionally analyzed as frontlback 

harmony, opposes the [+ATR] vowels, Ii e ii 0/, to the [-ATR] vowels, la u 0/. This 

harmony rule is exemplified by the following examples, in which an initial [+ATR] 

vowel is followed by a suffix vowel with [+ATR] (1Ia) and an initial [-ATR] vowel by a 

suffix vowel with [-ATR] (lIb). (The data below are from Hangin 1968 and Djamouri 

& Rialland 1985, unless noted otherwise). 

(11) High rounded vowels subject to ATR Harmony 
Initial Value Causative (-UUl-) Gloss 

a. +ATR xir-l-iiiil-x 'to evaluate' 
eg-iiiiI-x 'to return' 
niiI-iiiil-x 'to unite' 
orgz-iiiil-x 'to grow' 

b. -ATR zag-uul-x 'to arrange' 
ugt-uul-x 'to encounter' 
od-uul-x 'to dispatch' 
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Round Harmony, on the other hand, opposes unrounded vowels to rounded 

vowels, with one important restriction: Khalkha Mongolian RH applies only from 

nonhigh to nonhigh vowels (cf. Steriade 1979,1987a). One property of the restriction, 

RH not initiating from high rounded vowels, is manifested by the following set of data, 

in which RH proceeds freely from nonhigh rounded vowels (or-oos, xot-oos), but never 

from high rounded vowels (diiii'Y-ees, zuu'Y-aas). 

(12) High rounded vowels are not triggers ofRH 
Initial Value Ablative (-AAs) Gloss 

a. +ATR -round xiil-ees 'violin' 
ex-ees 'mother' 

+round diiii'Y-ees 'younger brother' 
or-oos 'debt' -

b. -ATR -round ax-aas 'elder brother' 
+round zuu'V-aas 'hundred' 

xot-oos 'city' 

The second property of the restriction, RH not targeting high vowels, is observed in the 

following set of data, in which a high unrounded vowel IiI appears regardless of the value 

of [round] found on the preceding vowels. 

(13) High vowels are not targets ofRH 
Initial Value Adjectivizer (-11-) Gloss 

a. +ATR -round gil-ii-x 'shimmering' 
er-c-ii-x 'get wrinkled' 

+round siir-x-ii 'serious' 
mOl-ii-lg-x 'flatten' 

b. -ATR -round nar-ii-l-x 'economize' 
+round nugl-x-ii-I-x 'press' 

obr-x-ii-I-x 'look furious' 
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The harmony patterns discussed so far are summarized in the following chart, in 

which it is shown, among other things, that (i) the high rounded vowels Iii uI do not 

trigger RH and (ii) Iii is neutral and hence preceded by any vowel. 

(14) 

a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 

Initial Vowel 

1 e" ii 
6 
a u 
0 

Vowel in 2nd Position 
nonhi}!h hiJ!h rounded hiJ!h unrounded 

e ii 1 

6 ii 1 

a u 1 

0 U 1 

Besides the restriction described above, the patterns of the harmony are further 

constrained as follows: first, the high front vowel Iii is transparent to both ATR and 

Round Harmony (15a-f), with the exception that a word-initial Iii triggers subsequent 

vowels to be [+ATR] (15gh) ; and second, the high round vowels lu iii are opaque to RH 

(16) (Chinch or 1978 and Steriade 1979,1987a). Examples follow. 

(15) High unrounded Iii is transparent to ATR and Round Harmony 
Patterns Examples Gloss 

a. e-i-e ~rcii-Iee 'have withered' 
b. ii-i-e diilii-g-ees 'from the mute' 
c. a-i-a sp;-l-x-ii-I-aad 'having shaken violently' 
d. u-i-a nygl-xii-I-aad 'having folded' 
e. 6-i-6 mQI-ii-Ig-66d 'having flattened' 
f. o-i-o xQrin-ood 'by twenties' 

g. i-ii xir-l-iiiil-x 'to evaluate-causative' 
h. i-e xiil-ees 'violin-ablative' 



(16) High rounded Iii uI are opaque to RH 
Patterns Examples 

a. 5-ii-e §gfifil-fiiil-eed 
b. o-u-a Qduul-aad 

Gloss 
'having made speak' 
'having sent' 
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In (15), the vowels flanking Iii agree in both [ATR] and [round]. The fact that the 

examples (15bd) do not show the effect of RH is ascribed to the restriction on RH noted 

above, RH does not initiate from high round vowels. In (16), the presence of an 

intervening high rounded vowel, Iii! or lui, blocks RH and a subsequent suffix vowel 

agrees with the initial vowel only in [ATR]. 

In summary, the two types of harmony in Khalkha Mongolian exhibit the 

following patterns. 

(17) a. ATR Harmony 
i. ATR Harmony opposes Ie ii 51 ([+ATR] vowels) to la u 01 

([-ATR] vowels) 
ii. Iii is transparent to ATR Harmony (but an initial Iii is followed 

only by [+ATR] vowels) 

b. Round Harmony 
I. RH applies from [-high] to [-high] vowels 
ii. Iii is transparent to RH 
iii. lu ii! are opaque to RH 

Among the diverse harmony patterns in Khalkha Mongolian summarized above, I would 

like the reader to pay attention to one property of RH, namely that RH applies from 

nonhigh to nonhigh vowels (17bi). There are two kinds of explanations possible for this 

fact: either (i) Khalkha Mongolian RH is subject to identity of [-high] and the notion of 

identity has to be changed, or (ii) the notion of identity remains intact and there is 
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another reason why [+high] vowels (both as triggers and as targets) are immune to RH. 

After looking into the overall harmony systems in Khalkha Mongolian, I will argue 

below that the second is the correct way to treat such a restricted pattern of RH. 

4.4 Underlying Vowel Representation 

Before entering into the main discussion of harmony rules, let us first determine 

the underlying feature representation of the Khalkha Mongolian vowels. As the 

underlyingly active F-elements, I posit [-ATR], [+round], [-back] and [+high]. Invoking 

four F-elements generates sixteen combinatorial possibilities, which appear too many for 

the seven vowels attested. I claim, however, that each of the four F-elements is 

motivated from various phenomena in the phonology of Khalkha Mongolian, and that the 

unwarranted combinatorial possibilities are excluded if we properly set up grounded 

conditions. 

4.4.1 Motivating the Active F-elements 

[-ATR] Given the fact that ATR Harmony is operating in Khalkha Mongolian, it is 

uncontroversial that we need the feature [ATR]. But the question is which value of 

[ATR] is activated in underlying representations. I claim, based on the consideration of 

the distribution of velar consonants, that [-ATR] is underlyingly active in this language. 

In Khalkha Mongolian, there are two types of velar consonants, a voiced stop [g] 

and a voiceless fricative [x]. Of interest to us is that velar consonants [g] and [x] are in 
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complementary distribution with postvelar or uvular consonants [G] and [X], 

respectively: velar consonants appear in words with [+ATR] vowels, and uvular 

consonants in words with [-ATR] vowels (Hangin 1968:l3-21; Poppe 1970:31-36). 

Examples follow. 

(18) a. Velars with [+ATRJ Vowels b. Uvulars with [-ATRJ Vowels 
~r 'home' Gar 'hand' 
~ce 'steep' Gol 'river' 
Qg 'give!' uG 'foundation' 
giiiir 'bridge' yabGM) 'on foot' 
6lJ~rxe 'to pass' GarGaxa 'to take out' 

xelJ 'who' )U!r 'black' 
xoxoo 'cuckoo' uxaa 'hill' 
ex 'mother' !!X 'elder brother' 
XliX 'to do' oxor 'short' 
xiceel 'lesson' X!!ur 'fiddle' 

As we see in (18a), velar consonants [g] and [x] occur in the vicinity of (i.e. immediately 

before or after) [+ATR] vowels, [i e ii 0]; and as the examples (l8b) illustrate, uvular 

consonants appear immediately before or after [-ATR] vowels, [a u 0]4. 

For a problem like this, two types of analysis are imaginable as shown in (19): 

velar consonants are underlyingly present and uvulars are derived before or after a 

[-ATR] vowel (cf. (l9a)); or, conversely, uvular consonants are underlyingly present and 

velars are derived before or after a [+ATR] vowel (cf. (19b)). 

4 A similar phenomenon is found in Manchu, a Tungusic language (cf. Hayata 1980; Ard 
1981, 1984; Hong 1991). See also Aymara discussed by Heiberg (1992). 



(19) a. velars ---> uvulars / immediately before or after [-ATR] vowels 
b. uvulars ---> velars / immediately before or after [+ATR] vowels 
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A decision on this issue can be made from consideration of the universal markedness of 

segment inventories. According to Maddieson (1984), for example, uvular consonants 

are universally more marked that velars, and thus, the presence of uvulars implies the 

presence of velars, but not vice versa. The analysis (19b) is problematic in this respect, 

since it posits uvulars in the underlying representations to the exclusion of velars. Note 

that we do not have a problem of this sort with the first analysis (19a). 

If (19b) is problematic and the first analysis (19a) is a right one, it is evident what 

this suggests for the present discussion. Given that this phenomenon is a kind of 

assimilation and assimilation is expressed as spreading (cf. Hayes 1986), the first analysis 

(19a) argues that uvulars are derived from underlying velars by spreading of [-ATR]5. 

Thus, in order for this analysis to work, not only underlying velars but also the 

specification of [-ATRJ should be crucially assumed. In other words, to properly account 

5 This analysis bears upon the issue of the representation of uvular consonants (see Hong 
1991). McCarthy (1989) argues, based on the co occurrence restriction in Semitic, that 
uvulars are represented as a multiply-articulated dorso-pharyngeal structure. Given that 
(i) the tongue root feature resides under the pharyngeal node (Cole 1987, Calabrese 1988, 
A&P 1989) and (ii) velars are underlyingly dorsal consonants, the spreading of [-ATR] 
onto the velar consonants automatically generates a complex dorso-pharyngeal structure. 
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for the distribution of velars and uvular, the active F-elements must be [-ATR], and via 

its association, uvulars are derived from underlying velar consonants6• 

[+round] The feature [round] in Khalkha Mongolian is motivated from the rule of RH. 

Of the two values of [round], it is generally assumed that [+round] is the F-element 

active for the rules like RH (cf. Steriade 1987a:599, 1987b:357), but this needs to be 

made more clear. I demonstrate below that an analysis based on the active F-element 

[-round], instead of [+round], fails to explain the RH patterns in Khalkha Mongolian. 

Given that [-round] is active (as well as [-ATR], as argued above), the nonhigh 

vowels in Khalkha Mongolian, which undergo the RH rule (as well as ATR Harmony), 

would obtain the feature specifications as follows. 

(20) [e] 
[a] 
[0] 
[0] 

[-round] 
[-round, -ATR] 
[0] 
[-ATR] 

6 Actually, there is an alternative solution to this phenomenon that depends on the 
ordering of rules, insertion of [-ATR] followed by a subsequent rule of uvularization, 
expressed as spreading of [-ATR]. In this analysis, [-ATR] is introduced by a rule and 
hence need not be posited underlyingly. Note, however, that this analysis hinges on the 
otherwise unnecessary rule of [-ATR] insertion. Further, considering the argument of 
Combinatorial Specification, namely that F-elements are motivated underlyingly if 
referred to by rules, the insertion rule of [-ATR] is even more cumbersome. In this case, 
[-ATR] is referred to by the uvularization process, and hence must be introduced directly 
to underlying representations. 
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With the vowels represented this way, then, a problem arises: we cannot explain the RH 

patterns in general. Consider first the following examples, repeated from (12), in which 

the root and the suffix vowels are represented in terms of [-ATR] and [-round]. 

(21) Ablative (-AAs) Gloss 
a. xiil-ees 'violin' 
b. 'mother' 
c. 'younger brother' 
d. or-oos 'debt' 
e. 'elder brother' 
f. 'hundred' 
g. 'city' 

The problem here is how to explain the appearance of [-round] on the suffix 

vowels in (21cf). In contrast to the other examples in which the suffix vowels 

"harmonize" in [-round] (and hence, can be treated as results of [-round] spreading), the 

suffix vowels in (21 cf) appear as [-round] even though the root vowels is unspecified for 

[-round]. We may think of two ways to treat the problem, both of which introduce still 

another problem. First, we may posit that the ablative suffix is prelinked to [-round]. In 

this view, we may be able to explain the cases in which the suffix vowels appear as 

[-round] (21abcef), but this is possible only if we hinge on additional stipulation that 

there is another rule, deletion of [-round], which operates to derive the alternants [-oos] 

(21d) and [-oos] (21g) (i.e. the cases which lack the specification of [-round]). Viewed 

in this way, we are forced to say that the apparent harmony effects observed in (21dg) are 

due to a deletion rule, which appears to be an unnatural conclusion. Alternatively, we 

may be able to maintain that the ablative suffix is a harmonizing suffix, by positing that 
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the appearance of [-round] suffix vowels in (2Icf) is rather due to a separate rule of 

[-round] insertion. Such an insertion rule, however, would apply only after a high 

rounded root vowel, [ti] or [u], thereby predicting that a high rounded root vowel must be 

followed by an unrounded vowel. This is a false prediction, however. As we see in (11), 

there are cases where the root vowel [ti] or [u] is followed by another rounded vowel 

(e.g. ntil-titil-x 'to unite-causative' and ugt-uul-x 'to encounter-causative'). 

One may argue that the problem is resolved if the insertion rule of [-round] is 

formulated so that it targets only nonhigh vowels (thus, informally stated, this rule is 

expressed as a rule by which [-round] is inserted on nonhigh vowels if they are preceded 

by a high rounded vowel). Note, however, that this rule still crucially refers to rounded 

or [+round] vowels in its context: this rule applies only if there is a preceding high 

rounded vowel (i.e. IiI is irrelevant). Thus, counter to the hypothesis that only [-round] is 

specified, this account are also dependent on the specification of [+round] (thanks to 

Diana Archangeli for bringing up this point). 

(-back] This F-element is motivated from the distribution of front vowels Ii, el after 

coronal fricatives and affricates (see also the variation of the epenthetic vowel discussed 

above). In Khalkha Mongolian, there are two types of coronal fricatives and affricates, 

alveolar (lsI and Icj/) and palatal (lsI and Ie}/). As Hangin (1968:20-22) notes, there is 

an interesting distribution of the front vowels [i, e] after these consonants: IiI does not 
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appear after the alveolar fricative or affricate (22), whereas lei does not occur after 

palatal fricative or affricates (23)1. 

(22) *si *ci *" Jl 
serex 'wake up' cereg 'soldier' iijex 'see' 
siireg 'herd' ciinx 'pouch' jiirx 'heart' 
orsoldox 'complete' cOl 'desert' joP 'right' 
sar 'moon' cas 'snow' jam 'road' 
sur 'strap' cus 'blood' juryaa 'six' 
solix 'change' coxc 'heap' jorig 'resolution' 

(23) sin 'new' cixer 'sugar' j il 'year' 
*se *ce *je 
siir 'coral' ciidenz 'matches' jiijig 'play' 
son 'night' cOloo 'vacation' jotyor 'ghost' 
sal 'floor' cadal 'ability' jar 'sixty' 
supuu 'bird' culuu 'stone' juuljin 'tourist' 
sor 'a spit' con 'wolf' joroo 'amble' 

Based on the assumptions that (i) underlying distributions of Ii el are fully 

symmetrical (i.e. there are gaps underlyingly indicated) and (ii) palatal consonants are 

distinguished from alveolar consonants in the specification of [-back], I account for these 

phenomena by obligatory rules of syllable-bounded spreading of [-back], by which 

underlying Isil Icil Ijil and Isel Icel Ij el are neutralized respectively to [si] [ci] [j i]. 

7 Hangin also notes that the long vowels liil and leel are not subject to such a restriction. 
Thus, we find liil after Is c jl and leel after Is c j I, as exemplified in Isiilexl 'to engrave' 
and lulilil 'let's meet'; and Ixiceell 'lesson' and Ijiseel 'example'. This is an interesting 
issue, but I do not discuss it further except to point out that the difference between the 
distributions of long and short vowels is also observed elsewhere (see Wolof and 
Menomini discussed by A&P, in press). 
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(24) UR SR UR 
Isil ) [si] ~ Isil 
Isel ~ [se] ~ Isel 
Isw ~ [sii] [sii] ~ Isw 
Is61 ~ [s6] [s6] ~ Is61 
Isa/ ~ [sa] [sa] ~ Isa/ 
IsuJ ~ [su] [su] ~/suJ 
Isol ~ [so] [so] ~ Isol 

The specific analysis of these phenomena is as follows. First, the sequences Isil 

leil Ijil do not surface because the alveolar consonants Is c jl are obligatorily palatalized 

before Iii. In our tenus, this rule is expressed as the right-to-left spreading of [ -back] 

from Iii to a preceding alveolar fricative or affricate, as configured below8• 

s i 

I 
[-Hack] 

(25) ) S 1 

·········.1 
[ -back] 

One may raise the question why another front vowel lei does not trigger palatalization 

(recall that Ii el are the only front vowels in Khalkha Mongolian; Iii 61 are phonetically 

back vowels). Although there may be a couple of options to explain this issue, I posit 

here that the reason for this is the lack of [-back] specification of the vowel lei (see the 

underlying vowel representation in (30». As we will see in the next sections, such 

specification of [-back], differing between Iii and lei, is not arbitrary but independently 

8 An issue that follows is whether or not the process (25) is also operative in 
polymorphemic cases (note that the motivation for this process comes mainly from 
distribution, not alternation). None of the sources available to me at this moment 
provides any relevant data to address this issue, and accordingly, I would not take a stand 
on this issue here. 
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motivated from the rules ofhannony: both ATR Hannony and Round Hannony crucially 

refer to the [-back] specification of IiI, but we find virtually no evidence that leI is 

specified for [-back]. 

I consider the second case, the lack of palatals followed by leI, to be a result of yet 

another instantiation of [-back] spreading, in this case, from the initial palatal consonant 

to the following leI (i.e. from left to right). Given that leI is distinguished from IiI in the 

absence of [-back] (see (30)), the lack of leI after palatal consonants is attributed to the 

simple rule of [-back] spreading that applies from palatal consonants to the following 

vowels (note also that the epenthetic vowels, discussed earlier in section 4.2.2, undergoes 

a similar process). By the application of this rule, underlying Isel is neutralized to Isi/. 

(26) s e ) 

[ -JaCk] 

s i 

l 
... ... ... 

[-back] 

Note that this rule does not apply to the vowels other than leI due to the grounded 

conditions to be discussed below. This rule does not apply to the rounded vowels Iii 0 u 

01 due to the grounded condition "if [+round] then not [-back]" (31b), which prohibits 

the combination of [+round] and [-back]. It does not affect [-ATR] vowels la u 0/, 

because the combination of [-ATR] and [-back] is blocked due to the grounded condition 

"if[-back] then not [-ATR]" (31a). 
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[+high] So far I have motivated three F-elements, [-ATR] [+round] [-back]. As 

illustrated below, however, these F-elements alone are not enough to distinguish the 

seven underlying vowels in Khalkha Mongolian. 

(27) 
ATR 
round 
back 
hIgh 
low 

e 
+ + 
- -
- -
+ 

ii a u 
+ + - -
+ + - + 
+ + + + 
+ + 

+ 

o 

-
+ 
+ 

We need, therefore, another F-element to distinguish the seven underlying vowels. 

Of the two possible features, [high] and [low], the latter, whatever value is invoked, is 

not appropriate for our purpose, since the shaded vowels (27) would still remain 

undistinguished even with its addition as illustrated below. 

(28) 
ATR 
round 
back 
low 

This is not the case with [high], however. As we see below, the seven underlying vowels 

obtain complete distinction with the introduction of [high]. 

(29) I e ii i:i a u 0 

ATR + + + + 
round + + + + 
back + + + + + 
high + + + 
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The issue then is how to detennine the specified value of [high]. The resolution of 

this issue comes from the earlier discussion of the epenthetic vowel in Khalkha 

Mongolian, which turned out to be [-high] except when following a palatal consonant 

(see section 4.2.2). It is generally assumed that the epenthetic vowel in a given language 

is the default vowel that lacks any feature specification in underlying representation (cf. 

Archangeli 1984; A&P, in press). One of the consequences of this assumption is that the 

opposite values of the epenthetic vowel are in the set of active F-elements. Following 

this line of reasoning, the specified value of [high] must be [+high] in Khalkha 

Mongolian. 

4.4.2 CSpec Representation of Vowels 

Based on the discussion so far, let us now consider the underlying vowel 

representation in Khalkha Mongolian. Given the four F-elements [-ATR] [+round] 

[+high] [-back] posited above, there are sixteen combinatorial possibilities as shown in 

(30). Of these, nine possibilities are excluded by the grounded conditions posited in (31). 

(30) Underlying Vowel Representation 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

* u * 0 * * * a * ii * 6 * * e 
ATR 
round + + + + + + + + 
high + + + + + + + + 
back 
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(31) Grounded Conditions 
a. if [-ATR] then not [-back] / if[-back] then not [-ATR] (excludes 1,2,3,5) 
b. if [+round] then not [-back] / if [-back] then not [+round] (excludes 1,2,6,7) 
c. if [+high] then [+round] (excludes 3,4,8,9)9 

The phonetic motivations for the condition (31 bc) were provided earlier in chapter 

two: (i) articulatorily, [+round] is related positively to [+high] but negatively to [-high] 

(Abercrombie 1967, Lindblom and Sundberg 1971, Catford 1977, Lindau 1978, 

Ladefoged and Maddieson 1990), and (ii) acoustically, [+round] is related 

sympathetically to [+back] but antagonistically to [-back] (Stevens et al. 1986). The 

condition (31a) is motivated as follows. As Hall & Hall (1980) and A&P (in press) point 

out, retraction of the tongue root ([-ATRD tends to accompany backingllowering of the 

tongue body, and conversely, advancement of the tongue root ([+ATRD tends to 

accompany fronting/raising of the tongue body (see also Jacobson 1980:185, Lindau 

1972:129, Perkell 1971:136). Note the following observation made by Hall and Hall 

(1980:213). 

" ... as the tongue root is advanced the body of the tongue can either rise 
slightly and more forward ... , or it can maintain backness while rising, or it 
can move forward while maintaining low position ... " (emphasis added) 

9 The interpretation of the grounded conditions accord with that of the logical "if-then" 
condition (cf. A&P, in press). Thus, the condition (31c), for example, is interpreted in 
the following way. If a configuration is specified only with [+high], it is illformed since 
the then-clause is false; but it is wellformed (i) if it is specified only with [+round] or if 
specified with both [+high] and [+round] (since the then-clause is true), or (ii) if it is 
unspecified with both [+high] and [+round] (since the if-clause and the then-clause are 
both false). 
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Based on the phonetic correlation described above, it is possible to say that [-ATR] is 

related positively to [+back] and negatively to [-back], the second aspect of which is 

expressed by the condition (31a). 

To summarize so far, I have examined the underlying vowel representation of 

Khalkha Mongolian. I have proposed [-ATR], [+round], [+high], and [-back] as the 

underlyingly active F-elements in Khalkha Mongolian, the combinations of which are 

governed by three grounded path conditions (see (31abc)). I have also considered 

motivation for each F-element. In particular, I have shown that [-ATR] is motivated 

from velarluvular distribution; [-back] is motivated from the distribution of front vowels 

after coronal fricatives and affricates, which is attributed to an obligatory rule of [-back] 

spreading; and [-high] is motivated from the epenthetic nonhigh vowel. 

4.5 Formalizing the Harmony Rules 

4.5.1 [-ATR] Spread 

With this much background, let us examine how I treat the harmony rules in 

Khalkha Mongolian. The fundamental properties of ATR Harmony are given below, 

partially repeated from (17). 

(32) ATR Harmony 
a. ATR Harmony opposes [+ATR] vowels, Ie ii 6/, to [-ATR] vowels, 

la u 01 
b. a medial Iii is transparent to ATR Harmony 
c. an initial Iii is followed only by [+ATR] vowels 
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As seen in the previous section, [-ATR] is argued to be active in the underlying 

representation of Khalkha Mongolian vowels. Given this, the regular cases of ATR 

Harmony, namely (32a), are directly ascribable to a rule spreading [-ATR], applying 

from left to right iteratively. Consider first the following examples that include the 

causative suffix I-DUll and the ablative suffix I-AAs/lO. 

(33) a. zag-uul-x 'to arrange' 
z a g-UUI-x 

I 
[-ATR] 

ax-aas 'elder brother' 
a x - AAs 
I 

[-ATR] 

b. eg-iiiil-x 'to return' 
e g-UUI-x 

ex-ees 'mother' 
e x-AAs 

Suffix alternations in these cases are directly explained by the spreading rule of [-ATR]: 

if [-ATR] spreads onto the suffix vowels, [-ATR] vowels appear on the suffixes, and 

otherwise, [+ATR] vowels appear as default cases. We may formalize this rule of ATR 

Harmony in Khalkha Mongolian as below, following the parametric rule formalism 

proposed by A&P (in press). 

10 I assume here that the harmonic feature [-ATR] is prelinked to the initial vowel in the 
underlying representations. The obvious alternative is to posit a free [-ATR], which 
requires an additional rule of [-ATR] association. 
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(34) Khalkha Mongolian ATR Harmony (to be revised) 
Argument r-ATRl 
Function insert 
Type path 
Direction from left to right 
Iteration yes 

The rule represented in (34), however, is not entirely correct, since this rule, as it 

stands, does not incorporate an account of the properties related to the vowel Iii: (i) a 

medial Iii does not undergo ATR Harmony (i.e. neutral) and is transparent (32b), and (ii) 

an initial Iii is followed only by [+ATR] vowels (32c). To account for these properties of 

ATR Harmony, I propose the following. First, I propose that the neutrality of Iii is due 

to an "antagonistic" relation between the harmonic F-element [-ATR] and [-back], the 

F-element specified for the vowel Iii (cf. the grounded path condition (31a) and the 

underlying vowel representation in (30)). That is, as discussed in the previous section, 

[-ATR] is in a negative relation with [-back]; based on this relation, we formulated a 

grounded condition (31a), "if [-ATR] then not [-back]", which governs the underlying 

vowel inventory of Khalkha Mongolian. If we posit that this condition is extended to 

hold of the Khalkha Mongolian phonology in general, the fact that Iii does not undergo 

the harmony rule is straightforward: Iii is specified with [-back] and the potential 

combination of [-ATR] and [-back] by ATR Harmony is prohibited due to this condition. 

The rule complemented as above is still incomplete, however: Iii is transparent to 

ATR Harmony, but as A&P (in press) point out, such "antagonistic" transparency is not 

characterized by a spreading rule. That is, given the local application of rules, a target 
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and a trigger of a rule are supposed to be strictly local (see chapter one for the definition 

of "local" that I assume for this thesis), but this notion of locality has to be abandoned to 

explain the antagonistic transparency in the spreading analysis. Consider the following 

configurations, (35b) in particular, which must be allowed in the spreading analysis. 

(35) a. 
b. [-rT~? ........ . 

----~) ~1 ~2 ~3 ~4 

[-bick] 

Relevant to the point at hand is the fact that in the configuration (35b), the trigger of the 

spreading rule, ~2, and the target of the rule, ~4, are no longer adjacent. Although this 

analysis does reflect a transparency effect, this is possible only at the cost of the premise 

that the application of phonological rules are strictly local. 

Following A&P (in press), I assume that rules subject to antagonistic transparency 

are captured by context-sensitive insertion of a harmonic F-element which applies in an 

iterative fashion. By "context-sensitive", I mean that in the case of Khalkha Mongolian 

ATR Harmony, [-ATR] is inserted only when the specified [-ATR] precedes, i.e. in the 

context of "[-ATR] _". The harmony rule formulated in this manner applies to the 

adjacent anchors in two different modes as illustrated below. 

(36) a. [-ATR] [-ATR] [-A. TR] 

I ~ 
III ~2 ~3 

b. [-ATR] 
r··:::::::········· .. 
~l ~!2 ~3 
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Of these, (36a) is excluded since it violates the OCP. The representation that such an 

insertion rule yields should then be (36b), which happens to be equivalent to the 

representation resulting from a spreading rule. 

Now let us examine how the context-sensitive iterative insertion rule applies to the 

configuration like (35a). First, the insertion rule applies to III and 1l2, yielding a 

multiply-linked linked structure. This rule, however, does not apply to 113 due to the 

grounded condition "if [-ATR] then not [-back]". Then, the insertion rule applies 

iteratively to 1l4, creating a structure as in (37b), dubbed a "twin-peak" representation by 

A&P (in press) (as opposed to "gapped" representation as in (35b)). Note that two 

instances of [-ATR] in (37b) do not constitute an OCP violation because of the medial 

anchor 1l3, which renders the two [-ATR]'s nonadjadent (see chapter one for discussion 

of this issue). 

(37) a. 

) 

b. [-ATR] 

r····· 
III ~2 113 ~4 

I 
[ -back] 

[-ATR] 

Based on the discussion so far, the ATR Harmony rule in Khalkha Mongolian is 

formalized as follows. (Recall that the condition "if [-ATR] then not [-back]" is a 

property of Khalkha Mongolian in general (i.e. there is no [-ATR, -back] vowels); hence, 

it is not included in the rule representation.) 
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(38) Kh lkh M a a r ATRH ongolan annon~ 

Ar~ment r-ATRl 
Function insert 
Type F-element 
Direction from left to ri~ht 
Iteration yes 
Conditions 

Context [-ATR] 

Based on saz-/-x-ii-/-aad 'having shaken violently' (15c) and ercii-/ee 'have withered' 

(15a), I will demonstrate how the hannony rule obtains the transparency effect of an 

intervening IiI. 

(39) a. [-back] 

A 
saz-I-X-ll-I-AAd 

1 
[-ATR] 

[-back] 

saz-I-x-A-I-AAd 
1 .. ········\\ 

[-ATR] 

[-back] 

saz-I-x-A-I-aad 

1 
[-ATR] 

.. 
" .. 

[-ATR] 

b. 

UR 

blocked by 
RTRlBK or 
[-ATR] _ 

(38) 

[-back] 

Al erCll- AA 

[-bACk] 

ercii-IAA 

[-ATR] 

In (39a), the insertion of [-ATR] onto IiI is prohibited since it would violate the 

condition, "if [-ATR] then not [-back]". This rule, however, does apply to the nonhigh 

suffix vowels, since they would satisfy both the grounded condition and the contextual 
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condition. In (39b), the insertion of [-ATR] onto the initial vowel lei is not allowed, 

since it does not meet the condition on the context, "[ -ATR] _", and accordingly, none 

of the vowels that follow undergo the insertion rule. 

Given the harmony rule formulated above, it is clear why an initial Iii must be 

followed only by [+ATR] vowels (see (32c». The harmony rule of context-sensitive 

insertion of [-ATR] does not affect the initial Iii, since it does not satisfy the grounded 

condition nor the contextual condition. Since there are no preceding instances of 

[-ATR], the vowels in noninitial positions do not meet the contextual condition "[-ATR] 

_". Hence, the harmony rule does not apply to these vowels, and they surface rather as 

the [+ATR] vowels as a default case. 

To summarize this section, I have shown that Iii, specified with [-back] 

underlyingly, is transparent to ATR Harmony due to the antagonistic grounded condition 

"if [-ATR] then not [-back]", which holds of the Khalkha Mongolian phonology in 

general. To avoid the nonlocal application of a spreading rule, I have proposed, 

following A&P (in press), that ATR Harmony in Khalkha Mongolian is subject to a 

context-sensitive insertion rule of [-ATR], which applies in the context of "[ -ATR] _". 

4.5.2 [+Round] Spread: Deriving "Ungrounded" Identity 

Now let us examine the RH rule in Khalkha Mongolian. Recall that the main 

theme of the present discussion is to consider whether the patterns of RH pose a problem 

to the notion of identity established in section 3.3.1 of chapter three. That is, my notion 
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of identity, with respect to a binary feature, is virtually equivalent to the identity in terms 

of both values of a feature, due to the hypothesis that identity is implemented as logical 

equivalence (cf. the Identity Implementation Hypothesis in chapter three). The RH 

patterns we see in Khalkha Mongolian, however, apparently refer to identity in terms of a 

single feature value ("ungrounded" identity according to the typology of identity 

proposed in chapter three). 

For ease of discussion, I will first recapitulate the fundamental properties of 

Khalkha Mongolian RH discussed earlier. 

(40) Round Harmony 
a. RH applies from [-high] to [-high] vowels 
b. IiI is neutral and transparent to RH 
c. lu iii are opaque to RH 

Of these, the neutrality of IiI, I propose, is attributed to the antagonistic relation between 

[+round], the harmonic F-element, and [-back], the F-element specified for IiI (see 

section 4.4.2 of this chapter). That is, the high front vowel IiI does not undergo RH, 

since the grounded condition, "if [+round] then not [-back]", holds of the entire set of 

representations in Khalkha Mongolian and prohibits a potential combination of the 

harmonic F-element [+round] with [-back]. The transparency of IiI, then, is a type of 

antagonistic transparency. Given that rules subject to antagonistic transparency are 

expressed as the context-sensitive insertion of some F-element, the RH rule in Khalkha 

Mongolian obtains the following representation. 
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(41) Khalkha Mongolian Round Harmony (to be revised) 
Argument [+roun,!1 
Function insert 
Type F-element 
Direction from left to right 
Iteration yes 
Conditions 

Context r+round] 

The RH rule (41), applying to the underlying representation like (42a), derives the 

output representation (42b). Note that the insertion of [+round] onto 113 is prohibited due 

to the grounded condition "if [+round] then not [-back]". But the same rule does apply 

to 114, since the target in this case satisfies both the grounded and the contextual 

condition. 

(42) a. [+round] b. [+round] [+~ound] 

r·····::·· "// r····· 
III 112 /13 114 ) III 1:12 113 !i4 

I I [ -back] [-back] 

Below, I illustrate how the RH rule applies to some representative cases involving li/-

transparency. The examples to be compared are mol-ii-lg-66d 'having flattened' and 

ereii-lee 'have withered', both of which are taken from (15). 



(43) a. Pattern: o-i-o (15e) 
[-bACk] 

mol-ii-lg-AAd 

I 
[+round] 

[-back] 

~ 
mol-ii-lg-A Ad 

l.···~ 
[+round] 

[-bACk] 

b. Pattern: e-i-e (15a) 
[-back] 

ercA-lAA UR 

blocked by 
RDIBK or 
[+round] _ 

[-bACk] 

ercii-lAA 
~ 

[+~'ound] 

mfl-ii-lg-~ .. /d (41) 

[+round] [+round] 
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Given the RH rule constrained as such, let us now examine how we should 

characterize the apparent condition of "ungrounded" identity on RH, namely that RH 

appears to apply from [-high] vowel to [-high] vowel (cf. (40a)). As noted above, such 

cases of one-value identity could pose a problem to the notion of identity established 

earlier, which draws upon its implementation as logical equivalence. I argue below, 

however, that such a problem is only apparent: the application of Khalkha Mongolian RH 

is restricted to the sequences of nonhigh vowels, not because the RH rule is subject to 

"one-value" identity, but because the application of RH in other contexts of identity is 

blocked due to independent reasons, most notably, the grounded condition "if [+round] 

then not [-back]" proposed above. 
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To demonstrate the point, consider first the following configurations in Khalkha 

Mongolian, which represent the sequences of vowels arranged according to their 

specification of the contextual feature [high]11 (note that Iii is unspecified for [+high] 

following the underlying vowel representation (30)). 

(44) a. high-high 

[+hi] 0 

I 
ii i 

l "'\\1 [+rd] 
[-bk] 

e.g. siir-x-ii 
'serious-adj .' 

b. high-nonhigh 

[+hi] 0 

I 
ii e 
[ .... \\ 

[+rd] 

diiii'Y-ees 
'brother-abl. ' 

c. nonhigh-high d. nonhigh-nonhigh 

0 0 0 0 

0 1 0 e 

~ "'\\1 l. ...... 
[+rd] [+rd] 

[-bk] 

mol-ii- or-oos 
'flatten-adj. ' , debt-abl.' 

Of these, only the sequence (44d) undergoes RH in Khalkha Mongolian, although the 

strict interpretation of the PIC (i.e. "identical ([+round], Target, [high])" in this case) 

would render both (44c) and (44d) identica]l2. The notion of identity proposed earlier, 

II To facilitate the discussion, the configurations to be considered henceforth only 
contain the [+ATR] sequences (i.e. the sequences in which no value for [ATR] is 
present). Note that the behavior of [ATR] is irrelevant to the distribution of [round]. 

12 Note that the strict interpretation of the PIC would render the surface sequences of 
high-high different (44a), but the surface sequences of nonhigh-high identical (44c). 
This interpretation results from the lack of specification of Iii for [+high] (note however 
that even if Iii is specified for [+high], RH still would not apply to Iii due to the condition 
RDIBK). Such interpretation needs to be further tested. So far, I have not found genuine 
cases that address the validity of this interpretation (see chapter six for more discussion 
of this issue). 
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then, looks problematic in this respect, as it does not correctly pinpoint the vowel 

sequence that undergoes RH. 

The problem is only apparent, however. In Khalkha Mongolian, the only surface 

high vowel that could be affected by RH is Iii, specified with [-back] according to our 

feature representation (30), and the other [+high] vowels are already [+round]. The 

reason why RH does not apply in the context of identity (44c) then is evident: the targets 

of RH are governed by the grounded condition "if [+round] then not [-back]", the 

condition that is independently required in the phonology of Khalkha Mongolian. Due to 

this condition, application of RH in the context of identity (44c) is blocked automatically. 

In other words, although the configuration (44c) satisfies the PIC, the application of RH 

in this case would violate the grounded condition, which holds of the entire set of 

representations; hence the RH rule does not take effect here. For reference, the status of 

each condition with respect to the configurations above is given below. 

(45) u - i (44a) u-e (44b) 0- i (44c) o-e (44d) 
PIC NO NO yes yes 
T -Condition NO yes NO yes 

Viewed as such, Khalkha Mongolian RH does not constitute a genuine 

counterexample to the notion of identity proposed earlier. The application of RH is 

constrained to the nonhigh vowel sequences, not because RH is subject to one-value 

identity, but because they are the only sequences that meet both the PIC and the 

grounded condition "if [+round] then not [-back]", a condition on the entire set of 
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representations in Khalkha Mongolian. Khalkha Mongolian RH, incorporating the PIC, 

is then formally represented as follows. 

(46) Kh lkh M a a ongolan oun r R dH armony 
Argument [+roundl 
Function insert 
Type F-element 
Direction from left to right 
Iteration yes 
Conditions 

Identity identical ([+round], Target, [high]) 
Context [+roundl 

Now let us tum to the final property of Khalkha Mongolian RH, the opacity of the 

intervening high rounded vowels lu iii (40c). It appears that the standard analysis of this 

problem, as proposed by Steriade (1987a), is to invoke the No-Crossing Line 

Convention. That is, the intervening rounded vowel is specified with [+round] and 

spreading across this vowel would create crossed association lines. 

(47) [+high] 

6 J A 
1..-_ .. ---1-·-- -\\ 

[+round] [+round] 

e.g. Qgiiiil-iiiil-eed 'having made speak' 

An analysis like this, however, is problematic under the theory we assume in this thesis 

in the following respects. First, to derive the crossing effect, this analysis hinges on the 

assumption that two instances of [+round] link to separate vowels. This is problematic 

considering the OCP, which disallows such a configuration and requires a single, 
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multiply-linked tokens of[ +round] as in (48a). Second, the application of the rule in this 

analysis is nonlocal, since the opaque vowel lUi intervenes between the trigger and the 

target of the rule. Given the strictly local application of rules that I assume for this 

thesis, such application of rules is not possible. 

In this chapter, the opacity of lu UI receives an explanation in the following way. 

First, the underlying representation of the opacity case is as in (48a), in accordance with 

the OCP. 

(48) a. [+high] b. [+high] 

I I. 6 ii A 6 u A 

V 
[+round] [+round] 

The RH rule (47), then, would attempt to apply to the rightmost nonhigh vowel lA!, but 

only to fail, since the context does not meet the PIC (see (48b)) (i.e. the height 

specification of the target does not agree with that of the trigger). The opacity of the 

high rounded vowels is explained in this way without introducing any stipulation13• 

For comparison, I present below the application of the RH rule to the transparency 

cases discussed above. Note that the insertion of [+round] to the rightmost I A! here 

observes all three conditions on the RH rule: (i) it satisfies the PIC because the trigger 

and the target are contextually identical in the absence of [+high], (ii) it obeys the 

13 A similar analysis of opacity is also presented by A&P (in press) in their account of the 
harmony rule in Menomini. 
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grounded T-condition since the target lacks [-back] specification, and (iii) it observes the 

contextual condition since there is a preceding [+round]. 

(49) o o o contextual feature [high] 

A 

[+round] hannonic feature [round] 

[ -back] 

e.g. mQI-ii-lg-66d 'having flattened' 

Finally, I demonstrate below how I derive the patterns that involve both ATR and 

Round Hannony. The patterns to be considered are o-i-o (e.g. xorin-ood 'by twenties') 

and o-u-a (e.g. oduul-aad 'having sent'). The derivation for each pattern is shown below 

(the arrangement of the two hannony rules does not imply that they must apply in this 

specific order). 



(50) a. Pattern: o-i-o 
xorin-ood 'by twenties' 

[-bk] 

/ 
o i A UR 

[+r~ 
[-ATR] 

[-bk] 

b. Pattern: o-u-a 
oduul-aad 'having sent' 

[+hi] 

I 
o u A 

[+~ 
[-ATR] 

[+hi] / 
o i A 

[+r~:>::: 

ATR 
Harmony (38) 

I 
o u A 

[+~ .... "" 

[-ATR] [-ATR] [-ATR] 

[-bk] 

/ [+hi] 

I 
h.. .. \\i Or" 

[+id]", [+rd] 

RH (48) o u a 

[+W 
[-ATR] [-ATR] [-ATR] 
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In (50a), ATR Harmony does not apply to the intervening Iii due to the grounded 

condition, "if [-ATR] then not [-back]", but it applies to the rightmost nonhigh vowel IA! 

since it satisfies both the contextual condition "[-ATR]_" and the grounded condition. 

The intervening Iii is immune to RH also, because the grounded condition "if [+round] 

then not [-back]" would block the application of RH to Iii; but the rightmost vowel I A! in 

(50a) undergoes RH because none of the conditions, the PIC, the grounded condition (if 

[+round] then not [-back],), and the contextual condition ("[+round]_"), is violated. 
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In (50b), ATR harmony applies to both lui and the rightmost lA!, since both the 

grounded and the contextual conditions are satisfied. The rightmost nonhigh vowel I A! 

in (50b), however, does not undergo RH because the trigger (i.e. lui) and the target (i.e. 

IA/) of the rule differ in the contextual specification of [high], and hence, do not satisfy 

the PIC. 

To summarize, we have examined in this section how to treat the contextual 

condition of "ungrounded" identity that appears to govern the application of the RH rule 

in Khalkha Mongolian. The major claim made here was that the apparent condition of 

ungrounded identity is replaced with the two independently motivated conditions, the 

PIC and the grounded condition, "if [+round] then not [-back]". In this sense, I argue, 

the problem posed by the "one-value" identity in Khalkha Mongolian is only apparent, 

and the notion of identity established in the previous chapter should remain unaltered. 

4.6 Khalkha Mongolian RH and the OCP-Based Analysis of PH 

A fundamental property of Khalkha Mongolian RH is that the contextual 

requirement of identity imposed on triggers and targets may be "nonadjacent" and a 

transparent vowel Iii may intervene (e.g. mol-ii-lg-60d 'having flattened' and xorin-ood 

'by twenties' (15ef)). As briefly noted in chapter three (section 3.2.2 in particular), such 

patterns of non-adjacent identity may pose a problem to the analysis of PH that hinges on 

OCP-induced fusion (Cole 1987, Cole and Trigo 1988; Mester 1986, 1988). Most 

notably, the instances of [-high] in a configuration like (51a) are not adjacent, according 
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to the definition of adjacency adopted in this thesis (see section 1.2.4 of chapter one) 

(note that their anchors are not adjacent); hence, no OCP-induced fusion is mandatory. 

Second, the representation to which the OCP-based analysis would resort is of "gapped" 

structure (see (SIb», which is seriously questioned by A&P (in press) on empirical 

grounds and ultimately ruled out as illformed by the Precedence Principle (see also 

section 1.2.4 of chapter one). 

(51) a. () CD 
I 

() 

I 
b. () CD () 
~ 

[-high] [-high] [-high] 

Further, even if we revise the definition of adjacency so as to allow gapped 

representations, the OCP-based analysis must hinge on another stipulation to ensure a 

fused structure. In regard to feature specification, the contextual feature [-high] must be 

specified at the point that RH applies (without being so, no multiply-linked structures are 

possible); and at the same time, the intervening IiI must be unspecified for [+high] 

(otherwise, the resulting structure would violate the No-Crossing Convention (NCC) (see 

(52». 

(52) * ~() 
[ -high] [+high] 

In this section, I focus on the last issue and examine how the assumption about such 

feature specification fares for the Khalkha Mongolian case. In particular, I consider three 
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of the current major theories of underspecification, Radical Underspecification (RU; 

Kiparsky 1982, Archangeli 1984, 1988, A&P 1986, Pulleyblank 1988c), Contrastive 

Underspecification (CU; Steriade 1987a, Clements 1987, Mester and Ito 1989), and 

Combinatorial Specification (CSpec; A&P, in press) 14, and demonstrate that such an 

assumption is problematic with any of underspecification theories that we examine. 

Specifically, I argue that (i) such feature specification is not possible with RU or CU 

altogether, and (ii) in the case of CSpec, we must additionally introduce the otherwise 

unmotivated rule of [-high] insertion to allow the feature specification assumed. 

4.6.1 Radical Underspecification and the OCP-Based Analysis 

The fundamental tenets of RU are, (i) that all and only unpredictable values for 

features are specified on the underlying representation, and (ii) that all the predictable 

values are filled in later by redundancy rules. Values of features are "considered to be 

'predictable', if either a context-free or a context-dependent rule can be formulated to 

insert the absent values" (Archangeli 19~8:192). The RU representation of Khalkha 

Mongolian vowels would be determined based on the following consideration. First, we 

would need minimally three features to distinguish seven underlying vowels of Khalkha 

Mongolian. Of these, the features [ATR] and [round] are required in the underlying 

14Note that the OCP-based analysis of cases like Khalkha Mongolian RH, since it is 
based on underspecification of distinctive [high], is not compatible with the recent 
arguments made by Mohanan (1991), Steriade (1993), and Clements (1993) that 
underspecification is "minimal" (or trivial) or eliminated altogether from feature theory. 
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representation to describe two nIles of vowel harmony. Second, the third feature should 

be [high]; if we use the other feature, [back] or [low], the underlying seven vowels are 

not distinguished completely. 

(53) a. 1 e ii 0 a u 0 

ATR D: + 
round + + + 
back - - + + + + + 

I; b. ATR + 

I~ 
+ I: D round + 

low 

c. ATR + + + + 
round + + + + 
high + + + 

As the specified feature values, we would need [-ATR] [+round] [+high] for the 

same reasons discussed in section 4.4.1. In particular, [-ATR] is motivated over [+ATR] 

due to the distribution of velar and uvular consonants; and [+high] is motivated over 

[-high] based on the consideration of the epenthetic nonhigh vowels (see section 4.4.1 for 

details). The RU representation in Khalkha Mongolian, in which only the feature values 

[-ATR] [+round] [-high] are specified, is as follows. 

(54) 
ATR 
round 
high 

e 

+ 

ii 

+ 
+ 

+ 

a u 

+ 
+ 

o 

+ 
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The OCP-based analysis assuming the RU representation (54) faces a critical 

problem in creating any multiply-linked representations on the cases of nonlocal identity, 

due to (i) the absence of the contextual feature [-high] and (ii) the presence of [+high] for 

the intervening Iii. To illustrate the point, let us first consider the underlying 

representations of the non-local identity, o-i-o and o-i-o, taking the examples of mol-ii-

19-ood 'having flattened' and xorin-ood 'by twenties'. 

(55) a. 0 - i - 0 

[+Xgh] 

m 0 l-i i-I g-A A d 

I 
[+round] 

b. 0 - i - 0 

[+high] 

I 
xorin-AAd 

[-ATR~ 
[+round] 

On these representations, no multiply-linked structures can be created since the 

contextual feature [-high] is missing. The only way to create any fused structures would 

be to provide the default value [-high] before RH applies; but critically, the intervening 

vowel Iii is specified with [+high], which renders multiple-linking impossible in this case 

due to the NCC. 

(56) a. 0 - i - 6 b. 0 - i - 0 

*[-hi~ 

mpl-ii-Ig-AAd 

* [-high][ +high] 

x r:1-;:-A A d 

I [-ATR{ 
[+round] [+round] 
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If no multiply-linked structures are created on the identical contextual feature of [-high], 

the OCP-based analysis loses its fundamental theoretical grounds, and hence fails to 

explain the Khalkha Mongolian case. 

4.6.2 Contrastive Underspecification and the OCP-based Analysis 

The fundamental argument of CO is that all and only contrastive features are 

specified underlyingly (Steriade 1987a, Clements 1987). The contrastive feature here 

refers solely to the feature by which a given pair of segments are differentiated from each 

other. Thus, in a language with a high back unrounded It! and a high back rounded lui, 

[±round] is a contrastive feature since it is the single feature that distinguishes Iii and 

The CO representations of the Khalkha Mongolian vowels are determined as 

follows. First, as we pointed out in the previous section, the underlying seven vowels of 

Khalkha Mongolian requires three features, [ATR] [round] [high], to be distinguished 

from one another; if we use other feature combinations, the underlying vowels are not 

15 Archangeli (1988:192), while comparing the theories of underspecification, suggests 
that contrastive underspecification is determined assuming the following procedures. 

a. fully specify all segments 
b. isolate all pairs of segments 
c. determine which segment pairs differ by a single feature specification 
d. designate such feature specifications as 'contrastive' on the members of 

that pair 
e. once all pairs have been examined and appropriate feature 

specifications have been marked 'contrastive', delete all unmarked 
feature specifications on each segment 
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completely differentiated. The fully specified representation based on the features, [ATR] 

[round][high], is given below, repeated from (53c). 

(57) i e ii 0 a u 0 

ATR + + + + 
round + + + + 
high + + + 

Given this representation, we have the following pairs of vowels that differ in a single 

feature specification. 

(58) a. Pairs distingushed by [ATR]: 
b. Pairs distinguished by [round]: 
c. Pairs distinguished by [high]: 

{ e-a} {ii-u} {o-o} 
{i-ii} {e-o} {a-o} 
{i-e} {ii-o} {u-o} 

Based on the methodology of CU, the following features emerge as contrastive: [ATR] 

for the pairs {e-a} {ii-u} {o-o} , [round] for {i-ii} {e-o} {a-o}, [high] for {i-e} {ii-o} 
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{u-o}. The CU representation of the Khalkha Mongolian vowels is then as given 

below16• 

(59) 
ATR 
round 
high + 

e 
+ 

ii 
+ 
+ 
+ 

a 
+ 
+ 

a u 

+ 

o 

+ 

Given the CU representation above, let us now consider how multiply-linked 

structures, if any, can be created on the identical contextual features. I examine two 

cases of non-local identity, mol-ii-lg-ood 'having flattened' and xorin-ood 'by twenties'. 

The schematic representation of mOl-ii-lg-ood, before RH applies, would be as follows. 

ATR + + + + - {ii-u} {a-o} + + 
round - + + - + + {a-o} + 
high + - + - + - {i-e} {ii-a} {u-o} + - + - + -
back + + + + + NONE 
ATR + + + + - {ii-u} {6-0} + + 
round - + + - + + {i-ii} {e-a} + + 
high + - + - + - {i-e} {ii-a} {u-o} + - + - + -
low + - NONE 
ATR + + + + - {ii-u} {a-o} 
round - + + - + + NONE 
high + - + - + - {i-e} {ii-oJ {u-o} 
back + + + + + NONE 
low + - NONE 



(60) [-hirh] [+Agh] [-~h] 

m A I - ~i - I g - A A d 

A+r~und][ -round] 
[+ATR] 
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Now two problems emerge. First, the harmonic feature [+round] cannot spread onto the 

subsequent nonhigh vowels due to the [-round] specification of the intervening Iii's. The 

spreading would create crossed lines, and hence violate the NCC. Although this 

problem may be handled if we assume the feature [round] to be privative or monovalent 

as Steriade (l987a) doesl7, there is another problem that the OCP-based analysis must 

overcome. The intervening Iii is specified with [+high], too, and therefore, the creation 

of a multiply-linked structure on [-high] is prohibited. The creation of such structures is 

only possible with the violation of the No-Crossing Line Convention. 

(61) 

17 Regarding privative rounding, Steriade (1987a:357) states that "there are no instances 
of [-round] assimilation or dissimilation and no other kind of evidence that unrounded 
segments have any specification for this feature". Hence, she calls the unspecification of 
[-round] as in (60) "trivial case of missing D(istinctive)-values". 
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One may argue that [+high] is unspecified as a case of "missing D-value" in the sense of 

Steriade (1987a). Cases like this, however, are supposed to be reserved for fully 

motivated cases, and this is definitely not the case here. 

Even though the absent [+high] of Iii should be justified in some way, there is still 

another problem: CU forces [-high] to be redundant and hence unspecified for Ia! (see 

(59))18. Note the underlying representation for xorin-ood 'by twenties' as given below. 

( 62) [-high] 

I 
xorin-AAd 

[-AT~ 
[round] 

In this case, the suffix vowel is not specified in [-high], and hence, no linked structure is 

created. In order for the OCP-based analysis to work in this case, we would need a rule 

inserting the redundant value [-high] before RH applies. This may work, but only with 

stipulating an extrinsic ordering, the motivation of which is quite dubious. 

To summarize, the CU representation of the Khalkha Mongolian vowels forces us 

to posit both [+high] and [-high] underlyingly. This causes a serious problem to the 

OCP-based analysis that depends on the multiply-linked structure. The intervening Iii is 

18 Diana Archangeli (p.c.) points out to me that if (i) [+high] and [-high] are absent on Iii 
and la!, respectively, and (ii) [round] is privative, as Steriade (1987a) argues, then the 
vowels Iii and Ia! are not distinguished from each other, unless we introduce another 
feature [back]. This is certainly true, but even after [back] is introduced, the argument 
advanced above is not affected: [-high] is still absent on la!, due to which no linked 
structure is possible. 
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specified with [+high], across which any multiple linking would be created due to the 

NCC. 

4.6.3 Combinatorial Specification and the OCP-Based Analysis 

As noted, the OCP-based analysis of the Khalkha Mongolian case, even if gapped 

structures are allowed, must rely on two further assumptions to ensure a multiply-linked 

structure, (i) specification of contextual [-high] and (ii) unspecification of [+high] for the 

intervening IiI. In the previous sections, we have seen that the second assumption does 

not hold true if we adopt RU or CU. 

If we adopt CSpec, however, the second assumption does not appear to be a 

problem any more. Given the earlier discussion of the CSpec representation (section 

4.4.2), the transparent IiI is specified only with [-back], lacking the [+high] specification. 

Consider the following CSpec representation of the Khalkha Mongolian vowels repeated 

from (30). 

(63) CSpec Re resentation 
e ii a 6 u 0 

ATR 
round + + + + 
back 
high + + I 

The issue here is rather with the first assumption, specification of contextual 

[-high]. As seen by the CSpec representation above, the contextual feature for RH, 

[-high], is missing, and hence, the cases of contextual identity, as they are, are not subject 
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to any multiple linking. The only way to create any multiply-linked structures then is to 

supply the contextual feature [-high] to the RH-undergoing nonhigh vowels. In the 

CSpec theory, such feature provision would be expressed as a context-sensitive insertion 

rule, in this case, the insertion of [-high] that applies to the selective targets of nonhigh 

vowels (but not to Ii ii u/). Such a restriction on targets is typically characterized by a set 

of grounded conditions governing the combinations of features (see chapters one and 

two). The grounded conditions for this case may be established in two ways: (i) to 

ensure that the insertion of [-high] is positively driven to the nonhigh vowels Ie 0 a 0/, or 

(ii) conversely, to guarantee that the insertion of [-high] is negatively driven against the 

surface high vowels Ii ii uf. Considering that there is no single F-element that singles out 

the set of nonhigh vowels, the grounded conditions of the first type would be infeasible. 

The possible type of grounded conditions to derive the restriction would be that which 

prohibits the insertion of [-high] to the surface high vowels. Given the underlying vowel 

representation (63), in which Iii uI are specified for [+high] and Iii for [-back], the 

grounded conditions in question would be as follows. 

(64) Probable Grounded Conditions on [-High]-Insertion 
a. if [-high] then not [+high] 
b. if[-high] then not [-back]I9 

19 One may question the grounding status of the condition (64b). Note, however that 
front low vowels appear to be rare across languages (cf. Maddieson 1984). Thus, given 
the assumption that grounded conditions may govern the segmental inventories, it would 
not be fair to say that the grounding status of this condition is totally unmotivated. 
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Due to (64a), the insertion of [-high] does not affect Iii u/; and due to (64b), it does not 

apply to IiI. In all, the conditions in (64) ensure us that the insertion of [-high] targets 

nonhigh vowels only. The insertion rule would apply in the following manner to provide 

multiply-linked structures on the contextual features (note the part of the representation 

marked within a box)20. 

(65) a. 0 - i - 0 

[-high] 
~"':;"I 

mol-ii-lg-AAd 

I [-XCk] 
[+round] 

[-high] 
r······:::::::::::··. 

mollllg-AAd 

Insertion 
blocked by 
(64a) 

b. 0 - i - 0 

[-high] 

f"'# 

;j rfn-AAd 

[-back] 
[+round] 

[-ATR] 

[-high] 
r··":::::::··· 

in-AAd 

[ -back] 
[+round] 

[-ATR] 

20 The mode of the application of the insertion rule here is expressed as it appears on (65) 
to respect the OCP. 
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Although such an analysis may not be totally rejected on empirical grounds21 

(recall that we are now considering alternatives under the option that gapped 

representation is well formed; hence the issue of gapped representations does not come 

into play), I would like the readers to note that the insertion rule of [-high] here is not 

independently motivated but motivated solely to feed the application of RH. Given the 

classical argument of generative phonology that rules are introduced if they are 

independently motivated, the analysis positing such an insertion rule is allowed only with 

additional cost to the grammar, and is allowed if this is the only option available. Note 

in this regard the analysis proposed in this chapter. Obviously, my analysis does not rely 

on any rule inserting a contextual feature, since contextual identity here is directly 

computed on both specified and unspecified instances of an F-element. Moreover, unlike 

the OCP-based analysis for which the wellformedness of gapped representation is 

21 A&P's (in press) analysis of Menomini vowel harmony is interesting in this regard 
(see also Cole 1987, Cole and Trigo 1988). According to A&P, Menomini has a leftward 
harmony rule of [+ATR] that is subject to non-adjacent identity as Khalkha Mongolian 
RH: the harmony rule applies from nonlow trigger to nonlow target (target must also be a 
long vowel) with a transparent low vowel fa! intervening (e.g. [cI:pa:hk!J.w] 'he cooks' 
vs. [nlci:pa:hkim] 'cook-nominative'). Of interest to us is that A&P, following CSpec, 
specify [+low] as the active F-element over [-low] based on the markedness 
consideration. Given this proposal, the intervening vowel is specified for [+low], and the 
trigger and the target of the rule are not specified for the contextual feature of [-low]; 
thus, the following configuration is posited as underlying representation. " 

[+low] 
I 

I a 

I 
[+ATR] 

Note that even if we allow an insertion of contextual [-low], any multiple linking is not 
possible due to the intermediate specification of[+low]. 
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necessary, the analysis proposed in this chapter does not hinge on this issue, because 

contextual identity here is posited as a condition independent of representational 

properties such as fused structures (see the next section for a detailed comparison). 

4.6.4 Summary 

Khalkha Mongolian RH is significant in that it exhibits a case of non-adjacent 

identity, for which the OCP-based analysis must rely on the wellformedness of gapped 

representations. We further note that even if the definition of identity is revised to 

incorporate gapped representations, the OCP-based analysis still hinges on stipulations 

that (i) contextual feature [-high] is present and (ii) the transparent IiI must be 

unspecified for [+high]. In this section, we focused on the latter issue and examined how 

such assumptions about feature specification fare with three of the current major theories 

of underspecification, Radical Underspecification, Contrastive Underspecification and 

Combinatorial Specification. I have shown that the feature specification assumed by the 

OCP-based analysis is not possible with RU or CU (nor with full specification or 

"minimal" underspecification argued by Mohanan 1991, Steriade 1993, Clements 1993 

(see footnote 14)), but is compatible only with CSpec. However, it was further pointed 

out that even if the OCP-based analysis is possible with CSpec, this analysis crucially 

depends on the otherwise unmotivated rule of [-high] insertion, which the current 

analysis does not require. 
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Closing this section, I compare how the two analyses, the OCP-based analysis and 

the proposed analysis based on the PIC, would deal with the cases of Khalkha Mongolian 

non-adjacent identity. 

(66) OCP-based Analysis PIC-based Analysis 
RU no yes 
CU no yes 
CSpec yes yes 
Full Specification no yes 
gapped representation hinge on gapped not dependent 

representation 
insertion rule and yes no 
extrinsic rule ordering 

Note that in the PIC-based analysis, contextual identity is independent of OCP-induced 

fusion, and hence the issue of gapped representations do not affect this analysis. Further, 

the PIC-based analysis of Khalkha Mongolian does not depend on insertion of redundant 

feature or extrinsic ordering of rules. 

4.7 Conclusion 

In this chapter, I have provided an analysis of Khalkha Mongolian RH, focusing 

on two issues. First, the RH rule in this language applies only from [-high] to [-high] 

vowels, presenting perhaps the most clear case of "ungrounded" identity, i.e contextual 

identity in terms of [-high]. As we noted in chapter three (section 3.4.2, in particular), 

such a PH rule that refers to identity in terms of a single feature value may pose a 

problem to the proposed analysis of identity. My analysis is based on the view that 
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identity is interpreted as logical equivalence, and thus is virtually tantamount to saying 

that the identity relation is computed on both values of a feature simultaneously, 

regardless of the specified feature value. In this chapter, I have proposed the following 

in regard to this issue. First, carefully examining several aspects of Khalkha Mongolian 

phonology, I argue that (i) the F-element [-back] plays an important role in this language, 

and (ii) only the high front vowel Iii is underlyingly specified for [-back]. Based on this, 

I further claim that RH does not apply to Iii due to an independently motivated grounded 

condition RDIHI "if [+round] then not [-back]", which holds of Khalkha Mongolian in 

general (note that there are no front rounded vowels in this language (Iii 61 are treated as 

back vowels (see section 4.1))). Viewed in this way, it is unnecessarily too restrictive to 

say that Khalkha Mongolian RH applies only from nonhigh to nonhigh vowels. That is, 

the high vowel sequences such as u-i and ii-i are immune to RH due to an independent 

reason, namely that the grounded condition RDIHI blocks the application of RH to the 

high vowel Iii; thus, stating that the RH rule is subject to contextual identity of [-high] 

redundantly excludes the high vowel sequences from possible undergoers of RH. My 

conclusion on this issue then is that Khalkha Mongolian RH does not pose a problem to 

my analysis of identity: identity is computed on specified and unspecified instances of 

[high] simultaneously, and the RH rule is constrained as it is, because of the 

independently motivated condition RDIHI. 

The second issue raised by Khalkha Mongolian RH is that contextual identity 

referred to by this rule may be "nonadjacent", in the sense that a transparent vowel Iii 
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may intervene between triggers and targets that are contextually identical. This aspect of 

the rule raises serious questions in regard to the OCP-based analysis of PH, which 

crucially depends on a multiply-linked structure induced on contextual identity (see 

section 3.2.2 of chapter three). First, the representation that this analysis draws on for 

this case must crucially be "gapped" (note that contextual identity is defined across the 

transparent Ii/). As we discussed in section 1.3.2 of chapter one, however, gapped 

representation are excluded as illformed by Adjacency and the Precedence Principle. 

Thus, given these two principles, the OCP-based analysis is problematic from the very 

beginning. Second, even if we revise the definition of adjacency and discard the 

Precedence Principle to allow gapped representations, the OCP-based analysis must 

further stipulate (i) that contextual feature [-high] must be specified at the time PH 

applies (note that multiple linking is not possible on unspecified features), and (ii) that 

the intervening Iii must be unspecified for [+high] at the time PH applies (otherwise, the 

representation results in violation of the NCC). I have demonstrated that such feature 

specification, assumption (ii) in particular, is problematic: it is not possible with CU or 

RU, because the feature [high] is "contrastive" for the high front vowel Iii (hence, CU 

specifies the intervening vowel Iii for [+high]) and the epenthetic vowel is nonhigh (thus, 

RU specifies the opposite feature value [+high] for the intervening vowel Ii/). The 

feature specification required by the OCP-based analysis may be possible under CSpec, 

but only with the introduction of an ad hoc rule of [-high] insertion. 
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The focus of the preceding chapters has been on the two types of Round Hannony 

(RH): the "grounded" RH rules that target high vowels to the exclusion of nonhigh 

vowels (e.g. Turkish RH); and the "parasitic" RH rules that apply from triggers to targets 

of like height (e.g. Yawelmani RH). The basis of my analysis of these rules was to draw 

upon two theoretical devices, grounded path conditions and a set of contextual identity 

conditions, Phonological Identity Conditions (PIC's). Specifically, I proposed that the 

attested patterns of the grounded RH rules are properly characterized by the grounded 

condition RDIHI, holding of targets; and that the patterns of the parasitic RH rules are 

explained mainly by a PIC that restricts the application of the rules to the cases where 

Arguments and Targets are contextually identical. 

In this chapter I examine the third type of RH, the patterns which are of a "hybrid" 

nature in the sense that the triggers and the targets of a rule are subject not only to 

contextual identity but a certain type of non-identity as well. The typical pattern of this 

hannony rule is exhibited by the following ex:amples of Yakut RH (Krueger 1962, 

Steriade 1981), where the RH rule applies in the context of identity, viz. [ahigh] triggers 

and [ahigh] targets (e.g. murun-u, ox-tor), and in one context of non-identity, i.e. [-high] 

• An earlier version of this chapter was presented at the Eastern States Conference on 
Linguistics '93, held at the Ohio State University. I would like to thank the audience, in 
particular David Odden, for helpful comments and discussions. 
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triggers and [+high] targets (e.g. ox-u)l. Crucially, however, this harmony rule does not 

apply in the other context of non-identity, viz. [+high] triggers and [-high] targets (e.g. 

kus-tar, not *kus-tor). 

(1) tty-i 
aya-i 
murun-u 

oX-u 

'foal-Acc. ' 
'father-Acc. ' 

'nose-Acc. ' 

'arrow-Acc. ' 

balik-tar 'fish-Nom.PI. ' 
at-tar 'horse-Nom. PI ' 

ox-tor 'arrow-N om.PI. ' 
kus-tar (*-tor) 'duck-Nom.PI. ' 

Note that the harmony rules of this type are clearly different from the rules we 

discussed in the previous chapters. These rules are distinct from the "grounded" rules in 

that they are subject fully to contextual identity (see (2ab) below); and they are also 

different from the "parasitic" rules in that they are subject to contextual non-identity as 

well (see (2c) below). 

(2) 
a. 
b. 
C. 

d. 

Contextual Features 
trigger target 
[+high] [+high] 
[ -high] [-high] 
[-high] [+high] 
[+high] [-high] 

Application ofRH 
Turkish Yawelmani 
YES YES 
no YES 
YES no 
no no 

Yakut 
YES 
YES 
YES 
no 

It appears that the harmony rules of the Yakut type bring about at least three 

interesting issues. First, harmony pattern of this .. sort is not limited to RH rules, but is 

often found with other harmony rules, such as Height Harmony and ATR Harmony. In 

I Korn (1969) and Steriade (1981) report that the RH rule in Altai, another Turkic 
language, exhibits similar patterns of harmony (see also Kirghiz in section 5.4 of this 
chapter). 
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Shona, for example, Height Harmony (spreading of [-high]) applies (i) from [around] 

vowel to [around] vowel (contexts of identity), and (ii) from [+round] to [-round] vowel 

(context of non-identity); but not from [-round] to [+round] vowels (Fortune 1955, 

Myers 1987, Selkirk 1991b) (see also Vata ATR Harmony discussed in section 5.2.1.2). 

Second, the harmony patterns of these rules are not randomly distributed but are 

constrained in a fixed way. As exhibited by Yakut RH and will be demonstrated further 

by other harmony rules of this type, these harmony rules always apply if Argments and 

Target are identically specified for a contextual feature. In other words, we observe that 

the harmony rules of this type are restricted to the patterns (3A) and (3B), in which RH 

applies to the identical contexts (3ab); the patterns such as (3C) and (3D), where the 

application of RH skips one of the identical contexts, are not attested. 

(3) 
a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 

trig 
[+F] -
[-F] -
[-F] -
r+Fl -

I examples 

targ A 
[+F] YES 
[-F] YES 
[+F] YES 
r-Fl no 

Yakut, etc. 

B C 
YES YES 
YES no 
no YES 
YES YES 
Shona, etc. ??? 
Vata 

D 
no 

YES 
YES 
YES 
??? 

Third, these rules apply to only one of context non-identity, either (3c) as in Yakut, or 

(3d) as in Vata to be discussed below. That is, the context of non-identity to which the 

rules of this type are subject may vary from case to case. Thus, to properly characterize 
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the harmony rules of this type, we also need a theoretical device that constrains the 

application of the rules to the attested context ofnon-identity2. 

Referring to the rules of the Yakut type collectively as "Semi-Parasitic" Hannony 

(Semi-PH) after Hayes (1991), I explore in this chapter an analysis that would 

characterize the restricted patterns of Semi-PH in the most principled and systematic 

way. The major argument to be made in this chapter is that Semi-PH does not have an 

independent status in phonology but is a phenomenon derivable from the theoretical 

devices proposed in the preceding chapters, PIC's and a set of grounded path conditions. 

Specifically, I claim that Semi-PH is derived from two rules, (i) one subject to a PIC (the 

Parasitic Harmony rule) and (ii) the other subject to a grounded path condition, holding 

of either Arguments or Targets of the rules (the grounded harmony rule). By positing 

that Semi-PH is subject to a PIC, we explain why Semi-PH mandatorily applies in the 

contexts of identity (3ab), thereby excluding languages of types (3C) and (3D); and by 

positing that Semi-PH is subject to a grounded path condition governing either 

Arguments or Targets, we account for why Semi-PH applies in the context of non-

identity as well, delimited either to (3c) or to (3d). 

2 Selkirk (1991b), Odden (1991), and Scullen (1992), each based on different rules of 
this type, treat it as an exception that one type of non-identity escapes the application of 
the rule. Under this approach, any of the contexts listed in (3) is potentially immune 
(hence exceptional) to the application of the rule. This predicts that all the patterns (3A) 
(3B) (3C) (3D) are to be attested. As we noted above, however, the patterns that these 
rules exhibit are confined to (3A) and (3B), falsifying such a proposal. 
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This chapter is organized in the following way. In section 5.2, I examine three 

cases of Semi-PH, Yakut RH, Shona Height Harmony, and Vata Phrase-Level ATR 

Harmony; and argue that these cases of Semi-PH are attributed to two rules, a PH rule 

and a grounded harmony rule governed either by a T(arget)-condition (Yakut RH and 

Shona Height Harmony) or by an A(rgument)-condition (Vata ATR Harmony). In 

section 5.3, I discuss an alternative "one-rule-only" analysis of Semi-PH as proposed by 

Peng (1992b), which appeals to a "trigger-target" condition formulated as an "if x-trigger 

then y-target" (where x and y are proper contextual F-elements). I point out that this 

analysis works only if a certain value of a contextual feature is active. Centering on this 

point, I argue that this analysis is problematic since the active value of a contextual 

feature in some cases is opposite to the one assumed by this analysis. In section 5.4, I 

examine a more complicated and challenging case of Semi-PH, Kirghiz RH, which is 

argued to be a case where only the back vowels exhibit the patterns of Semi-PH and the 

front vowels undergo the straightforward application of the RH rule. I note that the latter 

pattern of Kirghiz RH is particularly interesting in that (i) the standard analysis, as 

proposed by Steriade (1981) and Cole & Trigo (1988), posits a PH rule that applies from 

[-back] to [-back] vowel (i.e. contextual identity of [-back]), and (ii) such identity in 

terms of one value of a binary feature, if it turns out to be the case indeed, poses a 

problem to the notion of identity proposed earlier (recall the Identity Implementation 

Hypothesis, which posits that identity is implemented as logical equivalence). I propose 

that the apparent problem of "one-value" identity is avoided, once we recognize the 
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refined organization of vocalic features, in which the two features [round] and [back] 

comprise a constituent (Odden 1991, Clements 1991b, Wiswall 1991b, among others). 

Finally in section 5.5, I provide the summary and conclusion of this chapter. 

5.2 Deriving "Semi-Parasitic" Harmony 

In this section, I discuss three rules of Semi-PH, Yakut RH, Shona Height 

Harmony, and Vata Phrase-Level ATR Harmony. After examining the harmony patterns 

in each language, I argue that Semi-PH is merely a surface phenomenon that is derived 

from the two rules: (i) a PH rule dictated by the PIC; and (ii) a grounded rule governed 

either by the grounded T -condition RDIHI that holds of Targetsof the rules (Yakut and 

Shona), or by the A-condition ATRIHI that holds of Arguments of the rule (Vata). 

5.2.1 Semi-PH as a Rule Governed by PIC and Grounded T-Condition 

5.2.1.1 Yakut RH 

5.2.1.1.1 Harmony Patterns 

As is often the case with many Turkic languages, Yakut, a Turkic language spoken 

in the northern part of East Siberia, also has a symmetrical eight vowel system as given 

below (cf. Krueger 1962, Steriade 1981). 

(4) 

e 
ii 
6 

1 

a 
u 
o 
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The quality of the vowels in non-initial position is heavily dependent upon the quality of 

the initial vowel due to the two rules of harmony, Backness and Round Harmony. The 

point of interest here is the restriction on the application of RH. In contrast to Backness 

harmony that applies to all vowels across-the-board (hence all vowels agree in backness 

with their preceding vowels), the application of RH hinges on the contextual quality of 

[high]. Specifically, RH in this language applies in three contexts: (i) from high to high 

vowels, (ii) from nonhigh to high vowels, and (iii) from nonhigh to nonhigh vowels, but 

crucially, not from high to nonhigh vowels. The patterns of vowel harmony, as applied 

to the accusative suffix I-II and the nominative plural suffix l-tAr/, are illustrated below 

(data from Krueger 1962:74,81). 

(5) Harmony of the high vowels 
Preceding Value Accusative (-I) Gloss 
-back -round tiis-i 'tooth' 

et-i 'meat' 
+round tiinniik-ii 'window' 

oy-ii 'sense' 
+back -round tty-i 'foal' 

a'Ya-i 'father' 
+round murun-u 'nose' 

oX-u 'arrow' 
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(6) Harmony of the nonhigh vowels3 

Preceding Value Nom.pl. (-tAr) Gloss 
-back -round tiis-ter 'tooth' 

sep-ter 'tool' 
+round tiinniik-ter (*-tor) 'window' 

ottox-tor 'farm' 
+back -round balik-tar 'fish' 

at-tar 'horse' 
+round kus-tar (*-tor) 'duck' 

ox-tor 'arrow' 

The examples in (5), which involve a high vowel in the suffix position, exhibit the 

unconstrained pattern of vowel harmony. The two rules of harmony, Back and Round 

Harmony, freely operate on the suffix high vowels to make them agree with the stem 

vowels in the features [round] and [back]; hence, we observe the alternation of 

[i]-[i]-[ii]-[u]. 

The examples in (6), those with a nonhigh suffix vowel, illustrate the constrained 

patterns of RH: unlike Backness Harmony whose application is free from any 

restrictions, RH is crucially restricted in that the RH rule does not affect the suffix 

nonhigh vowels if they are preceded by a high stem vowel. Thus, we find runniik-ter 

'window-nominative plural' instead of *runniik-tor, kus-tar 'duck-nominative plural' 

3 The nominative plural suffix further undergoes consonantal assimilation; thus its actual 
form may vary depending upon the quality of the preceding consonant (Krueger 
1962:73-74). In general, l-nArI appears after a nasal, 1m!, In!, or Irj/ (xatiIJ-nar 
'birches'); l-dArI appears after Iy rl (saray-dar 'barns'); and l-tArI appears after a 
voiceless consonant, Ipl, It!, 1kI, lsI, or IXI (the vowel quality is determined by the 
harmony rules). Ifno consonants precede, the suffix realizes as I-IArI (crya-lar 'fathers'). 
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instead of *kus-tor. The patterns of the changes induced by the harmony rules are 

summarized in the following chart. 

(7) V \V, +high -high 
+high a. ii i --> ii ii c. ii a --> ii e (*ii 0) 

u i --> uu u a --> u a (*u 0) 
-high b. 6 1 --> o ii d. 6 a --> 0 0 

0 i --> o U 0 a --> 0 0 

Such restricted patterns of RH are not limited to polymorphemic forms; as seen by 

the following examples, monomorphemic forms observe exactly the same restriction. 

That is, if the stem-initial high rounded vowels Iii uI are followed by a nonhigh vowel, 

we find that the noninitial vowel is unrounded lei or la!, not rounded 161 or 101 (e.g. siirex 

'heart' instead of *siiroX; kulgaax 'ear' instead of *kulgooX)). 

(8) V\V, +high -high 
+high biitiin 'whole' sorex (*siiroX) 'heart' 

kuturuk 'tail' kulgaax (*kulgooX) 'ear' 

-high soriiiin 'cool' boyo 'strong' 

toyus 'nine' oton 'berry' 

Characterized as such, Yakut RH is a clear case of Semi-PH that applies from 

[ahigh] to [ahigh] vowels (the contexts of identity) (see (7ad)), and from [-high] to 

[+high] vowels (the context of non-identity) (see (7b)). The RH rule critically does not 

apply in the opposite context of non-identity, namely, the context of [+high] triggers and 

[-high] targets (see (7c)). 
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5.2.1.1.2 Analysis 

My analysis of the Yakut harmony patterns is based on the idea that the contextual 

restriction can be captured by the two conditions, the Phonological Identity Condition 

(PIC) and a grounded path condition. Specifically, the fundamental claim to be made is 

that the context of identity is characterized by the PIC, while the context of non-identity 

can be properly delimited by a grounded condition, in this case, RDIHI that holds of the 

targets of the rules. 

To see how this works, let us first consider the underlying vowel representation in 

Yakut that I assume for this chapter4. 

(9) The Underlying Representation of the Yakut Vowels 
e ii 6 t a u 0 

back 
round + + + + 
high 

4 The underlying representation presented above is based on the active F-elements 
[-back] [+round] [-high]. Note that although these specific F-elements are selected, my 
analysis does not hinge on any particular specification of features. Thus, if [+high] is 
specified instead, for example, neither the formulation of the identity condition nor that 
of grounded conditions is affected. That is, if [+high] is activated, the only difference 
with respect to grounded conditions is that the positive "if [+round] then [+high]", rather 
than the negative condition "if [+round] then not [-high]", is invoked (see (12». As 
demonstrated by A&P (in press), the empirical consequences of the two conditions are 
not different. 
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Based on the feature representation (9), the sequences of vowels in question obtain the 

specification of contextual feature as below. (Notational remarks: "0" is for the absent 

value of [high], namely [+high]; and the trigger of the rule is capitalized). 

(l0) Contexts Specification Examples Gloss 
a. HIGH-high 0-0 murun-u 'nose-Acc. ' 
b. NONHIGH-nonhigh [-high] - [-high] ox-tor 'arrow-NomPl. ' 
c. NONHIGH-high [-high] - 0 oX-u 'arrow-Acc.' 
d. *HIGH-nonhigh 0- [-high] kus-tar (*-tor) 'duck-NomPl. ' 

As noted above, the RH rule applies in the configurations (IOabc) but not in (lad). 

In the current analysis, the restriction is captured in the following way. First, the 

application of the rule in (lOab) is attributed to the PIC, formulated as below. 

(11) The PIC for Yakut RH 
identical ([ +round], Target, [high]) 

Recall that this condition is interpreted as "[+round], Argument of a rule, is identical to 

Target on the feature tier [high]"; and that identity is implemented as logical equivalence 

(see section 3.3.1 of chapter three). Thus, whichever value of a binary feature is active, 

both the specified (lab) and the unspecified (l0) instances of [-high] are considered to be 

identical. 

The other half of the restriction, RH applying in (lOc) but not in (lad), is 

characterized by the grounded path condition RDIHI, in this case, by the condition (l2b) 

(l2) a. if[+round] then [+high] 
b. if[+round] then not [-high] 
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As proposed by A&P (in press), grounded conditions may hold of Arguments of a rule 

(A-condition) or of Targets of a rule (T-condition). If we posit the condition (12b) as a 

grounded T -condition that holds of targets of RH, we could explain why the RH rule 

applies to one context of non-identity (tOc), but not the other (IOd). That is, the target is 

specified with [-high] in (lOd), to which RH cannot apply because the proposed 

condition blocks the combination of [+round] and [-high]. Compare the following two 

configurations. 

(13) a. nonhigh-high (lOc) b. *high-nonhigh (1 Od) 

[-high] 0 

I 
o I 
~ ....... . 

[+round] 

Note now an interesting issue that this analysis gives rise to. Although implicit in 

the analysis presented above, there are cases where the two conditions, the PIC (11) and 

the grounded T-condition (12b), conflict with each other. That is, as illustrated below, 

the case (14b), although it satisfies the PIC, does not meet the grounded T-condition 

(note that the target in this case is [-high]); and conversely, the case (14c), although it 

satisfies the grounded T-condition, does not meet the PIC. The RH rule, however, 

nonetheless applies to both cases. 
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(14) Contexts Specification PIC T-Cond. 
a. HIGH-high 0-0 YES YES 
b. NONHIGH-nonhigh [-high] - [-high] I ~~S no 
c. NONHIGH-high [-high] - 0 YES 
d. *HI GH -nonhigh 0- [-high] no no 

It seems, then, that the satisfaction of one condition, either the PIC or the 

T -condition, suffices for the application of Yakut RH. Formally, it may be possible to 

say that such an aspect of rule application is attributed to a single RH rule subject to the 

PIC or the grounded T-condition RDIHL I posit, however, that such a mode of rule 

application is in fact attributed to two rules, rather than a single rule, since it does not 

exhibit a uniform property but is subject to two disjunctive sets of drastically different 

conditions, a PIC and a grounded path condition5 (for related disussion, see section 6.3 of 

chapter six). Specifically, I propose that Yakut RH is characterized by the two rules 

given below, the "parasitic" RH (lSa) governed by a PIC and the "grounded" RH (1Sb) 

governed by a grounded T -condition. 

5 I can think of two alternatives to the two-rule-based analysis presented here. One 
would be the analysis proposed by Peng (1992b), which is based on the idea that the 
relation between triggers and targets is characterized by the logical connective "if-then" 
(in the case ofYakut RH, "if [+high] triggers then [+high] targets"). The other would be 
the analysis based on the Optimality Theory (cf. Prince and Smolensky 1993, McCarthy 
and Prince 1993). For detailed discussion of the first analysis, see section 5.3 of this 
chapter. 
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(15) Two Rules of Yakut RH 
a. P .. R dH arasltlc oun armony 

Argument r+roundl 
Function insert 
Type path 
Direction from left to right 
Iteration yes 
Conditions 

Identity identical a+round], Target, fhighl) 

b. G d dR dH roun e oun armony 
Argument r+round] 
Function insert 
Type path 
Direction from left to right 
Iteration yes 
Conditions 

T -Condition if [+round] then not [-high] 

The parasitic RH rule applies to the contexts (14ab), explaining why the sequences of 

vowels that are of like height are affected by RH; and the grounded rule applies to the 

contexts (14ac), characterizing why the high targets undergo RH6. Treated this way, 

then, Semi-PH as exhibited by Yakut RH is entirely a derivable phenomenon, whose 

existence is naturally predicted by the theoretical devices that we proposed in the 

previous chapters, the PIC and the grounded path condition RD/HI. 

6 In the case where both rules (15ab) potentially apply (i.e. (14a)), I posit that the 
application of one rule is vacuous if the other rule has already applied. 
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5.2.1.2 Shona Height Harmony 

5.2.1.2.1 Harmony Patterns 

The converse case of Yakut RH is found in Shona, a Bantu language spoken 

mainly in Zimbabwe (Fortune 1955, Myers i987, Selkirk 1991b). Shona has a typical 

five vowel system Ii e a 0 u/) and, as in many Bantu languages, there is a very productive 

rule of post-root Height Harmony by which [-high] spreads from a mid vowel in the stem 

onto a suffix high vowel, yielding i-e and u-o alternations (see Clements 1991a for the 

discussion of Height Harmony in other Bantu languages). The typical patterns of 

harmony are illustrated by the alternation of the neutral suffix [ik ]-[ ek] given below (the 

data are from Fortune (1955:206-207,222-223) unless noted otherwise). 

(16) Neutral (-Ik-) Gloss 
a. high simik-ik-a 'be transplantable' 
b. tambudz-ik-a 'be afflicted' 
c. verel1-ek-a 'be numerable' 
d. on-ek-a 'be audible' 
e. low ras-ik-a 'get lost' 

After looking into the patterns above, we note that two properties of the harmony 

rule deserve further comments. First, it is clear from the example (16e), ras-ik-a, that the 

alternation in question, [ik]-[ek], cannot be explained by spreading [+high] from high 

vowels in stems. If the alternation is induced by [+high] spreading, we would expect the 

suffix form with high vowel [ik] to appear only after a high vowel stem; but as we see in 

ras-ik-a, the high suffix vowel nonetheless occurs after a low stem vowel. Second, if we 
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opt for the rule of [-high] spreading, it may still seem odd that the low vowel, which is 

[-high] phonetically, does not trigger the harmony rule. Crucially, however, [-high] is 

redundant for the low vowel in Shona, and the problem is readily resolved under the 

theory of underspecification that treats redundant features as unspecified in the 

underlying representation7 (see the underlying feature representations for the Shona 

vowels in (20». 

Of interest to us is rather the contextual condition imposed on the triggers and the 

targets of the rule. As illustrated by the repetitive suffix I-UrUr-1 below, the mid vowel 

lei crucially does not trigger the harmony rule of [-high] spreading onto the suffix vowel 

that is high rounded (17 C)8. 

7 Actually, this analysis is possible only in certain versions of underspecification theory. 
Given the three prevailing theories of underspecification, Radical Underspecification 
(Kiparsky 1982, Archangeli 1984), Contrastive Underspecification (Steriade 1987a, 
Clements 1987), and Combinatorial Specification (A&P, in press), it appears that the 
underlying absence of [-high] for the low vowel Ia! is guaranteed by any of these 
theories. At the time the harmony rule (i.e. the spreading of [-high]) applies, however, 
the unspecification of [-high] cannot be maintained crucially in Radical 
Underspecification because of the principle of the Redundancy Rule Ordering Constraint 
(RROC; Archangeli 1984), which automatically introduces a feature [F] ([-high] in this 
case) before the application of a rule referring to the feature [F] (the harmony rule of 
[-high] spreading in this case). See A&P (in press) for discussion of this issue (see also 
footnotes 7 and 18 for related discussion). 

8 It appears that such a restriction is quite common in the height harmony systems of the 
Bantu languages. A similar restriction is also found in Haya (Byarushengo 1975; A&P, 
in press), Shi (Polak-Bynon 1975), Kinyarwanda (Kimenyi 1979), Chichewa (Mtenje 
1985, Scullen 1992), and Kimatuumbi (Odden 1991, 1992). 
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(17) Repetitive (-UrUr-) Gloss 
a. high pind-urur-a 
b. tuk-urur-a 
c. mid send-urur-a (* -oror-) 
d. dzol1g-oror-a 
e. low famb-urur-a 'walk again' 

In other words, the patterns of harmony are constrained as in (18): the harmony rule of 

[-high] spreading freely targets the front unrounded suffix vowel, inducing the [e]-[i] 

alternation (18ab); but [-high] spreads onto the back rounded suffix vowel only if the 

triggering vowel is also back rounded /0/ (18cd). 

(18) a. e i ---> e e (16c) 
b. o i ---> o e (16d) 
c. e u ---> e u (*e 0) (17c) 
d. o u ---> o 0 (17d) 

The patterns of Shona Height Harmony are further characterized as in (19), 

referring to the contextual feature of [round]. Of the four logically possibilities, the 

harmony rule applies (i) from either unrounded or rounded triggers to unrounded targets 

(18ab) (19ab) and (ii) from rounded triggers to rounded targets (18d) (19d), but crucially 

not from unrounded triggers to rounded targets (18c) (19c). 

(19) Patterns of Shona Height Harmony 
trigger target 

a. unrounded unrounded (18a) 
b. rounded unrounded (18b) 
c. I *unrounded rounded I (18c) 
d. rounded rounded (18d) 
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Shona Height Harmony then is another clear case of Semi-PH that applies from 

[around] triggers to [around] targets (the contexts of identity), and from [+round] 

triggers to [-round] targets (the context of non-identity). Further, the Shona harmony 

rule is the converse case of the Yakut RH in the sense that the harmonic feature of Yakut 

RH, [round], is the contextual feature in Shona, and conversely, the contextual feature of 

Yakut RH, [high], is the harmonic feature in Shona. This aspect of the rules is 

significant since it would suggest that the harmony systems in Shona and Yakut are to be 

characterized in a similar way, although superficially they look radically different. 

5.2.1.2.2 Analysis 

The analysis of the Shona Height Harmony is quite parallel to that of the Yakut 

RH discussed in the previous section. As in the case with Yakut, I posit that the harmony 

patterns are ascribed to two conditions, a PIC and a grounded path condition holding of 

the targets of a rule (T -condition). The conditions to be invoked are "trivially" different 

from those of Yakut: contextual identity here is defined on the [round] tier, rather than 

on the [high] tier (thus, the PIC is formulated as "identical ([-high], Target, [round]") and 

the grounded condition is of the format NONHIIRD, rather than RD/HI (see the 

discussion below). 

The detailed analysis of the Shona harmony patterns is as follows. First, the 

underlying representations of the vowels are as in (20), based on the three active 

F-elements, [-high], [+round], and [+low]. 



(20) a. The Underlying Representation of the Shona Vowels 
12345 678 

high 
round 
low ; D~ D; u 

+ 

a, 1 

+ 

b. Grounded Conditions 
if [+round] then not [+low] (excludes 1 and 5) 
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Three F-elements generate eight combinatorial possibilities, of which the combinations 1 

and 5 are excluded by invoking the grounded condition "if [+round] then not [+low]". 

The potential problem of "ambiguity" of the low vowel fa! (i.e. both the combinations 3 

and 7 above would refer to fa/) is resolved by the principle of Representational 

Simplicity, proposed by A&P (in press). 

(21) Representational Simplicity (A&P, in press:83) 
The value of a representation is the inverse of the number of: 
i. terminal F-elements 
ii. associations to termhlal F-elements 

That is, the representation 7 (/~ /) is smaller both in the number of terminal F-elements 

and associations than the representation 3 (la,/); hence, according to this principle, the 

former representation is counted as simpler or more valued than the latter. Note that this 

decision has a significant bearing on the behavior of the low vowel with respect to the 

harmony rules that we observed earlier. Although it is phonetically [-high], this F-

element is systematically absent for the low vowel; hence, it does not trigger the 

harmony rule of [-high] spreading. 
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Based on the feature representation (20), let us now examine how we characterize 

the harmony patterns. First, the contextual specifications for the harmony rule would be 

expressed as in the box below ("0" is for the absence of [+roundD. 

(22) Contexts Specification Examples 
a. unround-unround 0-0 vereTJ-ek-a (16c) 
b. round-round [+round] - [+round] dzollg-oror-a (17 d) 
c. round-unround [+round] - 0 gon-ek-a (16d) 
d. *unround-round 0- f+roundl send-urur-a (*-oror-) (17c) 

Recall that the Shona harmony rule, the spreading of [-high], applies in the contexts of 

identity (22ab) and in the context of non-identity like (22c), but not to (22d). Given the 

feature specification above, the application of the harmony rule in the identical contexts 

of (22ab) is directly attributed to the "parasitic" harmony rule that is controlled by the 

PIC "identical ([-high], Target, [round])". 

(23) P .. H . h H . Sh arasltJc elgl t armony In ona 
Argument [-high] 
Function insert 
Type path 
Direction from left to right 
Iteration yes 
Conditions 

Identity identical. ([-high], Target, [round]) 

The application of the harmony rule to the context of non-identity (22c), on the 

other hand, is characterized by resorting to the grounded T -condition that governs the 

combinations of [high] and [round]. The condition we invoke here is identical to that we 

did for the Yakut case in all but one trivial aspect: the harmonic feature (namely, the 
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"argument" of the rule) in this case is [high]; thus, if we follow A&P's (in press) 

formulation of grounded conditions, [high] should be placed in the if-clause (see chapter 

two for further exposition of this aspect of grounded conditions). Of the following four 

conditions that indicate such a relation, the condition we need for the Shona case is 

(24d), which includes the specified features of [-high] and [+round]. 

(24) HIIRD 
a. if [+high] then [+round] 
b. if [+high] then not [-round] 

NONHI/RD 
c. if [-high] then [-round] 
d. if [-high] then not [+round] 

Recall that the condition NONHI/RD (24cd) is allowed based on the interpretation that 

[-high] involves an active gesture of tongue body lowering (see section 2.2.2 of chapter 

three). This is counter to A&P's (in press) original use of grounded path conditions, 

which suggests that [-high] does not indicate any active articulatory gesture, and hence 

cannot be placed as antecedents (see section 1.2 of chapter one). As A&P (in press: 151) 

themselves point out, the resolution of this issue comes from the empirical consideration 

(see also footnote 4 of chapter two). In the presence of cases like Shona, where [-high] 

functions a.s Argument and is subject to a constraint on feature combination, I posit that 

the conditions (24cd) are "grounded". 

The harmony rule, if its targets are delimited by the condition (24c), would apply 

only to unrounded targets (22c); its application to rounded targets (22d) would generate 
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an intolerable feature combination in light of the condition (24d). Such a function of the 

grounded condition (24d) as a rule blocker is demonstrated by the configurations 

presented below, (25b) in particular. The grounded harmony rule governed by this 

condition is formulated in (26). 

(25) a. round-unround (22c) b. ·unround-round (22d) 

[+round] 0 

I 
o I 
~ ....... . 

[-high]] 

(26) G d dR dH roun e oun . Sh armonym ona 
Argument f-highl 
Function insert 
Type path 
Direction from left to right 
Iteration yes 
Conditions 

T -Condition if [-high] then not [+round] 

To summarize, we have so far discussed two cases of Semi-PH, Yakut RH and 

Shona Height Harmony. After looking into the harmony patterns of each language, I 

argued that (i) the puzzling patterns of Semi-PH are directly explained by the theoretical 

devices I proposed in the previous chapters, the PIC and a set of grounded conditions; 

and that (ii) the surface patterns of Yakut RH and Shona Height Harmony, which appear 

to be radically different from each other, are both attributed to the conditions that 

characterize the relation between the features [round] and [high]. 
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5.2.2 Semi-PH as a Rule Governed by PIC and Grounded A-Condition 

5.2.2.1 Phrase-Level [+ATR] Harmony in Vata 

As discussed in chapter two, one of the fundamental properties of grounded 

conditions is that they can hold not only of targets but of Arguments of a rule as well (see 

A&P, in press, and Gerfen 1993). This aspect of grounded conditions makes a testable 

prediction regarding the analysis of Semi-PH presented above: if there are cases of Semi-

PH that are derivable from the rules of PH and a rule governed by a grounded 

T -condition, we would also expect to find the cases of Semi-PH where the patterns are 

attributed to PH and a rule governed by an A-condition, viz. the grounded condition that 

holds of the Arguments of a rule9• In this section, I discuss one such case of Semi-PH, 

Phrase-Level [+ATR] Harmony in Vata, a Kru language spoken in Ivory Coast (Kaye 

1982, Kiparsky 1985). 

Vata has a system of ten vowels, which are divided into the main groups of Ii e A 

o u/ and II e: a 0 ul based on the value of [ATR]. 

(27) 
1 

e 

[+ATR] 

A 

u 
o 

I 

e: 

[-ATR] 

a 

u 
o 

9 Another type to be predicted is the harmony rules whose patterns are derived from the 
two grounded rules, one governed by a T-condition and the other by an A-condition 
(thanks to Andrea Heiberg for bringing this point to my attention), but so far I have not 
located any PH patterns of this type. 
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As Kaye (1982) reports, there are two rules of ATR Harmony in Vata, which exhibit 

quite different properties. The first harmony rule applies obligatorily within the domain 

of a monomorphemic word (28a), a stern plus affixes (28b), or each member of a 

compound (so the members of a compound may not agree in the value of [ATR] (28c)). 

The application of this rule is regular and straightforward, as we see in the patterns listed 

below, in which the vowels within a relevant domain agree either in [+ATR] or [-ATR] 

across the board. 

(28) ATR Harmony #1 
a. Monomorphemic words: 

[+ATR] 
menA 
kosu 
bido 

'nose' 
'fire' 
'wash' 

[-ATR] 
nugbofa 
ne:nI 
golu 

b. Stem plus InstrumentallLocative suffix -IE: 
[+ATR] [-ATR] 
pi-Ie 'prepare with' kla-l e: 
bi-le 'walk with' IJonu -Ie: 
su-le 'crush with' blI-le: 

'skull' 
'walk' 
'dugout' 

'seize with' 
'sleep in' 
'sing in' 

c. Compounds: 
su#no 
jla#yo 
bogu#popA 

([+ATR]#[-ATR]) 'tree # caterpillar' 
([-ATR]#[+ATR]) 'lion # child' 
([-ATR]#[+ATR]) 'foot # broom' 

Since this rule is not directly relevant to the points of this section (it appears to have 

neither T-condition nor A-condition since [ATR] affects all vowels within a relevant 

domain), I will not discuss it any further, except to point out that the domain of the rule 
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application would be captured as the prosodic unit of "phonological word" (cf. Selkirk 

1984, Nespor and Vogel 1986, Hayes 1989). 

Of interest to us rather is the second ATR Harmony rule, which 1 term as "Phrase-

Level" ATR Harmony. This harmony rule applies optionally between phonological 

words (i.e. between two words or between the members of compounds) and, more 

crucially, exhibits the properties of Semi-PH. Before examining the patterns of this rule 

any further, however, 1 would like to direct the attention of the readers to three 

fundamental properties of this rule: (i) it is a spreading of [+ATR], rather than [-ATR], 

(ii) it applies iteratively, and (iii) from right to left. Consider the following examples (all 

data below are from Kaye 1982; "ro" is a phonological word boundary and triggers of 

harmony are underlined). 

(29) ATR Harmony #2: Phrase-Level ATR Harmony 
a. [-ATR]ro[+ATR] ---> [+ATR]ro[+ATR] 

ko gWo ---> kQ gWo *ko gW.Q 'a man runs' 
n la yo ---> n II! yo *n la y.Q 'I called a child' 

b. [+ATR]ro[-ATR] -/-> *[ -ATR]ro[ -ATR] 
yo mle -/-> *Y.Q mle *yo mlS! 'a child leaves' 
nyi aba -/-> *nyl. aba *nyi ~ba 'I know Aba' 

c. o ka za pi ---> Q kl! ZI! pi *0 kazl! pi 'he will cook food' 
o nI za pi ---> Q ni Zc4 pi *0 nr ZI! pi 'he didn't cook food' 

The examples (29a) illustrate that [-ATR] of the first syllable assimilates regressively to 

[+ATR] of the following syllable, which indicates that the harmony rule is spreading 

[+ATR] from right to left (thus, *ko gW..Q, *n la Y..Q). The examples (29b), in which 
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[+ATR] vowels followed by a [-ATR] vowel remain intact, show that the rule cannot be 

described as a [-ATR] spreading rule (i.e. *YQ mle, *ny.J. aba), nor as [+ATR] 

spreading to the right (i.e. *yo mig, *nyi !!ba). Finally, the examples (29c) demonstrate 

that the application of this rule is iterative (thus, *0 ka z!!pi, *0 nI Z!!pi)IO. 

With this much background information, let us now turn to the point of interest, 

the contextually constrained patterns of this harmony rule. As Kaye (1982:431) notes, 

the application of this harmony rule is subject to a certain contextual condition defined 

by height. Consider the following examples first (recall that the triggers are capitalized). 

10 Actually there are other complications that 1 have not pointed out. First, if a 
polysyllabic phonological word is followed by a [+ATR] trigger, only the rightmost 
syllable of the phonological word undergoes this harmony process (cf. (a)). Second, the 
harmony rule cannot go over such polysyllabic phonological words (cf. (b)). See 
Kiparsky (1985) for a possible analysis of this phenomenon. 

a. 0 nI saka pi --> 0 nI sakA (*SAkA) pi 'he didn't cook rice' 
bc:lI#gi --> b81i (*beli) # gi 'deer tails' 

b. n ka saka pi --> n ka (*kA) sakA pi 'I will cook rice' 
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(30) Contexts Examples Gloss 
a. high-HIGH n nu «-- nu) kIll 'I made stools' 

cf. e nu e luloo 'it made its nest' 
b. mid-HIGH n nrka ko «-- ko) nu 'I will hear a man' 

cf. n no ka 'I hear a man' 
c. low-HIGH sakA «-- saka) # fiu 'rice water' 

cf. saka 'rice' 
I d. *high-MID belI (-I->*beli) # gQ 'deer tail' 

e. mid-MID ko«--ko) Ie tie 'a man eats a snake' 
cf. ka dal tI e 'a man kills a snake' 

f. low-MID jlA «-- jla) # ~ 'lion cub' 
cf. 'Ia 'lion' 

'he didn't cook food' 
h. 'he will cook food' 

'he didn't cook food' 
low-LOW 'he will cook food' 

'I will cook food' 

The first three examples (30abc) show that the harmony rule applies from high triggers to 

targets of any height (recall that the harmony rule applies from right to left). The next 

three examples (30def) demonstrate that the application of the rule is constrained if the 

trigger is mid: it does not apply from mid triggers to high targets. The last three 

examples (30ghi) show that the application of the rule is constrained in yet another way: 

if the trigger is low, the rule applies only to mid or low vowels (i.e. the rule does not 

apply from low triggers to high targets). In all, then, the application of the harmony rule 

is constrained so that it does not apply from mid or low triggers to high targets (30dg); 

in other contexts, the rule freely applies. 

Such patterns of the harmony rule become significant for the present discussion, 

once we arrange the contexts based on the high-nonhigh distinction. Since the rule does 

not apply from mid or low (i.e. nonhigh) triggers to high targets, but does apply in the 
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other contexts, the contextual restriction for this hannony rule can be characterized as 

below. 

(31) 
a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 

target 
high 
nonhigh 
nonhigh 
*high 

TRIGGER 
HIGH 
NONHIGH 
HIGH 
NONHIGH 

(30a) 
(30efui) 
(30bc) 
(30dg) 

The rule of Phrase-Level [+ATR] Hannony is then another case of Semi-PH: it applies 

from [a.high] triggers to [a.high] targets (31ab) (the contexts of identity), and from high 

triggers to nonhigh targets (31c) (the context of non-identity). Similar to the cases that 

we examined in the previous sections, however, the other context of non-identity, i.e. the 

context of nonhigh trigger and high targets, is free from the effect of the hannony rule. 

5.2.2.2 Analysis 

As in the cases of Yakut and Shona, I propose that the contextual constraints seen 

in (31) are attributed to two conditions, a PIC and a grounded path condition. Unlike 

Yakut and Shona, however, the grounded condition for the Vata hannony rule should 

crucially govern the Arguments, not the Targets of the rule. To demonstrate this point, 

let us first consider the underlying vowel representation in Vata. I posit four active 

F-elements for this language, [+ATR] [+high] [+low] [+round], which give us sixteen 

combinatorial possibilities as presented below. 
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(32) Underlying Representation of the Vata Vowels 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
* * U 1 * A 

ATR + + + + + + 
high + + + + 
low + + + + 
round + + + 

0 e 
+ + 

+ 

* * 

+ + 
+ + 
+ 

u 

+ 

+ 

I 

+ 

* 

+ 
+ 

a ::> e: 

+ 
+ 

Of these combinatorial possibilities, the illegal combinations are excluded by introducing 

the following conditions. 

(33) a. if[+high] then not [+low] (excludes 1 29 10) 
b. if[+round] then not [+low] (excludes 1 59 13) 

Given the underlying vowel representation (32), the contexts for the harmony rule 

are represented as below. 

(34) Contexts 
target 

a. high 
b. nonhigh 
c. nonhigh 
d. *high 

TRIGGER 
HIGH 
NONHIGH 
HIGH 
NONHIGH 

S ecification 
target TRIG. 
[+high] [+high] (30a) 
o 0 (30efhi) 
o [+high] (30bc) 

L...I.---=..;....I....-...;.:;0_----' (30dg) 

As in the other cases of Semi-PH, the application of harmony in the identity contexts 

(34ab) obtains a straightforward account in light of the notion of identity proposed earlier 

in chapter three. That is, the application in these contexts is due to the "parasitic" rule 

that is dictated by the PIC, in this case, "identical ([+ATR], Target, [high])". 
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(35)P arasitic r+ATRl Harmony 
Argument r+ATR] 
Function insert 
Type path 
Direction from right to yes 
Iteration yes 
Conditions 

Identity identical([+ATR], Target, [high]) 

The application of the harmony in the context of non-identity (34c), on the other 

hand, is attributed to the grounded condition ATRIHI that holds, crucially in this case, of 

Arguments, not Targets, of the rule. The demonstration of this point is as follows. A&P 

(in press) propose the following as the conditions that express the "grounded" relation 

between [ATR] (the harmonic feature in this case) and [high] (the contextual feature in 

this case). 

(36) a. if [+ATR] then [+high] 
b. if [+ATR] then not [-high] 
c. if [-ATR] then [-high] 
d. if [-ATR] then not [+high] 

Of these conditions, the condition to be invoked is (36a), since [+ATR] and [+high] are 

in the set of F-elements that we consider to be active in Vata11 • Suppose now that this 

condition holds of the targets of the rule as in the previous cases of Semi-PH. We would 

then expect the rule to apply exclusively to the high vowel targets, which is clearly not 

11 Note that my analysis does not hinge on this decision. If [-high] is active, for example, 
the condition to be invoked is (36b), which also restricts the rule to trigger from the high 
vowels (if it holds of the triggers of the rule) or to target the high vowels (if it holds of 
the targets of the rule). 
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the case here (see (34d)). If the condition (36a) holds rather of the Arguments, however, 

the rule would be constrained to trigger only from the high vowels12• The fact that Vata 

harmony applies in the context of non-identity (34c) (i.e. from high triggers to nonhigh 

targets), but not in the context of (34d) (i.e. from nonhigh triggers to high targets), is 

then readily attributed to the condition (36a) formulated as an A-condition. The point is 

illustrated schematically by the figures in (37) and the grounded harmony rule at hand is 

represented in (38) 

(37) a. nonhigh-HIGH (34c) b. *high-NONHIGH (34d) 

o [+high] 

I 
11 11 

......... J 
[+ATR] 

(38) G d dATRH roun e 
Argllment 
Function 
Type 
Direction 
Iteration 
Conditions 

A-Condition 

'V armony m ata 
[+ATR] 
insert 
path 
from right to left 
yes 

[+high] 0 

I 
11 11 

If.. ". J 
[+ATR] 

if [+ATR] then [+high] 

12 Grounded path conditions as conditions on triggers of a rule are in no wayan artifact 
of my analysis. It is both predicted by the theory (see A&P, in press) and motivated 
empirically elsewhere (see Lango (A&P, in press) and Terena (Gerfen 1993)). 
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5.2.3 Summary 

So far we have discussed how we treat the seemingly odd patterns of Semi-PH. 

The central claim of this section is that Semi-PH is a mere surface phenomenon derivable 

from the two rules we established in the preceding chapters, a grounded rule and PH, and 

hence, no new formal class of rules such as Semi-PH is required. The "parasitic" part of 

Semi-PH ensures that the sequences of contextual identity undergo the harmony; and the 

grounded part of Semi-PH explains why harmony applies in the context of non-identity 

as well. Due to the intrinsic nature of grounded conditions that they can hold either of 

Arguments or of Targets of a rule, we expect to find two types of Semi-PH: (i) the type 

of Semi-PH where the patterns are derived by PH and the grounded rule is governed by a 

T-condition (see Yakut RH and Shona Height Harmony), and (ii) the type of Semi-PH 

where the patterns are derived by PH and the grounded rule is governed by an 

A-condition (see Vata Phrase-Level ATR Harmony). In this way, we not only provide a 

principled account of the existing patterns of Semi-PH, but predict the possible types of 

Semi-PH as well. 

5.3 An Alternative: the Logical-Connective-Based Analysis 

As is evident by now, my analysis of Semi-PH begins with the idea that it is 

derived from two rules, parasitic and grounded rules. This is based on the observation 

that Semi-PH actually refers to two distinct sets of conditions, the PIC and a grounded 
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condition. Alternatively, however, one may argue for a one-rule based analysis of Semi-

PH. 

One interesting analysis along this line is proposed by Peng (1992b). He argues, 

based on a similar Semi-PH system in Kikuyu, that the theoretical device that he calls a 

"trigger-target condition" ensures one-rule based analysis. The trigger-target condition 

he proposes is formulated as a logical if-then statement, "if x-trigger then y-target", in 

which x and y are contextual features. Specifically, the trigger-target condition, if [+F] is 

the active contextual feature, takes the shape of "if trigger is [+F] then target is [+F]". 

This condition then selects cases like (39abd) as the contexts for a rule to apply, since the 

trigger-target condition is met only by these cases. In this way, the trigger-target 

condition explains why Semi-PH applies in both contexts of identity (39ab) and only one 

context of non-identity (39d). 

(39) trigger target if [+FJ trigger then [+FJ target 
a. [+F] [+F] true 
b. 0 0 true 
c. [+F] 0 false 
d. 0 [+F] true 

The success of this analysis, however, is entirely dependent upon the decision on 

the active contextual F-element. To demonstrate this point, let us consider how this 

analysis deals with the Semi-PH rules discussed earlier. Given the feature 

representations (9) (20) (32), in which the contextual features [-high] [+round] [+high] 
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are assumed to be active in Yakut, Shona, and Vata, respectively, the trigger-target 

condition for each language would be formulated as given below. 

(40) a. Yakut 
b. Shona 
c. Vata 

if [-high] trigger then [-high] target 
if [+round] trigger then [+round] target 
if [+high] trigger then [+high] target 

These conditions predict that the harmony rule in each language will apply in (41abd) 

(42abd) (43abd), respectively, since these are the cases where the conditions hold to be 

true. As shown in the above discussions of the harmony patterns in these languages, 

however, the actual situations where the harmony rules apply are (41abc) (42abc) 

(43abc) to the exclusion of(41d) (42d) (43d). 

trigger target trig-targ cond predicted actual 
(41) Yakut a. [-high] [-high] true yes yes 

b. 0 0 true yes yes 
c. [-high] 0 false NO yes 
d. 0 [-high] true yes NO 

(42) Shona a. [+round] [+round] true yes yes 
b. 0 0 true yes yes 
c. [+round] 0 false NO yes 
d. 0 [+round] true yes NO 

(43) Vata a. [+high] [+high] true yes yes 
b. 0 0 true yes yes 
c. [+high] 0 false NO yes 
d. 0 [+high] true yes NO 
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Note that this analysis would work if the opposite values of the contextual features 

are specified, [+high] for Yakut, [-round] and [-high] for Vata. Given these active 

contextual F-elements, the trigger-target conditions are formulated as below. 

(44) a. Yakut if [+high] trigger then [+high] target 
b. Shona if [-round] trigger then [-round] target 
c. Vata if[-high] trigger then [-high] target 

These conditions operate on the harmony rule in each language, correctly characterizing 

the restricted patterns of each rule. 

trigger target trig-targ cond predicted actual 
(45) Yakut a. (2) (2) true yes yes 

b. [+high] [+high] true yes yes 
c. (2) [+high] true yes yes 
d. [+high] (2) false NO NO 

(46) Shona a. (2) (2) true yes yes 
b. [-round] [-round] true yes yes 
c. (2) [-round] true yes yes 
d. [-round] (2) false NO NO 

(47) Vata a. (2) (2) true yes yes 
b. [-high] [-high] true yes yes 
c. (2) [-high] true yes yes 
d. [-high] (2) false NO NO 

The analysis that depends on these particular specifications of contextual features, 

is problematic, however, since the specification of features may not always be as the 

analysis predicts it to be. In fact, in the case of Vata, we cannot find any independent 

evidence that [-high] is activated in the phonology of this language. We have 
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independent motivation for [+high], however. As noted by Kaye (1982:419), there is an 

optional rule of [+high] spread in this language, which is triggered by the plural suffix 

I-il to induce the raising of mid stem vowels13. The phenomenon is illustrated by the 

examples in (48). (Here I assume with Kaye (1982:419) that this rule of [+high] spread 

is preceded by the truncation of the rightmost vowel of the stem; thus, the exact 

derivation of (48a), for example, would be "bOVA -i --> bov -i --> buv-i".) 

(48) singular vlural gloss 
a. bOVA byvi bovi 'crab' 
b. golo gyli goli 'mound' 
c. jele jili jeli 'lizard' 
d. godA gydi godi 'mortar' 
e. kpongbo kpyngbi - kpongbi 'plate' 
f. menA mini meni 'nose' 

13 Kaye (1982:420) mentions interesting restrictions on this rule. First, [-ATR] stems do 
not undergo this rule (see (a)); second, low vowels are not affected by this rule (see (b)); 
third, the stems ending in a high vowel do not undergo this rule (see (c)) 

singular plural gloss 
a. dola dolI *dulr 'hatchet' 

goze gozr *guzr 'rifle' 
pelu pelr *prlr 'h~r 

b. AbAte AbAti *ibiti 'banana' 
UgWA ugWi *zigWi 'agouti' 
tAkpA tAkpi *tikpi 'jaw' 

c. peflu pefli *pifli 'ear' 
gbotu gboti *gbuti 'mat' 
IJlokosu IJlokosi *IJlukusi 'claw' 

The first two restrictions are readily accommodated into Grounding Condition Theory, 
given the conditions such as "if [+high] then not [-ATR]" and "if [+high] then not 
[+low], which are already motivated by A&P (in press). However, I do not have a 
definite solution to the last problem (see Kaye for a possible analysis of this issue). 
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Further, the F-element [-round], to which the analysis based on the trigger-target 

condition would resort for the Shona case, is rarely active cross-linguistically. Steriade 

(l987a:357), therefore, notes that "there are no instances of [-round] assimilation or 

dissimilation and no other kind of evidence that unrounded segments have any 

specification for this feature". 

Diana Archangeli (p.c.), however, suggested to me that this analysis would also 

work if we introduce the possibility that the trigger and the target in the statement of the 

conditions can be reversed such that "if y-target then x-trigger" (henceforth, referred to as 

the "target-trigger" condition). This condition, define on the specified contextual 

F-elements, [-high] for Yakut, [+round] for Shona, [+high] for Vata, would give rise to 

the correct results. 

trigger target targ-trig cond predicted achla/ 
(49) Yakut a. [-high] [-high] true yes yes 

b. 0 0 true yes yes 
c. [-high] 0 true yes yes 
d. 0 [-high] false NO NO 

(50) Shona a. [+round] [+round] true yes yes 
b. 0 0 true yes yes 
c. [+round] 0 true yes yes 
d. 0 [+round] false NO NO 

(51) Vata a. [+high] [+high] true yes yes 
b. 0 0 true yes yes 
c. [+high] 0 true yes yes 
d. 0 [+high] false NO NO 
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This condition, stated as a "target-trigger" condition, however, is still dependent on the 

active contextual F-elements. As we see below in (52a), the "target-trigger" condition 

predicts a wrong result in the hypothetical case of Yakut', where (i) there are same 

harmony patterns as in Yakut but (ii) [+high], rather than [-high] is specified: this 

condition falsely predicts that the nonhigh-high sequences, not the high-nonhigh 

sequences, would undergo the harmony rule. For such cases, the condition must be 

stated rather as a "trigger-target" condition (see (52b)). Thus, in order for this analysis to 

work properly, we would have to allow both types of condition, "trigger-target" 

condition (for cases like Yakut' , where [+high] is specified) and "target-trigger" 

condition (for cases like Yakut, where [-high] is specified). 

(52) a. Yakut' b. Yakut' 
trig-targ targ-trig cond trig-targ cond 
high-high [+high] - [+high] true [+high] - [+high] true 
nonhigh-nonhigh 0-0 true 0-0 true 
nonhigh-high 0- [+high] false 0- [+high] true 

*high-nonhigh [+high] - 0 true [+high] - 0 false 

Note, however, that even if we allow the condition to be formulated either as a 

"trigger-target" condition or a "target-trigger" condition, this analysis involves the 
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problems as follows l4• First, this analysis makes an incorrect prediction with respect to 

the types of Simi-Parasitic RH. That is, since these two versions of condition are defined 

on either [-high] or [+high], we expect to find four logical combinations as illustrated in 

(53). Of these, (53ad) and (53bc) characterize virtually identical harmony patterns, 

respectively; hence, two types of Semi-Parasitic RH are predicted as shown in (54) (the 

sequences that are predicted not to undergo harmony are marked * ). 

(53) Possible types of conditions 
r -high] is specified [+high] is specified 

trig-targ cond a. 0-0 true b. [+high] - [+high] true 
[-high] - [-high] true 0-0 true 
[-high] - 0 false 0- [+high] true 
0- [-high] true [+high] - 0 false 

targ-trig cond c. 0-0 true d. [+high] - [+high] true 
[-high] - [-high] true 0-0 true 
[-high] - 0 true 0- [+high] false 
o -i-high] false [+hi~hl- 0 true 

14 Other than the problem noted below, this analysis involves a "trivial" problem 
("trivial" in the sense that the problem can be resolved easily). Given the condition 
formulated as it is (i.e. "if ~-trigger then ~-target" or "if ~-trigger then ~-target"), the 
contextual features referred to by triggers and targets may differ. Thus, we would expect 
to find conditions "cross-defined" with respect to a single feature (such as "if [+high] 
trigger then [-high] target" or if [+high] target then [-high] trigger') or conditions that 
refer to different sets of features (such as "if [+high] trigger then [-ATR] target"). This 
is certainly an undesirable result, since it makes an incorrect prediction empirically (note 
that the condition "if [+high] trigger then [-high] target", for example, falsely allows the 
RH rule to apply (i) from [-high] to [-high], (ii) from [+high] to [-high], (iii) from [-high] 
to [+high], but not from [+high] to [+high]). To resolve these problems, the precise 
formulation of this condition should rather be "if ~-trigger then ~-target" or "if ~-target 
then ~-trigger", which ensures that the features referred to by triggers and targets are 
identical. 



(54) Types of Semi-PH predicted 
a. trig-targ 

high-high 
nonhigh-nonhigh 
nonhigh-high 

*high-nonhigh 

b. trifNarf! 
high-high 
nonhigh-nonhigh 

*nonhigh-high 
high-nonhigh 
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Now the problem is that although it is predicted that both types of Semi-Parasitic RH 

exist, we only observe one type of such hannony systems: we only find the patterns (54a) 

and the RH rule subject to a contextual restriction such as (54b) is not attested (see 

section 5.2.1.1). To account for this fact, this analysis would have to stipulate that only 

two types of conditions (53bc) operate on RH, to the exclusion of the condition types 

(53ad). The question then is how we ensure that the condition types (53ad) do not 

operate on RH rules. Recall that in my analysis of Semi-Parasitic RH proposed earlier, 

which is based on a PIC and a grounded path condition, this property of the rule is 

characterized by the condition RDIHI and the hypothesis that RDIHI holds preferably of 

Targets of a rules. Note also that the hypothesis here is not ad hoc, but in fact follows 

from the fundamental tenets proposed by A&P: (i) RDIHI is a weak condition since it is 

"indirectly" motivated, (ii) weak conditions are supposed to govern a narrow range of 

representations (Grounding Condition lIb); and (iii) conditions on Target govern a 

narrower range of representations than conditions on Arguments (cf. A&P: 351) (see 

section 2.4 of chapter two for details). Since RDIHI is fonnulated as a condition on 

Targets, the RH rule, if governed by this condition, takes effect on high targets, not on 
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nonhigh targets; as a result, the fact that the hannony rule applies only in one context of 

"non-identity" (i.e. from nonhigh to high vowels) obtains a natural explanation. 

The second problem is noted in regard to the status of the "trigger-target" or 

"target-trigger" condition itself in phonology in general. Unlike PIC's and grounded 

path conditions which play significant rules in other areas of phonology (see section 

6.4.1 for the discussion that PIC's may function as conditions on deletion and insertion), 

it appears that the "trigger-target" or "target-trigger" condition is motivated solely from 

the rules of Semi-PH. One may argue that this potential problem is discarded if we make 

use of an extended version of "trigger-target" or "target-trigger" conditions, which posits 

that triggers and targets are connected to each other not only by implication (i.e. "if-

then"), but also by other logical connectives such as conjunction (i.e. "and") or 

equivalence (i.e. "if and only if'). In this extended version of "trigger-target" or "target-

trigger" conditions, the following patterns are predicted to occur. 

(55) a. trig - tar!! trig- tar!! and iff if-then 
high-high [+high] - [+high] true true true 
nonhigh-nonhigh 0-0 false true true 
nonhigh-high 0- [+high] false false true 
high-nonhigh [+higl1] - 0 false false false 

A B c 

b. trig- tar!! tri!! - tar!! and iff if-then 
high-high 0-0 false true true 
nonhigh-nonhigh [-high] - [-high] true true true 
nonhigh-high [-high] - 0 false false false 
high-nonhigh o -i-high] false false true 

D E F 
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Note that the patterns (55ABDE), predicted by the "trigger-target" condition connected 

by and or if and only if, actually correspond to the types of RH we discussed so far. The 

patterns (55AD) are respectively those that we observe in Khakass (section 3.4.1 of 

chapter three) and in Khalkha Mongolian (chapter four; see also Bashkir and Dasenech 

discussed in section 3.4.2 of chapter three); and both the pattern (55BE) refer to the 

Yawelmani type ofRH discussed in section 3.3.2 of chapter three. Conceived this way, 

then, this analysis appears to account for a considerable portion of RH rules that we 

attempt to characterize in this dissertation. 

This extended analysis is still problematic, however, in the following respect: if 

the condition is based on the logical connection between trigger and target, we would 

also expect to find the cases where triggers and targets are connected by disjunction (i.e. 

"or"). Thus, the following patterns are also predicted to be attested. 

(56) a. 

b. tri~ - tar~ 

high-high 
nonhigh-nonhigh 
nonhigh-high 
high-nonhigh 

tri~ - tar~ 

0-0 
[-high] - [-high] 
[-high] - 0 
0- [-highl 

or 
true 
false 
true 
true 

or 
false 
true 
true 
true 

Both these harmony patterns suggest the types of harmony rules that do not take place in 

a context of identity (i.e not apply in the context of high-high or nonhigh-nonhigh): (56a) 
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predicts a rule type, in which harmony does not apply in the context of nonhigh-nonhigh, 

and (56b) indicates a rule type where harmony does not occur in the context of high

high. As we noted earlier, however, these types of harmony rules are not attested (see 

section 5.1 of this chapter). The actually observed rules all suggest that the context in 

which harmony does not occur is rather the context of non-identity, either nonhigh-high 

or high-nonhigh (in the case of Semi-Parasitic RH, the harmony rule applies only to 

nonhigh-high sequences). The extended analysis based on logical connection between 

trigger and target is defective in this respect, since it falsely predict harmony patterns that 

are not attested. 

To summarize, I have examined the one-rule based analysis of Semi-PH proposed 

by Peng (1992b), which draws upon the trigger-target condition. I have noted that this 

analysis hinges on the decision of the active value of the contextual feature, and argued 

that this analysis is problematic in this respect. I have also argued that a revised version 

of this analysis, which allow the condition either as a "trigger-target" condition or a 

"target-trigger" condition, involves a problem in two respects: (i) this analysis does not 

properly characterize the attested type of Semi-Parasitic RH patterns, and (ii) the 

"trigger-target" or "target-trigger" condition is motivated solely from a single 

phenomenon of Semi-Parasitic RH. 
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5.4 A Challenge: Kirghiz Round Harmony 

In this section, I discuss a more complicated case of Semi-PH, Kirghiz RH (Hebert 

and Poppe 1964; Johnson 1980; Steriade n.d., 1981; Mester 1986; Cole 1987). The 

phenomenon, described by Johnson (1980) and Steriade (1981), is that front vowels 

freely undergo the RH rule, but the application of RH to back vowels is constrained in a 

manner parallel to that which we saw in the case of Yakut RH. Two interesting 

properties of the harmony rule stand out from this description: first, as far as front vowels 

are concerned, the RH rule appears to be a type of PH that applies in the contextual 

identity of [-back]; but, as far as back vowels are concerned, the RH rule manifests a type 

of Semi-PH. The first aspect of the rule has further significance in regard to the notion 

of identity we formulated in chapter three: the RH rule as applied to front vowels appears 

to be a case of PH that is subject to "one-value" identity (I110fe specificaily, identity or 

[-back]), which we systematically rejected. If it is really the case, then, our notion of 

identity faces a serious challenge. 

5.4.1 Harmony Patterns 

Kirghiz is another Turkic language spoken mainly in the Kirghiz autonomous 

region in Russia (Hebert and Poppe 1964). As typical in many Turkic languages, this 

language has a symmetrical eight vowel system as given below. 



(57) 1--_...r.......::.::;..=..:..:.<I......-_-I--__ .....L......::..:;.=:..L....-_--j 

e 
ii 
o 

u 
o 
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The vowels in this language undergo two rules of harmony. The first is Backness 

Harmony, by which vowels in a relevant domain agree in the feature of [back]. This 

rule, as demonstrated below, applies to any vowels with no conditions imposed. The 

second rule is Round Harmony, which opposes the rounded vowels Iii 0 u 01 to the 

unrounded vowels Ii e i a/. This rule is of particular interest because of the seemingly 

bizarre patterns that it exhibits: as we see in the following examples, RH operates 

regularly on front vowels (see (58)); but RH on the class of back vowels manifests the 

now familiar patterns of Semi-PH, which is exactly the same as we found in Yakut RH 

(see (59»15. Thus, the RH rule, if its participants are back, applies from [ahigh] to 

[ahigh] vowels (e.g. tut-tu, bol-gon) and from [-high] to [+high] vowels (e.g. bol-du); 

but crucially, this rule does not affect the [+high]-[-high] sequences (e.g. tut-kan instead 

of *tut-kon). 

15 Korn (1969), Steriade (1981), and Jakobson & Waugh (1979) note that such 
asymmetry of front and back vowels in regard to RH is in fact quite common in Altaic 
languages. Steriade (1981) reports that parallel, but not necessarily identical, patterns of 
Kirghiz are found in Buriat (Poppe 1960), Chulym Tartar and Kazakh (Korn 1969). See 
section 5.4.3 of this chapter for further discussion of these harmony rules. 
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(58) Harmony Patterns of Front Vowels 
Past Part. ( -gAn) Def. Past (-elI) Gloss 
bil-gen bil-di 'know' 
ber-gen ber-di 'give' 
kiil-gon kiil-dii 'laugh' 
kor-gon kor-dii 'see' 

(59) Harmony Patterns of Back Vowels16 

Past Part. ( -gAn) Def. Past (-elI) Gloss 
kil-gan kil-di 'do, perform' 
al- an al-di 'take' 
tut-kan (*tut-kon) tut-tu 'hold' 
bol- on bol-du 'be, become' 

Such odd patterns of RH are in fact entirely systematic in this language. As 

illustrated below, we can find exactly the same patterns in the examples with different 

suffixes (60) and also in monomorphemic forms (61). 

(60) -dAn Gloss -Inci Gloss 
a. iiy-don 'house-ablative' iie-iineii 'third' 
b. kol-don 'lake-ablative' tort-iineii 'fourth' 
c. 'life-ablative' toguz-uneu 'ninth' 
d. 'forest-ab lati ve' on-uneu 'tenth' 

(61) a. kiildo 'to open' siilgii 'towel' 
b. momo 'fruit' born 'wolf 
c. dubal 'wall' turguz 'to awaken' 
d. konok ' uest' otur e 'chair' 

16 In the cases where the stem ends with a voiceless consonant, the suffix form with an 
initial voiceless consonant appears due to an independent rule of voicing assimilation 
(hence, tut-kan, rather than *tut-gan; tut-tu, rather than *tut-du). 
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Here again, the failure of RH to apply in turmus-tan and dubal contrasts with the 

application of RH in uy-don and kUldo. In all these cases, a high vowel is followed by a 

nonhigh vowel; but they differ in that the first two cases involve back vowels, and the 

latter front vowels. 

The standard analysis of this phenomenon, as provided by Steriade (n.d., 1981), 

Mester (1986) and Cole (1987), is to invoke two rules of RH: unconstrained RH that 

operates on front vowels (henceforth, Primary RH following Cole (1987)); and 

constrained RH that operates on back vowels (henceforth, Secondary RH). This analysis 

further proposes that the Primary RH rule is formulated as a parasitic rule that applies 

from [-back] to [-back] vowels, while Secondary RH exhibits the patterns of Semi-PH, 

namely, it applies from [ahigh] to [ahigh] vowels (the contexts of identity) and from 

[-high] to [+high] vowels (the context of non-identity), but it does not apply in the 

opposite case of non-identity. Thus, Primary RH is responsible for the harmony effect in 

(62ab), while that in (62cd) is attributed to Secondary RH. 

(62) 
a. 
b. 
c. 
c. 

initial vowel 
front high 

nonhigh 
back high 

nonhigh 

nonhi~h suffIX hi~h suffix 
kiil-gon kiil-dii 
kor-gon kor-dii 
tut-kan (*tut-kon) tut-tu 
bol-gon bol-du 

<-- Primary RH 

<-- Secondary RH 

The two RH rules that this analysis resorts to, then, may be represented graphically as 

follows. 



(63) a. Primary RH: [-back] 

~ 
11 11 
I.········ 

[+round] 

b. Secondary RH: 11 11 
I.········ 

[+round] 
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Condition: the rule does not apply if 
the trigger is [+high] AND the target is 
[-high] 

Note now two aspects of this analysis. First, this analysis significantly involves 

rule ordering among the harmony rules. Primary RH is "fed" by Back Harmony in the 

sense that the agreement of [back] upon which Primary RH hinges as the contextual 

condition for its application is induced by Back Harmony. This suggests that Back 

Harmony should apply before the application of Primary RH. Further, Secondary RH 

should be ordered after Primary RH; otherwise, we would expect Secondary RH to apply 

across the board, yielding the straightforward patterns of Semi-PH (thus, *kiil-gan is 

expected, instead of kiil~gon). 

Second, the formulation of Primary RH here poses a problem in regard to the 

formulation of identity proposed in this thesis. The context of identity to which Primary 

RH is subject is crucially the identity of one feature value, viz. [-back]. Given the 

grounding relation between [round] and [back], in which [+round] is related 

sympathetically to [+back] but antagonistically to [-back], the type of identity we 

consider here is what I termed as "ungrounded" identity (for further discussion of the 

grounding relation between [round] and [back], see section 4.4.2 of chapter four; for the 

discussion of the identity types, see section 3.4 of chapter three). One of the fundamental 
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claims of the earlier chapters is that such ungrounded identity systematically lacks any 

independent status in phonology. In Khalkha Mongolian, for example, the surface 

generalization that RH applies from [-high] to [-high] vowels is readily attributed to the 

"regular" PIC ("regular" in the sense that the identity is defined as that of both feature 

values) and the grounded condition ATRlBK that the phonology of this language 

independently requires (see also Bashkir and Dasenech discussed in chapter three). In 

light of this proposal, then, the Kirghiz case poses another challenge, due to its apparent 

nature of being subject to ungrounded identity. 

In the next section I explore an analysis of the RH rules that does not resort to 

ungrounded identity. In the first half, I consider the geometry of vocalic features in light 

of the classic arguments that we use to establish feature constituency. I demonstrate that 

the consideration leads to the dichotomy between [high]/[low] and [round]/[back], as 

proposed most significantly by Odden (1991), Wiswall (1991ab), Clements (1991b), and 

Clements and Hume (1993) (see also Selkirk 1991b, Lahiri and Evers 1991). Based on 

the refined geometry of vocalic features, I argue that the two harmony rules in Kirghiz, 

Back Harmony and Primary RH, are simply collapsed into one spreading rule of the 

[round]/[back] node, which I term as "Color" following Selkirk (1991b). I claim that 

this analysis is preferred to the analysis we discussed in the previous section, because (i) 

the rule formulated in this way does not refer to the context of "ungrounded" identity, (ii) 
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this analysis involves fewer rules, (iii) there is no ordering required between rulesl7, and 

more importantly (iv) no new rule types (such as Semi-PH) are required. 

5.4.2 Proposal 

5.4.2.1 Geometry ofVocaUc Features 

Recent work on feature theory argues that features are not an unstructured set, but 

are organized hierarchically into a constituent structure tree (cf. Clements 1985, Sagey 

1986, McCarthy 1988, among others). The major evidence for feature organization 

comes from the fact that certain groups of features often function as a set in phonological 

rules. Thus, in a rule like place assimilation, for example, the place features typically act 

together as a unit to undergo a spreading rule. Such feature groups in the standard theory 

are assumed to comprise the constituents in feature organization, and these constituents 

are captured by positing a superordinate class node that dominates the features in 

17 I am assuming here that there is some kind of evaluation metric that determines the 
analysis requiring fewer rules with no rule ordering to be more valued than (hence, 
preferred over) the analysis that posits more rules and rule ordering. 
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questionl8 . In the case of the place features, such constituency is characterized by the 

higher class node "place". 

(64) PLACE 

labi~. 
class node 

place features 

Note that in this way place assimilation is expressed as a single rule of Place spreadingl9. 

Of significance to us is that the studies of vocalic features in this regard also 

revealed that they are hierarchically structured (Odden 1991, Wiswall 1991ab, Clements 

1991b, Selkirk 1991b, Lahiri and Evers 1991, Clements and Hume 1993). Odden 

(1991), for example, presents several cases where the features [back] and [round] 

function as a single unit, to the exclusion of the other vocalic features like [high] and 

[low]. One case that he discusses to prove this point is the "partial" (as opposed to 

18 A competing view is the dependent theory of feature organization, proposed by Mester 
(1986, 1988), Hulst (1988a, 1989), and Selkirk (1991ab). In this view, the feature 
constituency is represented not by class nodes but by the dependent relation between the 
features that function together. That is, given the features, [F] and [G], that pattern 
together with respect to a certain phonological rule, the constituency of [F] and [G] is 
represented in this theory as either (a) or (b), not as ( c) ("a" below is a class node). 

a. [F] b. [G] c. a 
I I / \ 

[G] [F] [F] [G] 

19 The obvious alternative is to posit that place assimilation is due to several spreading 
rules of individual place features, a position argued for by Halle (1993). Clements and 
Hume (1993:6) excludes this possibility by imposing a constraint on the functioning of 
phonological rules: "Phonological rules perform single operations only" (see also 
Clements 1991b). In the case of place assimilation, for example, positing several rules 
assumes multiple operations, and is ruled out accordingly. 
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"complete" in the sense of Clements 1985) hannony rule in Eastern Cheremis. As 

illustrated below, a word-final lei in this language assimilates in [back] and [round] to the 

first preceding non-default vowel (default vowel, represented as lei below, is epenthetic 

in Odden's analysis; hence, not present in the underlying representation). Thus, we see 

that lei surfaces as [0] after [u, 0] (65b), as [0] after [ii, 0] (65c), and otherwise, as [e] 

(65a). 

(65) a. kit-se 'his hand' 
erge-ze 'his boy' 

b. boz-so 'his wagon' 
surt-so 'his house 

c. iip-so 'his hair' 
sor-zo 'its milk' 

Note that height is unaffected here. We could also account for this phenomenon by two 

separate rules, one spreading [back] and the other [round]. As Odden (1991) points out, 

however, this alternative is not desirable because the alternation is subject to some lexical 

exceptions, and if described in tenns of two separate rules, we have to unnecessarily 

duplicate the exceptional stipulations (see Odden 1991 for details). What the Eastern 

Cheremis case suggests, then, is that the features [back] and [round] comprise a 

constituent, in which the other vocalic features of height are crucially not included. 

Perhaps a more telling case relevant to this issue is found in reduplication in the 

Petit Diboum dialect of Fe?-fe? Bamileke, discussed by Wiswall (1991b). The general 

patterns of reduplication in this language are: (i) prefixation of a light syllable template 

prespecified with [+high] (i.e. the reduplicative prefix is of the fonn Ct), and (ii) the final 
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consonant of the superheavy base is extrametricaI (hence, this consonant is not copied 

into the reduplicated fonns) (see Wiswall 1991b for detailed analysis). 

(66) Base Gloss Reduplicated Form 
a. been 'to hate' pi-pee 
b. kffi2 'to fry' ki-kffi2 
c. za 'to eat' Zi-za 

. d. to 'to punch' ti-to 

Of interest to us is that the reduplicative prefix in fact shows alternation [Ci] -

[Ci] - [Cu]. According to Wiswall, the alternation depends upon two factors: (i) the 

quality of the leftmost vowel in base, and (ii) its agreement in place of articulation with 

the base-initial consonant. Thus, if the front base vowel is preceded by the coronal 

consonant, the reduplicative prefix is [CiPO (67a); and if the back rounded base vowel is 

preceded by the labial or dorsal consonant, the reduplicative prefix is [Cu] (67bc). 

(67) Base Gloss Reduplicated Form 
a. Cor-Cor slim 'to spoil' si-sii 

teen 'to remove' ti-tee 
cce2 'to trample' ci-cce2 

b. Lab-Lab mo 'to kill time' mu-mo 
c. Dor-Dor ko 'to take' ku-ko 

Assuming the Sagey (1986) type of feature structure, Wiswall accounts for the 

prefix alternations as alternations induced by spreading of the place node from the 

leftmost vowel in base. In this way, she avoids the unwarranted application of the rule to 

20 Wiswall, following E. Pulleyblank (1989), treats front vowels as coronals. 
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the cases (66) but ensures the application of the rule to the cases (67). That is, in (66), 

the spreading of the place node from the base vowel is blocked due to the intermediate 

place node of the base-initial consonant (see (68a)); but in (67), the place node of the 

base vowel is multiply linked with that of the base-initial consonant, and hence, the 

spreading of the place node freely applies from the base vowel (see (68b)). 

(68) a. C i - C V 

V····I···· .. J 
place place 

b. C ilu - C V 
·········.V 

place 

What is of importance for the present discussion is that the "place" here includes 

only the features [round] and [back], not the height features [high] or [low]. If it 

includes the height features, we would expect the reduplicative prefix to undergo 

harmony in the height dimension too, but this is clearly not the case here. Moreover, the 

prefix alternation cannot be described by separate spreading rules of the vocalic features 

[round] and [back]; if this were the case, we could not explain why the base-initial 

consonants in (66) are opaque to the spreading effect. 
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In all, then, the two cases we discussed thus far both suggest significant 

constituency of [round] and [back], as opposed to the height features [high] and [low]21. 

The converse case indicating that the height features function together as a unit, to the 

exclusion of [round] and [back], is found in Hyman's (1988) analysis of Esimbi. In this 

language, the distribution of vowels in stems and prefixes in Esimbi is established by a 

synchronic transfer of underlying vowel features from the stem onto the prefix. Of 

significance here is that the vowel features so affected are only height features. The stem 

vowels surface as default [+high], after transferring the height features onto the prefix, as 

the following examples illustrate ([0] and [e:] below are, according to Hyman, both 

[+low] vowels). 

(69) prefIX stem 
a. U + bini ---> ubini 'dance' 

U + kebe ---> okibi 'pour' 
U + re:ne: ---> orini 'be pour' 
U + zomo ---> ozumu 'dry up' 
U + gono ---> ogunu 'disease' 

21 Another interesting case that indicates the need for the [round]-[back] constituent is the 
Wikchimni dialect of Yokut (Gamble 1978, Archangeli 1985, Odden 1991). The basic 
pattern of the harmony rule is that a suffix vowel agrees with the stem vowel in both 
[round] and [back] only if they are of like height. Compare the examples (a)(b), where 
the vowels a ee in hei ht, and the exam les cd, where the vowels differ in hei ht. 
a. hudsi huds!! 'stung' t'oyxad -> t'0YXQd 'might doctor' 
b. -> dii~.i!ss.i! 'made' 
c. tansi -> tansi 'went' picwad -> picwad 'might catch' 
d. mooxidsi -> mooxidsi 'got old' hugyad -> hugyad 'might mix' 
If we posit that [round] and [back] are a constituent, the harmony rule at hand is simply 
expressed as "spread the [round]-[back] constituent subject to the contextual identity of 
[ahigh]". 
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b. I + jimi ---> ijimi 'back' 
I + gbe ---> egbi 'bushfowl' 
I + yeye ---> eyisi 'hole' 
I + nono ---> enunu 'bird' 
I + fomo ---> efumu 'hippo' 

Another case where the height features function as a set is provided by Wiswall 

(1991b) based on the topicalizing particle in Ewe. As we see below, the topicalizing 

particle IiI undergoes a change depending on the quality of the preceding vowel. If the 

preceding vowel is high, Ii, uI, the particle surfaces as [i] (70a); if the preceding vowel is 

mid, Ie, a, 0/, it becomes [e] (70b); and if the preceding vowel is low, 18, a, 0/, it realizes 

as [e](70c). 

(70) noun particle 
a. asi + e ---> asi 'it's water' 

avu + e ---> avu 'it's a dog' 

b. aye + e ---> eye e 'it's a spider' 
enye + e ---> anya e 'it's me' 
awo + e ---> awo e 'it's you' 

c. aul8 + e ---> aule 8 'it's a weaver bird' 
agba + e ---> agbe e 'it's a load' 
eso + e ---> eso e 'it's a horse' 

Here again, roundness or backness of the triggering vowels never induce any change of 

the particle, establishing the point that the height features only are crucially referred to by 

the rule. 

The cases of Esimbi and Ewe we discussed above both involve the whole class of 

height features, and thus strongly suggest that the height features can function together as 
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a unit in phonological rules. Combining these with the earlier discussion of Eastern 

Cheremis and Fe?-fe? Bamileke, we find that there is clear dichotomy among vocalic 

features, [round]-[back] versus [high]-[low], each functioning as a set and hence 

comprising separate constituents in feature organization. Such groupings lead us to posit 

the internal structure of vocalic features, where the constituents are captured by 

introducing the subclass nodes, "Color" (the terminology from Selkirk 1991b) and 

"Height" (cf. Lahiri and Evers 1991, Wiswall 1991 b)22. 

22 In this thesis, I do not consider further how the geometry (71) fits into the overall 
picture of feature organization. There are two views on this issue. The first is the view 
taken by Clements (1991b) and Clements & Hume (1993) based on the Clements' (1989, 
1991 b) type of unified representation of consonantal and vocalic features. Here the 
vowel geometry (71) is directly encoded under a separate node labeled as 'vocalic' (in 
this view, Color and Height are termed as V-place and Aperture, respectively) (see (a) 
below). The second view is taken by Lahiri & Evers (1991) and Wiswall (1991ab) based 
on Sagey. In this view, the constituency of Height is posited as a separate node but that 
of Color is indirectly represented under the place node (see (b) below). 

a. Clements (1991b) b. Wiswall (1991ab) 

root root 

C-place Supralaryngeal 

~ l' vocatc 

~ 
V-place Aperture 
(Color) (Height) 

r------
Place (Color) Height 

La~rsal f\ 
[rLnd] [bick] [high] [low] 
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(71) Geometry of Vocalic Features 

~----Color Height 

~ /"-.. 
[back] [round] [high] [low] 

In the next section, we turn back to the Kirghiz case in light of this refined 

structure of vocalic features. I argue that the rules of Back Harmony and Primary RH are 

crucially reanalyzed as the single spreading rule of the Color node, and that in this way 

we can discard the apparent appeal to the contextual condition of ungrounded identity. 

5.4.2.2 Kirghiz Vowel Harmony Reconsidered 

Earlier in section 5.4.1, I pointed out that the analysis of Kirghiz vowel harmony 

is critically based on three rules, the gist of which I recapitulate below. 

(72) Kirghiz Harmony Rules 
a. Back Harmony applies across the board 
b. Primary RH applies from [-back] to [-back] vowels (73ab) 
c. Secondary RH applies from [<xhigh] to [<xhigh] vowels, and from 

[-high] to [+high] vowels (73d) 

Back Harmony explains why the vowels agree in [back] with the preceding vowel; 

Primary and Secondary RH account for, respectively, why the front vowels undergo the 

straightforward application of RH (73ab), but why the back vowels exhibit the patterns 

of Semi-PH (73d). Relevant examples are repeated below from (58) and (59). 
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(73) Past Part. ( -gAn) De! Past ( -dI) Gloss 
a. kiil-gon kiil-dii 'laugh' 

kor-gon kor-dii 'see' 
b. bil-gen bil-di 'know' 

ber-gen ber-di 'give' 
c. ktl-gan kil-di 'do, perform' 

al- an al-di 'take' 
d. tut-kan (*tut-kon) tut-tu 'hold' 

bol- on bol-du 'be, become' 

Now let us consider how the discussion in the previous section bears on the 

Kirghiz harmony patterns. The basic idea is that the patterns (73abc) are the cases where 

all vowels agree in both [round] and [back], and hence, could equally be described as the 

spreading of the "Color" node. The detailed analysis is as follows. First, I assume the 

following feature representation of vowels, based on the active F-elements, [-back] 

[+round] [-highp. 

(74) Underlying Vowel Representation in Kirghiz 

back 
round 
high 

e ii 

+ + 

t a u o 

+ + 

Three F-elements generate eight combinatorial possibilities, which correspond to the 

eight underlying vowels in Kirghiz. 

23 Note that my analysis does not hinge on this decision of active F-elements. If [+high] 
is active, for example, the application of rules to be proposed below would not be 
affected in any way. 
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Given the feature specification (74), then, there are four logically possible 

representations of the Color node as in (75), where both [-back] and [round] are specified 

(75a) (Iii, 6f), only [-back] or [+round] is specified (75bc) (Ii, el or lu, 01, respectively), 

or none of them is specified and hence there is no Color node at all (75c) (Ii, a/). 

(75) a. Iii, 61 Color b. Ii, el Color 

~ I 
[-back] [+round] [-back] 

c. Ii, a/ 0 (no Color node) d. IU,ol Color 

I I 
0 [+round] 

Note that the patterns (73abc), where all vowels agree in both [back] and [round], can 

now be attributed to the single spreading rule of the Color node. In the cases where all 

vowels surface as front rounded (73a), the spreading of (75a) would account for the 

change (see (76a)); and in the cases where all vowels surface as front unrounded (73b), 

the spreading of (75b) would explain the change (see (76b)). The pattern that all vowels 

surface as back unrounded (73c) would be characterized as the default case, where there 

is no Color node (see (76c)) and hence the spreading of Color does not have any effect. 
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(76) a. ~ cJk: .... ~ .. A n 

(kiil-gon) (73a) 

[-back] [+round] 

b. big A n (bil-gen) (73b) 

I C110C"1 ............. . 

[-back] 

c. k t g A n (kiI-gan) (73c) 

1 (no Color node) 

I 
o 

However, the case (73d), where back rounded vowels exhibit the patterns of Semi-

PH, cannot be described in this way. The blind application of the Color node here would 

predict back rounded vowels to appear in all cases, which is not true (cf. tut-kan 'hold-

Past Participle). Thus, we have to ensure in some way that the spreading rule of Color is 

restricted to (73ab). I propose that this is possible by imposing a condition on the 

argument of the rule, the Color node. That is, if the argument is constrained such that 

only the Color node specified with [-back] undergoes the spreading rule, we can explain 

why the spreading rule affects the Color node in (75ab), but not in (75d). The harmony 

rule to this effect is formalized in (77). 
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(77) Color Spreading (Back Harmony + Primary RH) 
Argument Color 
Function insert 
T}'Pe path 
Direction from left to right 
Iteration yes 
Conditions 

A-condition [-back] 

Note that the harmony rule formulated in this way secures us the combined result 

of Back Harmony and Primary RH. The rule (77) states that if the leftmost vowel is 

[-back], the following vowels agree with this vowel in all Color features, namely, [back] 

and [round]. Primary RH is automatically expressed by the spreading of Color, since the 

main function of Primary RH is to characterize the cases where the vowels agree both in 

[-back] and [+round]. The rule (77) captures the effect of Back Harmony too, because 

the spreading of Color here also spreads [-back] of the initial vowel onto the following 

vowels, even in the absence of [+round]. In the cases where Color Spreading does not 

have effect (see (76c)), the vowels wind up as [+back] by default. 

Turning to the last pattern of the harmony (73d), this cannot be ascribed to Color 

Spread (77) since the Arguments (or triggers) lack [-back]. Rather, this is the case 

exactly parallel to Semi-PH in Yakut RH, where RH applies from [a.high] to [a.high] 

vowels, and from [-high] to [+high] vowels, but not from [+high] to [-high] vowels (see 

section 5.2.1.1). Relevant examples are shown below from (73d). 
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(7S) Contexts Examples Gloss 
a. HIGH-high tut-tu 'hold-def. past' 
b. NONHIGH-nonhigh bol-gon 'become-past part.' 
c. NONHIGH-high bol-du 'become-def. past' 
d. *HIGH-nonhigh tut-kan (*tut-kon) 'hold-past part.' 

This pattern is explained by Secondary RH in the standard analysis. I propose, as in the 

case of Yakut, that two rules of RH, a parasitic RH rule that is subject to the PIC 

"identical ([+round], Target, [high])" and a grounded RH rule that is governed by 

T-condition "if [+round] then not [-high], are responsible for this pattern of Kirghiz 

harmony. The rules are formalized below. 

(79) Semi-Parasitic RH (Secondary RH) 
a. P 'f R dH arasl IC oun armony 

Argument r+roundl 
Function insert 
Type path 
Direction from left to right 
Iteration yes 
Conditions 

Identity identical a+roundl, Target, [high]) 

b. G d dR dH roun e oun armony 
Argument r+roundl 
Function insert 
Type path 
Direction from left to right 
Iteration yes 
Conditions 

T -Condition If [+round] then not [-high] 

The application of the rules proposed above are illustrated below. In the first case 

(SOa), both the PIC and the T-condition are met; thus, either the parasitic RH rule (79a) 
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or the grounded RH rule (79b) applies, deriving tut-tu24• In the second case (80b), the 

PIC is satisfied although the T-condition is not met; hence, the parasitic RH rule applies, 

giving rise to bol-gon. In the third case (80c), the T-condition is satisfied even though 

the PIC is not met; accordingly, the grounded RH rule applies to yield bol-du. In the 

final case (80d), however, neither the PIC nor the T-condition is satisfied; thus, no rules 

of RH take effect and the output is tut-kan, rather than *tut-kon. 

(80) a. HIGH-high (tut-tu) 

" " 
t u t-t I 

1 .. 
Color ... 

I····· 
[+rd] 

c. NONHIGH-high (bol-du) 
[-hi] 

1 

b 0 l-d I 
1 .. 

Color .... 
I ..... 

[+rd] 

b. NONHIGH-nonhigh (bol-gon) 
[-hi] 

~ 
bol-gAn 

1 
Color .... 

I.······ 
[+rd] 

d. *HIGH-nonhigh (tut-kan (*tut-kon» 
[-hi] 

1 
tut-gAn 

C~lor .... \\ 

I······ 
[+rd] 

In summary, the proposed account of Kirghiz vowel harmony is based on the 

refined hierarchical structure of vocalic features, specifically, [round] and [back] being a 

constituent as opposed to the height features. Such dichotomy of vocalic features is 

captured by positing the class nodes, Color and Height, which dominate respectively 

24 As pointed out earlier (footnote 6), in the case where both rules potentially apply, I 
posit that the application of one rule is vacuous if the other rule already applied. 
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[round]/[back] and the height features. Based on the feature structure refined as such, I 

propose the following. First, the Back Harmony rule (spreading of [-back]) and the 

Primary RH rule (spreading of [+round] from [.·back] vowel to [-back] vowel) are 

reanalyzed as Color Spread (77), governed by the A-condition that the Color node 

subject to spreading must be specified for [-back]. The rule of Color Spread is 

responsible for the patterns (8Iab), repeated from (73). 

(81) Initial Value Nonhigh Target High Target 
Past Part. De/. Past 

a. [-back, +round1r~nlnr kiil-gon kiil-dii 
kor-gon kor-dii 

b. [-back ]rnlnr bil-gen bil-di 
ber-gen ber-di 

c. 0rnlnr ktl-gan ktl-di 
al-gan al-di 

d. [ +round]rnlnr tut-kan (*kon) I tut-tu 
I bol-gon bol-du 

Second, the RH rules (79ab) come into play in the case where the Color node lacks 

[-back] but is specified for [+round] (see (8Id». Specifically, if the trigger and the target 

share height, the parasitic RH rule (79a) applies; and if the target is high, the grounded 

RH rule (79b) applies. Third, if neither [-back] nor [+round] is present and hence the 

Color node is unspecified (see (8Ic», neither Color spread nor the RH rule take effect. 

In this case, the suffix vowel surface as [+back, -round] by default. 
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5.4.3 Implication for the Typology of "Backness-Dependent" RH 

One of the peculiar properties of Kirghiz RH is that the contextual condition 

defined on [high] is observed only by back vowels. In this sense, we may be able to say 

that Kirghiz RH is not only "height"-dependent but also "backness"-dependent. Such 

RH patterns are not limited to Kirghiz. In fact, as pointed out by Korn (1969), Steriade 

(1981) and Jakobson & Waugh (1979), such RH patterns are found in quite a few Turkic 

languages. Specifically, Korn reports the following types of such RH patterns (see also 

Steriade 1981 and Kaun 1994). 

(82) [-back] vowels 
a. Kazakh HIGH-high 

NONHIGH-high 
NONHIGH-nonhigh 
HIGH-nonhigh 

b. Shor HIGH-high 
NONHIGH-high 
NONHIGH-nonhigh 
HI GH -nonhigh 

c. Kyzyl HIGH-high 
NONHIGH-high 
NONHIGH-nonhigh 
HIGH-nonhigh 

d. Kirghiz HIGH-high 
NONHIGH-high 
NONHIGH-nonhigh 
HIGH-nonhigh 

{+backl vowels 
HIGH-high cf. Turkish 
NONHIGH-high 
*NONHIGH-nonhigh 
*HIGH-nonhigh 

HIGH-high cf. Yawelmani 
*NONHIGH-high 
NONHIGH-nonhigh 
*HIGH-nonhigh 

HIGH-high cf. Khakass 
*NONHIGH-high 
*NONHIGH-nonhigh 
*HI GH -nonhigh 

HIGH-high cf. Yakut 
NONHIGH-high 
NONHIGH-nonhigh 
*HIGH-nonhigh 

(Notational remark: the trigger of the rule is capitalized and the star (*) 
indicates that the RH rule does not take place in the sequences marked as 



such; thus, in Kazakh, for example, the RH rule applies straightforwardly to 
front vowel sequences, but applies to back vowel sequences only if the 
target is [+high].) 
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Note that in all the cases above, RH applies across-the-board to front vowels. 

Since all the languages above observe strict patterns of Backness Harmony (Korn 

1969:98), the direct consequence of the analysis proposed in this section is that the 

pattern exhibited by front vowels is attributed to Color Spreading (77). Note further that 

the harmony patterns observed by back vowels are the patterns that we already 

characterized by two conditions, a PIC and a grounded path condition RDIHI. Thus, the 

back-vowel pattern in Kazakh is ascribed to a grounded RH rule, governed by the 

T-condition RDIHI (cf. Turkish in section 2.3.1 of chapter two); the Shor back-vowel 

pattern is due to a parasitic RH rule, dictated by the PIC (cf. Yawelmani in section 3.3.2 

of chapter three); the Kyzyl back-vowel pattern is characterized by an RH rule, governed 

by both the PIC and the T-condition RDIHI (see section 3.4.1 of chapter three); and the 

back-vowel pattern in Kirghiz, as we discussed, is attributed to two rules, a parasitic RH 

rule governed by the PIC and a grounded RH rule governed by T-condition RDIHL In 

all, then, the attested patterns of backness-dependent RH do not require any additional 

formal devices to characterize; it is directly predicted by the rules already established, 

Color Spread, parasitic RH, and grounded RH. The specifics are given in the following 

chart. 
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(83) a. Kazakh Color Spread 
GroundedRH (governed by T -cond RDIHI) 

b. Shor Color Spread 
Parasitic RH (governed by PIC) 

c. Kyzyl Color Spread 
Parasitic & (governed by both PIC and T-cond 
GroundedRH RDIHI) 

d. Kirghiz Color Spread 
Parasitic RH (governed by T -cond RDIHI) 
GroundedRH (governed by PIC) 

5.5 Conclusion 

Semi-PH refers to a phenomenon in which a harmony rule applies not only in the 

contexts of identity but in a certain context of non-identity as well. This phenomenon is 

quite pervasive and regular. It is "pervasive" because it is not limited to a paucity of 

cases but is relatively widespread across languages: it is observed in RH systems in 

Turkic languages, Height Harmony rules in Bantu languages, and even in ATR harmony. 

It is "regular" in the sense that the manifested patterns of Semi-PH are not random but 

are "fixed" in a manner that a harmony rule always takes place in the contexts of identity. 

Yet Semi-PH is merely a suiface phenomenon that is derivable from the 

theoretical devices that we established in the previous chapters. In particular, I claim that 

Semi-PH is a phenomenon governed by two disjunctive sets of conditions, a PIC and a 

grounded path condition. Since it is governed by a PIC, Semi-PH takes effect in the 

contexts of identity; since it is governed by a grounded path condition, formulated either 
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as A-condition or as T -condition, Semi-PH takes places in the context of non-identity; 

and further, since it is governed by disjunctive sets of these two conditions (i.e. a PIC or 

a grounded path condition), Semi-PH applies both in the contexts of identity and in a 

context of non-identity. Noting that a rule governed by two disjunctive conditions is 

formally equivalent to two rules governed by a condition each, I argue that Semi-PH is 

attributed to two rules, a "parasitic" rule dictated by a PIC and a "grounded" rule 

governed by a grounded path condition. 

An alternative analysis based on a "trigger-target" condition, formulated as "if 

x-trigger then y-target", is problematic on both theoretical and empirical grounds. 

Theoretically, this analysis introduces a whole new type of conditions, which is not 

motivated elsewhere. Empirically, this analysis works only if a certain value of a 

contextual feature is active; but we have seen that the contextual feature is not always 

specified in the way that this analysis predicts. The problem about feature specification 

may be discarded, if we allow the condition either as a "trigger-target" condition or a 

"target-trigger" condition. However, this analysis is still defective in the respects that (i) 

this analysis does not properly characterize the attested type of Semi-Parasitic RH 

patterns, and that (ii) the "trigger-target" or "target-trigger" condition is motivated solely 

from a single phenomenon of Semi-Parasitic RH. 

I further examined how the proposed analysis addresses a more complicated case 

of Semi-PH, Kirghiz RH, in which front vowels are subject to RH across the board but 

back vowels exhibit the patterns of Semi-PH. Based on the given proposal that the 
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vocalic features are hierarchically organized such that [round]/[back] and [high]/[low] 

comprise a constituent, respectively, the Color node and the Height node, I propose that 

the pattern observed by front vowels is attributed to the spreading rule of the Color node, 

with a condition that the spreading Color node must be specified for [-back]. Once such 

a rule is introduced, the rest of the patterns are straightforward: the patterns manifested 

by back vowels are attributed to two rules, a parasitic RH and a grounded rule, as we 

already established for Yakut RH. I then note that the proposed analysis based on Color 

Spread (along with a parasitic RH and a grounded RH) in fact covers the entire range of 

the attested patterns of "backness-dependent" RH rules. 
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Chapter Six 
Concluding Remarks 
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This dissertation has focused on how to characterize the "height-constrained" 

Round Harmony (RH) rules of various languages. The central argument made in this 

thesis is that the patterns of such RH rules are directly attributed to two conditions, the 

grounded path condition RDIHI and the Phonological Identity Condition (PIC), and the 

hypothesis that "weak" conditions tend to hold of Targets of a rule, if they hold at all. In 

this final chapter, I discuss the consequences and implications of these proposals. In 

particular, in section 6.2, I first provide a brief review of these proposals. In section 6.3, 

I return to the original issue, the overall typology of height-constrained RH, and 

demonstrate how my analysis based on these proposals precisely predicts all and only the 

attested types of height-constrained RH. In section 6.4, we consider the implications and 

the remaining issues to direct future research. In section 6.5, I conclude and summarize 

this chapter. 

6.2 A Review of the Proposals 

In this thesis, the following proposals, among others, are made to account for the 

cross-linguistic patterns of height-constrained RH. 

(1) The grounded path condition RDIHI 
a. "if [+round] then [+high]" 
b. "if [+round] then not [-high]" 



(2) Hypothesis on "weak" conditions 
Weak conditions hold preferably of the Targets of a rule. 

(3) Phonological Identity Condition 
"identical (Argument Target, [F])", where [F] is the feature tier on which 
contextual identity is defined. 
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First, the grounded path condition RDIHI (1) is proposed, based on the 

consideration of the physiological correlation between the tongue body and the lips. In 

particular, the phonetic correlation that we noted is that (i) higher tongue body normally 

induces smaller labial aperture, one of the distinctive gestures for the feature [round], 

and (ii) this correlation is mediated by jaw movement (see section 2.2 of chapter two). 

RDIHI, which expresses the sympathetic relation between [+round] and [+high] ("if 

[+round] then [+high]" and the antagonistic relation between [+round] and [-high] ("if 

[+round] then not [-high]"), is proposed as one of the conditions that characterizes such a 

correlation. 

Second, "height" restrictions on RH exclusively of Targets, rather than 

Arguments, of the rules. This property of RDIHI, however, is in no way surprising, but 

rather follows from the fundamental tenets of the Grounding Condition Theory itself. 

First, RDIHI is a weak condition motivated from "indirectly" related articulatory gestures 

(that is, tongue body height are correlated with lip rounding via jaw opening). This 

property of RDIHI is confirmed by the fact that the effect of this condition is limited on 

rules, rather than on entire representations. Second, weak conditions are supposed to 
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govern a narrower range of representations, given Grounding Condition lIb (A&P, in 

press: ISO), which states that "[t]he stronger the phonetic motivations for a path condition 

q, ... the greater the likelihood of assigning a wide scope to q, within a grammar". Third, 

conditions on Targets typically govern a narrower range of representations than 

conditions on Arguments, as observed by A&P (in press:35 I). That is, T(arget)

conditions govern only the output representation while A(rgument)-conditions govern 

both the input and output representations. Based on these considerations, it is possible to 

generalize that that RDIHI, being a weak condition, holds of Targets rather than 

Arguments (see chapter two for details). Note that the hypothesis (2) is proposed to 

express this generalization. 

Finally, the PIC (3) characterizes the contextual requirement of identity imposed 

on Parasitic Harmony (PH). Two properties of the PIC distinguish the current proposal 

from the earlier analyses of PH, in particular, those based on OCP-induced fusion (see 

section 3.2.2 of chapter three and section 4.6 of chapter four for details). First, the PIC is 

a non-representational condition, which is formulated for RH rules at hand as "identical 

([+round], Target, [high])", where [+round] is the Argument and [high] is the feature tier 

on which identity is defined. Second, identity is interpreted as logical equivalence so 

that not only specified instances but also unspecified instances of [high] are subject to 

identity. 

The PIC with these two properties has the following consequences. First, we are 

able to break away from the potential problems related to representational treatments of 
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contextual identity such as the analyses based on the OCP-induced fused structure. In 

particular, the OCP-based analyses depend on the assumption that the contextual 

F-element must be specified at the point PH applies (note that fused or multiply-linked 

structures are possible only on specified F-elements). For cases of "nonadjacent" identity 

such as Khalkha Mongolian RH, where contextual identity may be defined across a 

transparent element, these analyses further rely on the following: (i) the transparent 

element is unspecified for the contextual F-elements (otherwise the resulting 

representations violate the No-Crossing Line Convention), and (ii) "gapped" 

representations are well formed. 

As we saw in chapters three (section 3.2.2) and four (section 4.6), however, these 

assumptions give rise to several problems for the OCP-based analyses. First, in the cases 

where the contextual F-element is unspecified, the OCP-based analyses must rely on 

extrinsic ordering: a redundancy rule, which is unmotivated otherwise, applies prior to 

PH to supply the contextual F-element. Second, the assumption that the OCP-based 

analyses make for the cases of nonadjacent identity may not always be valid. As we saw 

in section 4.6 of chapter four, the feature specification assumed by the OCP-based 

analyses for the Khalkha Mongolian case is problematic under any current major theory 

of feature specification. Third, gapped representations are unwarranted on empirical 

grounds (see the tonal phenomena in Shona and Yoruba discussed in section 1.3.2 of 

chapter one), and are excluded as illformed by the Precedence Principle (A&P, in press). 

Thus, the OCP-based analyses that hinge on the wellformedness of gapped representation 
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is problematic in this regard. Note also that these are no longer problematic for the 

proposed analysis based on a PIC: since it does not depend on the specified F-element to 

compute identity, the problems involved in feature specification are no longer at issue; 

and since it is not based on representational properties, the problem of gapped 

representations does not arise. 

In summary, the fundamental proposals reviewed in this section are: (i) the 

grounded path condition RDIHI, which characterizes why RH rules affect high vowels 

only, (ii) the hypothesis that "weak" conditions tend to hold of rule targets, which 

accounts for the fact that height restrictions are observed only on Targets of RH, and (iii) 

the Phonological Identity Condition, "identical ([+round], Target, [high])", that 

characterizes the requirement of contextual identity for parasitic RH rules. 

6.3 The Typology of Height-Constrained RH 

Given the three theoretical devices discussed above, let us now return to the 

original issue with which I begin this dissertation: the typology of "height-constrained" 

RH (cf. section 1.1 of chapter one). For ease of discussion, I repeat below the types 

"height-constrained" RH patterns found across languages. (Notational remarks: (i) "I" 

and "A" below represent respectively a high vowel and a nonhigh vowel; and (ii) the 

left-hand members of "II, AA, AI, IA" represents the triggers of RH, and the right-hand 

members the targets ofRH (marked by circles below). Thus, the type (4a), for example, 
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refers to the case where RH applies only from high to high vowels but not in other 

contexts.) 

(4) Contexts 
I ~ ) AQ A( I 2 

a. L',M {""'}.""""''rlR """"" """",,, 

b. 1/";;;/ 

c. no no YES no 
d. no no no YES 

e. 
f. 
g. YES no no YES 
h. no YES YES no 
i. no YES no YES 
j. no no YES YES 

k. IMttslt16S,Y;BS': 'Uq:;! 
1. YES YES no YES 
m YES no YES YES 
n. no YES YES YES 

o. 
p. 

Languages 

Khakass, Hixkaryana 
K. Mongolian, Dasenech, Bashkir 

Yawelmani, Tiv 
Turkish, Uyghur, Tuvan, Azerbaijani 

Yakut, Altai 

languages with no RH 
Kirghiz' (the dialect described by 
Comrie 1981) 

Of interest to us is that among the sixteen logical possibilities, only six types of "height-

constrained" RH are actually attested (excluding the type (40) that involves no RH rules). 

The attested types of RH are recapitulated below. 



(5) Attested types of "height-constrained" RH 
(4a) RH applies only from high to high vowels 
(4b) RH applies only from nonhigh to nonhigh vowels 
(4e) RH applies only from [exhigh] to [exhigh] vowels 
(4f) RH applies only from [exhigh] to high vowels 
(4k) RH applies from [exhigh] to [exhigh] vowels and from [-high] to 

[+high] vowels 
(4p) RH applies across the board with no restriction 
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A significant result of the proposals in this dissertation is that they predict exactly this set 

of RH types. This section is devoted to the demonstration of this point. 

6.3.1 The Predicted Types ofRH 

First of all, I would like the readers to note that the grounded path condition 

RDIHI (1) is a weak condition and is formulated as a condition on Targets of a rule, as 

posited by the hypothesis (2). The conditions that we consider, therefore, are in fact 

T-condition RDIHI and the PIC (3). These two conditions then combined with each 

other in four different ways as shown in (6), and accordingly, we expect four types of 

RH rules (see (7»: (i) RH governed by neither of these conditions, (ii) RH governed by 

T-condition RDIHI only, (iii) RH governed by the PIC only, and (iv) RH governed by 

both the PIC and T-condition RDIHI. 

(6) I 

I T-cond RDIHI (1) I ~~ 



(7) Rule types predicted 
I. RH governed by no condition 
II. RH governed by T -condition RDIHI 
III. RH governed by the PIC 
IV. RH governed by the PIC and T-condition RDIHI 
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The effect of each rule type is as follows: (i) type I, governed by neither of the condition, 

applies in all contexts; (ii) type II, governed by T-condition RDIHI alone, applies only to 

the high targets, regardless of the height specification of the triggers; (iii) type III, 

governed only by the PIC, applies from vowel to vowel of like height; and (iv) type IV, 

governed both by the PIC and T -condition RDIHI, applies only from high triggers to 

high target. 

(8) I II III IV 
trig-targ no cond T -cond RDIHI PIC T-cond & PIC 
high-high YES YES YES YES 
nonhigh-high YES YES no no 
nonhigh-nonhigh YES no YES no 
high-nonhigh YES no no no 

Note that what we have discussed above focuses on the possible types of roles or 

"inventory" of RH rules. Of more importance for our purpose is the types of RH 

patterns predicted by this inventory of rules (thanks to Diana Archangeli for bringing up 

this point). This is particularly interesting, since the way these rules are invoked may 

differ from language to language. In fact, there are sixteen possible ways for languages 

to invoke these four rules. That is, languages may not invoke any of the rules at all 
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(referred to as "0" below); languages may invoke only one rule; languages may invoke 

two rules; languages may invoke three rules; or languages may invoke all the four rules. 

(9) no rules 
o 

one rules 
I 
II 
III 
IV 

two rules 
I + II 
I + III 
I+IV 
II + IV 
II + III 
III + IV 

three rules 
I+II+III 
I + II + IV 
I + III + IV 
II + III + IV 

four rules 
I + II + III + IV 

Since there are sixteen possibilities that languages invoke these rules, one may expect 

that as many number of RH types must be distinguished. This is certainly not true, 

however, because the actual effects of these sixteen possibilities overlap in many 

occasions. My exploration of this issue shows that (i) only the following six groups have 

distinct consequences and accordingly, six types of RH pattern are distinguished, and (ii) 

these six types of RH pattern actually correspond to the attested patterns of RH listed in 

(4) (except for (4b), which will be discussed separately in section 6.3.2 (see also section 

3.4 of chapter three and section 4.5.2 of chapter four». 

(10) r-:A~ __ --, 
I 
I + II 
I + III 
I+IV 
I+II+III 
I + II + IV 
I + III + IV 
I + II + III + IV 
cf. (4p) 

B D E F 
II + III L...,;I I::..,:.v_-----'I 1'""""1 0=----. 
II + III + IV cf. (4a) cf. (40) 

rn--I 
l.!!..:uLI ~:""":""':"":""....J 

cf. (4f) cf. (4k) 
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Let us now demonstrate why RH patterns predicted reduce down to these six 

types. Consider first rule combinations in type A, all of which include rule I. In all these 

cases, the pattern of RH predicted is equivalent to that of rule I. That is, rule I applies in 

all possible contexts with no condition imposed; thus, regardless of the types of rules 

invoked with this rule, the pattern we predict is uniformly that rules apply in all contexts 

across the board. 

(11) RH pattern A (cf. rule type I) 
high-high 

II 
III 
IV 
I + II 
I + III 
I+IV 
I+II+I1I 
I + II + IV 
I + III + IV 
I + II + III + IV 

yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 

nonhi-high nonhi-nonhi high-nonhi 
yes yes yes 
yes 

yes 

yes yes yes 
yes yes yes 
yes yes yes 
yes yes yes 
yes yes yes 
yes yes yes 
yes yes ves 

In the case of type B, on the other hand, the predicted RH pattern is equivalent to 

the pattern exhibited by a single rule II. As illustrated below, rule II applies in the 

contexts of high-high and nonhigh-high, while rule IV applies in the context of high-high 

only. Since rule II applies in a broader context than rule IV, the effect of rule IV is 

vacuous if it is invoked with rule II. The RH pattern predicted by type B, therefore, is 

identical to that of rule II, namely that RH applies to high targets, regardless of the height 

specification of triggers. 
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(12) RH pattern B (cf. rule type II) 
high-high nonhi-high nonhi-nonhi high-nonhi 

In yes yes 
IV 

I II + IV yes 

Similarly, the RH pattern predicted by type C is equivalent to that of rule III: RH here is 

predicted to apply from vowel to vowel of like height. 

(13) RH pattern C (cf. rule type III) 
high-high 

I III 
nonhi-high nonhi-nonhi high-nonhi 

yes yes 
IV 

I III+ IV yes 

Importantly, however, the effect of invoking two rules, II + III, does not converge 

with that of rule II or III (cf. type D). That is, rule II applies in the contexts of high-high 

and nonhigh-nonhigh, and rule III applies in the contexts of high-high and nonhigh-

nonhigh; but if we invoke both these rules, we expect that harmony takes effect in the 

contexts, high-high, nonhigh-high, and nonhigh-nonhigh. In this sense, the possibility of 

invoking II + III should be given an independent status. The RH pattern predicted by 

two rules, II + III, rather is identical to the pattern predicted by three rules, II + III + IV: 

the RH pattern predicted in both cases are that RH takes place in the contexts of high-

high, nonhigh-high, and nonhigh-nonhigh. 
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(14) RH pattern D (cf. rule types II + III) 
high-high nonhi-high nonhi-nonhi high-nonhi 

II yes yes 
III yes yes 
IV r I 11+ III yes yes 
II + III +IV y:: yes yes 

Finally, the RH pattern predicted by types. E and F are distinguished from the 

patterns predicted by other types, such that RH applies only from high vowel to high 

vowel (type E) or RH does not take place at all (type F). 

(15) RH pattern E 
high-high 

I IV YES 
nonhi-high nonhi-nonhi high-nonhi 
no no no 

(16) RH pattern F 
high-high nonhi-high nonhi-nonhi high-nonhi 
no no no no 

The above demonstration then suggests that the predicted types of RH patterns are 

limited to one of the following. 

(17) Types of RH pattern predicted 
high-high nonhi-high nonhi-nonhi high-nonhi 

A (1) YES YES YES YES 
B ( II ) YES YES no no 
C ( III ) YES no YES no 
D (II+III) YES YES YES no 
E (IV) YES no no no 
F (0 ) no no no no 
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The important consequence of my analysis is that all those six types of RH are actually 

attested. We find RH pattern A, where RH applies in all contexts, in Kirghiz' (the 

dialect described by Comrie 1981) (see (4p)); RH pattern B is observed in Turkish and its 

related languages, and also in Nawuri, discussed in chapter two (40; RH pattern C is 

found in Yawelmani and Tiv ((4e); for discussion of Yawelmani, see section 3.3.2 of 

chapter three); we observe RH pattern D in Yakut and Kirghiz discussed in chapter five 

(4k); we find RH pattern E in Khakass discussed in section 3.4.1 of chapter three; and 

finally, the type F is the pattern found in the languages with no RH rules (such as 

English). 

(18) Languages corresponding to each RH type in (17) 
RH type Languages· 

A Kirghiz' (the dialect described by Comrie 1981) (4p) 
B Turkish, Uyghur, Tuvan, Azerbaijani, Nawuri (40 
C Yawelmani, Tiv (4e) 
D Yakut, Altai (4k) 
E Khakass, Hixkaryana (4a) 
F languages with no RH (40) 

In summary, the attested types of RH are correctly predicted as follows. Two 

conditions, T-condition RDIHI (which is ensured by (1) and (2)) and the PIC give rise to 

four primary rule types as in (7). These rule types, in tum, predict the presence of six 

distinct types of RH pattern (17), each of which corresponds to an attested RH pattern 

listed in (5). Note, however, that there is one type of RH pattern (4b) does not appear to 

fall into any predicted RH types. I will tum to this issue in the next section, arguing that 
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these languages in fact belong to RH pattern C and their actual patterns appear as they 

are because of a condition independently present in each of these languages. 

6.3.2 Apparent Counterexample: RII type (4b) 

The above discussion of RH typology leaves us an issue to be further addressed: 

although RH pattern (4b) is observed in languages like Khalkha Mongolian, Bashkir, and 

Dasenech, its presence is not predicted by the above exploration of RH typology. The 

argument made in this dissertation in regard to this issue is that the RH patterns found in 

these languages are due to a harmony rule governed by the PIC (3) (i.e. role type II), 

superimposed by a condition, independently motivated on a language-particular basis, 

such as a morpheme structure condition (MSC) or a grounded path condition defined on 

features other than [high]. Specifically, the three cases of "ungrounded identity" (i.e. 

contextual identity in terms of [-high]) that we examined in this dissertation are 

explained in the following way. First, Bashkir RH is restricted to apply from nonhigh 

trigger to nonhigh target, because (i) RH is subject to the PIC defined on [high] (3), but 

(ii) there is an independent MSC that prohibits the occurrence of high vowels in 

noninitial positions (see section 3.4.2.1 of chapter three). The RH pattern predicted by 

these two conditions, as shown below, is exactly that RH applies from nonhigh to 

nonhigh vowels. 
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(19) trig-targ PIC MSC 
high-high YES no 
nonhigh-nonhigh YES YES 
nonhigh-high no no 
high-nonhigh no YES 

Second, the application of Khalkha Mongolian RH and Dasenech RH is restricted 

to nonhigh-nonhigh sequences, because its application in other contexts is prohibited not 

only by the PIC but also by RDIBK, "if [+round] then [+back]" or "if [+round] then not 

[ -back]". In the case of Khalkha Mongolian, for example, RDIBK prevents RH from 

applying to high target, in this case the (surface) high front vowel Iii, all and only [-back] 

vowel in this language (thus, the high-high sequences and the nonhigh-high sequences 

are excluded from possible undergoers of RH); and RH does not apply to the high-

nonhigh sequences since they violate the PIC (see chapter four, section 4.5.2 in 

particular, for details). 

(20) trig - targ examples feature spec. PIC RDIBK 
high-nonhigh ii - A u-A [+hi] - 0 no YES 
nanhigh-nonhigh o-A a-A 0-0 YES YES 
high-high ii - i u - i [+hi] - 0 no no 
nonhigh-high 0- i 0- i 0-0 YES no 

In Dasenech, on the other hand, RH applies only from the nonhigh rounded vowel 

101 to the low vowel Ia!. Given the grounded path conditions RDIHI (see (1)) and 

RDILO ("if [+round] then [-low]" or "if [+round] then not [+low],,), the fact that RH 

applies to this specific vowel sequences may be a problem. Based on the fact that there 

is no front rounded vowels (hence, RDIBK is motivated), however, RH patterns in 
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Dasenech can be explained by an RH rule governed by the PIC and RDIBK (see section 

3.4.2.2 of chapter three for details). Consider the following to see how these two 

conditions correctly restrict the RH rule to apply only from /0/ to /a!. 

(21) context. 
u - i a-a yes NO 
u-e a - [-high] no no 
u-a a - [-high] no yes 
0- i [-high] - a no no 

Incorporating the RH patterns discussed above, I present below the complete list 

of the predicted types of RH, along with the patterns they exhibit. 

(22) 
I 

a. 
b. 
c. no no YES no 
d. no no no YES 

e. 
f. 
g. YES no no YES 
h. no YES YES no 
1. no YES no YES 
j. no no YES YES 

k.Ml.sIDS::::IMI.S:::::np:, 
1. YES YES no YES 
m YES no YES YES 
n. no YES YES YES 

RHtypes 

TypeC 
TypeB 

TypeD 

TypeF 
Type A 

(Yawelmani) 
(Turkish) 

(Yakut) 

(no RH) 
(Kirghiz') 
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Note that the remaining patterns are excluded, because they do not satisfy either 

T-condition RDIHI or the PIC, and hence are not predicted by any of the rule types listed 

in (7). Specifically, types (22cd) do not meet the PIC because the predicted RH rule here 

would apply in the context of nonidentity to the exclusion of identity. Further, they also 

violate the grounded path condition RDIHI, since Argument in (22c) and Target in (22d) 

refer to ungrounded relation (i.e. nonhigh vowels). Type (22g), in which RH is predicted 

to apply only from high vowels regardless of the height specification of Targets, is 

excluded because the grounded path condition RDIHI here would be formulated as a 

condition on Argument, rather than on Targets (cf. the hypothesis (2)). Note that the PIC 

is also not satisfied here. Types (22hi) violate the condition RDIHI, since the predicted 

RH rule would apply only from nonhigh vowels (22h) or applies only to nonhigh vowels 

(22i). These types also violate the PIC, since the identical context high-high is not 

affected by RH. Type (22j) is excluded because the RH rule would apply in contexts of 

complete non-identity, thereby violating the PIC. Further, this type is not subject to 

RDIHI, since neither Argument nor Target is defined by this condition. The next type, 

type (22l) is excluded because it would involve RDIHI as a condition on Argument, 

rather than on Target. Finally, types (22mn) do not satisfy the PIC, and thus are 

excluded from the possible RH types. 
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6.3.3 Summary 

So far, I have demonstrated how the proposals made in this dissertation correctly 

predict the attested types of RH. In particular, I have first noted that RDIHI, being a 

weak condition, holds of Targets (rather than Arguments) of a rule, and thus the 

condition that we are" considering is in fact T-condition RDIHI. This condition, together 

with the PIC, give rise to four primary rule types given as shown in (7). Since languages 

may invoke different combinations of these rules, we expect various typef: of RH pattern 

to appear. Of these, I have shown that only six RH types have distinct consequences, 

each of which corresponds to an attested patterns of RH (see (17)). One type of RH, 

which does not appear to follow from the prediction, is argued to be a type that in fact 

falls into a predicted type of RH, i.e. RH type C (cf. the discussion about Khalkha 

Mongolian, Bashkir and Dasenech). In this case, languages invoke another set of 

independently motivated conditions (motivated on a language-particular basis), In 

addition to the conditions at hand, thereby giving rise to a different surface pattern than 

actually predicted. Further, I have shown that the unattested types of RH do not meet 

T -condition RH or the PIC, and thus are not predicted by any of the rule types 

established. 
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6.4 Implications and the Remaining Issues 

In this section, I examine the theoretical implications and the issues remained 

untackled in this dissertation. The discussion to be given below is by no means 

exhaustive, but is rather focused on four issues, which I think are significant and deserve 

further research: (i) the implication for Grounding Condition Theory, in particular, for 

the "grounded" set of conditions, (ii) the consequence for the OCP and the so-called 

"OCP-triggered" deletion and insertion, (iii) the issue involved in the proposal that treats 

identity as logical equivalence, and (iv) the issue of how we recast the current analysis 

from the perspective of the current proposal of Optimality Theory (Prince and 

Smolensky 1993, McCarthy and Prince 1993). 

6.4.1 Theoretical Implications 

On the "Grounded" Set of Conditions The fundamental argument advanced by 

Grounding Condition Theory (A&P, in press) is that conditions on F-element 

combinations are limited to a phonetically-based subset. This is explicitly expressed by 

Grounding Condition I, repeated below. 

(23) Grounding Condition I (A&P, in press: 150) 
Path conditions invoked by languages must be phonetically motivated. 

A~other point suggested by A&P is that phonetically-based conditions correspond to 

"grounded" conditions only if the antecedent F-element (i.e. an F-element in the 
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if-clause) involves an active phonetic gesture. In this sense, grounded conditions 

proposed by A&P are limited to a particular subset of phonetically-based conditions. To 

illustrate, let us consider again A&P's discussion of the possible set of grounded path 

conditions established on the [ATR]-[high] relation (cf. section 1.2 of chapter one). As 

indicated by the references cited there, [ATR] is correlated with [high] in such a way that 

(i) [aATR] is sympathetically related to [ahigh] but antagonistically related to [-ahigh]; 

and conversely, (ii) [ahigh] is related sympathetically to [aATR] but antagonistically to 

[-aATR]. Such a correlation between [ATR] and [high] suggests that the following 

conditions are phonetically motivated. 

(24) a. if[+ATR] then [+high] 
b. if [-ATR] then [-high] 
c. if[+high] then [+ATR] 
d. if [-high] then [-ATR] 

if [+ATR] then not [-high] 
if [-ATR] then not [+high] 
if [+high] then not [-ATR] 
if [-high] then not [+ATR] 

An argument made by A&P, however, is that not all these conditions are "grounded": the 

grounded conditions are only (24abc) and the condition (24d), which involves [-high] in 

the if-clause, is excluded from the grounded set. As a means to ensure this effect, A&P 

(in press: 151) posit that (i) some features with the value "-" (such as [-high] and [-low], 

but not [-ATRD indicate the absence of active articulatory gesture, (ii) since they lack 

any active gesture, they do not imply any definite if-then relations, and (iii) since they do 

not indicate any implicational relation, the conditions that include such F-elements as an 

antecedent are regarded as "ungrounded". 
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One of the direct consequences of this argument is that [-high], as Argument of a 

rule, is not subject to any grounded path condition. As we saw in the discussion of the 

Shona case, however, [-high] is subject to a condition as an Argument of Height 

Harmony. That is, the harmony pattern in this case is that [-high] spreads onto [-round] 

targets, to the exclusion of [+round] targets (unless targets are contextually identical to 

triggers), suggesting that the condition "[-high] then [-round]" or "[-high] then not 

[+round]" is operating. In the presence of cases like Shona, I propose in chapter two that 

[-high] involves active lowering of tongue body and thus can imply an if-then relation, 

thereby allowing [-high] in the if-clause of path conditions· (see section 2.2.2 of chapter 

two for further discussion). 

The significance of cases like Shona lies in, among other things, the argument for 

a more "relaxed" set of grounded path conditions than the original proposal made by 

A&P (in press). Note in this regard the grounded path condition RDIHI, which is 

proposed as a condition "indirectly" motivated in the sense that the physiological 

correlation lip rounding and tongue body height is mediated by jaw opening (see section 

2.2.1 of chapter two for details). Apparently, extending grounding relations to such 

"indirectly" defined phonetic relations has an implication that the range of F-elements on 

which grounded path conditions are defined may be significantly enlarged. That is, 

given the two sets of F-elements, [+F] & [+G], and [+G] & [+H], each of which is 

• Note that A&P (in press:151) further remark that the precise definition of the 
F-elements (i.e. whether or not F-elements like [-high] are interpreted to mean active 
articulatory gesture) is an issue empirically resolved. My proposal is in fact in accords 
with this statement, since it is supported by empirical evidence (i.e. the Shona case). 
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phonetically related or in a grounding relation, allowing indirect grounding relations 

appears to have an implication that grounded path conditions are also formulated on 

[+F} and [+H} (mediated by [+G]), not only on the original two sets [+F] & [+G] and 

[+G] & [+H]. 

It is doubtful, however, that the latter use of grounded conditions is empirically 

supported. As noted in section 2.2.2 of chapter two, the mediating factor in the [round]-

[high]/[low] relation, i.e. jaw opening, is not related to a significant phonological 

property and thus is not assigned a phonological feature2
• Referring to RDIHI, therefore, 

does not necessarily imply that two indirectly related F-elements, [+F] and [+H], form a 

grounding relation based on two distinct sets of grounded F-elements, [+F] & [+G] and 

[+G] & [+H], mediated by a phonological feature [+G]. 

The OCP and "OCP-Triggered" Rules Since one of my proposal, the PIC, deals 

with identity, and the OCP includes a statement of identity in its definition, it is 

reasonable to question the relation between the PIC and the OCP, or at least the notion of 

identity referred to by these two conditions. My position on these issues is as follows. 

First, as discussed in section 3.3.1 of chapter three, the OCP and the PIC both rely on the 

same definition of identity, as repeated below. 

2 Note again that introducing a feature such as [open] (cf. Clements 1991ab, Clements 
and Hume 1993) does not affect the conclusion, since this feature is supposed to replace 
the height features [high] and [low]. Ifwe adopt [open], instead of[high] and [low], the 
phonetic relation between [round] and [high]/[low] would be characterized as a direct 
relation; hence, the discussion implied by indirectness is no longer at issue. 



(25) X and Yare identical to each other if and only if, 
(i) they are related to each other in terms of the identity predicate "is 

identical to", and 
(ii) they are located on a single auto segmental tier, and 
(iii) their immediate dependent features, x and y, if there are any, have 

the properties of (i) and (ii). 
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That is, identity in both the OCP and the PIC is defined between two elements on a 

single autosegmental feature, which share their dependent information. Note that the 

third clause of the definition is needed to exclude a situation where two elements are 

treated as identical simply because they share a certain class node. 

Second, although both these conditions make use of the same definition of 

identity, their key functions are different: the PIC is strictly a condition on rule 

application, whereas the OCP is basically a condition on representations. The distinction 

between these two conditions, however, becomes somewhat fuzzy, since it is often the 

case that conditions on representations also govern rule application. With respect to the 

OCP, for example, two functions on rules have been recognized, blocking and 

"triggering" functions. The blocking function of the OCP is motivated from cases like 

"antigemination" where an insertion rule is blocked if it inserts an element identical to a 

neighboring segment (cf. McCarthy 1986, Yip 1988); and the triggering function of the 

OCP is proposed to deal with the cases where representations that involve violation of 

the OCP are repaired by invoking some rules (cf. Yip 1988). Of these, the latter 

function, the OCP as a rule trigger, deserves further consideration in relation to the PIC, 

because (i) the PIC attempts to characterize the contextual identity requirement for the 
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input of a rule and (ii) the rules "triggered" by the OCP would also involve contextual 

identity in the input representations (see the discussion below for details). In this section, 

I examine the arguments and assumptions for treating the OCP as a rule trigger, and 

briefly explore if the PIC can be extended to the analysis of "OCP-triggered" rules. 

Assuming that OCP-violations may occur in the course of a derivation, Yip (1988) 

argues that there exists a class of rules, referred to as OCP-triggered rules, motivated to 

repair such violations of the OCP. Two rule types are significantly adduced to support 

her argument: (i) dissimilation, which deletes one of the identical elements, and (ii) 

insertion that applies to break up a sequence of identical elements (such as plural & 

present-tense formation in English). The schematic representation of each rule is given 

below. 

(26) a. dissimilation 
X X --> X X 

cDJ I ~ IX 

b. insertion 
X X --> X X 

cDJ l®~ 
Noticing that these rules all refer to contextual identity, Yip (1988:65) further 

claims the following. 

"Recognizing that the OCP can trigger phonological rules has an interesting 
consequences: it may then be possible to eliminate identity conditions from 
phonological rules." (emphasis added) 
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This claim, however, does not seem to hold true of Parasitic Harmony (PH), another rule 

that refers to contextual identity. As we saw in chapters three and four, contextual 

identity for PH is not entirely attributed to the OCP: the OCP-based analysis of PH relies 

on a fused structure induced by the OCP, which in turn hinges on the stipulations that are 

problematic both on theoretical and empirical grounds. For the cases of nonadjacent 

identity such as Khalkha Mongolian RH that we discussed in chapter four, for instance, 

the OCP-based analysis depends on (i) "gapped" representation and (ii) unspecification 

of the intervening transparent segment for a contextual feature (without being so, any 

multiple linking is possible due to the No-Crossing Line Convention). As recapitulated 

earlier, both these assumptions are problemutic, and I propose a non-representational 

analysis of PH based on the PIC. 

The remaining question then is whether the effect of the PIC can be extended to 

other types of rules that refer to contextual identity such as the rules treated as 

OCP-triggered rules. Without considering the details, my preliminary response to this 

question is as follows: (i) given the three primary rule types, spreading, deletion and 

insertion, we predict that contextual identity may govern not only spreading but also 

deletion or insertion; and (ii) 'since the contextual requirement is characterized by PIC's, 

it seems reasonable to treat these rules in terms of PIC's. 

Note in this regard some potential problems that the OCP-based treatment 

involves. First, for the OCP-based treatment to work, it must hinge on a substantially 

weakened version of the OCP in the following respects. As noted above, this analysis is 
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based on the assumption that OCP-violations are somehow allowed prior to the 

application of the "OCP-triggered" rules. Such illformed representations are all.owed by 

parameterizing the OCP, such that the autosegmental tiers on which the OCP holds differ 

from language to language (and also from derivational stage to stage in a given language) 

(see Yip 1988). In (26a) above, for instance, the illformed representation is tolerated 

because the OCP is parameterized so as not to hold of the a-tier. Further, this analysis 

relies on the stipulation that the OCP, which does not hold on the a-tier in the input 

representation (see (27a) below), operates on the a-tier in the output representation to 

ensure the deletion of an offending identical element (see (27b)). 

(27) a. input 
X X 

ct1J 
b. output 

---> X X 

l ® 
Thus, in order for the OCP-based account of dissimilation to work, we not only 

parameterize the OCP with respect to the tier on which the holds, but also specify the 

point where the OCP begins to operate. In addition to the problem noted above, there is 

another sort of difficulty that the OCP-based analysis has to face when attributing 

dissimilation to the OCP. That is, dissimilation in a given language usually involves 

deletion of one particular identical element, either leftmost or rightmost. This aspect of 

dissimilation remains unexplained in the analysis based on the OCP. 

In summary, the "loss-of-identity" argument Yip (1988), one of the driving force 

to introduce the triggering function of the OCP, does appear to be tenable in the presence 
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of PH, in particular, the cases of PH that refers to nonadjacent identity (cf. Khalkha 

Mongolian). Moreover, preliminary consideration of OCP-triggered rules suggest that 

these rules are potentially reanalyzable in terms of PIC's. I believe, however, that a 

thorough resolution of this issue depends on full-fledged inspection of empirical cases, 

which I leave for future research. 

6.4.2 Remaining Issues 

Identity as Logical Equivalence One of the fundamental proposals made in this thesis 

is that identity is interpreted as logical eqUivalence. The immediate consequence of this 

proposal is that identity is defined not only on specified but also on unspecified instances 

of a feature. Capitalizing on this, we were able to characterize the cases where the 

contexts are identical in terms of both values of a feature, without recourse to the 

stipulation about a redundancy rule that must apply prior to the application of PH (see the 

Yawelmani case in chapter three). This analysis, however, is based on the assumption 

that the unspecified instances of a feature (represented as "0") are equivalent to the 

opposite value of a specified feature; thus, in the case of Yawelmani, where [-high] is 

active and RH is subject to the contextual identity in terms of both values of [high], such 

interpretation of identity as logical equivalence is possible based on the assumption that 

the unspecified instances of [high] are equivalent to the opposite value of the specified 

feature [+high]. 
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Such an assumption, however, needs to be further tested empirically, because "0" 

does not always correspond to the opposite value of the specified feature. Consider, for 

instance, a hypothetical five vowel system, Ii e a 0 uI, where the F-elements, [-high], 

[+round], and [+low], are active. The underlying vowel representation is provided 

below, given the grounded path condition RDILO, if "[ +round] then not [+low]" 

(excludes 1 and 5) and Representational Simplicity (excludes 3) (a comparable vowel 

representation is found in Shona discussed in section 5.2.1.2 of chapter five). 

(28) 

high 
round 
low 

1 

* 

+ 
+ 

234 5 

[1 D; 
6 7 8 
u a, i 

+ 
+ 

Note now the representation of the low vowel Ia!. This vowel, although it is nonhigh at 

surface, is unspecified for [-high]. For this reason, in the case where contextual identity 

is defined on the high tier, surface identity and identity treated as logical equivalence 

may produce conflicting results. Consider the following, (29cfbj) in particular. 

(29) seguences contexts surface identit): identil): as iff 
a. o-e [-high] - [-high] yes yes 
b. e-u [-high] - 0 no no 
c. o-a [-high] - 0 yes no 
d. 0- i [-high] - 0 no no 
e. e-u [-high] - 0 no no 
f. e-a [-high] - 0 yes no 
g. e - 1 [-high] - 0 no no 
h. u-a 0-0 no yes 
i. u - i 0-0 yes yes 
J. a - i 0-0 no yes 
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In (29cf), the sequences that are identical at surface (in the sense that they are both 

nonhigh) are treated as different if identity is interpreted as logical equivalence. 

Conversely, in (29hj), the sequences that are different at surface are treated as identical if 

we take identity to be logical equivalence. 

Of the PH rules we discussed so far, the only case where this issue is directly 

relevant is Khalkha Mongolian RH (see section 4.5.2 of chapter four). In this case, the 

F-element [+high] is active and the high front vowel Iii is unspecified for this F-element. 

For this reason, surface identity in sequences like (30ac) conflicts with identity 

interpreted as logical equivalence. 

(30) seQuences contexts surface identit~ identit~ as ifl 
a. u - i [+high] - 0 yes no 
b. u-e [+high] - 0 no no 
c. 0- i 0-0 no yes 
d. o-e 0-0 yes yes 

In the Khalkha Mongolian case, however, Iii is independently specified for [-back], and 

hence the fact that RH does not apply to (30ac) is attributed to the grounded path 

condition RDIBK, "if [+round] then not [-back]". In this respect, the apparent conflict 

between two versions of identity is not a problem here once we recognize the role of a 

grounded path condition. The issue is whether such a treatment also works in other cases 

of this sort, if there are any. This remains to be further examined. 
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Optimality Theory Since this thesis has established conditions as fundamental 

theoretical devices to approach the issues of height-constrained RH rules and the RH 

typology, it would be worthwhile to reconsider these issues from the perspective of the 

recent proposal of constraint-based theory such as Optimality Theory (Prince and 

Smolensky 1993). The fundamental idea of Optimality Theory is that universal grammar 

consists of a set of constraints on representational well-formedness, out of which 

individual grammars are constructed. The central analytical strategy made use by 

Optimality Theory is that an optimal candidate is produced by means of violable 

constraints and their interactions (i.e. ranking of the constraints), such that the most 

minimally violated candidate is selected as the optimal output. 

There are a couple of obvious merits of the Optimality Theoretic account, if 

properly done. First, the various patterns of the RH rules across languages are naturally 

expected, given that ranking of the constraints may differ from language to language and 

the optimal output varies accordingly. Second, some controversial issues induced by the 

notion of "rules", such as rule ordering and the number of rules, are discarded. This is 

particularly relevant for Yakut RH and Kirghiz RH that we discussed in chapter five, for 

which we are forced to posit two rules although they appear to be implemented as "one

step" processes. 

To appreciate these merits, however, we need to address the following. First, we 

must examine how the proposed conditions, PIC's in particular, are translated into 

Optimality Theoretic versions of wellformedness constraints (see Pulleyblank 1993 and 
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A&P, in preparation, for the use of grounded path conditions in Optimality Theory). 

Second, we need to consider what other constraints are required (see Kirchner 1993 for 

the treatment of harmony rules in Optimality Theory). Third, we must examine the 

ranking of constraints that a particular language invokes. Fourth, it appears that simple 

variation of constraint ranking predicts more types of RH patterns than actually attested 

(given four constraint, for instance, we have 24 different rankings and in principle, as 

many types of RH are predicted). Thus, we also need to address how to constrain the 

possible types of ranking. 

6.S Conclusion 

In this final chapter, I have discussed the significance/implications of this dissertation 

and the issues that this thesis leaves behind. In the first section, I reviewed the 

fundamental proposals made in this dissertation, centering on the conditions, RDIHI and 

the PIC, and the hypothesis that "weak" conditions tend to hold of rule targets. Then, in 

section 6.3, I returned to the original issue of the typology of height-constrained RH, and 

demonstrated how these proposals predict all and only attested types ofRH. Specifically, 

I have shown that the observed patterns of RH are predicted by the combinations of four 

primitive rule types, which in tum circumscribed by the two conditions proposed in this 

thesis, T -condition RDIHI and the PIC. Then, I have considered the implications of this 

dissertation, focusing on two points. First, the proposals made in this dissertation are 

based on two types grounded path conditions, which depart from the original proposal 
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made by A&P: (i) the condition "if [-high] then not [+round]" (for the Shona case in 

section 5.2.1.2 of chapter five), which is posited under the interpretation that [-high] 

involves active articulatory gesture and hence implies an if-then relation; and (ii) the 

condition RDIHI, motivated from an "indirect" phonetic relation between tongue body 

height and lip round (which is mediated by jaw opening). Second, I considered the 

implication of the PIC for the "loss-of-identity" argument made by Yip (1988). I 

suggested that the loss-of-identity argument based on the OCP is problematic in the 

presence of PH, and that other classes of OCP-triggered rules, which refer to contextual 

identity, may well be reconsidered in terms of the PIC. Finally, I pointed out two issues 

that require further research, one regarding the point about identity as logical equivalence 

and the other regarding the recent proposal of Optimality Theory. 
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